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(The final page of this pdf sets out our terms.)

NEW & RECENT PUBLICATIONS
1

2022 ANTIQUES: AUCTION RECORDS 2021.1.1-2021.12.31 (CERAMICS). 2022 Gudong
Paimai Nianjian: Ciqi. 2022 骨董拍賣年鑒 ： 瓷器. Changsha, 2022. 332 pp. Colour plates
throughout. 26x18 cm. Paper.

£50.00

Coverage of auction prices for Chinese ceramics sold in auction in China and elsewhere in 2021. Colour illustrations
throughout. Hundreds of fine examples shown with prices realised in RMB. Text in Chinese.
2

Bonhams,: THE PARRY COLLECTION OF CHINESE ART. London, 2021. 217 pp. Copiously
illustrated in colour throughout. 27x21 cm. Cloth.

£150.00

Bonham’s auction catalogue of the fascinating sale of the Parry collection of Chinese art which comprised exquisite
Qing dynasty ceramics, jades, lacquer and other works of art of the highest quality and craftsmanship. Acquired in the
early twentieth century with a very discerning eye. So discerning that six pieces from the collection were exhibited at the
legendary 1935 Royal Academy International Exhibition of Chinese Art. The six exhibits included in this sale. A total of
106 lots, all illustrated in colour and described in detail. Introductory essays on the collection and the Parry family.
Illustrations of original purchase invoices from various eminent early twentieth-century London dealers. An excellent
reference and insight into early twentieth-century connoisseurship and collecting of Chinese art in the UK. The
catalogue produced in a small quantity and extremely hard to obtain following the sale.
3

Borysevicaz, Mathieu ed: THE BOOK ABOUT XU BING’S ‘BOOK FROM THE GROUND’.
North Adams and Cambridge, n.d. (2014). 167 pp. Illustrated throughout. 29x21 cm. Cloth.

£26.00

Illustrated book-length commentary on Xu Bing’s ‘Book from the Ground’ associated with a 2014 exhibition at the
Massachusetts Museum of Modern Art (Mass MoCA) with contributions by the editor, the artist, Haytham Nawar,
Kaimei Wang and Mian Mian (in conversation with Xu Bing as interviewed by Wang).
4

Cultural Relics Bureau: 2020 ZHONGGUO ZHONGYAO KAOGU FAXIAN. Major Archaeological
Discoveries in China in 2020. 2020 中國重要考古發現. Beijing, 2021. 181 pp. Colour text plates
throughout. 26x19 cm. Wrappers.

£30.00

Well-illustrated work on major archaeological discoveries in China in 2020 dating from the Palaeolithic through the
dynasties to the Qing. 34 sites are shown and described. Always of much interest. List of contents, descriptions of each
find and captions in English. Main text in Chinese.
5

Flacks, Marcus: PIAN YUN: WU BIN DE SHIMIAN LINGBI. Patches of Clouds: Wu Bin’s Ten
Views of a Lingbi Rock. ⽚雲：吳彬的⼗⾯靈璧 。 ⾺科斯 費拉克斯 編. Beijing, 2020. 283 pp.
Numerous colour plates, many full page. 32x27 cm. Cloth.

£300.00

Chinese edition of a work originally published in English as ‘Crags and Ravines Make a Marvellous View’. Explores a
wonderful late Ming painting by Wu Bin of a large scholar’s rock shown in multiple views. The painting reproduced in
its entirety and with close-ups of sections and detail. Dual languages in Chinese and English including all essays and
descriptions. A fine thing.
6

Gugong Museum: GUGONG JINGDIAN: GUGONG GONGCHA TUDIAN. Tribute Tea in the
Collection of the Palace Museum. 故宮經典:故宮貢茶圖典. Classics of the Forbidden City. Beijing,
2022. 263 pp. Colour plates throughout, a good number full page. 29x29 cm. Boards.

£110.00

One of the more unusual volumes in this series exploring the tradition of tea being presented to the imperial court from
the numerous tea-growing areas of China. Illustrated throughout with examples of tea, their packaging and boxes. A
little-known aspect of tea culture in China. Explanatory texts and discussion in Chinese.
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Guo Shuang: GUO SHUANG MUKE. Guo Shuang Woodcut. 郭雙⽊刻 。 郭雙 著. Feldatal, 2021.
240 pp. B/w illustrations throughout, many full page. A number of foldouts. 22x29 cm. Boards.

£100.00

A most pleasing work showing the finely-detailed black-and-white woodblock print work of the Chinese contemporary
woodblock artist, Guo Shuang. The artist grew up in rural Henan province in central China and much of her work
reflects this heritage and a difficult upbringing. A wide and varied body of work. Dual texts in Chinese and English.
8

Kerr, Rose: YAOZHOU WARES FROM MUSEUMS AND ART INSTITUTES AROUND THE
WORLD. Including Yaozhou Tribute Wares. Masterpieces of Chinese Ceramics. Hong Kong, 2022.
288 pp. Over 700 colour illustrations. 32x26 cm. Cloth.

£198.00

An excellent work showing over 400 extremely fine, indeed marvellous, Yaozhou wares dating from the Tang, Five
Dynasties, Song and Jin dynasties. The ceramics from museums and collections worldwide. Full descriptions
accompany. Useful introductory essay. A fine addition to the literature on the subject and a great visual reference on
these coveted ceramics.
9

Kitson, Peter: FORGING ROMANTIC CHINA. Sino-British Cultural Exchange 1760-1840.
Cambridge, 2013. vii, 312 pp. A few b/w illustrations. 24x16 cm. Boards.

£75.00

Shows how, from 1760-1840, British knowledge of China was constructed from the writings and translations of a
diverse range of missionaries, diplomats and other travellers and traders. These writings influenced a diverse range of
poets, novelists and others, leading to the romanticised British perception of China at the time.
10

National Palace Museum ed: FENGGE GUSHI: QIANLONG NIAN ZHI FALANG CAI CI. Story
of an Artistic Style: Imperial Porcelain with Painted Enamels of the Qianlong Emperor. 風格故事：乾
隆年製琺瑯彩瓷. Taibei, 2021. 253 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page. A number of
foldouts. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.

£120.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei showing absolutely superb ceramics from the
Qianlong reign of the Qing dynasty bearing scenes painted with enamels. All the ceramics from the Museum’s holdings
and thus the former Chinese imperial collection. A total of 99 exhibits, all illustrated in full and many also showing
illustration of close-up details of the decoration and scenes. All basemarks shown. Foreword, introductions to sections
and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
11

Pinto de Matos, M. et al: THE RA COLLECTION OF CHINESE ENAMELLED COPPER. A
Collector’s Vision. Volume V. London, 2021. 255 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. Colour text
plates. A couple of foldouts. 38x27 cm. Half cloth.

£280.00

Part Five of a series of works on a superb collection. This fifth volume follows four volumes on Chinese export
ceramics. It focusses on Chinese enamelled copper, a subject on which relatively little has been written and this is a
most welcome contribution. 55 extremely fine examples are illustrated in high quality colour, in full and with close-up
detail, and described in exhaustive detail. Introductory essays accompany.
12

Sierra de la Calle, Blas: BRONCES CHINOS Y OTRAS OBRAS DE METAL. (Chinese Bronzes
and Other Metal Objects). Museo Oriental Valladolid Catalogo XI. Valladolid, 2021. 398 pp. Colour
and b/w illustrations throughout. 23X16 cm. Wrappers.

£80.00

Catalogue of the collection of Chinese bronzes and related metal objects in the Museo Oriental in Valladolid, Spain.
The bronzes date from the Ming and Qing dynasties. A varied selection. All illustrated and fully described. Text in
Spanish.
13

Sierra de la Calle, Blas: FR. ANDRES DE URDANETA Y SU LEGADO. (Father Andres de
Urdaneta and His Legacy). Cuadernos del Museo Oriental Valladolid No 21. Valladolid, 2021. x, 231
pp. 62 pp. colour and b/w plates. 23X16 cm. Wrappers.

£50.00

A study of the story and legacy of the important Spanish missionary and explorer, Father Urdaneta, who travelled to the
Philippines and, not least, then discovered and plotted a route east across the Pacific Ocean to Acapulco that paved the
way for the Manila galleon trade. Illustrated with artefacts relating to his life and work. Text in Spanish.
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Tsu, Jing: KINGDOM OF CHARACTERS. A Tale of Language, Obsession, and Genius in Modern
China. London, 2022. 336 pp. Illustrations. Index. 24x16 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

A readable and informative monograph on various aspects of Chinese language reform and associated technologies,
from romanization schemes, through printing, typewriting, and indexing reform to Chinese and computation. The
treatment is biographical and historical which maintains general interest while introducing readers to the
characteristics of Chinese writing in particular: sinography in today’s world.
15

Zhang Ming: BIAN WU: GUAN ZUO ZHUANSHU KUAN DE XUANDE LU. (The Discernment of
Objects: Official Xuande Incense Burners with Seal Script Basemarks). 辨物： 官作篆書款的宣德爐.
Beijing, 2021. 208 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 34x25 cm. Half cloth.

£300.00

Beautifully-produced catalogue of an exhibition held at Wenzhou Museum in China, presumably in 2021. The 32
bronzes bearing seal script basemarks come from the collections of members of the Ming and Qing Xuande Incense
Burners Collectors Society. The majority previously unpublished. Illustrated throughout with excellent photography. All
bronzes shown in their entirety and in multiple close-up views including, of course, bases and marks. The bronzes are
shown near life-size, actual size or slightly larger than life. Text in Chinese. Very difficult to obtain and already out-ofprint.
16

Zhejiang Art Gallery, Ying Jinfei ed: CAO OU: SHANG ZAI JUEDUI LINGDU SHI XIAOSHI.
Cao Ou: The Entropy Disappears at Absolute Zero. 曹歐：熵在絕對零度消失 。 浙江美術館 應⾦⾶
主編. Hangzhou, 2020. 63 pp. Colour and b/w illustrations throughout. One foldout. 26x21 cm.
Wrappers.

£40.00

Catalogue of a one-man exhibition held at the Zhejiang Art Gallery in Hangzhou showing the varied work of the
hugely-talented and restlessly-creative contemporary Chinese woodblock print artist, Cao Ou.
Dual texts in Chinese and English. Produced in a small edition. Very hard to obtain and out-of-print.
17

Zheng Haiyao & von der Burg, Christer ed: MING DYNASTY COLOUR-PRINTED EROTICA.
The Christer von der Burg Collection. 馮氏藏明刻春宮善本圖冊 。 鄭海瑤 馮德保 編著. Monaco,
2022. 264; 168; 168 pp. Colour plates throughout all 3 volumes. 3 vols. 31x27 cm. Cloth, slipcase.

£800.00

***NOW PUBLISHED***
Three-volume work containing actual-size facsimiles of the highly-important collection of nine editions of extremely
rare and finely-executed late Ming colour-printed erotic works (plus one related Japanese work) once in the collection
of Shibui Kiyoshi and now held by Christer von der Burg. The collection, amongst other rarities, contains the earliestknown dated Chinese colour-printed woodblock book. Volume One contains ten pertinent essays, the majority of which
first appeared in Orientations magazine but also included here are two new contributions by Wu Cuncun and Weng
Lianxi. The essays are then followed by complete facsimile reproductions of the ten works, all done to a very high
specification.
Of importance for the history of printing in China, in particular, colour printing in the late Ming dynasty. Also of much
value for the study of Chinese art relating to domestic interiors, furniture and interior design, textiles, clothing, the
social and sexual culture of the time, gardens and garden design and much more.
Text to essays in English. Facsimiles all in Chinese.
Published in a limited numbered edition of 500 copies. Each copy signed in Volume One by Christer von der Burg.
For further details and sample images, please enquire.

IMPERIAL COLLECTIONS
18

Anhui Provincial Museum ed: SHENGSHI LINLANG: GUGONG BOWUYUAN ZHENCANG
QINGDAI GONGTING YUQI TEZHAN. (Glorious and Beautiful Jades: Special Exhibition of Qing
Dynasty Court Jades from the Collection of the Gugong Museum). 盛世琳琅 ： 故宮博物院珍藏清代
宮廷⽟器特展. Hefei, 2017. 153 pp. Numerous colour plates throughout. 30x23 cm. Wrappers.

£110.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Anhui Provincial Museum in Hefei, China, showing superb Qing dynasty imperial
jades from the collection of the Gugong Museum in Beijing. 101 stunning examples, all illustrated in colour and
described. Text in Chinese.
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Art Museum, Chinese University HK: JIXIA MINGDAO: HUAIHAI TANG CANG MINGDAI
ZHONG WAN QI GUANYAO CIQI. Enlightening Elegance: Imperial Porcelain of the Mid to Late
Ming: The Huaihaitang Collection. 機暇明道 ： 懷海堂藏明代中晚期官窯瓷器. Hong Kong, 2012.
395 pp. Numerous full page colour plates and colour text plates. 31x25 cm. Cloth.

£70.00

Catalogue of a fine exhibition at the Art Museum, Chinese University of Hong Kong, showing 128 Chinese imperial
ceramics dating from the Zhengtong (1436-1449) to Wanli (1573-1620) reigns. The majority of the exhibits are Jiajing
(1522-1566) and Wanli examples. The ceramics come from the collection of Anthony Cheung. All the ceramics are
illustrated in full page colour plates, the majority in multiple views and all base marks are shown. Interesting essays
accompany: Weng: Recurring Islamic Influence on Zhengde Imperial Porcelain Designs; Jin: From the Zhengde Blue
and White Al-Kalimah Al-Tayyibah Table Screens Found in Dongsi Mosque; Wan: Grotto-Heaven in West Park: Daoist
Motifs on Jiajing Imperial Porcelains; Wang: The Changing System of Imperial Kilns and the Imperial Kiln Production
Chronology during the Jiajing and Wanli Reigns. Near dual texts in Chinese and English, the Chinese text (particularly
the essays) being more detailed. An excellent catalogue.
20

Beijing Capital Museum: GUGONG ZHENCANG CIXI DE CIQI. (The Porcelain of Cixi from the
Gugong Museum Collection). 故宮珍藏 ： 慈禧的瓷器. Beijing, 2013. 219 pp. Colour plates
throughout. 29x23 cm. Wrappers.

£75.00

Catalogue of a popular and colourful exhibition at the Capital Museum in Beijing showing imperial ceramics
associated with, or commissioned by, the (Dowager) Empress Cixi. Ranges from the Tongzhi wedding service (imperial
yellow with double happiness symbols and butterflies) through to Guangxu imperial yellow covered bowls with magpies
and blossoms and turquoise ceramics with wisteria designs. Includes Dayazhai ceramics. All the ceramics are from the
Gugong Museum and from the former imperial collection. Illustrated throughout with colour plates showing a total of
96 exhibits, many with views of close-up detail and base marks. Text in Chinese.
21

Bischoff, Cordula & Hennings, Anne: GOLDENER DRACHE - WEISSER ADLER: KUNST IM
DIENSTE DER MACHT AM KAISERHOF VON CHINA UND AM SACHSISCHPOLNISCHEN HOF (1644-1795). (The Golden Dragon and the White Eagle: Art in the Service of
Power at the Chinese Court and the Saxon-Polish Court (1644-1795)). Dresden, 2008. 612 pp.
Numerous colour plates. 29x25 cm. Boards.

£80.00

Weighty catalogue of a very interesting exhibition held at the Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden comparing the
court art of the Qing dynasty Chinese emperors with that of the rulers of the Saxon-Polish Court during the period 1644
-1795 which in China corresponded with the establishment of the Qing dynasty through to the death of the Qianlong
Emperor. It thus examines and contrasts the art and achievements of the Saxon-Polish rulers with the Kangxi,
Yongzheng and Qianlong Emperors. Major loans from the Gugong Museum in Beijing are exhibited alongside fine
items from the rich holdings of the Dresden collections. Extensive text in German.
22

CAFA ed: ZUOWEI: ZHONGGUO GU JIAJU YISHU. ZuoWei: The Art of Classical Chinese Seat.
座位 ： 中國古家具藝術. Beijing, 2014. 335 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page. 37x27 cm.
Boards.

£170.00

Large-format work showing superb and very pleasing examples of various types of Chinese chairs and seats in the
collection of the Gugong Museum in the Forbidden City in Beijing and thus, the seating used by the Chinese imperial
household. The chairs and seats date from the latter part of the Ming and the first half of the Qing dynasties. Many of
the examples are in an unrestored state and allow full appreciation of original workmanship and condition. Many
examples shown in multiple views and with close-up detail. Illustrate throughout. Text in Chinese.
23

Christie’s: THE YANGZHITANG COLLECTION OF IMPERIAL PORCELAIN OF THE LATE
QING DYNASTY. Singapore, 1997. 234 pp. Colour plates throughout (a number full page). 27x21 cm.
Paper.

£150.00

Christie’s Singapore sale catalogue of 198 lots of fine late Qing imperial ceramics from the pioneering Yangzhitang
collection. The ceramics date from the Daoguang, Xianfeng, Tongzhi, Guangxu and Xuantong reigns. Much Daoguang
and Guangxu material. All pieces previously unpublished. Twenty six pages of usual introductory essays by SImon
Kwan and Anthony Lin including information pertaining to late Qing imperial porcelains, their production, regulations
for usage etc. All lots illustrated in colour and described. Serves as a good reference to late Qing ceramics. Essays in
both English and Chinese, descriptions of the pieces in English with brief descriptions in Chinese. Slight vertical crease
to cover. Very scarce.
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Fok, Thomas: LANGHUAN LINLANG: SONGZHUTANG ZHONGGUO YUYAO CIQI
ZHENCANG. Encompassing Precious Beauty: The Songzhutang Collection of Imperial Chinese
Ceramics. 瑯环琳瑯：松⽵堂中國御窯瓷器珍藏. Hong Kong, 2016. 228 pp. Colour plates
throughout, many full page. 32x26 cm. Cloth.

£300.00

Shows 86 extremely fine and beautiful examples of imperial Chinese ceramics from the private Hong Kong Songzhutang
collection. The first ceramic illustrated is a northern Song jun vase. This is followed by 9 imperial Ming pieces from the
Hongwu-Jiajing reigns. The remaining 76 imperial examples are Qing dating from Kangxi through to Daoguang. Cups,
vases, bowls, dishes and other shapes and forms - and includes some pairs. All illustrated in fine and large colour
plates, many of the pieces being shown in multiple views plus their basemarks. A very pleasing feature of this work is
the size of the illustrations which allows a good number of the examples to be shown life-size or near life-size.
Descriptions accompany. Introductory appreciation of the collection by Rosemary Scott. Dual texts in Chinese and
English. Hard to obtain.
25

Fu Shen ed: YUANDAI HUANGSHI SHUHUA SHOUCANG SHILUE. (A Historical Survey of the
Yuan Dynasty Imperial Collection of Painting and Calligraphy). 元代皇室書畫收藏史略 。 傅申 著.
Shanghai, 2018. 173 pp. Numerous colour text illustrations. 28x21 cm. Wrappers.

£40.00

A study of the imperial collecting of paintings during China’s Mongol Yuan dynasty. Focuses on two imperial
connoisseurs, Princess Sengge Ragi (c.1283-1331), great-granddaughter of Kublai Khan and her son-in-law, Prince
Tugh Temur, who reigned for just four years as the Wenzong Emperor from 1328-1332. Illustrated with numerous
paintings and calligraphy known to be in the Yuan collection, together with some associated material. A useful
contribution to a little-studied area. In Chinese.
26

Gugong Ceramics Research Centre: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG GU TAOCI ZILIAO
XUANCUI. (Highlights of Ceramic Research Material in the Collection of the Gugong Museum). 故宮
博物院藏古陶瓷資料選萃. Beijing, 2005. 255; 353 pp. Colour plates throughout both volumes. 2
vols. 31x24 cm. Wrappers.

£100.00

Edited by the Gugong Ceramics Research Centre, this is a fine work drawing on the collections of the Gugong Museum
and, in particular, the former imperial holdings. Seeks to provide a survey of representative Chinese ceramics across
the dynasties. Volume One shows typical pottery and porcelains dating from the Shang to the Ming dynasty. 229 pieces
are shown, the majority Ming. Volume Two entirely comprises examples of representative Qing dynasty porcelain from
all reigns. 318 examples are shown, the majority from the Kangxi, Yongzheng and Qianlong reigns. Both volumes
illustrated throughout with fine colour plates, a good number of pieces being shown in multiple views. Text in Chinese.
27

Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANGPIN DAXI: FALANGQI BIAN 1-5.
Compendium of Collections in the Palace Museum: Enamels: Volumes 1-5. 故宮博物院藏品⼤系 ：
珐琅器編 1-5. Gugong Bowuyuan Cangpin Daxi. Beijing, 2011. c.350-400 pp. per volume. Full page
colour plates throughout. 38x27 cm. Cloth.

£1,500.00

Magnificent five-volume set comprising a beautifully-produced large format series on the highly-important collection of
Chinese cloisonné in the Gugong Museum in Beijing.
Volume One: Cloisonné from the Yuan and Ming Dynasties. 181 superb examples with 12 dating from the Yuan and the
remainder, Ming.
Volume Two: Part One of three covering the very large holdings of Qing dynasty cloisonné and shows 300 exceptional
examples dating from the early Qing through to, and including, the Qianlong reign.
Volume Three: Part Two of three covering the very large holdings of Qing dynasty cloisonné and shows a further 300
wonderful examples ranging from large incense burners to vases and Tibetan Buddhist items.
Volume Four: Part Three of three on the Qing dynasty and concludes coverage of this very large holding. Shows a final
300 extremely fine examples ranging from cloisonné ruyi and table screens to archaic-style vessels. All the pieces are
attributed as either being mid or late Qing dynasty.
Volume Five shows 300 exceptional and extraordinary examples of Qing dynasty copper-body painted enamels, ‘hua
falang’, the large majority from the former imperial collection. Includes some objects with European scenes. Includes
28 Kangxi pieces (many with ‘Kangxi Yuzhi marks’), 15 Yongzheng, an extensive amount of Qianlong marked examples
plus various other pieces.
Practically all the examples are from the former imperial collection. All illustrated in high-quality colour plates.
Basemarks are shown. Much previously-unpublished material. The smaller objects are shown life-size, the larger ones
life-size or near life-size Dual texts in Chinese and English. The best visual reference on the subject. Recommended.
Now out-of-print and hard to find.
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Gugong Museum: GUGONG JADE SET: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANGPIN DAXI: YUQI
BIAN 1-10. Compendium of Collections in the Palace Museum: Jade 1-10. 故宮博物院藏品⼤系 ：
⽟器編 1-10. Gugong Bowuyuan Cangpin Daxi. Beijing, 2011. c. 300 pp. per volume. Full page colour
plates throughout all volumes. Numerous small colour text plates to each volume. 10 vols. 38x27 cm.
Cloth.

£2,500.00

Ten volume set of a beautifully-produced large format series showing the highly-important jade collection of the
Gugong Museum in Beijing. Includes much previously unpublished material.
Contents of volumes as follows:
Volume 1: Neolithic Period. 299 examples excavated from numerous sites.
Volume 2: Xia, Shang and Zhou dynasties. 302 examples excavated from sites across China
Volume 3: Spring and Autumn Period and Warring States Period. 301 examples.
Volume 4: Han, Wei, Southern and Northern Dynasties. 309 examples shown of which 275 are Han dynasty.
Volume 5: Tang, Song, Liao, Jin and Yuan Dynasties. 314 superb examples. 50 pieces are Tang, 178 are Song, the
remainder Liao, Jin and Yuan.
Volume 6: Ming (Part I). Shows 303 marvellous and varied examples.
Volume 7: Ming (Part II). 257 marvellous, varied and exceptional examples.
Volume 8: Qing (Part I). 275 superb examples.
Volume 9: Qing (Part II). A further 283 superb examples.
Volume 10: Qing (Part III). A final 237 superb examples.
Whilst much of the earlier material comes from post-1949 excavations of archaeological sites, practically all the Ming
and Qing material is from the former Chinese imperial collection held in the Forbidden City in Beijing.
All of the 2880 jades shown are of superb quality and are illustrated in high-quality colour plates.
A distinctive feature of this work is that, throughout the set, all the smaller objects are shown life-size and the larger
ones life-size or near life-size. This allows true and full appreciation of the jades.
Dual texts in Chinese and English.
The best visual reference we have seen on Chinese jades. Recommended. Now out-of-print.
29

Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANGPIN DAXI: SHANBEN TECANG BIAN 1-20.
Compendium of Collections in the Palace Museum: Rare Books and Special Archives 1-20. 故宮博物
院藏品⼤系 ： 善本特藏編 1-20. Beijing, 2014. Various paginations. Colour and b/w plates
throughout all volumes. Text illustrations. 20 vols. 39x27 cm. Cloth.

£4,000.00

Full details of the twenty volumes available on request.
30

Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANGPIN DAXI: SHANBEN TECANG BIAN 1:
YUAN MING KEBEN. Compendium of Collections in the Palace Museum: Rare Books and Special
Archives 1: Block-printed Editions of the Yuan and Ming Dynasties.. 故宮博物院藏品⼤系 ： 善本特
藏編 1 ： 元明刻本. Beijing, 2014. 342, xxv pp. 299 pp. colour plates (the majority full page). Small
colour text plates. 39x27 cm. Cloth.

£180.00

This first volume of an extensive series contains an introduction to the rare book collection in the Gugong Palace
Museum in Beijing, which basically comprises the imperial library and book collection of the Ming and Qing dynasty
emperors (although much rare early material was taken to Taiwan) together with extensive acquisition of rare books
since the establishment of the Peoples Republic. This first volume in the series shows 100 superb and rare woodblockprinted works dating from the Yuan (5) and Ming (95). All illustrated in large high-quality colour plates showing the
book cases and/or covers together with sample pages of text and illustration where applicable. A feature of this series is
that the works are shown actual size or near life-size which allows for full appreciation of the printing. Introductions
accompany. Near dual texts in Chinese and English. An excellent visual and study reference.
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Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANGPIN DAXI: TAOCI BIAN 21: QING
SHUNZHI KANGXI (YI). Compendium of Collections in the Palace Museum: Ceramics 21: Qing:
Shunzhi and Kangxi (I). 故宮博物院藏品⼤系 ： 陶瓷 編 21 ： 清 順治 康熙 （⼀）. Gugong
Bowuyuan Cangpin Daxi. Beijing, 2013. 8, 326 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 200 small
colour text plates. 38x27 cm. Cloth.

£200.00

Volume 21 of a beautifully-produced large format series showing the highly-important Chinese ceramics collection of
the Gugong Museum in Beijing. An in-depth and representative survey. This volume is Part I of an as yet unspecified
number showing ceramics produced during the early Qing dynasty reigns of the Shunzhi and Kangxi emperors and is
entirely comprised of blue-and-white examples. All the 200 ceramics (55 Shunzhi and 145 Kangxi) are illustrated in full
page colour plates and with some pieces also shown in close-up detail. Many superb pieces. The smaller objects are
shown life-size, the larger ones life-size or near life-size. This allows true and full appreciation of these marvellous
objects. It is also worth noting that all the material is from the former Chinese imperial collection. Dual texts in Chinese
and English, including list of plates and captions to plates.
Comparison with the work: ‘Qing Shunzhi Kangxi Chao Qinghua Ci’ (Qing Dynasty Blue-and-White Porcelain from
the Shunzhi and Kangxi Reigns), a fine work published by the Gugong Museum, shows that there is some duplication
with works shown here but this work contains much unpublished material and also different views of pieces published in
the previous work. A fine addition to the literature on the subject. Recommended.
32

Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANGPIN DAXI: TAOCI BIAN 22: QING
SHUNZHI KANGXI: (ER). Compendium of Collections in the Palace Museum: Ceramics 22:
Shunzhi (1644-1661) and Kangxi (1662-1722) Periods of Qing Dynasty (II). 故宮博物院藏品⼤系 ：
陶瓷 編 22 ： 清 順治 康熙 (⼆）. Gugong Bowuyuan Cangpin Daxi. Beijing, 2014. 318 pp. Full page
colour plates throughout. Small colour text plates. 38x27 cm. Cloth.

£200.00

Volume 22 of a beautifully-produced large format series showing the highly-important Chinese ceramics collection of
the Gugong Museum in Beijing. An in-depth and representative survey. This volume is Part 2 of an as yet unspecified
number showing ceramics produced during the early Qing dynasty reigns of the Shunzhi and Kangxi emperors. This
volume shows 200 very fine examples of Kangxi ceramics, both from the former Chinese imperial collection together
with worthy pieces that have entered the collection since 1949. Continues the extensive coverage of Kangxi blue-andwhite that began in Volume 21, together with some pieces also with underglaze red or in glazes of other colours.
Includes some pieces with Ming dynasty basemarks. All 200 ceramics are illustrated in full page colour plates, some in
multiple views and all basemarks are shown. Many superb objects. The smaller pieces are shown life-size, the larger
ones life-size or near life-size. This allows true and full appreciation of these marvellous ceramics. Contains much
previously-unpublished material. Dual texts in Chinese and English, including list of plates and captions to plates. A
fine addition to the literature on the subject. Recommended.
33

Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANGPIN DAXI: TAOCI BIAN 23: QING
SHUNZHI KANGXI: (SAN). Compendium of Collections in the Palace Museum: Ceramics 23: Qing
Shunzhi and Kangxi: Part 3. 故宮博物院藏品⼤系 ： 陶瓷 編 23 ： 清 順治 康熙 （三）. Gugong
Bowuyuan Cangpin Daxi. Beijing, 2013. 326 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 200 small colour
text plates. 38x27 cm. Cloth.

£200.00

Volume 23 of a beautifully-produced large format series showing the highly-important Chinese ceramics collection of
the Gugong Museum in Beijing. An in-depth and representative survey. This volume is Part 3 of an as yet unspecified
number showing ceramics produced during the early Qing dynasty reigns of the Shunzhi and Kangxi emperors.
Comprises 200 marvellous monochromes produced during these two reigns. Six are from the Shunzhi reign, the
remaining 194 are all Kangxi period! Comparison with the volume on Ming and Qing monochromes in the ‘Complete
Collection of Treasures in the Palace Museum’ (Gugong Zhencang) series (until now the most comprehensive coverage
of such ceramics in the Gugong collection) shows no Shunzhi examples and ‘only’ 44 Kangxi pieces. All the ceramics
are here illustrated in full page colour plates and with some pieces also shown in close-up detail, mostly bases and base
marks. Many superb objects with numerous examples from the Qing imperial collection. Much unpublished material.
The smaller objects are shown life-size, the larger ones life-size or near life-size. This allows true and full appreciation
of these marvellous objects. Dual texts in Chinese and English, including list of plates and captions to plates.
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Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANGPIN DAXI: TAOCI BIAN 24: QING
SHUNZHI KANGXI: (SI). Compendium of Collections in the Palace Museum: Ceramics 24: Shunzhi
(1644-1661) and Kangxi (1662-1722) Periods of Qing Dynasty (IV). 故宮博物院藏品⼤系 ： 陶瓷 編
24 ： 清 順治 康熙 (四）. Gugong Bowuyuan Cangpin Daxi. Beijing, 2014. 318 pp. Full page colour
plates throughout. Small colour text plates. 38x27 cm. Cloth.

£200.00

Volume 24 in this excellent series showing the highly-important Chinese ceramics collection of the Gugong Museum in
Beijing. An in-depth and representative survey. This volume is Part 4 of an as yet unspecified number showing
porcelains produced during the early Qing dynasty reigns of the Shunzhi and Kangxi emperors and shows a further 200
marvellous examples, this time with wucai (polychrome) and doucai (contrasting colour) decoration. Nineteen are
Shunzhi period, the remaining 181 are Kangxi. All illustrated in full page colour plates and with some pieces also
shown in close-up detail. Basemarks are shown. Many superb objects. The smaller pieces are shown life-size, the larger
ones life-size or near life-size. This allows true and full appreciation of these marvellous objects. The majority of the
pieces are worthy examples which have entered the collection since 1949 but there are also examples from the former
Chinese imperial collection. Dual texts in Chinese and English, including list of plates and captions to plates.
Contains much unpublished material. A fine addition to the literature on the subject. Recommended.
35

Gugong Museum: YUANTI ZHEPAI HUIHUA. (Paintings in the Academic Style from the Zhejiang
School). 院體浙派繪畫. Complete Collection of Treasures Gugong, 5. Shanghai, 2007. 226 pp. Colour
illustrations throughout. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£80.00

Volume 5 in the series The Complete Collection of Treasures of the Gugong Museum. Shows 124 examples of superb
paintings and handscrolls in the academic style by the Zhejiang school of painters which flourished in the Ming dynasty
in China. Many of its members were court artists. Subject matter ranges from portraits and figure painting to
landscapes and bird-and-flower paintings. Includes work by such famous artists as Wu Bin and Dai Jin. Illustrated
throughout in colour. Captions in English, otherwise Chinese text.
36

Gugong Museum: WAN ZHE HUIHUA. Paintings of Anhui and Zhejiang. 皖浙繪畫. Complete
Collection of Treasures Gugong, 9. Shanghai, 2007. 230 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x22 cm.
Boards.

£80.00

Shows 118 wonderful examples of paintings and painting albums by artists from China’s Anhui and Zhejiang provinces.
The paintings are held in the collection of the Gugong Museum in Beijing and include paintings from the Qing court
collection plus examples later accessioned. Illustrated throughout in colour. Captions in English, otherwise Chinese
text.
37

Gugong Museum: QINGDAI GONGTING HUIHUA. (Paintings by Court Artists of the Qing Period).
清代宮廷繪畫. Complete Collection of Treasures Gugong, 14. Shanghai, 1996. 29x22 cm. Boards.

£90.00

Volume 14 in the series The Complete Collection of Treasures of the Palace Museum illustrates and fully describes in
Chinese and some English the paintings by the formal painters at the court of the Kangxi, Yongzheng and Qianlong
emperors.
38

Gugong Museum: YUAN MING QIQI. (Yuan and Ming Dynasty Lacquer). 元明漆器. Complete
Collection of Treasures Gugong, 45. Shanghai, 2006. 28, 263 pp. 207 items illustrated in full colour
plates with some detail plates. Colour text illustrations. 29x22 cm. Boards.

£90.00

Magnificent exposition of 207 examples of Yuan and Ming lacquer from the Qing Court collection. Divided according
to dynasty. Mostly comprises carved lacquer with some painted, polychrome and inlaid examples. Another excellent
survey in this essential series containing much previously unpublished material. Captions in English, otherwise Chinese
text.
39

Gugong Museum: WENFANG SI BAO: ZHI YAN. (The Four Treasures of the Scholar’s Studio:
Paper and Inkstones). ⽂房四寶 ： 紙硯. Complete Collection of Treasures Gugong, 48. Shanghai,
2006. 24 pp. text plus 232 pp. colour plates. Colour text illustrations. 29x22 cm. Boards.

£80.00

Pictures and describes 169 extremely fine examples of inkstones, paper and silk held in the collection of the Gugong
Museum in Beijing. The objects date from the Ming and, primarily, the Qing dynasties. The 141 inkstones date from the
Han to the Qing dynasties. The majority are Ming and Qing and many were in the Qing Court Collection and for
imperial use. The 28 examples of paper and silk date from the Song to the Qing. Again the majority are Ming and Qing
and many for court and imperial use. Illustrated throughout in colour, many objects shown with close-ups of detail.
Much of the material previously unpublished. Captions in English, otherwise Chinese text.
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Gugong Museum: WENFANG SI BAO: BI MO. (The Four Treasures of the Scholar’s Studio:
Brushes and Inksticks). ⽂房四寶 ： 筆墨. Complete Collection of Treasures Gugong, 49. Shanghai,
2005. 28 pp. text plus 204 pp. colour plates. Colour text illustrations. 29x22 cm. Boards.

£80.00

182 extremely fine brushes and inksticks (many in sets with multiple objects) from the collection of the Gugong Museum
in Beijing. The objects date from the Ming and, mainly, the Qing dynasties. The majority of the objects were used by the
court or made for imperial use. 112 examples of inksticks and 70 ink brushes are shown. Illustrated throughout in
colour, many objects shown with close-ups of detail. Much of the material previously unpublished. Captions in English,
otherwise Chinese text.
41

Gugong Museum: ZHIXIU SHUHUA. Embroidered Calligraphy and Pictures. 織繡書畫. Complete
Collection of Treasures Gugong, 52. Shanghai, 2005. 26, 262 pp. Colour plates throughout. Colour text
illustrations. 29x22 cm. Boards.

£110.00

144 stunning examples of embroidered pictures and calligraphy dating from the Ming and Qing dynasties and in the
collection of the Gugong Museum in Beijing are here illustrated and described. A fair amount of the material is from
the Qing Court collection. Many of the examples are shown in multiple plates as they include embroidered album leaves
in the style of picture albums and albums of embroidered imperial calligraphy. Other examples include embroidered
Buddhist scenes, landscapes and other scenes. The workmanship is quite superb and many were obviously
commissioned by the Emperor, notably Qianlong. Much previously-unpublished material. Illustrated throughout in
colour. Captions in English, otherwise Chinese text. Recommended. Now out-of-print and becoming hard to find.
42

Gugong Museum: MING QING JIAJU: SHANG, XIA. (Furniture of the Ming and Qing Dynasties: I
and II). 明清家俱 上、下. Complete Collection of Treasures Gugong, 53-54. Hong Kong/China 2002.
26, 267 pp.; 26, 312 pp. 564 pp. colour plates showing 467 objects 2 vols. 29x22 cm. Boards.

£160.00

Illustrates and describes 467 pieces of Chinese classical furniture from the Forbidden City collection in Beijing. 90% of
the pieces are published here for the first time and thus is by far the most complete study of the Chinese imperial
furniture collection to date. The volumes are written by Zhu Jiajin. Captions in English, otherwise Chinese text.
43

Gugong Museum: QING GONG XIQU WENWU. Cultural Relics of Drama of the Qing Dynasty. 清
宮戲曲⽂物. Complete Collection of Treasures Gugong, 55. Shanghai, 2008. 30, 274 pp. Colour plates
throughout. 29x22 cm. Boards.

£120.00

Volume 55 in this series shows 252 artefacts related to theatre culture as practised in the Forbidden City during the
Qing dynasty. An important form of imperial entertainment! Includes 199 examples of theatre robes and costumes all
from the Qing Court collection. Many of these are absolutely stunning and never previously published, for example, a
Monkey King armour of apricot satin, long-sleeved python robes and a parrot dress of white satin embroidered with
feather designs. The remaining 53 objects include stage props (many beautifully embroidered), drama albums and
scripts. All the items are from the Qing Court collection. Finally, a few actual stages located within the Forbidden City
are pictured. Captions in English, otherwise Chinese text. Highly-recommended for anyone interested in Qing dynasty
imperial textiles and the culture of the Forbidden City. Out-of-print and now hard to find.
44

Gugong Museum: QING GONG WUBEI. Armaments and Military Provisions. 清宮武備. Complete
Collection of Treasures Gugong, 56. Shanghai, 2008. 28, 264 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x22 cm.
Boards.

£100.00

Shows 286 superb examples of swords, saddles, arrows, paintings with military scenes, guns, cannon, armour, spears
and other military-related artefacts held in the collection of the Gugong Museum in Beijing. Many of the objects come
from the Qing Court Collection and of particular note are the swords, many with stunning inlaid or gilt decoration and
a good number with Mughal-style inlaid jade hilts. Captions in English, otherwise Chinese text.
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Gugong Museum: QINGGONG XIYANG YIQI. Scientific and Technical Instruments of the Qing
Dynasty. 凊宮西洋儀器. Complete Collection of Treasures Gugong, 58. Hong Kong, 1998. 27, 4, 289
pp. c. 300 colour illustrations. 29x22 cm. Boards.

£150.00

Volume 58 in the series ‘The Complete Collection of Treasures of the Palace Museum’ illustrates and describes 247
scientific and technical instruments collected and commissioned by the Qing Court. Divided into sections on
Instruments for Astronomy, Instruments for Mathematics, Instruments for Geoscience and Typography, Types of Clocks
and Watches, Medical Instruments. Includes numerous varied objects ranging from French 18th century drawing
instruments to highly ornate gilt-copper clocks, telescopes and various instruments made by the Imperial Workshops
(presumably under Jesuit direction). A wonderful, extraordinary and fascinating assembly of objects made in Europe
and the Orient and an intriguing insight into Qing imperial scientific interest. Much never before published. Captions
and brief descriptions of each object in English, otherwise Chinese only. Highly recommended. Now out-of-print and
hard to find.
46

Gugong Museum: ZISHA QI. Purple Sandy Clay. 紫砂器. Complete Collection of Treasures Gugong,
61. Shanghai, 2008. 28, 252 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x22 cm. Boards.

£90.00

Presents 215 of the finest examples of zisha wares in the Forbidden City collection. Many were in the former imperial
collection and used by the court. A number of the pieces are shown in multiple views and there is close-up detail of base
marks. Illustrated throughout in colour. Captions in English, otherwise Chinese text.
47

Gugong Museum: WENWAN. Small Refined Articles of the Study. ⽂玩. Complete Collection of
Treasures Gugong, 65. Shanghai, 2009. 21 pp. text and 337 pp. colour plates. 29x22 cm. Boards.

£90.00

A supplementary volume in the series. Shows 334 marvellous examples of small Qing dynasty scholar’s studio objects in
various media, from bamboo and jade to ceramic and ivory. Includes seals, waterdroppers, small carvings, brushpots,
brushwashers and paperweights. A beautiful selection of objects of the highest quality and craftsmanship, many
formerly in the Qing Court collection. Illustrated throughout in colour. Many objects previously unpublished. Captions
in English, otherwise Chinese text. Recommended.
48

Gugong Museum: DING YAO CIQI. Ding Ware. 定窯瓷器. Beijing, 2016. 320 pp. Full page colour
plates throughout. 29x29 cm. Boards.

£150.00

A total of 148 examples dating from the Tang, Five Dynasties, Northern Song and Jin dynasties together with a number
of later copies dating from the Qing dynasty. The pieces shown are all from the Gugong Palace Museum collection and
were either in the Court collection or which have entered the collection since 1949, including examples from
archaeological excavations. All examples published in full page colour, many in multiple views and with bases shown.
Numerous pieces illustrated actual size. Preface, abstract of essay, list of plates and captions to plates in English. Main
text in Chinese. This book is a near copy of a work published in a smaller format in 2012.
49

Gugong Museum: GE CI YAJI: GUGONG BOWUYUAN ZHENCANG JI CHUTU GEYAO
CIQI HUICUI. Selection of Ge Ware: The Palace Museum and Archaeological Discoveries. 哥瓷雅集
： 故宮博物院珍藏及出⼟哥窯瓷器薈萃. Beijing, 2017. 399 pp. Full page colour plates and colour
text plates throughout. 29x29 cm. Boards.

£150.00

Produced to accompany a wonderful exhibition at the Gugong Museum in Beijing showing 160 examples of Ge crackleglaze wares, one of the Five Great Wares. Includes both superb intact examples from the collection of the Gugong
Palace Museum in Beijing together with excavated and reconstructed pieces for purposes of comparison and study. 109
of the exhibits date from the Southern Song. The remaining 51 are later imitations from the Ming (15) and Qing (36)
dynasties. In three main sections: Heirloom Ge Wares, Unearthed Ge Wares and Ge (or Guan) Type Wares; The
Association between Ge Wares, the Laohudong Kilns and the Longquan Kilns; The Influence of Ge Wares on Ceramics
of Later Periods. Introductions and essays accompany. All the exhibits are illustrated in colour, in multiple views
including bases and basemarks and fully described. Forewords, list of contents, list of plates, captions and abstracts to
essays in English. Main text in Chinese. An excellent addition to the literature on the subject with much previouslyunpublished material and a valuable study reference.
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Gugong Museum: GUAN YAO CIQI. The Guan Kilns. 官窯瓷器. Beijing, 2016. 309 pp. Full page
colour plates throughout. 29x29 cm. Boards.

£150.00

89 perfect examples of guan celadon wares dating from the Southern Song (34) with later imitations from the Ming and
Qing dynasties (55) are here shown together with a total of 76 excavated and reconstructed examples dating from the
Southern Song and held in the collections of the Southern Song Guan Kiln Museum, the Hangzhou Historical Museum
and the Zhejiang Provincial Museum. The majority of the 89 perfect examples are from the Qing Court Collection and
held in the Gugong Palace Museum in Beijing. All examples published in full page colour, many in multiple views and
with bases and basemarks shown. Numerous pieces illustrated actual size or near actual size. Preface, list of contents,
abstracts of essays, list of plates and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese. Excellent visual and research
reference and a good addition to the literature on the subject.
51

Gugong Museum: GUANGYING BAINIAN: GUGONG BOWUYUAN JIUSHI HUADAN
DIANCANG LAO ZHAOPIAN TEJI. A Century of Light and Shadows: The Palace Museum’s
Collection of Old Photos, in Celebration of the Museum’s 90th Anniversary. 光影百年 ： 故宮博物院
九⼗華誕典藏⽼照⽚特集. Beijing, 2015. 400 pp. B/w photographic illustrations throughout. 33x25
cm. Cloth.

£120.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Gugong Museum in Beijing showing many previously-unpublished photographs from
the Museum’s collection. The exhibition shown in conjunction with the Museum’s 90th anniversary. In four sections:
Imperial Architecture and Interiors (103 photographs); Individual and Group Portraiture (102); Industry, Education
and Railways (114); A New Birth for the Forbidden City (76). A total of 395 black-and-white photographic illustrations.
The photographs date from the late Qing through to the 1930s. The portraiture section shows members of the imperial
court during the Guangxu and Xuantong (Puyi) reigns and the post-1911 period. These together with numerous
luminaries from these times. The third section surveys industrial and educational developments and infrastructure. The
final section looks at the establishment and early years of the Palace Museum. Shows officials, surveys, early exhibition
hall interiors and, finally, photos showing crates of treasures preparing to be removed to safety in the early 1930s when
Beijing was under threat. In Chinese.
52

Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG MING QING JIAJU QUANJI. Complete
Edition of Ming and Qing Furniture Collected in the Palace Museum. 故宮博物院藏明清家具全集.
Beijing, 2015. Various paginations per volume but typically 200+ pp. Full page colour plates
throughout each volume. A number of foldouts. 20 vols. 38x27 cm. Cloth.

£4,000.00

A large 20 volume work which shows over 2000 pieces of superb Ming and Qing furniture from the halls and palaces of
the Forbidden City in Beijing. Items with a superb and indisputable provenance. The result of three years of exhaustive
work. Divided into volumes by type of furniture - beds, seats, tables etc. etc. All pieces illustrated in full and many also
with illustration of close-up detail that allows true appreciation of the superb carving to many of the items. In effect, a
catalogue raisonné of the Chinese imperial furniture collection. An exceptional work highly-regarded by collectors and
connoisseurs and which rapidly went out-of-print. List of contents and captions to plates in English. Main text in
Chinese.
53

Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG MINGCHU QINGHUACI. (An Exhibition of
Early Ming Blue-and-White Porcelain in the Collection of the Gugong Museum, Beijing). 故宮博物院
藏明初青花瓷. Beijing, 2002. 399 pp. Colour plates throughout. 2 vols. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£150.00

Catalogue of an important exhibition held in the Forbidden City Gugong Museum in Beijing showing 213 superb
examples of Hongwu, Yongle and Xuande blue-and-white porcelains, along with some later imitations of these wares.
This two volume work has fine colour plates throughout, with many of the porcelains being depicted in multiple shots,
including bases, interiors and close-up detail. An excellent survey that demonstrates the depth of the Gugong Museum
holdings, as many of these pieces have never previously been exhibited. Indeed, we were told that the pieces came from
storerooms that had been unopened for decades. Text in Chinese. Now out-of-print and difficult to find.
54

Gugong Museum ed: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG QINGDAI BIYUQI YU MANASI. Jasper
Wares of Qing Dynasty Collected by the Palace Museum and Manasi. 故宮博物院藏清代碧⽟器與瑪
納斯. Beijing, 2014. 351 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.

£100.00

Shows 157 examples of imperial jasper jade (biyu) wares held in the collection of the Gugong Museum in the Forbidden
City in Beijing. Predominantly Qing dynasty, in particular, the Qianlong period, when use of this jade reached its peak.
This jasper jade was coveted by the Qing Emperors, most notably, Qianlong. It was used for imperial seals and jade
books but also in a wide range of other shapes and forms, from brushpots and covered vessels to animal ornaments and
carved landscape scenes. Although not stated, these highly-impressive objects undoubtedly come from the former
imperial collection. Illustrated throughout in colour. List of contents, two-page preface, list of plates and captions in
English. Main text in Chinese.
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Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG QIZUO. The Collection of Stands in the Palace
Museum. 故宮博物院藏器座. Beijing, 2016. 299, 303, 301, 271, 325 pp. Full page colour plates
throughout each volume. 5 vols. 28x22 cm. Wrappers.

£600.00

A large five-volume compilation on an aspect of Chinese art that is, quite literally, much overlooked - that of carved
wooden stands to hold and display exquisite art objects. These stands come from, and used to bear, the ultimate
collection - that of the former imperial collection of the Chinese Emperors held in the Forbidden City in Beijing. Whilst
many of the stands are shown in isolation, which allows full appreciation of the fine workmanship and carving, a
number of the stands are first shown themselves and then bearing the piece of imperial art they were made to support,
mostly superb jades but also examples of ceramics, cloisonné etc. Practically all the stands date from the Qing dynasty.
This work, in addition to being a fine reference on Chinese carving, puts imperial art in its true context as to how to be
viewed and appreciated. It is strongly evident that much thought, consideration and top-quality craftsmanship was put
into the concept and realisation of these stands. All five volumes illustrated throughout in colour. Introduction, lists of
contents to each volume and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese. Hard to obtain.
56

Gugong Museum comp; Zhao Congyue ed: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG SHENDETANG
KUAN CIQI. Porcelains with Inscriptions of Shendetang Collected by the Palace Museum. 故宮博物
院藏慎德堂款瓷器 。 故宮博物院 編 趙聰⽉ 編著. Beijing, 2014. 346 pp. Colour plates throughout,
many full page. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.

£150.00

Shows 81 superb examples of Chinese ceramics bearing ‘Shendetang’ base marks. Shendetang was the preferred
residence in Yuanmingyuan of the Daoguang Emperor (reigned 1820-1850) and all but 4 of the ceramics date from the
Daoguang reign, the remaining four being Guangxu and Republic period imitations. All the ceramics are held in the
collection of the Gugong Museum in the Forbidden City in Beijing and many are from the former imperial collection.
Illustrated throughout in colour. A good visual reference on this particular type of Qing dynasty ceramic. One page
introduction, list of plates and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
57

Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG YUANDAI CIQI. Porcelains of Yuan Dynasty
Collected by the Palace Museum. 故宮博物院藏元代瓷器. Beijing, 2016. 653 pp. Full page colour
plates throughout both volumes. 2 vols. 29x29 cm. Boards.

£250.00

Large and weighty two-volume work showing 300 examples of Yuan dynasty ceramics held in the collection of the
Gugong Palace Museum in Beijing. Whilst a good number of the finest examples illustrated are from the Qing Court
Collection, the majority of the pieces have entered the Museum’s collection post-1949 from private collections and the
result of excavations. All examples published in full page colour, many in multiple views and with bases shown.
Numerous pieces illustrated actual size. Preface, abstract of essay, list of plates and captions to plates in English. Main
text in Chinese. Excellent visual and research reference. The first comprehensive publication on the Gugong Museum’s
collection of Yuan dynasty ceramics and a major addition to the literature on the subject. Recommended.
58

Gugong Museum: GUGONG JINGDIAN: GUGONG CAIHUI JIAJU TUDIAN. Classics of the
Forbidden City: Painted Furniture in the Palace Museum Collection. 故宮經典 ： 故宮彩繪家具圖典.
Beijing, 2013. 312 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x29 cm. Boards.

£100.00

Shows 199 stunning examples of painted furniture in the collection of the Gugong Museum in Beijing. All examples are
imperial and would have furnished the interiors of the Forbidden City. Includes gold-painted chairs and screens,
lacquer-painted tables and chests and much much more of great variety. An excellent large format visual reference.
Illustrated throughout in colour. Text in Chinese.
59

Gugong Museum: GUGONG JINGDIAN: GUGONG PINGFENG TUDIAN. Classics of the
Forbidden City: Screens in the Palace Museum Collection. 故宮經典 ： 故宮屏風圖典. Beijing, 2015.
414 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 29x29 cm. Boards.

£110.00

An extraordinary and truly wonderful selection of screens in the Forbidden City Gugong Museum collection. All Qing
dynasty and all would have been commissioned by the imperial household for audience halls, palaces and apartments.
Includes throne screens, full height standing screens with numerous panels, table screens, hanging panels. A total of
224 amazing examples made from precious woods, intricately carved and inlaid and many panels made from numerous
materials including cloisonné, jade, lacquer, embroidery, paintings and calligraphy. A number show westerners and
western architecture or, more generally, European influence. Many published for the first time. Illustrated throughout
in colour. Text in Chinese.
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Gugong Museum: GUGONG JINGDIAN: GUGONG SHUFA TUDIAN. Calligraphy in the Palace
Museum Collection. 故宮經典 ： 故宮書法圖典. Beijing, 2019. 336 pp. Colour plates throughout, a
good number full page. A number of foldouts. 29x29 cm. Boards.

£110.00

Shows 86 masterpieces of calligraphy held n the Gugong Palace Museum in Beijing. Many formerly in the Chinese
imperial collection. All reproduced in their entirety, many also shown in sections and close-up details. The examples
date from the 4th century Jin dynasty through to the late Qing with a good showing of pre-Ming material (29 pieces). A
good-sized work which allows true appreciation of these treasures. Text in Chinese.
61

Gugong Museum: GUGONG JINGDIAN: GUGONG XIANGQIAN JIAJU TUDIAN. Classics of
the Forbidden City: Inlay Furniture in the Palace Museum Collection. 故宮經典 ： 故宮鑲嵌家具圖
典. Beijing, 2013. 300 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x29 cm. Boards.

£100.00

Large format work showing 204 superb examples of furniture with inlay in various material from the collection of the
Gugong Museum in Beijing. All the examples are imperial and would have furnished palaces and halls throughout the
court complex. The large majority are Qing dynasty, with a few Ming examples. An excellent large format visual
reference. All illustrated in colour. Text in Chinese.
62

Gugong Museum: GUGONG JINGDIAN: GUGONG XUAN TONGQI TUDIAN. Xuan
Copperware in the Palace Museum Collection. 故宮經典 ： 故宮宣銅器圖典. Beijing, 2020. 315 pp.
Colour plates throughout, a good number full page. 29x29 cm. Boards.

£150.00

An excellent work showing 172 of these coveted ’xuan style’ bronze incense burners in the collection of the Palace
Museum, Beijing. The large majority are from the former imperial collection of the Qing dynasty emperors. All to a
very high quality. What is astonishing is how many of the burners - practically all - are later in date than the Ming
Xuande reign, dating from later in the Ming dynasty and on through the entirety of the Qing dynasty. Some bear
basemarks from later Ming reigns (particularly Chongzhen) and also Qing reigns, mainly Yongzheng and Qianlong.
Demonstrates how extensively these ‘xuan style’ burners were copied and collected - even at the highest level!
All illustrated in colour, many in multiple views and all basemarks shown. Descriptions accompany. Many of the
burners are shown life-size or slightly larger than life. Much previously-unpublished material. List of contents,
introduction, list of plates, brief descriptions and captions to plates plus postscript in English. Main text in Chinese.
A work of much merit for research and a significant addition to the literature on the difficult subject of Xuande bronzes
and, more generally, the study of later Chinese bronzes.
Out-of-print.
63

Gugong Museum: GUGONG JINGDIAN: GUGONG ZITAN JIAJU TUDIAN. Classics of the
Forbidden City: Red Sandalwood Furniture in the Palace Museum Collection. 故宮經典 ： 故宮紫檀
家具圖典. Beijing, 2013. 294 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x29 cm. Boards.

£100.00

Illustrates 209 wonderful examples of Qing dynasty zitan furniture held in the collection of the Gugong Museum in
Beijing. All the examples are imperial, produced to furnish the palaces and halls of the complex. All illustrated in full
page colour. Text in Chinese. An excellent and focussed large format visual reference.
64

Gugong Museum: GUGONG JINGDIAN: QING GONG CHENGSHAN TUDIAN. Qing Court
Fans in the Palace Museum Collection. 故宮經典 ： 清宮成扇圖典. Beijing, 2018. 277 pp. Full page
colour plates throughout. 29x29 cm. Boards.

£100.00

An excellent work on fans used by the Qing imperial court in the Forbidden City and now in the Museum’s collection.
123 fans of the highest quality are shown, a number in multiple views. The fans bear original paintings and calligraphy,
many have delicate embroidery or are woven or carved using fine and rare materials. In addition, there are 40 fanrelated objects - carved fan sticks, fan pendants and fan boxes. Again, all to a very high quality. List of contents,
introduction and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
65

Gugong Museum ed: GUGONG JINGDIAN: QINGGONG HOUFEI CHANGYI TUDIAN.
Classics of the Forbidden City: Outer Garments of the Qing Imperial Consorts. 故宮經典 ： 清宮后妃
氅衣圖典 。 殷安妮 主編. Beijing, 2014. 363 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 29x29 cm.
Boards.

£100.00

Large-format publication showing 152 beautiful and varied examples of Qing dynasty outer costumes as worn by
empresses and imperial consorts. All illustrated in full page colour, many in multiple views showing both the front and
back of the costume or garment. The vast majority are 19th century from the Daoguang, Tongzhi and (especially) the
Guangxu reigns. All held in the collection of the Gugong Museum in Beijing. Text in Chinese.
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Gugong Museum: GUGONG JINGDIAN: YIXING ZISHA TUDIAN. Classics of the Forbidden
City: Yixing Zisha. 故宮經典 ： 宜興紫砂圖典. Beijing, 2012. 288 pp. Colour plates throughout.
29x29 cm. Boards.

£120.00

Large format publication showing 200 superb examples of Yixing wares in the collection of the Gugong Museum in
Beijing, many from the Qing court collection. This work very closely mirrors the catalogue and objects shown at a
delightful and very sophisticated exhibition at the Gugong Museum in 2007. Comprises 10 objects from the Ming, 181
from the Qing and 9 contemporary Yixing items by modern masters donated to the Gugong. The majority of exhibits
are, of course, yixing teapots, a number of which are glazed (the seldom-seen Yijun ware) and many bear inscriptions
and designs. Also includes other Yixing objects such as tea canisters, brushpots, inkslabs, cups and water containers.
Most of the objects have never previously been exhibited. Preface, foreword, list of plates and captions to plates in
English. Fuller text in Chinese. Recommended. Now out-of-print and getting hard to find.
67

Gugong Museum: JIXIA YIQING: QIANLONG CHAO JUN CHEN SHUHUA TEZHAN. (Joyful
Leisure: Special Exhibition of Calligraphy and Paintings by the Qianlong Emperor and Court Officials).
幾暇怡情 ： 乾隆朝君臣書畫特展. Beijing, 2019. 355 pp. Colour plates throughout. 2 colour foldouts.
41x29 cm. Boards.

£300.00

Large-format, finely-produced and weighty catalogue of a splendid exhibition at the Gugong Museum in the Forbidden
City in Beijing exploring the literati pursuits of the Qianlong Emperor and court officials with respect to calligraphy
and painting, two highly-regarded scholarly pastimes. 86 wonderful examples of paintings and calligraphy, a good
number by the Emperor himself, together with works by members of the imperial family, court painters and court
officials. Includes scrolls, handscrolls and albums. All illustrated in colour in their entirety and many in close-up detail.
Introductory texts and essays accompany. Text in Chinese. Due to the near cult status of the Qianlong Emperor in
China, the majority of this publication has been held by the Gugong Museum for gift and presentation purposes and is
now unobtainable.
68

Gugong Museum: KELIMULIN GONG ZHENPIN JI. Golden Russia: Treasures of the Moscow
Kremlin. 克⾥姆林宮珍品集. Beijing, 2006. 495 pp. Fullpage colour plates throughout. 28x22 cm.
Wrappers.

£95.00

Large and fine catalogue of an exhibition at the Gugong Museum in Beijing showing 200 objects from the Collection of
the Moscow Kremlin. A major showing of Russian imperial art in China which includes objects in many media from
armour and porcelain to religious artefacts, medals, textiles and jewel-encrusted works of art. Many objects previously
unpublished. Full page colour plates throughout and a dual text in Chinese and English.
69

Gugong Museum: MINGDAI CHENGHUA YUYAO CIQI: JINGDEZHEN YUYAO YIZHI
CHUTU YU GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG CHUANSHI CIQI DUIBI. Imperial Porcelains from
the Reign of Chenghua in the Ming Dynasty: A Comparison of Porcelains from the Imperial Kiln Site at
Jingdezhen and Imperial Collection of the Palace Museum. 明代成化御窯瓷器 ： 景德鎮御窯遺址出
⼟與故宮博物院藏傳世瓷器對比. Beijing, 2015. 725 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. Colour
text plates. 2 vols. 29x29 cm. Boards.

£250.00

Large and weighty two-volume catalogue produced to accompany an important exhibition at the Gugong Museum in
Beijing showing the sought-after and coveted ceramics of the Chenghua reign of the Ming dynasty. The ceramics of the
Chenghua reign are regarded as the pinnacle of ceramic production in the Ming dynasty and were (and are) much
desired by emperors and collectors.
The exhibition showed a total of 183 exhibits and included both excavated and reconstructed ceramics from the
Jingdezhen imperial kiln sites (116 exhibits), juxtaposed (for purposes of comparison) with similar superb perfect
examples (many related in design and decoration to the Jingdezhen pieces) in the collection of the Gugong Museum in
Beijing and thus the former Chinese imperial collection (67 exhibits). Also included are later imitations, the majority
from the Qing dynasty Kangxi and Yongzheng reigns.
This two-volume catalogue shows a total of 310 wonderful ceramics and also includes (for reference purposes and
comparison) illustration and description of examples other than those exhibited. The exhibition was in five main
sections: 1. Freshness and Elegance: Blue-and-White Porcelain and Underglaze Red Porcelain; 2. Lightness and
Beauty: Polychrome Porcelain and Doucai Porcelain; 3. Colourful Porcelain: Multicoloured Glaze Porcelain and
Plain Tricolour Porcelain; 4. Uniformity and Pureness: Single-Coloured Glaze Porcelain; 5. A Profound Influence:
Chenghua Imperial Porcelain Imitated in Later Ages.
All examples illustrated in full page colour and in multiple views, including bases and basemarks. Prefaces, lists of
contents, lists of plates, brief abstracts to essays and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese. An excellent
visual and research reference.
This is the second exhibition in a series of presentations of porcelains of the Ming dynasty, being an ongoing
collaboration between the Jingdezhen Ceramics Research Institute and the Gugong Museum in Beijing.
This catalogue sold extremely fast in China due to the obsession there with Chenghua porcelain and was never
generally available. Now out-of-print.
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70

Gugong Museum: MINGDAI HONGWU YONGLE YUYAO CIQI: MINGDAI XUANDE
£250.00
YUYAO CIQI: JINGDEZHEN YUYAO YIZHI CHUTU YU GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG
CHUANSHI CIQI DUIBI. Imperial Porcelains from the Reigns of Hongwu and Yongle in the Ming
Dynasty: Imperial Porcelains from the Reign of Xuande in the Ming Dynasty: A Comparison of
Porcelains from the Imperial Kiln Site at Jingdezhen and the Imperial Collection of the Palace Museum.
明代洪武永樂御窯瓷器 ： 明代宣德御窯瓷器 ： 景德鎮御窯遺址出⼟與故宮博物院藏傳世瓷器
對比. Beijing, 2015. 337; 356 pp. Full page colour plates throughout both volumes. Colour text plates. 2
vols. 29x29 cm. Boards.
Large and weighty two-volume catalogue of an excellent and important exhibition at the Gugong Museum in Beijing
showing early Ming dynasty porcelain from the dynamic reigns of the first three emperors - Hongwu, Yongle and
Xuande. Shows excavated and reconstructed ceramics from the Jingdezhen imperial kiln sites, juxtaposed with perfect
examples (many related in design and decoration to the Jingdezhen pieces) in the collection of the Gugong Museum in
Beijing. Sheds light on the production processes and quality control at the Jingdezhen official kilns in the early Ming
dynasty and also the strict standards for selecting ceramics for the imperial court. This is the first collaboration
between the Jingdezhen Ceramics Research Institute and the Gugong Museum in Beijing and the first time such
excavated ceramics have been shown in the Gugong. The first volume covers Hongwu (37) and Yongle (114) ceramics,
the second volume is entirely Xuande material and shows 155 examples. A total of 306 exhibits! Includes numerous
unique and very rare examples. Large full page colour plates throughout both volumes with wonderful photography.
The majority of pieces shown in multiple views. Prefaces, lists of contents, lists of plates, brief abstracts to essays and
captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese. An excellent visual and research reference.

71

Gugong Museum: MINGDAI JIAJING LONGQING WANLI YUYAO CIQI ZHAN;
JINGDEZHEN YUYAO YIZHI CHUTU YU GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG CHUANSHI CIQI
DUIBI. Exhibition of Ming Dynasty Official Porcelains from the Jiajing, Longqing and Wanli Periods:
A Comparison of Porcelains from the Imperial Kiln Site at Jingdezhen and Imperial Collection of the
Palace Museum. 明代嘉靖隆慶萬⾥御窯瓷器展 ： 景德鎮御窯遺址出⼟與故宮博物院藏傳世瓷器
對比. Beijing, 2018. 775 pp. Colour plates, many full page, throughout both volumes. 2 vols. 29x29 cm.
Boards.

£250.00

Large and weighty two-volume catalogue produced to accompany an important exhibition at the Gugong Museum in
Beijing showing the ceramics of the Jiajing, Longqing and Wanli reigns of the latter part of the Ming dynasty plus a
number of later imitations from the Qing dynasty.
The exhibition showed a total of 442 exhibits and included both excavated and reconstructed ceramics from the
Jingdezhen imperial kiln sites juxtaposed (for purposes of comparison) with similar superb perfect examples (many
related in design and decoration to the Jingdezhen pieces) in the collection of the Gugong Museum in Beijing and thus
the former Chinese imperial collection. Volume one shows ceramics from the Jiajing reign, plus some later imitations.
Volume two shows Longqing ceramics (a mere 16 due to the shortness of the reign), the remainder Wanli period, again
with a few later imitations.
All examples illustrated in full page colour, many in multiple views, including bases and basemarks. Prefaces, lists of
contents, lists of plates, brief introductions to each section, abstracts to essays and captions to plates in English. Main
text in Chinese. An excellent visual and research reference with much previously-unpublished material. A good number
of interesting sherds are also shown.
The last in a series of exhibitions of porcelains of the Ming dynasty, being an ongoing collaboration between the
Jingdezhen Ceramics Research Institute and the Gugong Museum in Beijing.
72

Gugong Museum: MINGDAI YUYAO CIQI: JINGDEZHEN YUYAO YIZHI CHUTU YU
GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG CHUANSHI HONGZHI ZHENGDE CIQI DUIBI. Imperial
Porcelains from the Reign of Hongzhi and Zhengde in the Ming Dynasty: A Comparison of Porcelains
from the Imperial Kiln Site at Jingdezhen and Imperial Collection of the Palace Museum. 明代御窯瓷
器 ： 景德鎮御窯遺址出⼟與故宮博物院藏傳世弘治正德瓷器對比. Beijing, 2017. 725 pp. Full
page colour plates throughout. Colour text plates. 2 vols. 29x29 cm. Boards.

£250.00

Large and weighty two-volume catalogue produced to accompany an important exhibition at the Gugong Museum in
Beijing showing the ceramics of the Hongzhi and Zhengde reigns of the Ming dynasty plus a few later imitations.
The exhibition showed a total of 339 exhibits and included both excavated and reconstructed ceramics from the
Jingdezhen imperial kiln sites juxtaposed (for purposes of comparison) with similar superb perfect examples (many
related in design and decoration to the Jingdezhen pieces) in the collection of the Gugong Museum in Beijing and thus
the former Chinese imperial collection. Volume one covers the Hongzhi reign and volume two the Zhengde period. Also
included are a number of examples from later dates in the Ming and Qing dynasties imitating the wares of these two
reigns. A wide variety of ceramics are shown - blue-and-white, underglaze red, monochromes and polychromes. Of
particular interest are a number of ceramics from the Zhengde reign bearing Islamic writing.
All examples illustrated in full page colour, many in multiple views, including bases and basemarks. Prefaces, lists of
contents, lists of plates, brief abstracts to essays and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese. An excellent
visual and research reference.
This is the third exhibition in a series of presentations of porcelains of the Ming dynasty, being an ongoing
collaboration between the Jingdezhen Ceramics Research Institute and the Gugong Museum in Beijing.
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Gugong Museum: MINGDAI ZHENGTONG JINGTAI TIANSHUN YUYAO CIQI:
JINGDEZHEN YUYAO YIZHI CHUTU YU GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG CHUANSHIU
CIQI DUIBI. Imperial Porcelains from the Reigns of Zhengtong, Jingtai and Tianshun in the Ming
Dynasty: A Comparison of Porcelains from the Imperial Kiln Site at Jingdezhen and the Imperial
Collection of the Palace Museum. 明代正統景泰天順御窯瓷器 ： 景德鎮御窯遺址出⼟與故宮博物
院藏傳世瓷器對比. Beijing, 2019. 374 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page. 29x29 cm.
Boards.

£150.00

Catalogue of an exhibition held at the Gugong Palace Museum in Beijing in 2018 showing ceramics from the
Zhengtong, Jingtai and Tianshun reigns of the Ming dynasty, three reigns covering a short period of 29 years from 1436
-1464. This has long been an elusive and little-understood area in the study of Ming ceramics and is known as the
‘Empty Period’ or ‘Interregnum’. The examples shown include sherds and reconstructed pieces excavated from the
imperial kiln sites at Jingdezhen and held at institutions and museums in the city. These are shown together with
extremely fine intact examples from the collection of the Gugong Palace Museum in Beijing plus a few intact pieces
loaned from other museums in China. A total of 208 exhibits comprising a wide variety of designs, shapes and glazes.
Includes finds from Jingdezhen excavated in 2014. The exhibition in four main sections: Section One: The ‘Interregnum
Period’ without Reign Marks; Section Two: New Archaeological Discoveries; Section Three: Carrying on with
Innovation; Section Four: Becoming the ‘Porcelain Capital’. Six essays accompany.
All the exhibits shown in fine colour plates, many in multiple views. Prefaces, list of contents, list of plates, abstracts to
essays and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese. A welcome contribution with excellent photography.
Whilst the majority of these pieces were later exhibited at the Shanghai Museum in 2019, there are also a good
number of examples that were not shown in Shanghai. This Gugong Museum catalogue also has much more comparison
of excavated and reconstructed pieces from Jingdezhen alongside intact examples from the Gugong collection. The
photography in this catalogue is far superior to the Shanghai catalogue.
74

Gugong Museum: QING KANGXI QINGHUA CIQI. The Palace Museum’s Collection of Blue and
White Porcelains from Kangxi Period of Qing Dynasty. 故宮博物院藏清康熙青花瓷器. Beijing, 2016.
765 pp. Full page colour plates throughout both volumes. 2 vols. 29x29 cm. Boards.

£250.00

Large and weighty two-volume work on Qing dynasty Kangxi reign (1662-1722) blue-and-white ceramics in the
collection of the Gugong Palace Museum in the Forbidden City in Beijing. Many of the ceramics are from the Qing
court collection, together with worthy pieces which have entered the collection since 1949. A total of 382 wonderful
examples are shown, all illustrated in full page colour and many in multiple views. Bases and basemarks are also
shown. A good number of the pieces are shown life-size or near life-size. List of contents, list of plates and captions to
plates in English. Fuller text in Chinese.
75

Gugong Museum: XUMIFUSHOU - DANG ZHASHILUNBU SI YUSHANG ZIJINCHENG
ZHAN. (Fortune and Longevity of Sumeru: The Zhashilunbu Monastery Comes to the Forbidden City).
須彌福壽 - 當扎什倫布寺遇上紫禁城展. Beijing, 2020. 603 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full
page. 38x26 cm. Wrappers.

£280.00

Massive and weighty publication produced to accompany a memorable exhibition held in the Gugong Museum, Beijing,
in late 2019 and early 2020. The huge Zhashilunbu Monastery is also known as the Tashilimpo Monastery and is
located near Shigatse in Tibet. This important monastery has a rich and long history and has accumulated many
religious artefacts over the centuries.
Over 220 extremely fine exhibits were shown - 140 from the Gugong Museum collection and 80 or so from the
Monastery’s collections. Explores the Monastery’s long cultural legacy and, not least, the tributary relationship
between Tibet and the Qing court in the 17th and 18th centuries when the Qing rulers sought to unify the people and
religions of their vast country. It also underlines the Qing emperors’ fascination with Tibetan Buddhism, particularly
during the Qianlong reign. Exhibits include Buddhist gilt-bronze statuary dating from the 9th century onwards. tangkas,
sutras, religious objects, textiles and ceramics. Much Qing material. Many exceptional objects, most on public display
for the first time. Illustrated throughout in colour. Text in Chinese.
76

Gugong Museum: ZHI ZUN HUAZHANG: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG QINGDAI
GONGTING ZHIXIU FUSHI WENWU. The Supreme Splendor: Textiles and Embroidery of Qing
Court in the Palace Museum’s Collection. 至尊華章 ： 故宮博物院藏清代宮廷織繡服飾⽂物.
Gugong Bowuyuan Waizhan Tuxi. Beijing, 2019. 199 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page.
Colour text illustrations. 29x22 cm. Wrappers.

£100.00

Catalogue of a travelling exhibition of Qing dynasty court robes, textiles and embroidery from the collection of the
Gugong Palace Museum in Beijing. A total of 85 beautiful and varied examples of the highest quality. All illustrated in
colour and well-described. Text in Chinese.
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Gugong Museum ed: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG QING YONGZHENG QINGHUA CIQI.
The Palace Museum’s Collection of Blue and White Porcelains from Yongzheng Period of Qing
Dynasty. 故宮博物院藏清雍正青花瓷器. Beijing, 2017. 309 pp. Full page colour plates throughout.
29x29 cm. Boards.

£150.00

Excellent focussed work on blue-and-white ceramics dating from the Yongzheng reign of the Qing dynasty and held in a
superlative collection, that of the Gugong Palace Museum collection in Beijing. Practically all the ceramics are from
the Qing court. A total of 203 outstanding, fascinating and unique examples are shown, a good number previously
unpublished, it appears. Also a good selection of reproductions of early Ming pieces. All illustrated in colour, in
multiple views, including bases and basemarks and well described. Introductions, list of contents, list of plates and
captions to plates in English. A major addition to the literature on the subject.
78

Gugong Museum ed: PU TIAN TONG QING: QINGDAI WANSHOU SHENGDIAN. The World
Rejoices as One: Celebrating Imperial Birthdays in the Qing Dynasty. 普天同慶 ： 清代萬壽盛典.
Beijing, 2015. 411 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page. 1 foldout. 38x27 cm. Cloth.

£350.00

Large and weighty catalogue of an amazing exhibition exploring the sumptuous birthday celebrations and associated
rituals, gifts and tributes to the emperors and empresses throughout the Qing dynasty up to and including the Guangxu
emperor and dowager empress Cixi.
The exhibition was in six sections: Attaining Longevity Together; Birthday Celebrations in the Capital; Reverently
Presenting Birthday Gifts; Birthday Celebrations in the Grand Hall; Sumptuous Banquets; Auspicious Birthday Operas.
Whilst the exhibition covered imperial birthday celebrations throughout the Qing dynasty, there was a focus on the
celebrations of emperors and empresses who had attained their 60th and 80th birthdays - both highly auspicious
anniversaries.
Many of the exhibits (over 500!) were quite extraordinary, of the highest quality, and rarely-seen before. A huge 16
panel double-sided screen (with calligraphy by the emperors sons and embroidery) commissioned for the Kangxi
Emperors 60th birthday (painstakingly restored for this exhibition), gifts produced with the rarest and finest materials,
birthday robes and gowns, theatre costumes and many associated objects decorated with auspicious emblems and
symbols.
Amongst many highlights was a 40 metre long and hugely-detailed scroll painting showing street celebrations for the
Kangxi emperor’s 60th birthday. The scroll begins at the gates of the Garden of Everlasting Spring (Changchunyuan at
Yuanmingyuan) and follows the route of the emperor’s procession and ends at the north Gate of Military Prowess
(Shenwu Men) of the Forbidden City. This scroll painting formed the basis for the woodblock-printed book ‘Wanshou
Shengdian Tu’. The exhibition also had numerous other superb and rarely-seen paintings including ‘Twenty-Seven
Elders Travelling to the Fragrant Hills’ and full length imperial birthday portraits. Much Kangxi, Qianlong and late
19th century material. All illustrated in fine colour plates.
A number of essays accompany which explore various aspects of the birthday rituals and celebrations and there is a
detailed chronology of the complex celebrations organized for the 80th birthday of the empress dowager Chongqing,
the mother of the Qianlong emperor.
Foreword, introductions to sections, abstracts to essays and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
An excellent visual and research reference on an important aspect of Qing court life which can be extrapolated to such
celebrations throughout Chinese imperial history.
This catalogue has proved highly difficult to source. As with another superb exhibition catalogue of an important
Gugong exhibition in 2015, it would appear that nearly all of the edition of this catalogue was retained to present as
official gifts to celebrate the 90th anniversary of the founding of the Gugong Museum. We have managed to obtain just
a couple of copies.
79

Hervey, George: THE GOLDFISH OF CHINA IN THE XVIII CENTURY. China Society
Sinological Series, 3. London, 1950. 66 pp. 2 b/w text-figures, foldout b/w plate. 23x17 cm. Cloth.

£10.00

Presents the text of de Sauvigny’s Histoire Naturelle des Dorades de la China of 1780 and of a Notice (or Memoire) on
the subject sent a few years earlier from Peking. Both are accompanied by English translation. Also discusses the large
Chinese scroll of 1722 depicting 92 goldfish ‘in the imperial collection’. A scholarly study with a foreword by A. C.
Moule.
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Hobson, R. L: A CATALOGUE OF CHINESE POTTERY AND PORCELAIN. In the Collection of
Sir Percival David. London, 1934. xl, 190 pp. 180 colour plates. Index. 41x31 cm. Silk-covered boards.

£5,000.00

Published in a numbered edition of 650 copies. A magnificent publication on, and catalogue of, the Percival David
Collection with fine colour plates and detailed descriptions, including translations of Chinese inscriptions on pieces
(including some by the Qian Long emperor) plus an authoritative and scholarly text drawing much on Chinese sources.
When Sir Percival David formed his collection of Chinese ceramics, his approach was governed to some extent by two
important Chinese works on collecting: the Ko Ku Yao Lun (The Essential Criteria of Antiquities) written in 1388 by
Cao Chao. David later translated and edited this work. The second book of influence was Chu Yan’s Tao Shuo of 1774,
translated by Bushell as: Description of Chinese Pottery and Porcelain. Thus, discerning buying, governed by the
dictates of Chinese connoisseurship, distinguishes the David collection - with a marked accent on imperial taste.
Indeed, the collection includes a number of exquisite and important Song pieces from the former Chinese imperial
holdings in Peking. A collection renowned for its quality and for important pieces from the Song through to the Qing
dynasties. One of the most beautifully-produced English books of the period. Rare. This copy unnumbered being one of
the publisher’s deposit copies.
81

Hui, Humphrey & Lam, Peter: THE IMPERIAL CONNECTION. Court Related Chinese Snuff
Bottles: The Humphrey K. F. Hui Collection. Hong Kong, 1998. 255 pp. 139 bottles each illustrated in
colour. 29x22 cm. Cloth, slipcase.

£150.00

All the bottles in this collection have Qing imperial and/or court provenance. Many of the pieces bear imperial poems
or inscriptions and the collection is thus a valuable documentary and insight into the Qing court and its taste. Text in
English and Chinese.
82

Kasumigaseki Club: SHOGUN YOSHIMUNE AND COURT ELEGANCE. N.p., 2000. 195 pp. 171
colour plates. 28x21 cm. Paper.

£15.00

A survey of the art and court culture at the time of the Shogun Yoshimune. In Japanese.
83

LANG SHINING QUANJI 1688-1766. Complete Works of Giuseppe Castiglione 1688-1766. 郎世寧
全集 1688-1766. Tianjin, 2015. 21, 239, 199 pp. Full page colour plates throughout both volumes,
colour text plates. 2 vols. 38x27 cm. Cloth.

£220.00

Large two-volume monograph illustrating the complete oeuvre of works by, or attributed to, the Italian missionary,
Giuseppe Castiglione (Lang Shining), who served as a painter at the Qing court in Beijing from 1715-1766 during the
Kangxi, Yongzheng and Qianlong reigns. A total of 90 exceptional paintings, illustrated in their entirety and many with
accompanying plates showing sections of paintings and handscrolls allowing full appreciation of the subject matter and
Castiglione’s fine painting technique. The suite of copperplate engravings ‘Pingding Xiyu Zhan Tu’ (The Pacification of
the Western Regions) with which Castiglione was involved, are also shown. The large majority of paintings are in the
collections of the Gugong Palace Museum in Beijing and the National Palace Museum in Taibei. Full page colour
plates throughout both volumes. Nine interesting essays pertaining to the work of Castiglione, western influences in
Chinese art at the time, other missionary painters etc. Text in Chinese.
84

Li Shi ed: GUGONG SHUHUA GUAN 1-9. (The Calligraphy and Painting Gallery of the Palace
Museum: Parts 1-9). 故宮書畫館 1-9. Beijing, 2008-10. c.200 pp. per volume. Colour plates throughout
each volume. B/w text illustrations. 9 vols. 32x25 cm. Boards.

£500.00

Complete set of nine catalogues of the ongoing series of exhibitions held in the Wuyingdian exhibition hall in the
Forbidden City in Beijing showing highlights of Chinese painting and calligraphy from across the ages in the Gugong
Museum’s holdings, from the earliest examples through to the early 20th century. Many of the exhibits in this and
subsequent exhibitions were in the former imperial collection. All catalogues illustrated throughout in fine colour and
described. Some of the catalogues have essays in English but the text is predominantly Chinese. A couple of the
catalogues are now out--of-print.
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Liaoning Provincial Museum ed: SHAN GAO SHUI CHANG: TANG SONG BA DA JIA ZHUTI
WENWU. Atop the Mountains: Relics of the Eight Famous Prose Writers in Tang and Song Dynasties.
山⾼⽔長 ： 唐宋八⼤家主題⽂物. Shenyang, 2020. 361; 231 pp. Colour plates (many full page)
throughout both volumes. Numerous colour foldouts. 2 vols. 38x30 cm. Boards.

£300.00

Large and weighty two-volume catalogue produced to accompany another stunning and scholarly exhibition held at the
Liaoning Provincial Museum in 2020. Examined and explored the writings and cultural legacy of eight highly-regarded
writers and poets who lived during the Tang or Song dynasties. They were: Han Yu, Liu Zongyuan, Ouyang Xiu, Su
Xun, Su Shi (Su Dongpo), Su Zhe, Wang Anshi and Zeng Gong. The exhibition totalled 115 exhibits of which 53 (!) were
shown for the first time. 31 of the exhibits were formerly in the collection of the Qing Court. The majority of the exhibits
(84) from the collection of the host museum and included much material that the last emperor, Pu Yi, removed from the
Forbidden City. Other major loans from institutions throughout China. The exhibition in four sections: Thousands of
Years, Moral Integrity, Feelings of Love for Home and Country, Specific Research. The exhibition showed extremely
rare Song and Yuan paintings, handscrolls and calligraphy, together with Ming and Qing dynasty calligraphy,
paintings, rare books and portraiture. Also a couple of 20th century and contemporary works demonstrating the
ongoing fascination and influence to this day of these pre-eminent cultural figures in China. All works illustrated in
their entirety and in many cases in multiple views showing close-up detail. All well described. Introductions and texts
accompany. In Chinese. Already out-of-print and becoming hard to find.
86

Liu Beisi and Xu Qixian: GUGONG ZHENCANG RENWU ZHAOPIAN HUICUI. Exquisite
Figure-Pictures from the Palace Museum. 故宮珍藏⼈物照⽚薈萃. Beijing, 1994. 327 pp. B/w
photographs throughout printed in duotone. 14 colour plates. 28x22 cm. Paper.

£80.00

The quality of photographs in this collections is astounding and the historical interest they reflect is just as striking.
Chiefly portraits of famous statespersons, members of the court, concubines, Pu Yi etc., also includes theatrical shots
and ‘A Glimpse at the Society’. Contents and captions in English, otherwise Chinese text. Out-of-print.
87

Loon, Piet van der: TAOIST BOOKS IN THE LIBRARIES OF THE SUNG PERIOD. A Critical
Study and Index. Oxford Oriental Institute Monographs 7. Reading, 1984. 179 pp. 25x16 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Clarifies the nature and transmission of the catalogues of the imperial library and private collections written during the
Song period, and retraces the history of the Daoist Canon.
88

Lushun Museum ed: YULAN ZHI BAO: DONGBEI LIUSAN QINGGONG SHUHUA ZHENPIN.
(The Travels of Imperial Treasures: Treasures from the Qing Court that Went to the Northeast). 御覽之
寶 ： 東北流散清宮書畫珍品. Beijing, 2018. 9, 1, 186 pp. Colour plates throughout. One foldout.
29x21 cm. Boards.

£85.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Lushun Museum in Dalian showing 10 examples of calligraphy and 30 paintings and
handscrolls, all superb examples originally in the Chinese imperial collection in the Forbidden City but which are now
held in museums in Northeast China, primarily the Liaoning Provincial Museum and the Shenyang Gugong Museum.
The majority of the exhibits were Ming and Qing dynasty, together with a few earlier woks. All illustrated in colour and
described. Text in Chinese.
89

Meng Fanfang ed. and trans: XIQING GUJIAN SHU. (An Annotated Version of the Xiqing Gujian).
西清古鑒疏 。 孟繁放 編譯. Beijing, 2011. Various paginations typically c. 300 pp. per volume. Full
page b/w illustrations throughout. 9 vols. 28x21 cm. Wrappers.

£200.00

Facsimile reprint of the well-known catalogue of the superb bronzes held in the Chinese imperial collections, edited by
Liang Shizheng and completed in 1751. Illustrations and details of 1,529 pieces. This reprint is to much the original size
and reproduces the original text and illustrations and is accompanied by a rendering of the text into modern Chinese.
Chinese text only.
90

Ministry of Foreign Affairs ed: ART TREASURES FROM THE IMPERIAL COLLECTIONS.
Tokyo, 1971. 12 pp. text. 23 exhibits described in English and German, and illustrated in colour. 28x21
cm. Paper.
A travelling exhibition of Japanese paintings and calligraphy from the Imperial collection, shown at the British
Museum, and in Brussels & Köln.

£10.00
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National Palace Museum: CHENGHUA CIQI TEZHAN TULU. Catalogue of the Special Exhibition
of Ch’eng-Hua Porcelain Ware, 1465-1487. 成化瓷器特展圖錄. Taibei, 2003. 199 pp. Colour plates
throughout. 30x21 cm. Paper.

£80.00

Catalogue of a major exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taipei of 208 (!) pieces of Chenghua period
porcelain - blue-and-white, doucai and a few monochromes - together with a few later copies and imitations. All
exhibits from the former Chinese imperial collection. Many pieces are shown in multiple views, some of the interior
decoration. Base marks are shown for all pieces. An important reference on the subject. Near dual text in Chinese and
English.
92

National Palace Museum: DA GUAN: BEI SONG RUYAO TE ZHAN. Grand View: Special
Exhibition of Ju Ware from the Northern Sung Dynasty. ⼤觀 ： 北宋汝窯特展. Taibei, 2006. 215 pp.
Numerous colour plates. 29x30 cm. Cloth.

£90.00

Catalogue of a very fine exhibition displaying the finest examples in the outstanding collection of Ru ware held by the
National Palace Museum in Taibei and, thus, from the former Chinese imperial collection. Together with loans from
museums in the UK, mainland China and Japan, a total of 48 superb examples of this rarest of wares are shown - all
illustrated in colour and described. Many of the pieces are shown in multiple views, including bases and inscriptions
incised at the order of the Qianlong emperor. Good amount of text in English, including introduction, list of plates and
descriptions. Fuller text in Chinese.
93

National Palace Museum: DINGZHOU HUA CI : YUAN CANG DING YAO XIBAI CI TE ZHAN.
Decorated Porcelains of Dingzhou: White Ding Wares from the Collection of the National Palace
Museum. 定州花瓷 ： 院藏定窯系⽩瓷特展. Taibei, 2013. 303 pp. Colour plates throughout. 30x21
cm. Wrappers.

£70.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taiwan showing 213 of the finest examples of Song
dynasty Ding wares from the Museum’s collection. The exhibition is divided into three main sections: Early White
Porcelains and Ding Ware; The Decoration of Ding Ware; Ding Porcelains and Their Influence. It is worth noting that
these superb ceramics were much coveted by China’s imperial rulers and all the pieces here exhibited are from the
former Chinese imperial collection. All 213 exhibits illustrated in fine colour plates. Introductions and forewords, list of
contents, brief introductions to each section and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese. An excellent
addition to the literature on the subject. Recommended.
94

National Palace Museum: GONGZHU DE YAJI: MENG YUAN HUANGSHI YU SHUHUA
JIANCANG WENHUA TEZHAN. Elegant Gathering of the Princess: The Culture of Appreciating
and Collecting Art at the Mongol Court. 公主的牙集 ： 蒙元皇室與書畫鑒藏⽂化特展. Taibei, 2016.
300 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page. 29x29 cm. Wrappers.

£75.00

Catalogue of a sophisticated exhibition at the National Palace Museum exploring the connoisseurship of art at the court
of the Yuan dynasty Mongol emperors. It focuses on a famous gathering of literati at Tianqing Temple south of the Yuan
dynasty capital, Dadu, organized in 1323 by a Mongol princess, Sengge Ragi, great-granddaughter of Kublai Khan.
After a banquet, the princess took out masterpieces of Song and Yuan dynasty paintings and calligraphy from her
collection for her guests to appreciate and inscribe. Many of these works are now in the collection of the National
Palace Museum and are testament to imperial connoisseurship across the dynasties, in particular, that during the littlestudied Yuan period. The gathering is also famous in that the host was a lady, proof of the active role of women in the
court life of the Mongol ruling family. Moreover, the participants at the gathering were from different ethnic groups and
reflect the pluralism of the social elite under Mongol rule. In four sections: 1. Library (Collection) of the Imperial Elder
Sister; 2. The Imperial Collection; 3. Inscriptions by Scholars; 4. Diversity in Art. Prefaces, list of contents, list of
plates, introductions to each section, captions to plates and descriptions in English. Fuller text in Chinese. Immediately
went out-of-print and extremely hard to obtain.
95

National Palace Museum: GREAT PAINTINGS OF THE SUNG DYNASTY IN THE NATIONAL
PALACE MUSEUM. Gugong Song Hua Jinghua. 故宮宋畫精華. Tokyo, 1975-76. 240 pp. Chinese,
Japanese & English text. 180 plates, about 100 in colour. 6 vols. 50x37 cm. Cloth, 3 cloth cases.

£2,900.00

Large format catalogues of the best Song paintings in this fabulous collection. Many of the album leaves are shown
actual or near actual size. All from the former Chinese imperial collection in the Forbidden City. Three volumes of
exquisite colour plates and three smaller volumes of text. This is an excellent publication, now out-of-print and hard to
find.
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National Palace Museum: GUGONG ZHOUKAN 1-510. (Bulletin of the Palace Museum of Peking).
故宮周刊 1-510. Taipei, 1981. Various paginations. Profusely illustrated in b/w throughout. 5 vols.
38x28 cm. Cloth.

£1,500.00

Reprint of all 510 issues of the weekly bulletin originally issued between 1926-36. Fully illustrated reports on the
Chinese imperial collection as taken over in 1925 upon the founding of the Gugong Museum in Peking following the
departure of the Last Emperor, Puyi. An essential source for knowledge and research on this supremely important
collection when it was intact in one location, the Forbidden City, home of the Chinese emperors. Black-and-white
illustration of countless treasures, particularly paintings and ceramics. Also much on the Forbidden City architecture
and palace interiors. The collection was dispersed in 1937 when the Japanese threatened Beijing. A good Taipei reprint
of the Beijing original. All text in Chinese. A complete run is extremely rare in any form and this reprint is itself very
hard to find.
97

National Palace Museum: GUIGUI LINLANG YOUMU REN: YUANCANG QINGDAI MENG
HUI ZANG WENWU TEZHAN. Splendid Accessories of Nomadic Peoples: Mongolian, Muslim and
Tibetan Artifacts of the Qing Dynasty from the Museum Collection. 貴貴琳瑯游牧⼈ ： 院藏清代蒙
回藏⽂物特展. Taibei, 2017. 175 pp. Colour plates throughout, a number full page. 30x21 cm.
Wrappers.

£80.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei showing Mongolian, Muslim and Tibetan items in
the Museum’s collection, presumably submitted as tribute to the Qing court. In four sections: ‘Esteemed Vessels of
Food and Drink’; ‘Immersed in Tibetan Buddhism’; ‘Conversing in Coral And Turquoise’; ‘Treasures Transcending
Borders’. Many fine pieces focussing mainly on the daily life of these peoples. Predominantly shows jewellery, eating
utensils and vessels made from a variety of materials, semiprecious stones, gold and silver. A good amount of English
text including introductions and captions to plates. Fuller text in Chinese.
98

National Palace Museum: HUA MEI MINGPIN TEZHAN. Special Exhibition of Plum Blossom
Paintings. 畫梅名品特展. Taibei, 1991. 113 pp. 43 paintings illustrated in full colour, many with
details. 31x22 cm. Paper.

£35.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum showing beautiful paintings of plum blossoms dating from
the Song dynasty through to the Republic. Nearly all the paintings from the former Chinese imperial collection.
Introduction and list of plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
99

National Palace Museum: KANGXI DA DI YU TAIYANG WANG LUYI SHISI TEZHAN:
ZHONG FA YISHU WENHUA DE JIAOHUI. Emperor Kangxi and the Sun King Louis XIV: SinoFranco Encounters in Arts and Culture. 康熙⼤帝與太陽王路易⼗四特展 ： 中法藝術⽂化的交會.
Taibei, 2011. xviii, 317 pp. Colour plates throughout. 30x24 cm. Wrappers.

£60.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei on the historical and cultural exchanges between
China and France during the reigns of the Kangxi Emperor and King Louis XIV. Discusses the lives of the two rulers,
the role of the French Jesuits in China, emulation in the arts - the French copying of Chinese porcelains and the Qing
court’s imitation of French craftsmanship. A further section explores innovation in the arts of the two cultures that their
contacts brought about. Illustrated throughout with fine examples of Chinese art in various media from the Kangxi
reign, the majority from the National Palace Museum collection but also some loans from museums in mainland China.
These objects are accompanied by fine French objects loaned from museums in France. Introductions, preface, list of
contents, list of plates and captions in English. Main text in Chinese.
100

National Palace Museum: KEZHI FENGHUA: SONGDAI KESI HUANIAO ZHAN TULU.
Weaving a Tapestry of Splendors: Bird-and-Flower Tapestries of the Sung Dynasty. 緙織風華 ： 宋代
緙絲花⿃展圖錄. Taibei, 2009. viii, 125 pp. Colour plates throughout. 30x21 cm. Paper.

£40.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum showing seldom-seen and highly-accomplished Song dynasty
tapestries which bear bird-and-flower designs, a feature of Song dynasty painting here expressed in an embroidered
form. 23 of the finest of such works from the collection, all of which were in the former Chinese imperial collection, are
here shown in full page colour plates and with close-up detail. Of particular interest are a number of microscopic
photographs showing the structure and weave of the tapestries - useful for research and identification. Dual texts in
Chinese and English.
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National Palace Museum: MING SI DA JIA TE ZHAN: SHEN ZHOU. Four Great Masters of the
Ming Dynasty: Shen Zhou. 明四⼤家特展 ： 沈周. Taibei, 2014. 367 pp. Colour plates (many full
page) throughout. 30x23 cm. Wrappers.

£75.00

Catalogue of a very fine exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei showing outstanding works of painting and
calligraphy by the Ming dynasty artist, Shen Zhou, from the Museum’s collection and, therefore, the former Chinese
imperial collection. Divided into three sections: The Origins of Shen Zhou’s Art; Shen Zhou’s Art of Calligraphy; The
Characteristic of Shen Zhou’s Painting. Fifty paintings, scrolls and albums by the masters are illustrated in fine colour
plates. Accompanied by 19 associated works by other artists and calligraphers. Preface, brief introductions to each
section, list of contents and good descriptions of plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
102

National Palace Museum: MING SI DA JIA TE ZHAN: WEN ZHENGMING. Four Great Masters
of the Ming Dynasty: Wen Zhengming. 明四⼤家特展 ： ⽂徵明. Taibei, 2014. 381 pp. Colour plates
(many full page) throughout. 30x23 cm. Wrappers.

£75.00

Catalogue of a wonderful exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei (and, thus the former Chinese imperial
collection) showing outstanding works of painting and calligraphy by the famous Ming dynasty artist, Wen Zhengming.
Divided into a number of sections: Development in Painting; In the Style of the Ancients; Same Subject: Several
Versions; Development in Calligraphy; Calligraphy in Painting; Birds-and-Flowers and Figures. Preface, brief
introductions to each section, list of contents and good descriptions of plates in English. Main text in Chinese. A good
addition to the literature on this fine painter.
103

National Palace Museum: MING SI DA JIA TE ZHAN: TANG YIN. Four Great Masters of the Ming
Dynasty: Tang Yin. 明四⼤家特展 ： 唐寅. Taibei, 2014. 361 pp. Colour plates (many full page)
throughout. 30x23 cm. Wrappers.

£75.00

Catalogue of an excellent exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei (and thus the former Chinese imperial
collection) showing outstanding works of painting and calligraphy by the famous Ming dynasty artist, Tang Yin.
Divided into a number of sections: Landscape Painting and Theory; Ladies and Figures; Flowers, Bamboo and Rocks;
The Art of Calligraphy . Preface, brief introductions to each section, list of contents and good descriptions of plates in
English. Main text in Chinese. A good addition to the literature on this fine painter.
104

National Palace Museum: MING SI DA JIA TE ZHAN: QIU YING. Four Great Masters of the Ming
Dynasty: Qiu Ying. 明四⼤家特展 ： 仇英. Taibei, 2014. 368 pp. Colour plates (many full page)
throughout. 30x23 cm. Wrappers.

£75.00

Catalogue of an excellent exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei (and thus the former Chinese imperial
collection) showing outstanding works of painting and calligraphy by the famous Ming dynasty artist, Qiu Ying. This is
the fourth and final showing in a series of exhibitions held by the Museum entitled ‘Four Masters of the Ming’. Divided
into a number of sections: Painting; Heritage; Influence. Preface, list of contents and good descriptions of plates in
English. Main text in Chinese.
105

National Palace Museum: MING ZHONGYE RENWUHUA SIJIA TEZHAN. Figure Painting of the
Middle Ming Dynasty. 明中業⼈物畫四家特展. Taibei, 2000. 214 pp. 89 pp. colour plates, 2 foldouts.
B/w illustrations. 31x21 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

The title continues: ‘Catalogue to the Special Exhibition of Works by Tu Chin, Chou Ch’en, T’ang Yin and Ch’iu Ying’.
A fine assembly of figure painting by these four Ming masters. Also shows artists’ seals and signatures. The works from
the former Chinese imperial collection. List of contents and captions in English. Main text in Chinese.
106

National Palace Museum: PING PEN FENGHUA: MING QING HUAQI TEZHAN. The
Enchanting Splendor of Vases and Planters: A Special Exhibition of Flower Vessels from the Ming and
Qing Dynasties. 瓶盆風華 ： 明清花器特展. Taibei, 2014. 296 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x21
cm. Wrappers.

£65.00

Catalogue of a pleasing exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei showing 99 beautiful examples of Ming
and Qing flower vases, flowerpots and planters from the former Chinese imperial collection. Needless to say, the quality
of the exhibits is superb. All illustrated in colour and well-described. Near dual texts in Chines and English.
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National Palace Museum: PINLIE DUANSHE : SONGHUA SHIYAN TEZHAN. A Special
Exhibition of Sunghua Inkstone Comparable to the Best Tuan & She. 品劣端歙 ： 松花⽯硯特展.
Taibei, 1993. 322 pp. including 7 pp. English text. 91 inkstones illustrated in colour, b/w and detail.
31x22 cm. Cloth.

£200.00

An excellent exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei showing 91 wonderful inkstones made from this
highly-regarded stone. All come from the former Chinese imperial collection. All illustrated in colour from various
angles and always including the box or container custom-made to hold each inkstone. There are also black-and-white
rubbings of the decoration and the inscriptions on each stone. Three page introduction and list of plates in English.
Main text in Chinese. Out-of-print and scarce.
108

National Palace Museum: JU WARE OF THE SUNG DYNASTY. 故宮藏瓷：汝窯. Porcelain of the
National Palace Museum. Hong Kong, 1961. 56 pp. text in Chinese & in English. 52 plates and
illustrations in colour. 40x28 cm. Cloth.

£400.00

Imperial Ru ware is not only famous among Song porcelain but is also one of the greatest greenish-blue wares of all
times. A private kiln piece is also included to differentiate between Imperial & private ru ware. Here illustrated are the
pieces in the former Chinese imperial collection. Dual texts in Chinese and English. A sought-after volume in a very
scarce set.
109

National Palace Museum: QIANLONG HUANGDI DE WENHUA DAYE. Emperor Ch’ien-lung’s
Grand Cultural Enterprise. 乾隆皇帝的⽂化⼤業. Taibei, 2002. 303 pp. c. 200 pp. colour plates. B/w
illustrations. 31x22 cm. Cloth.

£80.00

Catalogue of a major and most sophisticated exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taiwan examining the
collecting, connoisseurship and artistic patronage of the Qianlong emperor who, more than any other Qing emperor,
shaped the art collection of the Qing court that today forms the core of the Museum’s holdings. The exhibition is divided
into five sections: The August Emperor, Cultural Advisors to the Emperor, Classical Learning, Cultural Nexus,
Renewing Tradition. The 197 exhibits cover the entire range of media of Chinese art from ceramics and paintings to
jades, works of art and printing. They fall into two main categories; earlier works that entered the imperial collection
and, predominantly, works and objects produced during the Emperor’s reign. Preface, list of plates and captions in
English. Detailed descriptive texts and essays in Chinese. Out-of-print.
110

National Palace Museum: RUO SHUI DENG HUA: YUAN CANG BOLI WENWU TEZHAN.
Limpid Radiance: A Special Exhibition of Glass Artifacts from the National Palace Museum Collection.
若⽔澄華 ： 院藏玻璃⽂物特展. Taibei, 2017. 223 pp. Colour plates throughout, a number full page.
30x21 cm. Wrappers.

£80.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei showing 249 examples of Qing dynasty Chinese
(and some European) glass objects from the collection of the National Palace Museum. In three sections: 1. Fire and
Fusion: The Origins of Glass; 2. Opulence and Simplicity: Glassware at the Qing Court; 3. Myriad Perceptions
through Lenses: Optical Applications of Glass. Nineteen examples of ancient Chinese glass are followed by 218
examples of Qing dynasty Chinese glass (and some European examples). Finally 12 examples of optical glass - mostly
European 18th and 19th century. The Chinese glass of a very wide variety and includes very fine snuff bottles, painted
enamels on glass, a glass ruyi sceptre (!) and much other interesting material. The European examples mostly 18th
century and show the Qing court fascination with things from abroad. Much previously-unpublished material. List of
plates, introductions to each section and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese. A good contribution to the
subject.
111

National Palace Museum: SHI YU XIN: MINGDAI YONGLE HUANGDI DE CIQI. Pleasingly
Pure and Lustrous: Porcelains from the Yongle Reign (1403-1424) of the Ming Dynasty. 適與⼼ ： 明
代永樂皇帝的瓷器. Taibei, 2017. 183 pp. Colour plates throughout, a number full page. 26x21 cm.
Wrappers.

£70.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei showing nearly 100 exceptional examples of early
Ming dynasty porcelains from the Yongle reign. Features tianbai (sweet white), blue-and-white and red-glazed pieces.
The exhibition in three sections: ‘Fired for the Court’; ‘Interaction with the Outside’ and ‘Tradition and Imitation’. All
the exhibits from the Museum’s collection and thus the former Chinese imperial collection. Illustrated throughout in
colour. Prefaces, introductions, list of contents and list of plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
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National Palace Museum: TIANXIANG QIENAN: XIANGWAN WENHUA TEZHAN. Scents to
the Heavens: A Special Exhibition on Agarwood & the Culture of Incense. 天⾹茄楠 ： ⾹玩⽂化特
展. Taibei, 2018. 165 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 25x21 cm. Wrappers.

£60.00

By the 16th century agarwood had become associated with the highest grades of Chinese incense. This is the catalogue
of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum exploring the use of agarwood in incense culture together with items
made of agarwood for use by the imperial court and made both for display and for personal adornment. The majority of
these items Qing dynasty and from the Museum’s impressive collection. Also a number of modern agarwood items and
accessories. Illustrated throughout in colour. Introduction and list of plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
113

National Palace Museum: UNCANNY INGENUITY AND CELESTIAL FEATS: THE
CARVINGS OF MING AND QING DYNASTIES. Ivory and Rhinoceros Horn. Taibei, 2010. xvii,
193 pp. Numerous full page colour plates throughout. B/w text illustrations. 30x23 cm. Wrappers.

£70.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei showing 34 superb examples of Ming and Qing
dynasty ivory (24) and rhinoceros horn carvings (10) from the former Chinese imperial collection. The majority of
objects illustrated in their entirety and also showing close-up detail. Introductions and very detailed descriptions
accompany. Text in English.
114

National Palace Museum: XINGQIE SUIXING: QIANLONG NANXUN XINGLIXIANG ZHONG
DE SHUHUA. Travelling with Art: Painting and Calligraphy Accompanying the Qianlong Emperor’s
Southern Tours. ⾏篋隨⾏ ： 乾隆南巡⾏李箱中的書畫. Taibei, 2017. 239 pp. Colour plates
throughout, many full page. 30x21 cm. Wrappers.

£70.00

Catalogue of a meticulously researched and deeply fascinating exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei
exploring the paintings and calligraphy the Qing dynasty Qianlong Emperor took on his southern inspection tours.
Divided into sections: ‘Making Preparations for Travel’; ‘Art Appreciation in Qianlong’s Travels’; ‘Travelling Sources
of Art’; ‘Fate in the Journey of Art’. Examines paintings and albums prepared by court officials to inform and acquaint
the Emperor with the places to be visited, also paintings and calligraphy associated with the history, personalities and
painters of areas en-route plus favourite paintings and albums that the Emperor liked to have with him. Illustrated
throughout with superb paintings and calligraphy from the Song through to the Qing from the Museum’s collection,
many inscribed by the Emperor. Near dual texts in Chinese and English. A groundbreaking effort. Recommended.
115

National Palace Museum: YINXIANG SHEN KE: YUAN CANG XIYIN ZHAN. Lasting
Impressions: Seals from the Museum Collection. 印象深刻 ： 院藏璽印展. Taibei, 2007. 95 pp.
Colour text plates and impressions of seals throughout. 26x19 cm. Wrappers.

£25.00

Produced to accompany an exhibition at the National Place Museum in Taibei showing their superb collection of
ancient Chinese seals. A good amount of early seals but the main focus on the Ming and Qing dynasties and including
many superb imperial seals - particularly from the Qing. Nearly 1000 seals were exhibited! Illustrated throughout and
with an informative dual language text in Chinese and English. A useful contribution to the subject.
116

National Palace Museum ed: JIAN GU - QIANLONG CHAO DE GONGTING TONGQI
SHOUCANG. Appraisal of the Past: The Imperial Bronze Collection during the Qianlong Reign. 鑑古
- 乾隆朝的宮廷銅器收藏. Taibei, 2021. 255 pp. Full page colour plates and colour text plates
throughout. 27x21 cm. Wrappers.

£130.00

Catalogue of a sophisticated exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei examining the Qianlong emperor’s
connoisseurship of the Chinese imperial bronze collection. This assemblage of ancient bronzes had been accumulated
over the centuries but Qianlong was most noted for his appreciation and interest. The exhibition in three main sections:
1. Profound Reflections on Antiquities: Emperor Qianlong and Ancient Bronzes; 2. Careful Delineation and Modelling:
The Classification and Documentation of Bronzes; 3. Erudition Acquired from the Past: Bronze Assemblages
Understood and Recreated. Numerous fine ancient bronzes illustrated in colour (many in multiple views) and described.
List of contents, introductions to sections, abstracts to two essays and decent descriptions of exhibits in English. Main
text in Chinese. Hard to obtain.
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National Palace Museum ed: SI FANG LAI CHAO: ZHIGONG TU TE ZHAN. The Four Quarters
Come to Court: A Special Exhibition of Envoys Presenting Tribute. 四⽅來潮 ： 職貢圖特展. Taibei,
2019. 279, xvi pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page. Four foldouts. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.

£80.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei exploring a key aspect of China’s relationship with
other states throughout history - that of foreign envoys presenting tribute at the imperial court. Twenty important
paintings pertaining to this theme were shown and their content and meaning described in detail. The paintings date
from the Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties and all come from the museum’s superb collection. All are
illustrated in full and in close-up detail. Fascinating. Introductions, list of contents and plates, plus descriptions to
plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
118

National Palace Museum ed: YI WEN HUI YOU: YAJI TU TEZHAN. Friends Through Culture: A
Special Exhibition of Paintings on Elegant Gatherings. 以⽂會友 ： 雅集圖特展. Taibei, 2019. 281,
xvii pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page. Two foldouts. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.

£90.00

Catalogue of a most enjoyable exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei exploring, through paintings and
calligraphy, a persistent theme in Chinese literati culture - that of elegant gatherings of scholars and friends where
wine was drunk, poetry composed, much erudite conversation was held and special occasions celebrated. In six
sections: Refined Trends of the Jin and Tang; The Model for Elegant Gatherings; An Elegant Gathering of the
Imagination; Harmonizing in a Time of Chaos; In the Name of Birthday Celebrations; Banquets of Imperial Authority.
A total of 28 paintings and calligraphy were shown from the Museum’s wonderful collection, the works dating from the
Jin through to the Qing dynasty. All works illustrated in colour and with much detail shown. Prefaces, introductions to
each section and list of plates with descriptions in English. Main text in Chinese.
119

National Palace Museum Southern Branch: JIAQING JUN YOU TAIWAN: QING RENZONG
WENWU TEZHAN. Lord Jiaqing and the Journey to Taiwan: A Special Exhibition on Cultural
Artifacts of the Qing Emperor Renzong. 嘉慶君游台灣 ： 清仁宗⽂物特展. Taibei, 2016. 463 pp.
Colour plates throughout, many full page. 30x21 cm. Wrappers.

£90.00

Large and weighty catalogue of a major exhibition at the National Palace Museum Southern Branch and perhaps the
first to focus on the life and rule of the Jiaqing emperor of the Qing dynasty, Renzong, son and successor to Qianlong,
who reigned from 1796 to 1820. It has long been thought that Jiaqing, whilst still a prince, visited Taiwan and part of
this exhibition examines the evidence. The exhibition in five main sections: The Jiaqing Emperor and Taiwan; Jiaqing
the Person; Art and Collecting at the Court; The Cultural Enterprise; Maintaining the Peace. Wonderful objects
throughout pertaining to, and dating from, the Jiaqing reign - ceramics, paintings, books, jade, jewellery, maps and
more. Prefaces, introductions to each sections, detailed captions to plates and abstracts of essays in English. Fuller text
in Chinese.
120

National Palace Museum Southern Branch: YUE GUO KUNLUN SHAN DE ZHENBAO: YUAN
CANG YISILAN YUQI TE ZHAN. Treasures from across the Kunlun Mountains: Islamic Jades in
the National Palace Museum Collection. 越過崑崙山的珍寶 ： 院藏伊斯蘭⽟器的特展. Taibei, 2015.
311 pp. Colour plates throughout. 31x21 cm. Wrappers.

£80.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the newly-opened Southern Branch of the National Palace Museum showing 273
wonderful Islamic jades from the Museum’s collection and thus that of the former Chinese imperial collection. The Qing
emperors, particularly Qianlong, avidly collected Islamic jade. All 273 examples illustrated in colour and described in
good detail. In five sections: Part One: The Eastward Transmission: The Imperial Frontier-Expanding Enterprise; Part
Two: Breathtaking Splendour - Imperial Appreciation; Part Three: Distant Domains - Styles and Characteristics; Part
Four: Aesthetics - Usage and Appreciation; Part Five: Influences - The Sparks of Colliding Civilizations. Three essays
accompany. Near dual texts in Chinese and English.
121

Pierson, Stacey ed: COLLECTING CHINESE ART. Interpretation and Display. PDF Colloquies, Art
& Archaeology in Asia 20. London, 2000. 128 pp. B/w illustrations. 28x21 cm. Paper.

£15.00

Papers of an interesting colloquy including contributions on the Chinese imperial collection. In three sections; History
of Collections in Context, Interpretation and Display, Collecting for the Future.
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Poly Art Museum: YANXUN XIUSE: KANGXI CIQI YU GONGTING YISHU ZHENPIN
TEZHAN. Shimmering Romance - A Special Exhibition of Kangxi Porcelain and Works of Art. 延薰
秀⾊ ： 康熙瓷器與宮廷藝術珍品特展. Beijing, 2011. 239 pp. Full page colour plates throughout.
29x22 cm. Boards.

£85.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Poly Art Museum in Beijing showing 89 very fine examples of porcelain from the
Kangxi reign, the large majority with imperial base marks. All illustrated in colour, many in multiple views and
basemarks shown. Also includes 16 fine examples of Kangxi period works of art in various media. The majority of the
ceramics come from the Zheng Guan Tang collection, together with examples from other Chinese collections and some
from overseas. Contents, list of plates and captions in English. Main text in Chinese.
123

Qing Shi Shan Hou Weiyuan Hui ed: GUGONG WUPIN DIANCHA BAOGAO. (Report on the
Survey of Objects in the Gugong). 故宮物品點查報告. Beijing, 2004. c. 400 pp. per volume. 10 vols.
27x19 cm. Boards.

£850.00

Following the expulsion of the last Emperor, Pu Yi, from the Forbidden City at the end of 1924, the Chinese
Government established a committee (Qing Shi Shan Hou Weiyuan Hui) to undertake a complete survey and listing of
the objects and treasures in the Forbidden City. The committee surveyed the imperial complex, palace by palace and
hall by hall, from 1925-30, systematically and exhaustively listing the contents of each, from cloisonné and paintings to
rare books, imperial edicts, furniture and jades. This is a facsimile of their report. The original was never generally
available, being held for the sole use of government officials, due to its political sensitivity at the time. This report
remains the most comprehensive and complete listing of the treasures of the Gugong and was undertaken at a time
when the imperial collection was intact in one place — particularly important given that many of the treasures are now
divided between Beijing and Taibei. Over 1.1 million objects are described. The importance of this work is further
enhanced in that it also contains (in volume 10) the 1933 government survey of the objects and treasures held in the
Summer Palace (the Yiheyuan) entitled ‘Diancha Beiping Yiheyuan Liuping Wupin Qing Ce’. Again, the original of this
report is very elusive. A prime research and reference tool on the Chinese imperial collection, the use and function of
halls and palaces, the original locations of objects. In Chinese.
124

QINGDAI DI HOU XIANG. (Portraits of Qing Dynasty Emperors and Empresses). 清代帝後像.
Beijing, 1998. 2, 4 pp. text and 120 pp. b/w plates. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.

£40.00

120 full page black-and-white reproductions of portraits of Chinese emperors and empresses from across the Qing
dynasty, both official court portraits and scenes showing hunting and leisure activities. The paintings from the imperial
collection. Interesting. The illustrations may have come from a 1934 publication of the same name. In Chinese. Out-ofprint and hard to find.
125

Rong Geng: BAOYUN LOU YIQI TULU & WUYING DIAN YIQI TULU. (Illustrations of Ritual
Bronze Vessels from the Baoyun Lou & Illustrations of Ritual Bronze Vessels from Wuying Dian). 寶
蘊樓彝器圖錄 & 武英殿彝器圖錄 。 容庚 編輯. Beijing, 2012. 594 pp. B/w illustrations throughout.
33x22 cm. Stitched.

£90.00

Facsimile reproductions of two rare Republic period works on archaic Chinese bronzes collected by the Chinese
emperors.
Baoyun Lou Yiqi Tulu: This comprises collotype illustrations of bronze vessels dating from the Shang through to the
Han held in the Qing Imperial Palace in Shenyang, together with reproductions of rubbings of their inscriptions, and
descriptive text.
Wuying Dian Yiqi Tulu: This shows many illustrations, rubbings of designs and inscriptions, and very thorough
descriptions of ancient bronzes in the collection of the Chinese emperors held in the Wuyingdian Hall in the Forbidden
City in Beijing.
Both works were originally printed in a limited edition of 300 copies and the originals are very rare. All text in Chinese.
126

Sannomaru Shozokan Museum of the Imperial Collections: THE IMPERIAL COURT DESIGN.
Searching for Harmony between the Japanese, Chinese and Western Styles. Tokyo, 2003. v, 99 pp.
Colour plates throughout. 28x22 cm. Paper.

£40.00

Catalogue of an exhibition from the Japanese imperial collections that shows objects commissioned during the Meiji
period to decorate the imperial palace and which reflected the Meiji policy to westernise Japan. 71 interesting objects
in various media are shown, many with a distinct western influence. Summary and plate list in English. Main text in
Japanese.
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Shan Jixiang ed: GUGONG CANG YING: XIYANG JING LI DE GONGTING RENWU. The
Photographic Collection of the Palace Museum: Imperial People through Western Camera. 故宮藏影
： 西洋鏡⾥的宮廷⼈物：。單霽翔 主編. Beijing, 2018. 399 pp. B/w photographic illustrations
throughout, many full page. 33x25 cm. Cloth.

£110.00

Shows over 500 black-and-white photographs of the Forbidden City. The photographs were mainly taken in the
Forbidden City between 1903 and 1925 and all are held in the collection of the Gugong Palace Museum in Beijing. A
fascinating selection of images, the large majority previously unpublished. Includes the Dowager Empress, Cixi, the
Last Emperor Pu Yi as a child through to a young man, the imperial entourage, eunuchs, concubines, palace servants
and political figures. Preface, introductions to each section and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
128

Shanghai Museum ed: BEIFANG ZHI XING: YEKAJIELINNA ERSHI YU ELUOSI DIGUO DE
HUANGJIN SHIDAI. Star of the North: Catherine the Great and the Golden Age of Russian Empire.
北⽅之星 ： 葉卡捷琳娜⼆世與俄羅斯帝國⿈⾦時代. Shanghai, 2010. 363 pp. Colour plates
throughout, many full page. 30x23 cm. Wrappers.

£90.00

Catalogue of a loan exhibition at the Shanghai Museum showing extremely fine paintings, ceramics, furniture and
works of art pertaining to the reign of Catherine the Great in Russia, who was monarch from 1762 to 1796. All the
objects come from the collection of the Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg. List of contents, prefaces, brief
introductions to each section and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese. Hard to obtain and out-of-print.
129

Shanghai Museum ed: JIN TANG SONG YUAN SHUHUA GUOBAO TEJI. Chinese National
Treasures of Painting and Calligraphy from the Jin, Tang, Song and Yuan Dynasties. 晉唐宋元書畫國
寶特集 。 上海博物館 編. Shanghai, 2002. 635 pp. Colour plates throughout with many illustrations of
close-up detail, 3 panoramic foldouts, colophons and seals. 43x30 cm. Cloth.

£1,450.00

A landmark exhibition at the Shanghai Museum to celebrate its 50th anniversary. 72 masterpieces - fine early paintings
and calligraphy from the three best collections in China - the Palace Museum in Beijing (22), with the Shanghai (32),
and Liaoning Museums (18) - were brought together. Seventeen works date from the Jin, Sui and Tang; 37 from the
Five Dynasties, Northern and Southern Song and 18 from the Yuan dynasty. Many were loaned for the first time and, in
the case of the Palace Museum loans, had not left the Forbidden City since entering the imperial collection. Combining
masterpieces from the three collections meant that this was the first time such works had been displayed together and
the curators purposely chose related paintings to give scholars and visitors the opportunity to assess their respective
merits. Take, for example, three handscrolls attributed to the 10th century master, Dong Yuan. The three scrolls are all
inscribed by the Ming painter and connoisseur, Dong Qichang. Even he, however, did not have the opportunity to
compare the three works together! Many famous paintings featured in the exhibition, including the ‘Night Revels’ of
Han Xizai and the 12th century handscroll ‘Qingming Shanghe Tu’. Work by all Four Masters of the Yuan was
represented and the calligraphies included the ‘Letter to Bo Yuan’ by Wang Xun which the Qianlong emperor treasured
as one of the three greatest calligraphic works and housed in the Sanxi Tang.
A major scholarly resource on early Chinese painting and calligraphy. The reproductions of some of the exhibits are
the best available. Nearly all the works are shown both in sections that allows close-up examination of detail together
with views of the entire work for the overall effect. A magnificent catalogue which went out-of-print immediately. Essays
by Yang Renkai, Shan Guolin and Xiao Yanyi. Prefaces and captions in English. Main text in Chinese.
130

Shenyang Imperial Palace Museum; Bai Wenyu ed: SHENYANG GUGONG BOWUYUAN
YUANCANG JINGPIN DAXI: FALANG JUAN. (Compendium of Treasures in the Shenyang
Imperial Palace Museum: Cloisonné and Enamels). 瀋陽故宮博物院院藏院藏精品⼤系 ： 琺瑯卷 。
⽩⽂煜 主編. Shenyang, 2016. 4, 8, 9 pp. text and 270 pp. colour plates, many full page. 38x29 cm.
Cloth.

£225.00

Large-format high-quality work comprising one in a series on the little-published Shenyang Forbidden City collection.
This volume shows cloisonnés and enamels. In sections: Jewellery Wire Design Enamel; Graceful Painted Enamel;
Rare and Gemlike Colour-Filled Enamel and Crystal Enamel; Furnishings of the Imperial Palace and Halls; Majestic
and Solemn Appliances of Religious and Sacrificial Function; Antique-Styled Copies of Bronze Vessels; Magnificent
and Luxurious Practical Utensils; Elegant and Exquisite Folding Screens and Hanging Screens. Divided into various
categories within these sections. A total of 150 beautiful and rare examples, some quite extraordinary, are illustrated in
fine colour plates, many full page with many objects shown in multiple views and with close-up detail. Much previouslyunpublished imperial material from the Qing dynasty. Detailed list of contents and plates plus captions to plates in
English. Main text in Chinese.
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Shenyang Imperial Palace Museum; Bai Wenyu ed: SHENYANG GUGONG BOWUYUAN
YUANCANG JINGPIN DAXI: QIQI JUAN. (Compendium of Treasures in the Shenyang Imperial
Palace Museum: Lacquers). 瀋陽故宮博物院院藏院藏精品⼤系 ： 漆器卷 。 ⽩⽂煜 主編.
Shenyang, 2017. 23 pp. text and 272 pp. colour plates, many full page. 38x29 cm. Cloth.

£225.00

Large-format high-quality work comprising one in a series on the little-published Shenyang Forbidden City collection.
This volume shows lacquers. In sections: Painted Lacquer Wares; Carved Lacquer Wares; Qiangjin and Tianqi
Lacquer Wares; Gold Lacquer Wares; Embellished Lacquer Wares. Divided into various categories within these
sections. A total of 143 beautiful and rare examples are illustrated in fine colour plates, many full page with many
objects shown in multiple views and with close-up detail. Much previously-unpublished imperial material from the Qing
dynasty. Detailed list of contents and plates plus captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
132

Shenyang Imperial Palace Museum; Bai Wenyu ed: SHENYANG GUGONG BOWUYUAN
YUANCANG JINGPIN DAXI: YUQI JUAN. (Compendium of Treasures in the Shenyang Imperial
Palace Museum: Jades). 瀋陽故宮博物院院藏院藏精品⼤系 ： ⽟器卷 。 ⽩⽂煜 主編. Shenyang,
2017. 21 pp. text and 274 pp. colour plates, many full page. 38x29 cm. Cloth.

£225.00

Large-format high-quality work comprising one in a series on the little-published Shenyang Forbidden City collection.
This volume shows a wide variety of jades. In sections: Immaculate Suet White Jades; Virtuous Celadon Jades; Gentle
Topaz; Emerald Green Nephrite Jades; Splendid Jades; Precious Jadeites. A total of 150 beautiful and rare examples
are illustrated in fine colour plates, many full page with many objects shown in multiple views. Many of the smaller
objects are shown larger than life so that full detail can be appreciated. Much previously-unpublished imperial material
from the Qing dynasty. Detailed list of contents and plates plus captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
133

Shenyang Imperial Palace Museum; Bai Wenyu ed: SHENYANG GUGONG BOWUYUAN
YUANCANG JINGPIN DAXI: JIAJU CHENSHE JUAN. (Compendium of Treasures in the
Shenyang Imperial Palace Museum: Furniture and Furnishings). 瀋陽故宮博物院院藏院藏精品⼤系
： 家具陳設卷 。 ⽩⽂煜 主編. Shenyang, 2017. 26 pp. text and 260 pp. colour plates, many full page.
38x29 cm. Cloth.

£225.00

Large-format high-quality work comprising one in a series on the little-published Shenyang Forbidden City collection.
This volume shows furniture and associated furnishings throughout this palace complex. In sections: The Thrones and
Screens of Imperial Palace; Decorations of Palace; Palace Seat Blocks, Beds, Chairs and Censer Tables; Tables;
Hanging Screens, Table Screens and Mirrors; Cabinets and Chests. Divided into various categories within these
sections. A total of 167 beautiful and rare examples are illustrated in fine colour plates, many full page with many
objects shown in multiple views and with close-up detail. Much previously-unpublished imperial material from the Qing
dynasty. Detailed list of contents and plates plus captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
134

Shenyang Imperial Palace Museum; Bai Wenyu ed: SHENYANG GUGONG BOWUYUAN
YUANCANG JINGPIN DAXI: ZHIXIU JUAN. (Compendium of Treasures in the Shenyang
Imperial Palace Museum: Textiles and Embroidery). 瀋陽故宮博物院院藏院藏精品⼤系 ： 織繡
卷 。 ⽩⽂煜 主編. Shenyang, 2017. 19 pp. text and 274 pp. colour plates, many full page. 38x29 cm.
Cloth.

£225.00

Large-format high-quality work comprising one in a series on the little-published Shenyang Forbidden City collection.
This volume shows imperial textiles, costumes and embroideries. In sections: Imperial Etiquette - Garments of
Emperors and Empresses; Strict and Impartial Grades - Officials’ Clothing; Manchu Characteristics - Shoes, Boots and
Hats; Decorative Pattern - Imperial Embroidery; Beautiful Longitude and Latitude - Palace Embroidery Objects.
Divided into various categories within these sections. A total of 156 beautiful and rare examples are illustrated in fine
colour plates, many full page with many objects shown in multiple views and with close-up detail. Much previouslyunpublished material from the Qing dynasty. Detailed list of contents and plates plus captions to plates in English. Main
text in Chinese.
135

Sotheby’s: THE PAUL AND HELEN BERNAT COLLECTION OF IMPORTANT QING
IMPERIAL PORCELAIN. And Works of Art. Hong Kong, 1988. 89 pp. 80 colour plates. Appendix.
28x22 cm. Cloth.

£100.00

Eighty-two outstanding examples of imperial Qing ware from the Bernat collection. The appendix illustrates reign
marks. Sotheby’s Hong Kong sale catalogue. This copy has price annotations and interestingly also notes (for about
half the lots) who bought each piece. Scarce.
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Sotheby’s: WATER, PINE AND STONE RETREAT COLLECTION. Scholarly Art I, II and III. ⽔
松⽵. Hong Kong, 2010-13. 168, 176, 196 pp. Colour plates throughout all 3 volumes. 3 vols. 28x22
cm. Boards.

£200.00

A set of the three auction catalogues pertaining to scholar’s studio objects in the Water, Pine and Stone Retreat
Collection formed by the eminent dealer in Chinese art, Hugh Moss. The auctions held at Sotheby's, Hong Kong, in
2010, 2012 and 2013. Illustrated throughout with objects of the highest quality, many imperial. Good descriptions
accompany. Text predominantly in English. Brief Chinese descriptions. Very scarce.
137

Sugimura Yuzo: QING DYNASTY OFFICIAL WARES. Toji Taikei, Volume 46. Tokyo, 1973. 127
pp. 86 plates, 29 in colour, 189 illustrations. 27x19 cm. Cloth.

£50.00

A survey based on holdings in Japanese museum collections showing Chinese imperial wares produced during the
Qing dynasty. Includes some exceptional pieces. In Japanese. Scarce.
138

Thompson, Julian: THE ALAN CHUANG COLLECTION OF CHINESE PORCELAIN. Hong
Kong, 2010. 325, 83 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. Colour text plates. 35x27 cm. Cloth.

£600.00

The Alan Chuang collection is amongst the most important to have been formed in recent years. The collection clearly
reflects the collector’s preferences. Thus, vases and cups, rather than dishes and bowls; flowers and landscapes instead
of dragons and other more formal decoration. The ceramics date from the Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties and include
many important pieces, including a superb late Yuan Qingbai figure of Guanyin, the only other known example being in
the Capital Museum, Beijing. Amongst the Ming wares, the Chenghua period is well represented. Moving on to Qing
dynasty examples, there are numerous imperial wares of fabulous quality, including monochromes, famille-rose and the
highly-prized falangcai enamelled porcelains made for the personal use of, and appreciation by, the Yongzheng and
Qianlong emperors. Shows a total of 121 superb ceramics. Illustrated throughout with full page colour plates, many of
the pieces being shown in multiple views and with close-up detail. All base marks shown. Introductory and descriptive
texts by a renowned expert in the field. Dual texts in Chinese and English. A beautiful book produced to the highest
standards. Very hard to find.
139

Tokyo National Museum: MASTERPIECES OF JAPANESE ART: SPECIAL EXHIBITION
[=NATIONAL TREASURES OF JAPAN]. The Art of the Shoso-in and More. Tokyo, 1990. 320 pp.
249 colour illustrations. 26x19 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Major exhibition, covering all aspects of Japanese art - paintings, ceramics, textiles, metal works and swords, bronzes,
lacquer, masks, etc. Many objects from the Shoso-in and Horyu-ji as well as the Imperial Household Museum, all rarely
seen in public. English caption list, with brief introductory remarks for the catalogue’s ten sections, otherwise Japanese
text only.
140

Wang Jianhua ed: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG YIXING ZISHA. Yixing Zisha Wares in the
Palace Museum. 故宮博物院藏宜興紫砂 。 王健華 主編. Beijing, 2009. 304 pp. Over 200 colour
plates. 29x22 cm. Wrappers.

£90.00

Shows 200 superb examples of Yixing wares in the collection of the Forbidden City Museum in Beijing which were used
by the imperial court. Appears to be the catalogue of an exhibition. Illustrated throughout in full page colour and
basemarks shown. Prefaces, introductions and captions in English. Main text in Chinese.
141

Wu Meifeng: SHENG QING JIAJU XINGZHI LIUBIAN YANJIU. (Research into the Design and
Production of Furniture of the mid-Qing Dynasty). 盛清家具形制流變研究 。 吳美風 著. Beijing,
2007. 8, 396 pp. Numerous colour text plates. 29x22 cm. Boards.

£70.00

Fascinating work on Chinese furniture produced for the imperial court at the height of the Qing dynasty during the
Kangxi, Yongzheng and Qianlong reigns. Illustrated throughout with exceptional examples of furniture, the large
majority in the collection of the Forbidden City Palace Museum in Beijing. Some of the examples show a
‘Yuanmingyuan’ European palaces influence, whilst other examples are known to have come from the Qing imperial
summer resort at Chengde. Illustrated throughout. Text in Chinese. Out-of-print.
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Yang Renkai et al. ed: QING GONG SANYI GUOBAO TEJI: SHUFA JUAN, HUIHUA JUAN.
Album of Lost National Treasure of the Qing Palace: Calligraphy and Painting. 清宮散佚國寶特集 ：
書法卷、 繪畫卷. Beijing, 2004. 7, 2, 624 (over 600 pp. colour plates); 9, 626 pp. (over 600 pp. colour
plates) A number of foldouts. 2 vols. 45x33 cm. Cloth.

£5,000.00

An absolutely magnificent (and very weighty) two-volume catalogue of an exhibition of early calligraphy and paintings
commemorating the opening of the new Liaoning Provincial Museum. In the period leading up to his expulsion from the
Forbidden City in November 1924, the last Emperor, Pu Yi, selected a number of the finest treasures from the imperial
collection that were easily portable. These included an undefined (but not insignificant - it is said up to 1200) number of
paintings, album leaves and calligraphy, the majority early. Pu Yi, together with his brother Pu Jie, were said to have
smuggled this material, along with other light pieces, out of the Forbidden City as an insurance policy against financial
distress. When Pu Yi later became the puppet ruler of the Manchukuo regime in north-east China, this material
undoubtedly went with him. The paintings have since become known as the Northeast or Liaoning Group. It appears
that over a period of time some of these paintings went to Japan and elsewhere. Following the defeat of the Japanese
and the detention of Pu Yi, the remainder ultimately entered the Liaoning and Jilin Provincial Museums or were
returned to the Gugong Museum in Beijing. This work shows 39 calligraphies and 53 paintings (in a second volume) in
the Liaoning Provincial Museum, many here exhibited and illustrated for the first (and perhaps only) time due to their
fragile nature. These 92 works comprise the entire holding of works known to have been taken by Pu Yi that are in the
Liaoning Museum collection plus two very fine Liao paintings excavated in Liaoning province. All the calligraphies are
shown actual size and in their entirety. It also includes all accompanying colophons, inscriptions and collectors seals.
The paintings are again all shown in their entirety, with many also reproduced in their original sizes and again showing
collectors’ seals, colophons and inscriptions. The calligraphies and paintings date from the Eastern Jin to the Qing with
the majority of the material being early. Comprises 1 Eastern Jin work, 7 from the Tang, 2 Five Dynasties, 41 from the
Song, 2 from the Liao, 1 from the Jin, 17 Yuan, 20 Ming examples and 1 Qing work. All the works are reproduced in
fine colour plates throughout with many folding out to give unprecedented reproduction of selected works. A superb
record of little-known treasures from the Chinese imperial collection that have a distinct cachet due to their obscure
recent history. Given the high quality of the colour plates and the reproduction of many works in their original size, this
is also an important tool in the research of early Chinese painting and calligraphy.
Dual English and Chinese texts. List of contents available on request. Highly recommended.
143

YIHEYUAN CANG WENWU DAXI: WAIGUO WENWU JUAN. (Compendium of Cultural Relics
in the Summer Palace: Foreign Artifacts). 頤和園倉⽂物⼤系 ： 外國⽂物卷. Beijing, 2018. 203 pp.
Colour plates throughout, a number full page. Colour and b/w text illustrations. 29x21 cm. Cloth.

£130.00

One in a series of volumes on the collections held in the Yiheyuan Summer Palace in Beijing. The collections are still
relatively little-published. This volume is of particular interest as it illustrates non-Chinese artefacts imported into
China from the West and acquired by the imperial court, most probably at the behest of the Dowager Empress, Cixi.
Demonstrates the ongoing fascination the Court had with things foreign. Divided into sections on glass (29 objects),
ceramics, enamels, clocks and ‘other items’. Some 200 items are shown. All Illustrated in colour and described.
Practically all objects previously unpublished. Text in Chinese.
144

Yu Minzhong et al: XIQING YANPU. (Inkstones from the Imperial Collections). 西清硯譜. Shanghai,
1991. iv, 455 pp. B/w reproductions of original watercolours throughout. 39x27 cm. Cloth.

£60.00

Reprint of the manuscript copy of this work preserved in the Wenyuange. The original, dating from the Qianlong period,
contained watercolour illustrations of the inkstones from the imperial collection, shown here in black and white plates.
In Chinese.
145

Zhou Lili: QINGDAI YONGZHENG - XUANTONG GUANYAO CIQI. (Qing Dynasty Official
Wares from the Yongzheng to Xuantong Reigns). 清代雍正 － 宣統官窯瓷器 。 周麗麗 著. Shanghai
Bowuguan Cangpin Yanjiu Daxi. Shanghai, 2014. 418 pp. Colour text plates throughout. 30x24 cm.
Cloth.

£80.00

Written by Professor Zhou Lili, a researcher in the Shanghai Museum, this is a volume in a series researching
categories of objects in the Shanghai Museum's excellent collection. This work examines Qing dynasty ceramics
produced at the imperial kiln at Jingdezhen and dating from the Yongzheng to Xuantong reigns. Illustrated throughout
with many superb examples. In Chinese.
146

Zhu Jiajin: LIANGCHAO YULAN TUSHU. (Books from the Ming and the Qing in the Imperial
Collection). 兩朝御覽圖書. Beijing, 1992. 224 pp. 220 colour illustrations. Map. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£60.00

Illustrations and descriptions of over 200 rare books from the Ming and Qing periods in the Imperial Collections, all
now housed in the Gugong Museum in Beijing. Includes both manuscripts and printed books. In Chinese only.
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147

Adams, Edward B: ART TREASURES OF SEOUL. With Walking Tours. Seoul, 1980. 172 pp.
Numerous plates and illustrations in colour. 28x23 cm. Boards.

£20.00

A popular, well-illustrated account of the monuments and art objects to be seen in Seoul.
148

Adams, Edward B: KOREAN FOLK ART & CRAFT. Seoul, 1987. 148 pp. Numerous colour
illustrations. Index. 29x22 cm. Boards.

£40.00

Descriptive and well-illustrated catalogue of numerous examples of Korean folk art in various media held in the
collection of the Onyang Folk Museum in South Korea.
149

Adhyatman, Sumarah: ZHANGZHOU (SWATOW) CERAMICS. Sixteenth to Seventeenth Centuries
Found in Indonesia. Jakarta, 1999. 190 pp. 270 colour plates. 3 maps, diagrams, bibliography. 31x23
cm. Cloth.

£200.00

A major and comprehensive work on Swatow wares, including the results of recent research on kiln sites, and based on
the Jakarta National Museum, Adam Malik and other, private collections. A good contribution. Out of print and very
scarce.
150

Akaboshi Gori and Nakamaru Heiichiro: FIVE CENTURIES OF KOREAN CERAMICS. Pottery
and Porcelain of the Yi Dynasty. New York, 1975. 159 pp. 122 illustrations, 17 in colour. 22x15 cm.
Cloth.

£20.00

A general but good book on Korean pottery, a translation of Chosen no Yakimono: Richo, published in 1965.
151

Alexander, William & Mason, George: VIEWS OF 18TH CENTURY CHINA: COSTUMES,
HISTORY, CUSTOMS. London, 1988. 224 pp. 104 colour illustrations. 34x24 cm. Cloth, dustjacket
with some wear.

£20.00

Good reproduction of the text and coloured plates produced by Alexander and Mason at the end of the eighteenth
century. A good visual reference given the rarity of the original works.
152

Allen, H. M. ed: LETTERS OF P. S. ALLEN. London, 1939. 298 pp. B/w frontispiece. 232x14 cm.
Cloth.

£20.00

The bulk of the letters are to Aurel Stein. Allen and Stein were close friends and corresponded for over 30 years. It is
strange to think of Stein sitting in remote areas reading these quintessentially English epistles.
153

Almqvist, Kurt ed: THE SAMPANS FROM CANTON. F. H. af Chapman’s Chinese Gouaches.
Gothenburg, 2018. 223; 67 pp. Over 100 full page colour illustrations. 2 vols. 27x36 cm. Decorative
cloth.

£90.00

Delightful and beautiful large-format work recording the unique collection of 96 Chinese gouaches and three larger
works that had long hung in the country home in Sweden, Skarva Manor, of Fredrik af Chapman. The 96 gouaches date
from the 18th century and show sampans and boats plying various trades - transporting salt, green teas, passenger
sampans, carrying porcelain etc. Much variety. A beautiful collection that has now been saved for the Swedish nation.
One page foreword in English, then full page colour illustrations throughout. It appears that the gouaches are
reproduced near life-size. Some of the sampans and scenes also shown in close-up detail. Captions to plates in Swedish
and English. A separate 67 page booklet inserted into the inside back cover of the main volume contains six essays in
English pertinent to trade and exchange and the perception of the Middle Kingdom in Sweden at that time.
154

Andrews, F. H: WALL PAINTINGS FROM ANCIENT SHRINES IN CENTRAL ASIA.
Recovered by Sir Aurel Stein. Bangkok, 1998. xxxiv, 128 pp. 4 maps & plans. 32 plates, 12 coloured in
large portfolio. 2 vols. Cloth.

£110.00

Reprint of 1948 original using the latest digital technology to reproduce these wonderful works recovered by Stein on
his journeys to Khotan and the Nissa valley between 1900 and 1906. A limited edition reprint of a classic work.
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Asahi Shimbun ed: THIS IS JAPAN - NUMBER SIX. Tokyo, 1959. 388 pp. Colour & b/w
illustrations throughout. Including many adverts. 33x26 cm. Paper.

£20.00

A multitude of articles, of varying length, on Japanese subjects, including the Olympics, China Trade myth, secrets of
the rock, Japanese combs, hidden charms of Kamakura, old Kyoto, etc. With a distinct period feel.
156

Asahi Shimbun ed: THIS IS JAPAN - NUMBER NINE. Tokyo, 1962. 404 pp. Colour & b/w
illustrations throughout. Including many adverts. 33x26 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Many articles, of varying length, on Japanese subjects, including New Tokyo, art, treasure houses, ukiyo-e, gardens,
toys, jin-ya, food, architecture, helicopter boom, etc. Illustrated throughout. The adverts provide an insight into a fastdeveloping consumer economy and life in Japan at the beginning of the 1960s.
157

Asahi Shimbun ed: THIS IS JAPAN - NUMBER TEN — TENTH ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL
ISSUE. A Nation Re-Shaped But Unchanged. Tokyo, 1963. 454 pp. Colour & b/w illustrations
throughout. Including many adverts. 34x26 cm. Paper.

£20.00

A multitude of articles, around 50, of varying length, on Japanese subjects, including glass in Japan, woodblock
newspapers, old maps, iron and paper guns, modern oil painters, etc. Illustrated throughout and containing many
adverts, the whole giving insight into life in Japan at the time.
158

Asahi Shimbun ed: THIS IS JAPAN 1965 — NUMBER 12. Kansai Special issue - Special
Supplement Map of Kyoto. Tokyo, 1965. 468 pp. Colour & b/w illustrations throughout. Including
many adverts. 34x26 cm. Paper.

£30.00

A multitude of articles, of varying length, on Japanese subjects, many focussing on Kyoto and its Kansai district .
Contains a loose large foldout map of Kyoto drawn in a cartoon style.
159

Asahi Shimbun ed: THIS IS JAPAN — NUMBER 13. Tokyo, 1966. 448 pp. Colour & b/w
illustrations throughout. Including many adverts. 34x26 cm. Paper.

£20.00

A multitude of articles, of varying length, on Japanese subjects, ranging from Japanese links with Morrison of Peking
and Christian Art in Japan to a number of articles on Kyushu and the southern islands of Japan.
160

Asahi Shimbun ed: THIS IS JAPAN - NUMBER 16. Tokyo, 1969. 396 pp. Colour & b/w illustrations
and drawings throughout. Including many adverts. 34x26 cm. Paper.

£20.00

An annual publication by the Asahi Shimbun newspaper containing a multitude of articles, of varying length, on
Japanese subjects, including a number of aspects of life in Tokyo, brewing sake etc. Illustrated throughout.
161

Asian Art Museum: 5,000 YEARS OF KOREAN ART. An Exhibition Organized by the National
Museum of Korea. San Francisco, 1979. 192 pp. 40 colour plates and 256 b/w illustrations. 28x22 cm.
Paper.

£10.00

Travelling exhibition in the USA.
162

Ataka Collection: ATAKA KOREKUSHON RICHO MEIHIN TEN 1979. (Famous Korean
Ceramics (Yi Period) from the Ataka Collection). Tokyo, 1979. 27 pp. 110 plates, 23 in colour, 24
illustrations. Map. 25x19 cm. Wrappers.
Catalogue of an exhibition of fine Korean ceramics (Yi period) from the famous Ataka collection held at a Tokyo
department store. Well-illustrated. Japanese text only.

£30.00
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Aurora Art Museum: HAN TANG TAOYONG. (Painted Pottery Tomb Figurines from the Han to the
Tang Dynasty in the Collection of Aurora Art Museum). 漢唐陶俑. Taibei, 2017. 255 pp. Full page
colour plates throughout. 29x21 cm. Cloth.

£180.00

Catalogue of the extremely fine collection of Chinese tomb figurines, many painted, in the Aurora Art Museum with
branches in Taibei and now Shanghai. The figurines are predominantly Han and Tang dynasty but a few Northern Qi
examples are present as is an intact and very appealing Ming residential compound of buildings, figures and a pig. A
total of 48 exhibits are shown. Many of these comprise groups of figurines - dancers, bearded Persian musicians,
female musicians and the aforementioned Ming residential compound. Also fine fat ladies, horses and camels. A good
and focussed addition to the literature on the subject.
List of contents and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
164

Aurora Art Museum: QINGHUA CI JIANSHANG. Appreciation of Blue-and-White Porcelain from
the Collection of Aurora Art Museum. 青花瓷鑑賞 。 宸旦藝術博物館. Taipei, 2008. 271 pp. Colour
plates throughout. 30x21 cm. Cloth.

£95.00

Catalogue of selected blue-and-white Chinese ceramics in the collection of the privately-funded Aurora Art Museum in
Taipei. Illustrates 70 superb examples from the Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties in full page colour plates and additional
close-up views of detail, bases and marks. List of contents and captions in English. Main text in Chinese.
165

Bai Ming: JINGDEZHEN CHUANTONG ZHI CI GONGYI. (The Traditional Craft of Porcelain
Making in Jingdezhen). 景德鎮傳統製瓷⼯藝. Nanchang, 2004. 160 pp. Colour and b/w photographs
throughout. 21x15 cm. Wrappers.

£20.00

An excellent, highly-informative and copiously-illustrated work on traditional porcelain making as practised in
Jingdezhen. The book has hundreds of illustrations that show porcelain making as practised today and which closely
follows the age-old methods. Chinese text. Chinese edition of the highly-popular English language work with the above
English title which is now out-of-print.
166

Barnhart, Richard M: LI KUNG-LIN’S ‘CLASSIC OF FILIAL PIETY’. New York, 1993. 176 pp.
73 illustrations, including 16 colour plates. 32x24 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Richard Barnhart, along with Robert E. Harris and Hui-liang J. Chu, takes up the connoisseurship of one of the
monuments of eleventh-century Chinese painting, the 15 1/2-foot handscroll that has been on loan to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art from the Tang family collection.
167

Batens, Lea: IDENTIFYING JAPANESE DOLLS. Notes on Ningyô. Leiden, 2001. 144 pp. 80 colour
plates. 26x22 cm. Cloth.

£15.00

A unique and resourceful book which will assist the collector and connoisseur of both familiar and unfamiliar figurines
known as ‘ningyô’ - doll or human shape - in Japanese. These are not just toys but range from mass-produced
playthings to imposing ritual objects.
168

BEIJING BOWUGUAN JINGHUA. Gems of Beijing Museums. 北京博物館精華. Beijing, 1999.
173 pp. Colour illustrations throughout. 29x22 cm. Boards.

£15.00

Includes a large number of museums in Beijing - both the well-known and, of more interest, the lesser-known, such as
the Architecture Museum (well worth a visit!) and the Mei Lanfang Memorial Hall. An informative guide. Text in
Chinese.
169

Beijing Capital Museum: BAI SHAN HEI SHUI HAIDONGQING: JINIAN JIN ZHONGDU JIAN
DU 860 ZHOU NIAN TE ZHAN. White Mountains, Black Waters and Gyrfalcon: Special Exhibition
of the 860th Anniversary of Beijing Being the Capital of China. ⽩山 ⿊⽔ 海東青 ： 紀念⾦中都建都
860周年特展. Beijing, 2013. 311 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x23 cm. Wrappers.

£60.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Capital Museum in Beijing exploring the history and relics associated with Beijing
being the capital of China for over 800 years. In addition to art and artefacts from the Capital Museum’s collection,
includes major loans from the Heilongjiang Provincial Museum and objects from a couple of other museums in north
China. Includes much material from the Jin dynasty. Illustrated throughout in colour. List of contents, forewords, brief
introductions and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
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Beijing Capital Museum: WUSE XUANYAO: NANCHANG HANDAI HAIHUNHOU GUO
KAOGU CHENGGUO. Splendid Finds: The Archaeological Excavations at the Royal Cemetery of
Haihunhou Kingdom in Han Dynasty. 五⾊炫曜 ： 南昌漢代海昏侯國考古成果. Beijing, 2016. 196
pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x23 cm. Wrappers.

£80.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Capital Museum in Beijing being the first public showing of the extraordinary and
highly-important recent archaeological finds from the Han dynasty Haihunhou site near Nanchang in China’s Jiangxi
province. The very well-preserved tomb excavated was that of Liu He, the grandson of the Han dynasty Emperor Wu.
Liu He ruled China for a mere 27 days, was then deposed and made a Marquis, the first ruler of the short-lived Haihun
kingdom. The tomb was intact and is, not least, remarkable for the large amounts of large round and hoof-shaped gold
coins found within, together with some 2 million bronze coins - a good number shown in the exhibition. There are also
gold-inlaid bronze bells, an exquisite pair of small inlaid bronze shields with designs of animals and birds, small jades,
bronzes, lacquer, two goose-shaped ‘smoke-catching’ lamps and much more of a very high quality. The exhibition
showed a total of some 300 items from the tomb, many illustrated here. The catalogue also shows the excavation
process. Illustrated throughout in colour. Text in Chinese.
171

Beijing Capital Museum: XIANG JIANG YA JI: XIANGGANG HUILIN ZUGUO 20 ZHOU
NIAN TEZHAN. Treasures of Hong Kong: The 20th Anniversary of Hong Kong’s Handover. ⾹江雅
集 ： ⾹港回臨祖國20周年特展. Beijing, 2017. 230 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x23 cm.
Wrappers.

£90.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Capital Museum in Beijing showing very fine Chinese ceramics dating from the Song
through to the Qing dynasties held, it seems, in private collections in Hong Kong. The majority of the exhibits dating
from the Ming and Qing, many imperial examples. The exhibition also included some fine Ming and Qing furniture. It
does not state to whom the ceramics belong. Illustrated throughout in colour. Text in Chinese.
172

Beijing Liao Jin Chengtan Museum ed: XIJING YINJI: DATONG LIAO JIN WENWU.
(Impressions Left of the Western Capital: Liao and Jin Dynasty Artefacts from Datong). 西京印跡 ：
⼤同遼⾦⽂物. Beijing, 2016. 184 pp. Colour plates, colour and b/w text illustrations. 28x21 cm.
Wrappers.

£80.00

Catalogue of an exhibition held at the above museum in Beijing of Liao and Jin dynasty artefacts which have originated
from sites in and around the city of Datong, the capital of the Liao and Jin dynasties. The exhibits are mainly ceramics,
metal, wood and bronze objects together with a number of tomb murals. Extensive texts accompany examining such
subjects as Buddhism and Buddhist remains in the Datong area during this period, Liao relations with the Song dynasty
etc. In Chinese.
173

BEIJING WENWU JIANZHU DAXI: LINGMU. Beijing Architectural Heritage Series:
Mausoleums and Tombs. 北京⽂物建築⼤系 ： 陵墓. Beijing, 2011. 2, 2, 3, 191 pp. Colour text plates
throughout. 1 colour foldout. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£150.00

In a series of 10 well-produced volumes on aspects of the architecture of Beijing, this volume covers the extensive
number of imperial tombs and mausolea in and around the city. In sections: Tombs from the Han Dynasty to the Yuan
Dynasty; Tombs of the Ming Dynasty and Tombs of the Qing Dynasty. Much coverage of lesser-known sites and good
texts with much informative detail. Near dual texts in Chinese and English.
174

BEIJING WENWU JIANZHU DAXI: QIAO TA. Beijing Architectural Heritage Series: Bridges and
Pagodas. 北京⽂物建築⼤系 ： 橋塔. Beijing, 2011. 2, 2, 4, 192 pp. Colour text plates throughout. 1
colour foldout. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£150.00

In a series of 10 well-produced volumes on aspects of the architecture of Beijing, this volume discusses ancient bridges
and pagodas in and around Beijing. From the famous Marco Polo bridge (Lugou Qiao) and the bridges at the Summer
Palace to little-known structures such as the Nangangwa bridge. A total of 14 bridges. This volume also shows 19 very
fine pagodas in temples in and around Beijing - again, the famous and the little-known. All illustrated in colour and
well-described. Near dual texts in Chinese and English.
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Beijing Yishu Bowuguan ed: ZHONGGUO JIZHOU YAO. Series of Ancient Porcelain Kiln Sites:
Jizhou Kiln of China. 中國吉州窯 。 北京藝術博物館 編. Beijing, 383 pp. Colour plates throughout.
30x25 cm. Cloth.

£150.00

A welcome and comprehensive reference on the history and output of the Jizhou kiln located in Fujian province in
China. Most famous for its Song dynasty wares. A total of 211 fine and interesting examples are illustrated here in good
colour plates, the large majority Song dynasty together with a few Yuan pieces. The examples held in museums
throughout China, including numerous examples from the Jiangxi Provincial Museum together with pieces from littleknown museums in Fujian province. Many pieces previously unpublished, it seems. Descriptions and detailed essays
accompany. Four page introduction in English, otherwise Chinese text.
176

Bennett, Terry: HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN CHINA 1842-1860. London, 2009. xiv, 242 pp.
Numerous b/w illustrations. Map. 24x24 cm. Cloth.

£60.00

The first comprehensive history of the early years of photography in China. Brings together Western and Chinese
sources and provides new information on photographs and photographers Western and Chinese. About 150
photographs from public and private collections are shown and the text includes biographies on over 40 photographers
working in China up to 1860.
177

Bennett, Terry: HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN CHINA. Western Photographers 1861-1879.
London, 2010. xii, 419 pp. Numerous b/w illustrations. 2 maps. 24x24 cm. Cloth.

£70.00

The first comprehensive history of the early years of photography in China. This second volume discusses over 80
western photographers active in China between 1861 and 1879. Includes the very famous, such as John Thomson,
together with lesser known photographers. Chapters include: Hong Kong Studios; Photography in the Treaty Ports;
Photography in Peking; Roving Photographers; Ruins of the European Palaces in the Yuanmingyuan; Photographic
Periodicals. Numerous black-and-white photographic illustrations accompany. A good and interesting reference.
178

Bennett, Terry: HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN CHINA. Chinese Photographers 1844 -1879.
London, 2013. x, 386 pp. c. 400 b/w photographic illustrations. 23x24 cm. Cloth.

£80.00

The third and final volume in this comprehensive history of the early years of photography in China. Discusses the
earliest Chinese photographers active from 1844-1879. Introductory chapters and then chapters on photographs taken
by native Chinese photographers in Peking, Hong Kong, Canton, Shanghai, Foochow, Amoy, Hankow, Tianjin, Macau,
Taiwan and other ports. Illustrated throughout. Five interesting appendices. A welcome reference.
179

Bennett, Terry: KOREA. Caught in Time. Reading, 1997. xiv, 144 pp. 151 plates and illustrations, 15
in colour. Bibliography. 27x22 cm. Cloth.

£25.00

This book provides the first-ever comprehensive history of photography in Korea and identifies many previously
unattributed images. Photographs from private and museum collections in Europe, America and Asia have been culled
for material to illustrate this volume.
180

Bertholet, F.; Van der Aalsvoort, L. & Thiriez, R: AMONG THE CELESTIALS. China in Early
Photographs. New Haven, 2014. 223 pp. Full page b/w plates throughout. 31x26 cm. Cloth.

£45.00

Shows over 150 black-and-white images, many reproduced here for the first time and many enlarged to allow full
appreciation of detail. The photographs date from the 1870s onwards through to the Republic period and show a wide
variety of subject matter - landscapes, scenes of daily life and portraits of people both rich and poor. Includes work by
famous photographers such as Thomson and Saunders together with material by unknown photographers. Fascinating.
181

Beurdeley, Michel and Raindre, Guy: QING PORCELAIN. Famille Verte, Famille Rose. London,
1987. 316 pp. 385 illustrations, 99 in colour, and 75 drawings and maps. 32x28 cm. Cloth.

£70.00

A lavish study that looks at the overall picture of porcelain production during the Qing dynasty. Copiously-illustrated
with numerous important and representative pieces. Now much reduced in price to shift an accumulation of stock.
182

Beurdeley, Michel et al: JEUX DES NUAGES ET DE LA PLUIE. L’Art d’Aimer en Chine.
Fribourg, 1969. 223 pp. 131 illustrations, 28 in colour. Bibliography. 36x27 cm. Cloth.
One of the best books on the subject. Many fine reproductions. In French.

£30.00
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Bigland, Eileen: INTO CHINA. New York, 1940. 314 pp. 16 plates, 1 map. 22x15 cm. Cloth,
dustjacket preserved in protective cover.

£45.00

A journey along the Burma-Yunnan Highway, made in 1939. Good copy of first edition.
184

Binyon, L., Wilkinson, J. & Gray, B: PERSIAN MINIATURE PAINTING. Including A Critical and
Descriptive Catalogue of the Miniatures Exhibited at Burlington House January-march, 1931. New
York, 1971. xiv, 212 pp. Numerous b/w plates. 23x16 cm. Paper.

£20.00

An excellent study of the subject by acknowledged experts.
185

BISHU SHANZHUANG XIYIN LU. (A Record of Seals Used at the Bishu Shanzhuang in Chengde).
避暑山庄璽印錄. Changchun, 2010. c. 100 pp. Colour illustrations throughout. 22x30 cm. Boards.

£25.00

Facsimile reprint of a Republic period (?) work showing imperial seals used when the court was in residence at the
Summer Resort in Chengde, the Bishu Shanzhuang. Text in Chinese.
186

Bonnard, Abel: IN CHINA 1920-1921. New York, 1927. ix, 361 pp. 23x15 cm. Cloth, dustjacket
preserved with protective cover.

£55.00

Translated from the French, this is an account of a long journey in China, taking the author from Peking to the Yangtze,
on to the coastal cities of south China, etc.
187

Bremer, Jaap and Kitty Zijlmans: IKIRO. Be Alive. Leiden, 2001. 228 pp. 180 colour and 48 b/w
plates. 30x22 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Catalogue of an exhibition of the Kröller-Müller Museum in the Netherlands which amounts to a selective survey of
recent Japanese art, specifically art which either reflects on the artist’s relationship with nature, or art which is firmly
situated in the Japanese world.
188

British Museum, The: TREASURES FROM KOREA. Art Through 5000 Years. Seoul, 1984. 11 selfcovered leaflets, some folding, loose in a folder. Colour plates throughout. 29x22 cm. Paper.

£10.00

A collection of essays published on separate leaflets to accompanying the major exhibition which toured to the British
Museum and museums in Koln and Hamburg. Contributions by various authors on: sculpture, painting, prehistoric art,
ancient Silla tumuli objects, Buddhist art, ceramics, Sokkuram, printing, etc.
189

Brown, Brian ed: CHINESE NIGHTS ENTERTAINMENTS. Stories of Old China. New York, 1922.
222 pp. Numerous fullpage b/w illustrative plates. Frontispiece. 21x14 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

First edition. Good copy.
190

Brown, Brian ed: THE WISDOM OF THE CHINESE. Their Philosophy in Sayings and Proverbs.
New York, 1922. 208 pp. Bibliography. 21x14 cm. Half cloth.

£20.00

Covers Confucius, Mencius, Laozi, Zhuangzi, Yang Zhu, Kang Xi’s Sacred Edict, the poetry of the Chinese, proverbs
and maxims, moral maxims. Good copy. Third printing.
191

Burgess, John: THE GUILDS OF PEKING. New York, 1970. 270 pp. Cloth.

£20.00

Reprint New York, 1928. A scholarly, sociological analysis of all types of guilds in Peking during the 1920s, based
primarily on data obtained from a questionnaire.
192

Bush, Susan: SOME PARALLELS BETWEEN CHINESE AND KOREAN ORNAMENTAL
MOTIFS OF THE LATE FIFTH AND EARLY SIXTH CENTURIES A.D. Offprint Archives of
Asian Art Vol. XXXVII. New York, 1984. pp. 60-78. B/w illustrations. 28x22 cm. Paper.

£15.00
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Butterworth, Hezekiah: TRAVELER TALES OF CHINA. or the Story-Telling Hongs. Educational
Travel Series. Boston, 1901. vi, 360 pp. Over 60 engravings, some photographic. Frontispiece portrait
of “Li Hung Chang”. 20x16 cm. Decorative cloth.

£30.00

Interesting illustrations. Good copy for its vintage.
194

Cammann, Schuyler: CHINA’S DRAGON ROBES. Chicago, 2001. vi, 230 pp. 20 b/w plates. 23x16
cm. Paper.

£18.00

The major scholarly survey of the dragon-patterned robes worn by Chinese nobles and officials. Drawn from many
Chinese sources plus the author’s own researches. Appendixes, glossary, index. Reprint of the 1952 original.
195

Cao Wei ed: ZHENCAI QIN YONG. Colorful Qin Terracotta Figures. 真彩秦俑 。 曹瑋 主編.
Beijing, 2014. 259 pp. Colour plates (many full page) throughout. 37x26 cm. Cloth.

£150.00

The first comprehensive work examining the coloured pigments used to decorate the clothing and faces of the
Terracotta Army of the First Emperor, Qinshihuang. Primarily a visual survey illustrated throughout with examples of
warriors still bearing coloured decoration. Decent descriptive text accompanies with a number of summaries in
English. Main text in Chinese.
196

Cao Zhiwa & Cao Zhizheng: YI TUXIANG WEI HEXIN: ZHONGGUO GUDAI HUANGLING
ZAOQI DIAOCHA YU YANJIU LISHI KAOBIAN (1840-1949). (Investigations into Early
Research into Ancient Chinese Imperial Tombs (1840-1949)). 以圖像為核⼼ ： 中國古代皇陵早期調
查與研究歷史考辨 (1840-1949) 。曹秩娃 曹秩錚 著. Beijing, 2016. 1, 2, 2, 436 pp. B/w text
illustrations and drawings. 24x17 cm. Boards.

£50.00

Interesting work detailing early research into Chinese imperial tomb architecture and complexes. Includes the
extraordinary work and research of the early 20th century Japanese scholars, Sekino Tadashi and Ito Chua. In Chinese.
Hard to obtain.
197

Carles, W. R: SOME PAGES IN THE HISTORY OF SHANGHAI 1842-1856. London, 1916. 20
pp. 24x16 cm. Paper. Foxing to text.

£20.00

A paper on various aspects of Shanghai’s early days - the formation and dealings of the Municipal Council etc. The
paper is followed by a couple of pages on the discussion that followed. A scarce Shanghai item.
198

Chadwick, Nora & Zhirmunsky, Victor: ORAL EPICS OF CENTRAL ASIA. Cambridge, 1969. vii,
366 pp. 22x15 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

A very interesting contribution. In two main sections: Part I: The Epic Poetry of the Turkic Peoples of Central Asia;
Part II: Epic Songs and Singers in Central Asia. A detailed study of an obscure subject.
199

Chamberlain, Basil Hall: THINGS JAPANESE. Being Notes on Various Subjects Connected with
Japan. Tokyo, 1898. iv, 470, ii pp. Folding map. 22x15 cm. Cloth.

£50.00

This is the third edition revised, originally published 1890. A huge assemblage of information on Japanese life and
customs towards the end of the 19th century. Cordier 643.
200

Chandler, Anna Curtis: DRAGONS ON GUARD. An Imaginative Interpretation of Old China in
Stories of Art and History. New York, 1944. 191 pp. Drawings by Margaret Ayer; foreword by Dr. Y.
C. Yang. Colour frontispiece. Endpaper colour reproductions of Chinese watercolours by Chang ShuChi. 21x15 cm. Decorative cloth.

£20.00

Fine copy.
201

Chang Duk-soon et al. ed: THE FOLK TREASURY OF KOREA. Sources in Myth, Legend and
Folktale. Seoul, 1970. 298 pp. 19x13 cm. Cloth.

£15.00

Published by the Society of Korean Oral Literature. A good number of Korean myths, legends and tales, many here
translated into English for the first time.
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Chang Kwang-chih ed: STUDIES OF SHANG ARCHAEOLOGY. Selected Papers from the
International Conference on Shang Civilization. New Haven, 1986. 325 pp. 63 figures. 24x16 cm.
Cloth.

£20.00

Data and major discoveries pertaining to Shang archaeological studies presented at this important gathering.
203

Chavannes, Edouard: DOCUMENTS SUR LES TOU-KIUE (TURCS) OCCIDENTAUX. Recueillis
et Commentés suivi des Notes Additionelles. Paris, n.d. iv, 378, 110 pp. Large folding map. Index.
29x21 cm. Later cloth.

£30.00

Reprint of the Leningrad edition of 1903, expanded with additional notes. A detailed study of Tang dynasty texts
relating to the Turkic peoples of Central Asia. Not dated but apparently published in 1941/42. In French. Rebound in
later library cloth retaining the original paper covers. The large folding map in good condition with just one small
marginal tear.
204

CHEN CHUN JINGPIN HUAJI. (Masterpieces by Chen Chun). 陳淳精品畫集. Tianjin, 2000. 17 pp.
text and 149 full page colour plates. 39x27 cm. Cloth.

£75.00

A fine selection of works by the Ming dynasty painter Chen Chun. Shows landscapes, flowers, bamboo. Includes a
number of fan paintings. High quality colour plates. In Chinese only. Out-of-print and difficult to find.
205

Cheng Hsi: ZHONGGUO HUA DE GENBEN JINGSHEN YU XUESHU WENHUA DE
BEIJING. The Original Spirit and Cultural Background of Chinese Painting. 中國畫的根本精神與學
術⽂化的背景. Hong Kong, 1956. 2, 43, 55 pp. 20x14 cm. Paper.

£40.00

A privately-printed essay by the critic and collector. The essay is printed in both English and Chinese. Inscribed by the
author.
206

Chengdu Museum ed: SICHOU ZHI HUN: TIANFU ZHI GUO YU SICHOU ZHI LU. (Ghosts of
the Silk Road: The Land of Abundance and the Silk Road). 絲綢之魂 ： 天府之國與絲綢之路.
Chengdu, 2017. 334 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 31x24 cm. Cloth.

£300.00

Catalogue produced to accompany an impressive exhibition at the Chengdu Museum in China’s Sichuan province.
‘Tianfu zhi Guo’ (Land of Abundance) in Chinese usually refers to Sichuan. The overall aim of the exhibition was to
examine Sichuan’s connection with the Silk Road in ancient times. In three main sections: ‘The Land of Abundance and
the Northern Silk Road’; ‘The Land of Abundance and the Maritime Silk Road’; The Land of Abundance and the
Southern Silk Road’. A total of over 250 extremely fine and rare exhibits loaned from museums throughout China and
dating from the earliest of times through to the 12th century AD. Illustrated throughout in colour and described.
Introductions accompany. Captions to plates in English and also a list in English of exhibits giving some detail
including place of excavation. Main text in Chinese. Very hard to obtain.
207

China Institute of America: ALONG THE YANGZI RIVER. Regional Cultures of the Bronze Age
from Hunan. New York, 2011. 117 pp. Numerous colour plates. 28x22 cm. Paper.

£45.00

Catalogue of an exhibition held at the China Institute in New York in conjunction with the Hunan Provincial Museum .
Explores the regional bronze culture that flourished during the Shang, Zhou and Warring States periods centred around
the waterways of Hunan province in China, in particular, the Xiang river which flows into the Yangzi. Shows numerous
fine bronzes from the Hunan Museum collection. Accompanying essays include recent archaeological research and
findings.
208

CHINA YEARBOOK 1968-69. Taipei, n.d. 832 pp. Colour and b/w illustrations. 21x15 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Covers the period July 1967 to June 1968 in Taiwan. Huge range of facts and information about the country and
economy of Taiwan.
209

Choe Saug-su: ANNUAL CUSTOMS OF KOREA. Seoul, 1983. 168 pp. Colour photographic
illustrations throughout. 26x19 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Detailed and interesting account of the festivals and celebrations in Korea throughout the year. Arranged by lunar
month.
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Chongqingshi Bowuguan ed: SICHUAN HAN HUAXIANGZHUAN XUANJI. (Selections from the
Collection of Han Dynasty Tile Reliefs in Sichuan). 四川漢畫像磚選集. Beijing, 1957. 90 pp. 40 b/w
plates. Numerous illustrations of rubbings. Index to the collection. 26x19 cm. Paper.

£20.00

The original tile is illustrated along with a reproduction of a rubbing taken from it. 40 tiles from the collection of the
Chongqing Museum are shown. Text in Chinese.
211

Chosen Koseki Kenkyukai: KOSEKI CHOSA GAIHO. (A Summary of Research at Historical Sites).
古蹟調查概報 。 朝鮮古蹟研究會 編. Seoul, 1933, 34 and 35. 47 pp. text & 31 plates. 3 vols. 26x19
cm. Paper.

£200.00

Archaeological report of excavations carried out in Korea by the Korean Society for the Study of Historic Sites. These
three volumes cover the Lolang site and appear to be an annual report of progress and findings at Lolang in the years
1933, 1934 and 1935. All text in Japanese. Very scarce. Wear and loss to spines. Some slight waterstaining within but
generally in good condition.
212

Christie’s: THROUGH CONNOISSEURS’ EYES - EPHEMERAL FLOWERS, ENDURING
ART. Hong Kong, 2015. 159 pp. Colour plates throughout. 27x22 cm. Boards.

£25.00

Christie’s Hong Kong sale catalogue showing 47 extremely fine examples of Chinese art in various media, all in the
form of flowers and/or parts of plants and trees, or bearing floral designs and decoration. All beautifully illustrated, the
majority in multiple views. Dual texts in Chinese and English.
213

Chuang Pen-li: PANPIPES OF ANCIENT CHINA. Institute of Ethnology, Monographs No 4. Taibei,
1963. viii, 117 pp. 14 plates. 26x19 cm. Paper.

£35.00

Mainly in Chinese with English abridged translations. Major study in Chinese musicology.
214

Chung Chong-wha ed: KOREAN CLASSICAL LITERATURE. An Anthology. Korean Culture
Series. London, 1989. 221 pp. 22x14 cm. Cloth.

£10.00

The writings of Park Ji-won, Yi Injik and others, with essays on the development of Korean literature, the Sijo, legends
in literature, and nineteenth-century books with stories in Korean.
215

Clark, Allen and Donald: SEOUL PAST AND PRESENT. A Guide to T’aejo’s Capital. Seoul, 1969.
x, iv, 242 pp. 72 b/w illustrations. 25x17 cm. Cloth.

£15.00

An interesting guide to the Korean capital, well-illustrated with black and white photographs and maps showing the
development of the city and specific areas. Covers temples, palaces, city gates, statues and much more.
216

Clark, Grover: THE GREAT WALL CRUMBLES. New York, 1935. 406 pp. Index. 23x16 cm.
Cloth.

£25.00

Tight copy with a little foxing and front endpaper map half missing (duplicates rear endpaper map and is not a serious
failing). Clark was one of the authors of a valuable unpublished account of Manchuria at about the same time.
217

Collins, Gilbert: EXTREME ORIENTAL MIXTURE. London, 1925. xiii, 266 pp. 21 plates. 23x16
cm. Cloth.
A collection of humorous anecdotes of life in and around Peking in the early 1920s.

£30.00
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COMMEMORATIVE PRESENTATION ALBUM OF PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE 20TH
CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PART OF THE SOVIET UNION. N.p. (Moscow), n.d.
(1956). 29 original black-and-white photographs mounted on board, one per page. 27 photographs
measure 16x22 cm , 2 foldout photographs measuring 16x41 cm and 16x38 cm. 25x36 cm. Full leather.

£2,000.00

The 20th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) took place in Moscow in February 1956 and is
most famous for the unscheduled closed-door speech given on the final day to Soviet delegates by Khruschchev where
he denounced Stalin’s policies, his brutality and pursuit of a personality cult. Foreign delegates were not invited but
were given transcripts the following day.
Four of the photographs show views of the Kremlin, the remaining 25 show delegates to the Congress, speeches being
made, views of the conference hall and associated events and receptions. Many of the photographs show foreign
delegates to the Congress and this album was apparently presented to a Danish delegate. That it can be dated to the
20th Congress is evidenced by the presence in a couple of the photographs of Marshal Zhu De and a young-looking
Deng Xiaoping, both of whom are known to have only attended this one Congress.
Large, weighty and fascinating photographic record of an event that sparked a turning point in world communism, not
least being a factor in the 1956 uprisings in eastern Europe. It could also be argued that the Congress marked the
beginning of the Sino-Soviet Split. Very rare.
219

Cooper, Elizabeth: MY LADY OF THE CHINESE COURTYARD. New York, 1914. 262 pp. 31
photogravure illustrations. 21x15 cm. Cloth, with one of Donald Mennie’s photographs pasted onto
front cover.

£45.00

A romantic exposé of the life of the educated wife of a high official based on her supposed letters to her husband. The
illustrations are drawn from photographs taken by Donald Mennie. Very good, tight copy.
220

Cooper, Elizabeth: MY LADY OF THE CHINESE COURTYARD. London, 1926. 128 pp. 1 colour
illustrations and a few b/w plates. 21x15 cm. Cloth.

£35.00

A romantic exposé of the life of the educated wife of a high official based on her supposed letters to her husband. The
illustrations are drawn from photographs taken by Donald Mennie.
221

Cornaby, W. Arthur: A STRING OF CHINESE PEACH-STONES. London, 1895. 479 pp. B/w
illustrations throughout, 1 colour illustration. 22x15 cm. Cloth. Spine and corners with some damage.

£30.00

A collection of tales and legends of China picked up by the author during his residence in China in the late 19th
century. Spine and corners with some damage, but tight and good inside.
222

Coupland, Reginald: RAFFLES OF SINGAPORE. London, 1946. 144 pp. 1 b/w plate. 20x13 cm.
Cloth, torn dustjacket.

£10.00

The life of Stamford Raffles.
223

Courant, Maurice: BIBLIOGRAPHIE COREENNE. Tableau Litteraire de la Coree. New York, Ca.
1980. Pp. ccx, 502, ix, 535 pp. ix, 446, clxxvii, x, 122. 3 vols. 26x18 cm. Cloth.

£50.00

Reprint of Paris, 1896. "Contenant la nomenclature des ouvrages publies dans ce pays jusqu’en 1890 ainsi que la
description et l’analyse detaillees des principaux d’entre ces ouvrages". A valuable and extensive early reference work.
All text in French.
224

Covell, Dr. Jon Carter: KOREA’S COLORFUL HERITAGE. Seoul, 1987. 128 pp. Numerous colour
illustrations. 25x19 cm. Cloth.

£15.00

Taken from the author’s column in the ‘Korea Times’, this publication gives much background and in-depth information
on aspects of Korean culture ranging from the importance of the tiger in Korean culture, Tangun and the Mountain
Spirit and the Dragon King of the Sea through to contributions on Buddhism in Korea and the golden crowns of Silla.
225

Covell, Dr. Jon Carter: KOREA’S CULTURAL ROOTS. Elizabeth, 1983. 132 pp. Colour and b/w
illustrations throughout. 25x19 cm. Cloth.

£15.00

Taken from the author’s column in the ‘Korea Times’, this publication gives much background and in-depth information
on aspects of Korean culture.
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Covell, Jon Carter & Covell, Alan: THE WORLD OF KOREAN CERAMICS. Seoul, 1986. 128 pp.
185 colour illustrations. 25x19 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Written for the general reader but provides insights even for the connoisseur.
227

Crow, Dennis: OLD SHANGHAI’S BUND. Rare Images from the 19th Century. Hong Kong, 2012.
xi, 148 pp. B/w plates throughout. 29x29 cm. Cloth.

£85.00

178 rarely-seen and interesting 19th century black-and-white photographs of old Shanghai. Divided into sections: The
River; The French Concession; The International Settlement; The American Concession; Life on the Bund. Good
descriptive text accompanies.
228

Curtis, Julia: TRADE TASTE AND TRANSFORMATION: JINGDEZHEN PORCELAIN FOR
JAPAN 1620-1645. New York, 2006. 135 pp. Numerous colour illustrations. 28x22 cm. Boards.

£60.00

Catalogue of an excellent exhibition focusing on a particularly interesting period of Chinese ceramic production when
political and economic uncertainty in China forced manufacturers to look abroad for markets. Showing over 100
examples, the exhibition examines how Chinese porcelains adapted to the demands of the Japanese market. All exhibits
illustrated and accompanied by an excellent text.
229

Czaplicka, M. A: THE TURKS OF CENTRAL ASIA. in History and at the Present Day. London,
1973. 242 pp. Folding map. 23x15 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

An ethnological inquiry into the Pan-Turanian problem and bibliographical material relating to the early Turks and the
present Turks of Central Asia. First published in 1918. 1973 reprint.
230

Dabaotai Western Han Tombs Excavation Group: BEIJING DABAOTAI HAN MU. (Western Han
Tombs at Dabaotai, Beijing). 北京⼤葆台漢墓. Kaoguxue Zhuankan, IV:35. Beijing, 1989. 168 pp. text
and 88 plates, 2 in colour, with many illustrations, 95 text-figures. 27x19 cm. Half-cloth.

£20.00

Archaeological report of the excavations of two Western Han tombs in the southern suburbs of Beijing. The finds
include lacquer, jade, bronze, and pottery. In Chinese.
231

Dai Qihe: XI SHAN WO YOU. (Dreams of Journeys amidst Streams and Hills). 溪山卧游 。 戴启和
繪. N.p., 2009. Album of 12 original paintings, each with colophon. Accordion-style.

£10,000.00

Dai Qihe was born in 1955 in Heilongjiang province in China. His work is that of the new literati school of painting
(xin wenren hua) and this is a marvellous such example. It depicts twelve imaginary landscape scenes of hills and
streams painted throughout the year, most with a solitary figure, hut or small boat. The style very much emulates
traditional painting albums and, indeed, the colophons on a number of the paintings include the characters ‘fanggu’ emulating the old’.
Dai Qihe’s was a student of the master painter, Zhou Shaohua.
The size of each painting is 22 x 29 cm. They are painted on a paper that contains a coarse fibre of a slightly darker
colour that cleverly gives the impression of flowing or turbulent water or swirling mist and fog.
Images available on request.
232

Dalton, W: THE WAR TIGER. Or Adventures and Wonderful Fortunes of the Young Sea Chief and
His Lad Chow: A Tale of the Conquest of China. London, 1859. xi, 371 pp. B/w engraved frontispiece.
16x11 cm. Half leather. Gilt to spine.

£30.00

Dalton also wrote ‘The Wolf-Boy of China’. His fictional writings on China seem to stem from a growing interest in
Britain with regard to China following the First Opium War, the establishment of Hong Kong and the opening of the
treaty ports. Waterstain to left margin of frontispiece impinging on image. Otherwise clean.
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Davids, Roy & Jellinek, Dominic: PROVENANCE. Collectors, Dealers and Scholars in the Field of
Chinese Ceramics in Britain and America. Great Haseley, 2011. 500 pp. Over 150 illustrations. 28x22
cm. Cloth.

£250.00

A major resource for the provenance of Chinese ceramics from collections in Britain and America. Contains 1064
biographies of collectors, dealers and scholars from the 17th century collector, Queen Mary II, onwards to the 20th
century. A 40 page introduction traces ceramic contacts between China and Britain and America from the 16th to the
21st centuries. Also includes sections on fakes, the psychology of collecting, a dissertation on export versus domestic
wares and much more. Numerous appendices including one on collectors’ labels. Compiled from a wide range of
sources. Produced in a small edition of 500 copies. Out-of-print and hard to obtain.
234

de Boer, T. J: THE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY IN ISLAM. London, 1933. xiii, 216 pp. 22x14
cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Translated from the Dutch.
235

de Poncins, Gontran: FROM A CHINESE CITY. In the Heart of Peacetime Vietnam. New York,
1957. 256 pp. c. 20 b/w illustrations. 22x15 cm. Cloth, dustjacket preserved with protective cover.

£35.00

Describes Cholon, the Chinese river city on the fringe of Saigon, in the late 1950s at a time when the French were
leaving and traditional Chinese culture was vanishing. An interesting read. First English edition, translated by Bernard
Frechtman.
236

de Pouvourville, Albert: HISTORIE POPULAIRE DES COLONIES FRANCAISES:
L’INDOCHINE. (A Popular History of the French Colonies: Indochina). Paris, 1932. xvi, 409 pp. 6
colour plates, numerous b/w photographic illustrations throughout the text. folding map in pocket.
32x24 cm. Later cloth.

£75.00

A history of the French domination of Indochina, the history and the land. With numerous illustrations. In French.
Scarce.
237

Denwood, Philip: THE TIBETAN CARPET. Warminster, 1978. ix, 101 pp. 25 colour illustrations, 85
b/w text figures. Glossary, bibliography, index. 31x22 cm. Cloth.

£15.00

A good contribution to the subject.
238

DIAOKE RENWU BAIMIAO ZHONG. (Black-and-White Engraved Traditional Line Drawings of
Images of Women). 雕刻⼈物⽩描種. Shenyang, 1975. 35 (of 36 ) loose sheets with b/w images of
women. 40x29 cm. Loose in paper folder.

£100.00

Comprises 35 (of a total of 36) loose sheets illustrating Chinese women in a variety of propaganda-style roles and
settings. An interesting visual study reference for the depiction of women in propaganda during the Cultural Revolution.
The images are all taken from black-and-white line drawings.
Published by the Luxun Meishu Xueyuan (Lu Xun Academy of Fine Arts) located in Shenyang in China’s Liaoning
province. All text in Chinese. Rare. Images available.
239

Dickinson, Gary and Wrigglesworth, Linda: IMPERIAL WARDROBE. Berkeley, 2000. 204 pp. 178
plates, 100 in colour. Glossary, bibliography, index. 33x24 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

Newly revised edition of this important reference on the court costume of the late Qing period, which presents concise
descriptions of every garment in the official wardrobe, placing them within their historical and cultural context.
240

Doi Tsugiyoshi: SUIBOKU BIJUTSU TAIKEI 8 — MOTONOBU — EITOKU. (Great Collection
of Ink Paintings, Vol. 8: Motonobu and Eitoku). Tokyo, 1978. 27x20 cm. Cloth.
Volume 8 in the series on Chinese and Japanese ink and brush paintings.

£75.00
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Dorn, Frank: THE MAP OF OLD PEKING FOLKLORE. Lao Beijing Fengsu Ditu. ⽼北京風俗地
圖. Beijing, 2004. Large folding colour map (76x57 cm when unfolded) 20x20 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Facsimile reproduction of Frank Dorn’s famous and delightful 1936 map of Beijing: ‘A Map and History of Peiping’. A
chromolithographed bird’s-eye view of Beijing within a comic strip-style border that gives a chronological pictographic
introduction to Chinese history from 1100 B.C. to 1927. The map was hand-drawn by Dorn and is covered with
drawings showing the principal sites of the city and the occupations and pastimes of the inhabitants. The original is
now hard-to-find. The map is in English. Chinese text on reverse. A real treat.
242

Douglas, R. K: SOCIETY IN CHINA. London, 1895. xiv, 415 pp. Frontispiece, 21 plates. 23x15 cm.
Decorative cloth.

£45.00

The everyday employments and amusements of the Chinese, drawing on written sources, including the venerable Peking
Gazette, as well as the author’s own experience of China. Adopts a rather belligerent tone in the light of deteriorating
foreign relations. “Popular edition”. Very good.
243

DOWN WITH THE NEW TSARS. Soviet Revisionists’ Anti-China Atrocities on the Heilung and
Wusuli Rivers. Peking, 1969. 72 pp. B/w photographic illustrations throughout. 26x18 cm. Paper.

£50.00

Scarce propaganda item in English describing the confrontation between Chinese and Soviet forces on Chenpao Island
on the Wusuli River on the border between China and the Soviet Union in 1969. Illustrated throughout with black-andwhite photographs.
244

Duan Weibai & Zheng Dong ed: TANG CHEN YUANTONG FUNU MU. (The Tang Dynasty Tomb
of Madam Chen Yuantong). 唐陳元通夫女墓 。 斷維柏 鄭東 主編. Beijing, 2016. 6, 108 pp. Colour
text plates and b/w drawings throughout. 28x21 cm. Wrappers.

£55.00

Excavation report of the late Tang dynasty tomb of a wealthy lady, Madam Chen Yuantong, that was found in Xiamen in
south-east China and excavated from 2004 onwards. The tomb was of a large scale and yielded numerous fine objects
commensurate with her standing, including gold hairpins and jewellery, fine silver bowls and chopsticks, ceramics etc.
Much on the structure of the tomb itself. In Chinese.
245

Earnshaw, Graham: TALES OF OLD SHANGHAI. Hong Kong, 2008. 149 pp. Colour and b/w
illustrations throughout. 21x14 cm. Paper.

£23.00

The title continues: ‘A scrapbook of words and images bringing to life the glorious past of China’s greatest city’. A
glimpse into the cosmopolitan and racy life of old Shanghai through a varied, fun and fascinating mix of photos,
newspaper clippings, cartoons and writings.
246

East Fresian Tea Museum: MELK EN BLOED. Exquisite Porcelain from the Middle Kingdom.
Norden, 2018. 124 pp. Colour plates throughout. 21x21 cm. Paper.

£15.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the East Fresian Tea Museum in Norden, Germany. The first dedicated exhibition on
Chinese export porcelain decorated in red and gold and dating mostly from the Kangxi, Yongzheng and Qianlong
reigns of the Qing dynasty. Accompanied by a number of other exhibits including some similar Japanese examples.
Illustrated throughout. English edition.
247

Edkins, J: LA RELIGION EN CHINE. Exposè des Trois Religions des Chinois. Annales du Musée
Guimet, Tome 4. Lyon, 1882. 315 pp. 11 plates. 29x21 cm. Wrappers, frayed. Wear to spine.

£20.00

Translated from English, this treatise on Chinese religion includes comments on the actual state and the future of
Christianity in China.
248

Emerson, Julie; Jennifer Chen and Mimi Gardner Gates: PORCELAIN STORIES. From China to
Europe. Seattle, 2000. 318 pp. c. 300 colour plates and figures, c. 150 small b/w plates with details of
marks. Appendixes, glossary, notes, bibliography, index. 28x25 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Splendid — well-illustrated and authoritative — catalogue of an exhibition which examines the history of porcelain
from its beginnings in China, but particularly concentrating on the export porcelain which had a world-wide impact
through trade, while, in the West, it spurred an enthusiasm for collecting which continues to the present day. Fine
Chinese examples are juxtaposed with their European descendants.
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Expo Museum of Fine Arts: THE MARCH TOWARD FREEDOM. Acheminement vers la Liberte.
N.p., 1970. 275 pp. Numerous b/w text illustrations. 23x18 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Catalogue of an exhibition which was held at the 1970 Expo in Kyoto at the ‘Expo Museum of Fine Arts’, a short-lived
institution set up to host art exhibitions at the Expo. This exhibition compared and contrasted painting traditions in East
and West through showing 263 fine old works of Chinese, Japanese and some western painting, the majority from
collections in Japan plus some loans from abroad. Dual texts in Japanese, English and French. Marks to front cover.
250

Fan Jianhua ed: ZHONGHUA JIEQING CIDIAN. (A Dictionary of Chinese Festivals). 中華節慶詞
典 。 范建華 主編. Kunming, 2012. 15, 76, 817 pp. 27x19 cm. Boards.

£60.00

Useful and comprehensive dictionary that covers festivals and celebrations throughout China including those of
minority peoples. Arranged alphabetically by first letter of first character of romanized pinyin pronunciation of a given
festival’s name - and therefore fairly easy to use. All text in Chinese.
251

Feng Xianming: ZHONGGUO GU TAOCI WENXIAN JISHI: SHANG CE. Annotated Collection
of Historical Documents on Ancient Chinese Ceramics: Vol. 1. 中國古陶瓷⽂獻集釋 。 馮先銘 編著.
Taibei, 2000. 291 pp. 5 b/w plates and 30 pp. of colour plates. Bibliography, appendix (with extracts
from Qing palace archives). 26x19 cm. Paper.

£70.00

The first volume of a two-volume set, produced posthumously by the children of the famous ceramics expert. This book
contains the selected documents themselves - 1,130 extracts from 550 books and documents dating from the Tang to the
Republican period - of particular interest for the serious study of ceramics. An interesting appendix in this volume
contains: Qing Gong Zaobanchu Huoji Qing Dang (The Work Order File of the Workshops in the Qing Palace). An
important contribution. In Chinese only.
252

Feng Yongqian: LIAODAI TIEQI KAOGU YANJIU. (Archaeology and Research Regarding Liao
Dynasty Iron Objects). 遼代鐵器考古研究 。 馮永谦 著. Shenyang, 1, 7, 32, 596 pp. Colour and b/w
illustrations and b/w text drawings throughout. 27x19 cm. Boards.

£150.00

A detailed study on rare survivals - iron objects recovered from Liao dynasty tombs in northern China and Inner
Mongolia. Much illustration of arrowheads, horse fittings, utensils, pots and small sculptural objects. A good
contribution to a subject on which little is written. In Chinese.
253

Fielde, Adele. M: PAGODA SHADOWS. Studies from Life in China. Boston, 1885. xiv, 285 pp.
Frontispiece and 15 b/w illustrations (a number full page). 18x12 cm. Decorative cloth.

£40.00

The result of observations of the life of women in South China made during a ten year residence in China by a Christian
missionary based in the Swatow area.
254

Fleming, Peter: BAYONETS TO LHASA. The First Full Account of the British Invasion of Tibet in
1904. London, 1961. 319 pp. Bibliography, index, 30 b/w plates & illustrations, 4 maps, diagram.
22x15 cm. Cloth, dustjacket.

£15.00

The story of the British Younghusband expedition to Tibet in 1904 by the author of ‘The Siege at Peking’. Yakushi F75.
Good copy with dustjacket.
255

Forman, W. and Barinka, J: THE ART OF ANCIENT KOREA. London, 1962. 73 pp. text. 132 plates
including 38 in colour. 28x24 cm. Cloth.

£15.00

Examples of ceramics, painting, sculpture, metalwork, woodcuts, lacquer & furniture are included in this book together
with a brief outline of the religious, political & economic factors that helped shape their development.
256

Franck, Harry A: ROVING THROUGH SOUTHERN CHINA. New York, 1925. xxi, 649 pp. 171
b/w photographs, map. 23x15 cm. Decorative cloth.

£55.00

An account of travels in southern China in the 1920s by the American, Harry Franck, who voyaged from Shanghai up
part of the Yangtze and then by land via Jingdezhen and through Fujian province to Fuzhou. Onwards down the China
coast to Hainan and inland to Yunnan, Sichuan and then across country to Canton. Interesting photographs of people
and places. A firm clean copy with decorative cloth cover, ex-lib, a few stamps.
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Franck, Harry A: WANDERING IN NORTHERN CHINA. New York, 1923. xx, 502 pp. text.
Frontispiece, 170 b/w photographic illustrations, map. 23x16 cm. Decorative cloth.

£20.00

Fascinating account of a journey through North China, beginning in Korea, undertaken at the beginning of the century
by a seasoned American traveller. Some wear to covers. Fine within.
258

FU & SHOU. A Pair of Posters: One with the Character ‘Fu’, the Second with the Character ‘Shou’. 福
& 壽. Shanghai, 1987. Two ‘mirror-image’ colour printed posters. 2 vols. 76x53 cm. Paper.

£150.00

A pair of colourful posters from the 1980s showing happy young girls in traditional costumes each carrying an
improbably large peach over their shoulders. Auspicious symbols abound. The posters mirror-image in nianhua (new
year print) style. The left-hand poster bearing the character ‘Fu’ (Happiness) also has the legend at the bottom: ‘Dong
Hai Zhu Fu’ - The Eastern Seas Wish Happiness. The right-hand poster with the character ‘Shou’ (Long Life) also has
the legend at the bottom: ‘Nan Shan Xian Shou’ - The Southern Mountains Bring Long Life. Generally in fine condition.
An occasional mark. Each with a vertical and horizontal crease to each from being folded up. Images available.
259

Fu Gongyue: BEIJING LAO CHENGMEN. The Old City Gates of Beijing. 北京⽼城⾨ 。 傅公鉞
著. Beijing, 2002. 124 pp. B/w photographs throughout. 25x26 cm. Paper.

£20.00

A good, indeed fascinating, photographic record of these marvellous and tragic structures. The photographs are taken
from various sources from the 1900s to the 1960s, including Siren’s: Walls and Gates of Peking and the author’s own
archives. Introduction to each chapter and all captions in English, Chinese and Japanese. Main text in Chinese.
260

Fu, Marilyn and Shen: STUDIES IN CONNOISSEURSHIP. Chinese Paintings from the Arthur M.
Sackler Collection. New York, 1976. xv, 378 pp. Many illustrations, some in colour. Index,
bibliography. 35x29 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

The emphasis of the Sackler collection in New York and Princeton is not only on the intrinsic quality of its acquisitions
but also on their value for research. 41 works by 24 artists are discussed. Price much reduced to move an accumulation
of stock.
261

Fujiyama City Museum of Folklore: AN EXHIBITION OF 19TH CENTURY CERAMICS OF
KAGA, ETCHU AND NOTO PENINSULA. Fujiyama, 1995. 49 pp. 39 colour and 64 b/w plates.
30x21 cm. Paper.

£25.00

An exhibition highlighting the Kasusayama kiln and the rise of the ceramics industry in the Kaga area. In Japanese
only.
262

Fukukita, Yasunosuke: TEA CULT OF JAPAN. An Aesthetic Pastime. Tourist Library 1. Tokyo,
1935. 77 pp. 50 illustrations, 1 in colour. Glossary. Brief bibliography. 19x13 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Outlines the origin of tea-drinking and gives details of the ceremony. First edition.
263

Fukuoka Prefectural Museum of Art: RICHO TOJI 500-NEN NO BI. Glory of Korean Pottery and
Porcelain of the Yi Dynasty. 李朝陶磁500年の美. Osaka, 1988. 152 pp. Colour plates of all 127 items.
27x23 cm. Paper.

£30.00

Illustrated catalogue of a travelling exhibition of Korean pottery and porcelain of the Yi Dynasty. Lovely ceramics.
English captions to illustrations. Main text in Korean.
264

GAHO SOGA SHU. (A Collection of Drawings by Gaho Hashimoto). 1920. 30 pp. text booklet plus 1
pp. list of plates and 97 (of 98) b/w plates. 42x31 cm. Stitched booklet. Plates loose in case.

£80.00

Scarce work depicting the ink and brush sketches of the 19th century artist, Gaho Hashimoto (1835-1908). Delightful
sketches of people, landscapes and nature. Contains 97 of the 98 plates called for - plate 98 is missing. Some
waterstaining to margins of plates, images not affected. In Japanese.
265

Gamewell, Mary Ninde: THE GATEWAY TO CHINA: PICTURES OF SHANGHAI. New York,
1916. 252 pp. 16 b/w photographs. 21x14 cm. Decorative cloth, somewhat faded.

£90.00

A brief history of Shanghai, and a description of the city at the turn of century, in particular the effect of the new foreign
presence in the city. A scarce, early account. Good copy in dustjacket. Author’s signature.
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Gansu Provincial Museum ed: JIANGHU MING CI: YIWANLI ZHAN. Imari: Japanese Porcelain of
the Edo Period Exported to Europe. 江⼾名瓷 ： 伊萬⾥展. Lanzhou, 2012. 175 pp. Colour plates
throughout. Numerous small colour text illustrations. 24x22 cm. Wrappers.

£65.00

Catalogue of a little-publicized travelling exhibition in China showing Japanese Imari porcelain from the Edo period
made for export to Europe. The ceramics from the Museum of Oriental Ceramics in Osaka. A total of 160 interesting
and rare examples are shown, dating from the 1650s to the mid 19th centuries, all illustrated in colour and many shown
in multiple views. Ten-page illustrated list of exhibits with brief descriptions in English. Main text in Chinese.
267

Gansu Provincial Museum ed: SICHOU ZHI LU: DUIHUA YU JIAOLIU: SHISAN SHENG SHI
QU GUANCANG WENWU JINGPIN ZHAN. Dialogue and Exchange (Exhibition of Cultural
Treasures from Thirteen Provinces, Cities and Localities). 絲綢之路 ： 對話與交流 ： ⼗三省市區館
藏⽂物精品展. Lanzhou, 2017. 276 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 31x24 cm. Cloth.

£200.00

Catalogue of a little-publicized but excellent exhibition held at the Gansu Provincial Museum in 2017. In seven main
sections: The Grassland Silk Road; Valuables from the Three Gorges; Sichuan Province and the Southern Silk Road;
Yunnan Province Section of the Silk Road; Silk Road Culture Seen from Cultural Relics in the Shaanxi History Museum;
Qinghai - A Bright Coordinate on the Silk Road; Footsteps of Ningxia on the Silk Road. Illustrated throughout with
major loans from cultural institutions throughout China, from provincial museums down to small local cultural entities.
The artefacts date from the Western Zhou through to the Jin dynasty, with much material from the Han through to, and
including, the Tang. A prime aim of the exhibition was to show the different cultural influences the Silk Road brought to
China and this is clearly demonstrated here with objects showing steppe influence, Buddhism, Sassanian and even
Roman influences. Includes tomb figurines of foreigners, gold, very rare ancient glass, bronzes and much more. All the
exhibits to a very high standard and much that has not been previously published. List of contents and captions to plates
in English. Main text in Chinese. Very hard to obtain.
268

Gaozong (the Qianlong Emperor): YUZHI YUANMINGYUAN SISHI JING SHI. (ImperiallyCommissioned Illustrations and Poems of Forty Scenes in the Garden of Perfect Brightness). 御制圓明
園四⼗景詩. Zhonghua Zaizao Shanben. Beijing, 2003. Vol. I: 78 folded leaves plus 20 b/w foldout
w/block illustrations; Vol. II: 50 folded leaves plus 20 b/w foldout w/block illustrations. 2 vols. 33x25
cm. Stitched, cloth case.

£200.00

A fine facsimile of the famous woodblock-printed work on views at the Yuanmingyuan (The Garden of Perfect
Brightness), the favoured residence of the Qing emperors located outside Peking. The original woodblock work was
based on the unique painted album of 40 views at Yuanmingyuan commissioned by order of the Qianlong Emperor in
1736 by the Qing court painters, Shen Yuan and Tang Dai. It seems that the album was commissioned by the Yongzheng
emperor but he died before its creation. Each view accompanied by a poem of appreciation composed by the Qianlong
Emperor and written by the famous calligrapher, Wang Youdun. This album is now in the Bibliotheque nationale de
France. The woodblock-printed version was commissioned by Qianlong to celebrate the completion of the painted
album and printed at the imperial printing press Wuying Dian in the Forbidden City in 1745. The text accompanying
each foldout illustration contains the Qianlong emperor’s poems plus additional annotation and discussion. This
facsimile was done from the copy of the work held in the National Library of China. Whilst the forty foldout woodblock
illustrations are black-and-white, the text is an example of taoyin printing, black woodblock-printed text with colour
highlighting in red. A pleasing work reflecting the peak of the glory of the Yuanmingyuan. In Chinese.
269

Gardiner, K. H. J: THE EARLY HISTORY OF KOREA. The Historical Development of the
Peninsula up to the Introduction of Buddhism in the Fourth Century A.D.. Canberra, 1969. 78 pp. Some
b/w illustrations. 24x16 cm. Wrappers.

£10.00

A succinct account.
270

Garner, Sir Harry M: ORIENTAL BLUE AND WHITE. Faber Monographs on Pottery & Porcelain.
London, 1974. 3rd edition. xxx, 86 pp. 10 colour and 100 b/w plates. 25x16 cm. Cloth.

£45.00

Third edition of this standard work on the subject which contains a new preface.
271

GEMING ZHANZHENG SHEYING ZUOPIN XUANJI. (A Selection of Photographs from the
Revolutionary War). ⾰命戰爭攝影作品選集. Beijing, 1974. 125 pp. B/w photographs throughout.
Colour frontispiece. 30x26 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

118 black-and-white photographs and one colour frontispiece showing Mao at the communist base at Yanan. A great
selection of photographs showing scenes from the Yanan period, the anti-Japanese war and the war of liberation. The
Red Army in battle, training, behind-the-lines preparation, home bases etc. In Chinese only.
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Gervais, Albert: MEDICINE MAN IN CHINA. New York, 1934. 303 pp. 1 plate, a few b/w line
drawings. 19x13 cm. Decorative cloth, dustjacket preserved in protective cover.

£25.00

Relates a trip from Shanghai to Chengdu, to work at the Beimen Institute of Bacteriology “in the far province of
Szechwan”. 2nd printing (in the same year as the first) of the US edition of this interesting work. Good clean copy with
dustjacket. Translated from the French by Vincent Sheean.
273

Gifu Prefectural Museum: EXHIBITIONS AND MEIJI CERAMICS. Gifu, 2004. 30 pp. Colour
illustrations throughout. 30x21 cm. Paper.

£25.00

Catalogue of a small exhibition bringing together a selection of Mino ceramics and pieces from other kilns that show
the aesthetic and technological changes that occurred in Meiji ceramics. All 40 exhibits are shown in colour, together
with reproductions of inscriptions, signatures and marks. In Japanese.
274

Giles, Herbert A: CHINA AND THE MANCHUS. Cambridge, 1912. 148 pp. 2 b/w plates, folding
map. 17x12 cm. Decorative cloth.

£15.00

Describes the rise of the Manchus, the fall of the Ming and the lives of the Qing emperors. Pleasing little work by a
famous sinologist.
275

Giles, Herbert A. ed: GEMS OF CHINESE LITERATURE. New York, 1965. xviii, 430 pp. 22x13
cm. Paper.

£20.00

Reprint of the second edition, revised and greatly enlarged, of 1923. An anthology of Chinese literature from 550 B.C.
to the end of the Qing, arranged by dynasty. Exemplary prose & verse from each period. A short biographical note
introduces each author. Paperback.
276

Giles, Herbert A. et al: NINE DRAGON SCREEN. Being Reprints of Nine Addresses and Papers
Presented to the China Society. China Society Publication. London, 1965. Over 250 pp. Illustrations.
23x17 cm. Cloth.

£25.00

Contents include:- Giles: Ancient Chinese Taxicabs; Giles: Ch’iu Chin; Willoughby-Meade: Ghost and Vampire Tales
of China; Giles: Six Centuries at Tunhuang; Moule: Nestorians in China; Fan: Dr. Johnson and Chinese Culture.
(Worth it for Giles on Dunhuang.)
277

Goepper, Roger and Whitfield, Roderick: TREASURES FROM KOREA. Art Through 5000 Years.
London, 1984. 256 pp. 39 colour & 260 b/w illustrations. 28x22 cm. Paper.

£10.00

An authoritative introduction to Korean art and archaeology of 5000 years, and a record of an exhibition at the British
Museum, the first from Korea to be held in London for 25 years.
278

Goepper, Roger et al: KOREA: DIE ALTEN KÖNIGREICHE. (Korea: The Ancient Kingdom).
Munich, 1999. 395 pp. Colour and b/w illustrations throughout. 28x24 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Catalogue of an exhibition held at Villa Hugel in Essen. Fine objects from all periods of Korean history and culture.
Well-written text. In German only.
279

Gompertz, G: KORYO WHITE PORCELAIN. London, n.d. pp. 13-24 plus 4 pp. b/w plates. 28x22
cm. Paper.

£15.00

Offprint from the Transactions of the Oriental Ceramic Society of a paper read in 1951. An interesting read.
280

Gompertz, G. St G. M: GILDED WARES OF SUNG AND KORYO. Burlington Magazine 642 &
644. London, 1956. pp. 300-308; pp. 401-402. 12; 5 b/w plates. 2 vols. 31x25 cm. Paper.
Article published in two issues of the Burlington Magazine.

£15.00
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Gompertz, G. St G. M: KORYO WARES AND YING-CH’ING. Burlington Magazine 603. London,
1953. pp. 188-193. 4 b/w plates. 31x25 cm. Paper.

£10.00

Article published in an issues of the Burlington Magazine. Also contains John Irwin on ‘A Jacobean Vogue for Oriental
Lacquer-Ware’.
282

Gompertz, G. St. G. M: AN EXHIBITION OF NATIONAL ART TREASURES OF KOREA. Lent
by the Government of the Republic of Korea. London, 1961. 30 pp. text. 145 illustrations, 1 in colour.
Map. 24x18 cm. Paper.

£10.00

Catalogue of an exhibition held at the Victoria and Albert Museum, organised by the Arts Council.
283

Gompertz, G. St. G. M: KOREAN POTTERY AND PORCELAIN OF THE YI PERIOD. Faber
Monographs on Pottery & Porcelain. London, 1968. xx, 106 pp. 128 plates, 8 in colour, illustrations, 3
maps. Bibliography and index. 25x16 cm. Cloth, dustjacket.

£60.00

This monograph remains the best published account in English. Good copy with dustjacket.
284

GONGCHENG BING MEISHU SHEYING ZUOPIN XUAN. (A Selection of Art Works and
Photographs Featuring the Engineering Corps of the Peoples Liberation Army). ⼯程兵美術攝影作品
選. Beijing, 1974. 4, 58 pp. Colour and b/w plates throughout. 26x23 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

A scarce Cultural revolution propaganda publication showing paintings, woodblock prints, colour and (predominantly)
black-and-white photography showing the daily work, propaganda activities and heroic achievements of the
Engineering Corps of the PLA. In Chinese.
285

Goodall, John: HEAVEN AND EARTH. 120 Leaves from a Ming Encyclopedia : San-ts’ai t’u-hui,
1610. London, 1979. 192 pp. 120 plates. 31x23 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Well-illustrated and described, focusing on illustration in the famous Ming work Sancai Tuhui.
286

Gordon-Cumming, C. F: THE INVENTOR OF THE NUMERAL TYPE FOR CHINA. London, n.d.
1899. xii, 189 pp. Illustrations. Index. 19x13 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Describes a system developed by the Rev. W. H. Murray which could be used as a Chinese Braille and as simplified
method for transcribing Chinese. Rare.
287

Gore, M. E. J. & Won, Pyong-oh: THE BIRDS OF KOREA. Seoul, 1971 450 pp. Numerous colour &
b/w plates. 24x16 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

Illustrated with numerous Korean birds drawn in colour and accompanied by similar black-and-white photographs of
birds and their habitat. Dual texts in Korean and English.
288

Gorst, Harold E: CHINA. The Imperial Interest Library. London, 1899. xx, 300 pp. 28 b/w illustrations.
Folding map with colour of China and Japan. 23x15 cm. Cloth. Some wear to edges of covers.

£55.00

A very interesting work on the state of China at the end of the 19th century. Chapters include much on the new industry
and commerce of China, the influence of the literati, the Yangtze Valley, the corrupt mandarinate, the Missionary
troubles (the Boxer Uprising was brewing), the history of relations and contacts with the West, the shadow of Russia,
the growth of the railways and much more.
289

Gotoh Art Museum: ELECTRIC COLORS: CERAMIC CREATIONS BY HIRAGA GENNAI.
Gotoh, 2003. 192 pp. Colour plates throughout. 30x21 cm. Paper.

£30.00

Catalogue of an interesting exhibition that seeks to clarify the many questions surrounding ceramic wares by Hiraga
Gennai, known as Gennai yaki. Illustrated throughout in colour showing many fine examples of these coloured wares
from various periods. Text in Japanese.
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Government General Museum of Chosen (Chosen Sotokofu Hakubutsukan) ed: HAKUBUTSUKAN
JINHIN ZUKAN. Museum Exhibits Illustrated. 博物館陳列品圖鑒 。 朝鮮總督府博物館 編. N.p.
(Seoul?), 1920-1943. Typically 12 full page collotype plates per volume (the large majority black-andwhite, the occasional plate in colour) each with accompanying page of descriptive text. 14 vols. 32x23
cm. Decorative wrappers. Stitched. Japanese-style with ribbons.

£500.00

Comprises volumes 2, 4-13 and 15-17 of a sporadic publication on the collections of the Government General Museum
of Chosen based on archaeological findings in Korea by Japanese expeditions in the 1910s and 1920s together with
long-standing holdings of the Museum. The objects shown are primarily Korean, together with a good number of early
Chinese artefacts found at Korean sites plus a number of items from other Asian civilisations. Each object is illustrated
with a full page photographic plate and described on an accompanying page of text. Captions to objects in most
volumes in English. Main text in Japanese. A very scarce compilation. Even individual volumes extremely hard to find.
291

Grayson, James Huntley: KOREA. A Religious History. Oxford, 1989. B/w frontispiece. xi, 319 pp.
22x14 cm. Cloth.

£15.00

Surveys in detail the history of religion in Korea from c600 BC through to the present day.
292

Griaznov, M: DREVNYEE ISKUSSTVO ALTAYA/L’ART ANCIEN DE L’ALTAI. (Ancient Art
from the Altai Region). Leningrad, 1958. 25 pp. text. 64 plates. 29x23 cm. Paper.

£40.00

Features mainly objects of wood and textiles from the Altai region held in the collection of the Hermitage Museum in St.
Petersburg. Text both in Russian and French. Loss to top of spine. a scarce catalogue.
293

Griffing, Robert P: THE ART OF THE KOREAN POTTER. Silla — Koryo — Yi. New York, 1968.
131 pp. 129 plates, 8 in colour. Map. Bibliography. 27x21 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at Asia House Gallery. One of the best publications on the subject.
294

Guangdong Provincial Museum ed: NAN BEI TONGRONG: NAN’AO GU YIDAO ZHANLAN
TULU. Connecting South and North: Exhibition of South China Historical Trails. 南北通融 ： 南奧古
驛道展覽圖录. Guangzhou, 2017. 323 pp. Colour plates throughout. A number of foldouts. 29x21 cm.
Wrappers.

£90.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Guangdong Provincial Museum in Guangzhou exploring the historical links and trade
routes between southern and northern China over the centuries. In addition, the exhibition looks at the Chinese export
market and the role of southern China, in particular, Guangzhou, as a trade hub and key point for contact with the
West. Brief introductions to each section and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese. Hard to obtain.
295

Guangdong Provincial Museum ed: XIANGKAN LIANG BU YAN: MING QING CI HUA YU
HUIHUA TUJI. Comparison Between Porcelain Decoration and Chinese Painting in the Ming and
Qing Dynasty. 相看兩不厭 ： 明清瓷畫與繪畫圖集. Guangzhou, 2016. 4, 242 pp. Colour plates
throughout. 4 foldouts. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.

£80.00

Catalogue of an interesting and welcome exhibition at the Guangdong Provincial Museum in Guangzhou that examined
the links between painted scenes on Chinese ceramics and Chinese paintings themselves. In three main sections: Figure
Painting; Landscapes; Birds and Flowers. Each ceramic shown is paired with a painting or paintings showing related
scenes to the ceramic decoration. Illustrated throughout in colour. Text in Chinese. A useful study reference. Hard to
obtain
296

Guangdong Provincial Museum ed: YI QU TONG HUI: QINGDAI WAIXIAO YISHUPIN GUOJI
XUESHU YANTAOHUI LUNWEN JI. International Symposium on the Chinese Export Arts in Qing
Dynasty. 異趣同輝 ： 清代外銷藝術品國際學術研討會論⽂集. Guangzhou, 2014. 1, 1, 277 pp. A
number of colour and b/w text illustrations. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.
Proceedings of a symposium held at the Guangzhou Provincial Museum. Twenty varied papers were given, all
reproduced here. Text in Chinese.

£60.00
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Guangzhou Museum ed: VIEWS FROM THE WEST: COLLECTION OF NINETEENTH
CENTURY PITH PAPER WATERCOLOURS .... Xifangren Yan Li de Zhongguo Qingdiao. 西⽅
⼈眼⾥的中國情調. Beijing, 2001. 216 pp. 107 colour plates, colour and b/w illustrations. 29x21 cm.
Boards.

£55.00

An extremely useful addition to the limited literature on the subject. 107 examples of 19th century pith paper Chinese
watercolours with a wide range of subject matter - birds, figures, landscapes, ships - are illustrated in good colour. The
watercolours comprise a donation to the Guangzhou Museum by Mr. Ifan Williams and have been the subject of an
exhibition. The book benefits from a dual Chinese and English text and will appeal to anyone interested in Chinese
export art or the China Trade. Bump to bottom of cover. Out-of-print and difficult to find.
298

Guelett, M., Stackhouse, Rev. T. trans: CHINESE TALES OR THE WONDERFUL
ADVENTURES OF THE MANDARIN FUM-HOAM. Related by Himself to Divert the Sultana
upon the Celebration of Her Nuptials.. London, n.d. viii, 222 pp. 2 b/w engraved frontispiece and 2 b/w
engraved plates hors texte. 14x9 cm. Half leather. Marbled boards.

£40.00

A translation from the French edition first published in 1723. Despite the title, the tales within mostly derive from the
Moghul and Western Asian literary traditions. Pocket edition published by Cooke’s as part of their Select Novels series.
Two volumes in one. The plates with foxing. The text generally clean. Some loss to bottom of spine. Wear to top of spine.
Some rubbing to edges of covers.
299

Guo Jibing ed: YUANDAI JIN DEMAO MU CHUTU WENWU KEJI BAOHU JIQI
XIANGGUAN YANJIU. (Research into, and the Preservation of, Artefacts Excavated from the Yuan
Dynasty Tomb of Jin Demao). 元代靳德茂墓出⼟⽂物科技及其相關研究 。 郭繼兵 主編.
Zhengzhou, 2015. 170 pp. Numerous colour plates and b/w text drawings. 29x21 cm. Cloth.

£80.00

The tomb of the Yuan dynasty official, Jin Demao, was found in 2007 near the town of Jiaozuo in China’s Henan
province. The tomb yielded a very fine 80 piece set of painted pottery tomb figurines, horses and a carriage. The
figurines generally about 30 cm tall. This is the report on their excavation, restoration and study. Text in Chinese. Hard
to obtain and little published on datable Yuan dynasty tomb figurines.
300

Guo Ruoyu: MOYIN ZHUAN HUA. (Designs on Tomb Bricks). 模印磚畫 。 果若愚 著. Shanghai,
1954. 33 pp. with b/w illustrations of 55 rubbings of designs on brick 35x25 cm. Paper.

£30.00

Although printed in 1948, this work was not published until 1954, in 200 copies only. The illustrations show rubbings of
the patterns and designs on tomb bricks and tiles excavated in Jincun 1925-32, and later scattered all over the world. In
Chinese. Scarce.
301

Halliday, M. A. K: THE LANGUAGE OF THE CHINESE ‘SECRET HISTORY OF THE
MONGOLS’. Publications of the Philological Society, XVII. Oxford, 1974. xvi, 235 pp. Numerous
tables, one folding chart with a syllabary. Appendixes, bibliography. 23x15 cm. Cloth.

£25.00

The is substantially the publication of Halliday’s PhD thesis, a brilliant ‘descriptive grammar’ of the language in a
Chinese translation of an early biography of Genghis Khan, probably dating from the mid-late 14th century and giving
some idea of a vernacular register of the time. Halliday went on to become an important theoretical linguist, one of the
few to have had a serious and well-founded scholarly interest in Chinese. Second impression of a book first issued in
1959.
302

Han Bowen: GANSU CAITAO. Painted Pottery From Gansu. ⽢肅彩陶 。 韓博⽂ 主編. Beijing,
2008. xix, 187 pp. Colour plates throughout. 28x21 cm. Wrappers.

£70.00

Well-illustrated work showing 149 excellent and varied examples of painted Neolithic pottery from Gansu province in
China held in the collection of the Gansu Provincial Museum in Lanzhou. All the pottery comes from sites in Gansu,
the site of excavation being stated in the captions. An excellent visual reference to this much-collected ceramic form.
Near dual texts in Chinese and English.
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Han Meilin: TIAN SHU. The Sealed Book. 天書 。 韓美林 著. Tianjin, 2007. 432 pp. B/w
illustrations throughout. 28x21 cm. Wrappers.

£60.00

Uncannily or, perhaps, pointedly bearing the same name as the famous contemporary artist, Xu Bing’s ‘Tianshu’ or
‘Book from the Sky’, this may also be seen as a work of language-driven conceptual art but because it is presented in
the context of relatively traditional calligraphy and epigraphy it will be unlikely to be widely appreciated in the western
art world. Over a period of 34 years, Han Meilin collected rare glyphs from early Chinese inscriptions of all kinds from Oracle bones to bronzes and stone carvings - particularly glyphs with figurative forms but regardless of whether
these inscribed characters had been deciphered. He then assembled them in this extensive collation, occasionally
intermingled with his own figurative additions. He has thus produced a mysterious ‘Text from Heaven’, one that is hard
to place - creative epigraphy?, scholarship? art? craft? It is undoubtedly highly interesting and graphically engaging.
All ‘text’ in Chinese. Out-of-print and hard to find.
304

Harrer, Heinrich: SEVEN YEARS IN TIBET. London, 1953. xiii, 288 pp. 26 photographic plates,
map. 22x15 cm. Cloth.

£15.00

The now classic account of Harrer’s escape from Dehra-Dun in 1943 and his subsequent seven years in Tibet where he
became the tutor and confidant of the young Dalai Lama.
305

HASH OPIT - POMOSHCH DRUZYAM! (Our Experience Provides Help to Friends). Наш Опыт Помощъ Друзьям ! Герещенко, Н. художник. Leningrad, 1953. Colour poster. 54x82 cm. Paper.

£400.00

Early Sino-Soviet friendship poster from 1953. Depicts a Russian technician with a Chinese man in a Mao suit standing
in a field - the Russian pointing with his hand - the Chinese man writing in a notebook. Text in Russian. Generally in
fine condition. A couple of slight nicks at edges in a couple of places. A rare survival. Image available.
306

Hayashi Minao: HANDAI NO BUNBUTSU. (The Civilization of the Han Dynasty). 漢代の⽂物.
Kyoto, 1976. 14, 592 pp. text. 232 pp. b/w text illustrations and drawings. 4 pp. b/w plates. 26x19 cm.
Cloth.

£120.00

A thorough (and now scarce) study of all aspects of the Han dynasty civilization. Numerous drawings to illustrate
clothes, headgear, houses, agricultural tools etc. In Japanese.
307

Hedin, Sven: SOUTHERN TIBET. Discoveries in Former Times Compared with My Own Researches
in 1906-1908. New Delhi, 1991. 9 vols. Text in 4to and 3 folio volumes - 2 volumes of maps and 1
volume panoramas. 12 vols. 29x23 cm. Cloth.

£300.00

Reprint of Hedin’s monumental work on his explorations and researches in South Tibet during the years 1906-08. Apart
from the accounts of Hedin’s travels and explorations, the volumes comprehensively cover other discoveries, research
and explorations over the ages in the area by Chinese and Europeans. A mammoth undertaking. Altogether 462 plates
and 333 maps (many folding or double-page). Whilst the reprint obviously lacks the quality of the original work, the
plates, maps and text are adequate and represent an opportunity to own this huge and important work at a fraction of
the price of the original. Altogether 462 plates and 333 maps (many folding or double-page). See Yakushi Catalogue of
the Himalayan Literature H105 for details of contents. Marshall 2096.
308

Hedin, Sven: TRANS-HIMALAYA 1-2. Discoveries and Adventures in Tibet. New York, 1968. xv,
442; vii, 450 pp. 8 b/w illustrations. 2 vols. 23x14 cm. Boards.

£30.00

A fascinating record of travel in a land which was previously almost unknown by a European. In very good condition.
Yakushi H103, Marshall 2098. Reprint of the 1909 two volume original. A travel classic.
309

Helman, Isisdore Stanislas Henri: ABREGE HISTORIQUE DES PRINCIPAUX TRAITS DE LA
VIE DE CONFUCIUS. Célèbre Philosophe Chinoia (sic). Paris, 1785?. 24 copper engravings with
accompanying text. 28x21 cm. Leather, rebacked.
The text, giving historical notes on the life of Confucius, is engraved like the plates. The plates were done after
drawings sent from China by P. Amiot, who also composed the text. An exquisite example of Chinoiserie with
beautifully engraved images. Rare. See Lust 729.

£2,500.00
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Henan Provincial Museum ed: HAN TANG ZHONGYUAN: HENAN WENWU JINGPIN ZHAN.
Tesori della Cina Imperiale: L’Eta della Rinascita fra gli Han i Tang (206 a.C. - 907 d.C.). 漢唐中原 ：
河南⽂物精品展. Beijing, 2015. 239 pp. Colour plates throughout, a good number full page. 29x21
cm. Wrappers.

£80.00

Catalogue of an exhibition of ancient Chinese artefacts held at Palazzo Venezia in Rome in 2015. The English title
would be: ‘Treasures of Imperial China: The Renaissance Age from the Han to the Tang (206 BC-907 AD)’. The objects
from the collection of the Henan Provincial Museum and dating from the Han through to the Tang dynasties. A very fine
selection of excavated artefacts including ancient bronzes, tomb figurines and animals, ceramics, carved bricks etc.
Demonstrates the continuity and wealth of the ancient culture and heritage of Henan province. Illustrated throughout.
Dual texts in Chinese and Italian.
311

Henderson, Daniel: YANKEE SHIPS IN CHINA SEAS. Adventures of Pioneer Americans in the
Troubled Far East. New York, 1946. xiv, 274 pp. Index. Frontispiece. Numerous b/w illustrations,
particularly of clippers. 22x15 cm. Cloth, dustjacket preserved in protective cover.

£35.00

Very good.
312

Henriot, Christian; Noel Castelino trans: PROSTITUTION AND SEXUALITY IN SHANGHAI. A
Social History 1849-1949. Cambridge, 2001. 13 b/w plates. 36 tables and 12 maps. Cloth.

£20.00

By way of an important study of the sex trade in Shanghai, Henriot reveals the city at a crossroads of its intellectual and
social history.
313

Herrman, Albert: LOU-LAN. China, Indien und Rom im Lichte der Ausgrabungen am Lobnor.
Leipzig, 1931. 159 pp. 66 illustrations, 7 maps. 19x13 cm. Cloth.

£75.00

A complete account of the 2000 year old city of Loulan, which was an important point on the Silk Road. In German.
314

Hetherington, A. L: THE EARLY CERAMIC WARES OF CHINA. London, 1922. xviii, 160 pp. 45
plates illustrating 95 pieces, 11 in colour. Short bibliography, index. 30x24 cm. Cloth.

£350.00

The history of Chinese pottery and porcelain from the Shang to the Yuan periods, with particular attention to the Song
wares. Introduction by R. L. Hobson. Rare.
315

Hewlett, Sir Meyrick: FORTY YEARS IN CHINA. London, 1943. x, 262 pp. 4 plans. 1 foldout map.
Cloth.

£30.00

Joined the British Consular Service in 1898, arriving in Peking in time for the siege of the British legation - the Boxer
Rebellion. Served in China until 1935. Ex-lib, but minimal stamping and good.
316

Hibbard, Peter: THE BUND SHANGHAI. China Faces West. 2007. 368 pp. Colour and b/w
photographs and illustrations throughout. 22x13 cm. Wrappers.

£20.00

A wealth of information and illustration on this quintessential part of old Shanghai. Recommended.
317

Hillier, Jack Ronald: JAPANESE DRAWINGS OF THE 18TH AND 19TH CENTURIES.
Washington, 1980. 159 pp. Glossary, bibliography, index, 10 colour, 141 b/w plates & illustrations.
30x23 cm. Paper.

£15.00

Catalogue of travelling exhibition of about 140 rare and important works from 43 public and private collections
throughout the world.
318

Hinton, Mark & Impey, Oliver: KAKIEMON. Porcelain from the English Country House. Flowers of
Fire. Oxford, 1989. 64 pp. 43 colour plates, 8 illustrations. 28x22 cm. Paper.

£15.00

Ashmolean Museum exhibition catalogue, selecting fine examples from the collections in Burghley House, Hampton
Court, Drayton House, Audley End, Sherborne Castle, Blenheim Palace, Arniston House & Welbeck Abbey.
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Hobart, Alice Tisdale: YANG AND YIN. A Novel of an American Doctor in China. New York, 1936.
366 pp. 20x15 cm. Cloth (soiled).

£18.00

A novel dealing with Western and Eastern thought, the beauties and excesses of each, the impact of one upon the other.
Miss Hobart reverses the usual sequence of Yin and Yang for the purposes of her philosophical argument expounded in
the novel.
320

Holcombe, Arthur N: THE SPIRIT OF THE CHINESE REVOLUTION. Lowell Institute Lectures.
New York, 1930. 185, vi pp. Index. 20x14 cm. Cloth.

£10.00

Owner’s inscription of “K. S. Latourette.” Ex-lib.
321

Holcombe, Chester: THE REAL CHINAMAN. New York, 1895. xx, 350 pp. 42 photographs, 35 text
illustrations. 21x15 cm. Decorative cloth.

£35.00

Interesting old photographs. Cloth somewhat worn and faded but a good copy.
322

Holcombe, Chester: THE REAL CHINESE QUESTION. New York, 1900. xxii, 386 pp. 21x15 cm.
Decorative cloth.

£30.00

“For many years Interpreter, Secretary of Legation, and Acting Minister of the United States at Pekin. / Author of ‘The
Real Chinaman,’ etc.” Spine somewhat faded but a good, firm copy.
323

Honey, William Bowyer: COREAN POTTERY. London, 1947. xv, 19 pp. text. 100 plates, 4 in
colour. 26x16 cm. Cloth.

£25.00

A brief history of Korean ceramics and its major characteristics. Accompanied by a large number of excellent plates.
First edition.
324

Hong Kong Museum of History: IMPRESSIONS OF THE EAST: THE ART OF GEORGE
CHINNERY. 東⽅印象 ： 錢納利會畫展. Hong Kong, 2005. 223 pp. Colour plates throughout. B/w
sketches. 30x23 cm. Simulated leather boards.

£30.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Hong Kong Museum of History of paintings and sketches by George Chinnery. The
works come from a wide variety of both public and private lenders. Illustrated throughout. Dual text in English and
Chinese.
325

Hongnam Kim ed: KOREAN ARTS OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. Splendor & Simplicity.
New York, 1993. 239 pp. Numerous colour plates. 30x22 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Catalogue of a touring exhibition of 18th century Korean art, one of the most vibrant periods of Korean culture. Loans
from many Korean Museums. well-illustrated and described.
326

Honolulu Academy of Arts: YAKIMONO: 4000 YEARS OF JAPANESE CERAMICS. Honolulu,
2005. 80 pp. 100 illustrations, 90 in colour. Map. Chronology, index. 30x21 cm. Paper.

£10.00

Catalogue published to accompany an exhibition at the Honolulu Academy of Arts — 50 items selected from the entire
span of Japanese ceramic production. Contributions from Stephen Little, Julia White, Saito Takamasa, Ohashi Koji,
and Nakano Ysuhiro. Text in English and Japanese.
327

Hopkirk, Peter: TRESPASSERS ON THE ROOF OF THE WORLD. The Race for Lhasa. Oxford,
1984. 274 pp. 18 illustrations, 3 maps. Bibliography and index. 19x13 cm. Paper.

£15.00

Story of the opening up of Tibet during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and the extraordinary race which took
place among travellers from nine different countries to reach Lhasa.
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Hosie, Alexander: THREE YEARS IN WESTERN CHINA. A Narrative of Three Journeys in SsuCh’uan, Kuei-chow and Yun-nan. London, 1897. xxvii, 302 pp. Frontispiece. Index. 22x15 cm. Cloth.

£45.00

Second edition revised and enlarged. An early travelogue based on Mr. Hosie’s residence as British Consul in
Chongqing from 1881 to 1884. The book opens with a description of his journey up the Yangtze in 1881 to take up his
post. He subsequently made three extensive and arduous journeys around Southwest China in 1882, 1883 and 1884.
The area was little-known to the British at the time. His trips provided fascinating information on the area, its
geography, flora and fauna, culture, towns and minority peoples. In addition, the trips provided much useful
information to the British Foreign Office, given nearby British colonial interests in Burma and India. Five of the blackand-white plates show views of the Yangtze, including the Gorges. The large folding map: ‘Sketch Map of South
Western China’ far from being a sketch map contains much detail on Hosie’s routes and the geography of the areas
visited.
Covers worn with some tape repairs. A little loose in binding with tape repairs for this. But a decent reading copy.
329

Hu Shangde ed: JINGYITANG CANG CI. (Porcelain from the Jingyitang Collection). Nanchang,
2001. xi, 274; xiv, 344 pp. Colour plates throughout. 2 vols. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£180.00

A large finely-produced work with excellent colour plates on 20th century porcelain from the privately-held Jingyitang
collection.
Volume One covers ceramics in general - vases, brushpots, teapots etc. and shows 358 pieces. It is divided into
sections on Xuantong Imperial Wares (19), Hongxian porcelains (31), Republican wares (119), copies of earlier
ceramics, particularly Qing wares (99) and post 1949 works (90).
Volume Two focuses on the painted ceramic plaques that were a feature of 20th century Jingdezhen artistic output.
430 items are shown. With sections on Qianjiang artists (30), works by the Eight Friends of Zhushan (122), works by
other Republican ceramic artists (182) and post 1949 works (96).
All base marks, inscriptions and signatures are shown. The entire 20th century is covered but the focus is on the first
50 years or so. The work of many artists is shown for the first time - as are the vast majority of pieces. An extremely
useful addition to the still limited body of literature on the subject. Text in Chinese.
330

Huang Zhiwei ed: LAO SHANGHAI DIANYING. (The Cinema of Old Shanghai). ⽼上海電影 。 ⿈
志偉 主編. Shanghai, 1998. 188 pp. B/w photographic illustrations throughout. 27x28 cm. Boards.

£23.00

Covers the history and development of cinema in Shanghai from 1909-1949. Illustrated with stills from films, adverts,
pictures of the stars etc. A useful survey. In Chinese only.
331

Hubei Provincial Museum: FULIANG CUISE: JIANGXI JINGDEZHEN YUAN MING
QINGHUACI. Splendor of Porcelain: Exhibition of Yuan and Ming Blue and White Porcelains in
Jingdezhen of Jiangxi Province. 浮梁翠⾊ ： 江西景德鎮元明青花瓷. Beijing, 2013. 199 pp. Colour
plates throughout. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.

£65.00

Catalogue of a loan exhibition at the Hubei Provincial Museum in Wuhan, China, showing 94 excavated and restored
examples of Yuan and Ming dynasty ceramics from the collection of the Jingdezhen Research Institute of Ceramic
Archaeology and excavated from sites in and around Jingdezhen. It would appear that some of the material has never
previously been exhibited. The Ming ceramics show examples from reigns throughout the dynasty. All exhibits
illustrated in colour, many in multiple views and with basemarks shown. List of contents, introductions, précis of essays,
introductions to each section and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese. A very interesting contribution to
the material on the subject.
332

Hunan Provincial Museum ed: JINIAN MAWANGDUI HAN MU FAJUE SISHI ZHOU NIAN
GUOJI XUESHU YANTAOHUI LUNWEN JI. Proceedings of the International Symposium
Commemorating the 40th Anniversary of the Excavation of the Han Tombs at Mawangdui. 紀念⾺王堆
漢墓發掘四⼗週年國際學術研討會論⽂集 。 湖南省博物館 編. Changsha, 2016. 8, 741 pp. A few
b/w text illustrations. 26x18 cm. Wrappers.

£70.00

Proceedings of a large symposium held to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the hugely-important Mawangdui Han
dynasty tombs. 83 (!) papers were given, divided into three main sections; Archaeological Excavation; Books and
Paintings Copied on Silk or Bamboo; Antiquity Researches. Five page list of papers in English and a brief abstract to
each paper also in English. Main text in Chinese. Hard to obtain.
333

Idemitsu Museum of Art: CHUGOKU KOTAI NO BIJUTSU. Ancient Chinese Works of Art. Tokyo,
1978. 4 pp. Japanese text. 4 colour plates 196 b/w illustrations. Table. Map. 26x18 cm. Paper.
The catalogue covers bronzes, pottery and jade. In Japanese.

£20.00
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Idemitsu Museum of Arts: LAND OF CIVILIZATIONS, TURKEY. Uygarliklar Ulkesi Turkiye.
Tokyo, 1985. 7, 397 pp. Numerous colour plates. One foldout. 26x21 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Catalogue of a major travelling exhibition in Japan, held at the Idemitsu Museum in Tokyo and other venues, of,
primarily, ancient art from Turkey. A total of 404 exhibits in various media are shown in colour. Near dual texts in
Japanese, Turkish and English.
335

Ip Yee & Tam, Laurence C. S: CHINESE BAMBOO CARVING. Parts I & II. Hong Kong, 1978-82.
563, 351 pp. 348 b/w illustrations, 49 colour plates. 38 carver marks. 2 vols. 26x22 cm. Cloth.

£1,500.00

Published to accompany an exhibition at the Hong Kong Museum of Art for the 3rd Festival of Asian Art. The bamboo
displayed is from Dr. Ip Yee’s well-known collection as well as other museum and private collections in Hong Kong and
abroad. Part II contains an index of bamboo carvers, including pseudonyms and discussions on bamboo. Extremely
scarce catalogue and a most valuable reference on a subject in which relatively little has been published in English, and
the most extensive work to date on carved bamboo. Rarely seen as a set.
336

Isaacs, R. and Blurton, T: VISIONS FROM THE GOLDEN LAND. Burma and the Art of Lacquer.
London, 2000. 240 pp. 150 colour and 50 b/w illustrations. 28x22 cm. Paper.

£25.00

Produced to accompany a major exhibition at the British Museum in March 2000. Burmese lacquer has been poorly
studied and rarely represented internationally. This catalogue features pieces from the British Museum and the Isaacs
collection, an incomparable private collection here published for the first time. With five essays on the historical,
regional, inscriptional and ethnographic aspects of Burmese lacquer. Paperback edition.
337

Issued by China ICOMOS: ZHONGGUO WENWU GUJI BAOHU ZHUNSE (2015 NIAN
XIUDING). Principles for the Conservation of Heritage Sites in China (2015 Revised Edition). 中國⽂
物古跡保護准則 (2015 修訂）. Beijing, 2015. 115 pp. A number of colour text illustrations. 29x21
cm. Wrappers.

£22.00

The prime document regarding the protection and conservation of China’s historical and cultural heritage. The latest
version including revisions and amendments made by the Chinese government in 2015. Dual texts in Chinese and
English.
338

Ito Ikutaro and Nonogami Keiichi: RICHO HAKUJIN SHOSEN. (Selections of White Ceramics of
the Yi Period). 李朝⽩磁抄選. Tokyo, 1984. 151 pp. 102 plates, 3 in colour. 26x19 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

Pictorial record of Korean white ceramics from the 15th to 19th centuries. Japanese text only.
339

Iwamiya, Takeji: KATACHI. Classical Japanese Design. Tokyo, 1999. 432 pp. B/w illustrations
throughout. 22x15 cm. Wrappers.

£20.00

Illustrated throughout - a survey of numerous aspects of traditional Japanese design ranging from ceramics to stone
pillars.
340

Jackson, Beverley and D. Hugus: LADDER TO THE CLOUDS. Intrigue and Tradition in Chinese
Rank. Berkeley, 1999. 256 pp. Colour illustrations. 25x25 cm. Cloth.

£60.00

Divided into two parts - an exploration of Chinese customs and symbols and an analysis of Mandarin rank badges,
complete with descriptions and photographs.
341

Jahn, Gisela et al: FASZINATION KERAMIK — THE FASCINATION OF CERAMICS.
Moderne Japanische Meisterwerke in Ton aus der Sammlung Gisela Freudenberg. Köln, 2005. 240 pp.
c. 300 colour illustrations. 30x24 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Splendid exposition of this fine collection of modern Japanese ceramics, assembled over a period of 30 years. German
text.
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JAPAN PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM. N.p. n.d. (1890s). 35 hand-coloured photographs (of which one a
three-panel foldout) mounted in album. 27x32 cm. Boards. Leather spine with much wear.

£700.00

Souvenir album of 35 hand-coloured photographs of Japan dating from the 1890s. Each photograph measures c. 20x26
cm. The photographs have the following titles - either hand-written below the image or produced on the image margin.
Kyoto from Yaame Hotel
Sacred Cherry Tree Gion Temple Kyoto
Street Scene Kyoto
Kyumizo Temple Kyoto
Tea House
Cherry Dance Kyoto (Three panel foldout showing Japanese women kneeling, playing instruments or standing holding
fans as part of the dance). The foldout is captioned at the bottom of the image as follows: The ‘Miyako-Odori Dancing
in Kioto, Which Is Peculiar in Japan, Is Opened for about a Month Every Year, the Dancers and Musicians are Most
Famous Dancing and Singing Girls in Kioto, The Photos Show Their Charming Figures as They Were Taken in the
Same Manner’.
17. Japanese Picnic at Kioto Maple Place
Buddhist Procession
Interior of House
Entrance to Yaame Hotel Kyoto
Peony Show
4. Budish Temple Chionin-Kioto
Approach to Chionin Temple Kyoto
Entrance Gate Chionin Temple
Shrine Chionin Temple
Lake Biwa
Katsugawa Rapids
Katsugawa Rapids
Pine Tree in Shape of a Boat. Kunka Kuji Palace
Kunka Kuji palace Kyoto
Saki and Pipes
Bamboo Avenue
Lake Biwa. Village of Otsu
The Pine Tree of Karasaki
One Hundred Children (dated 1894)
Deer Park Nara
Nara (Temple Gate in a forest)
Nara (Path amongst pine trees)
Nikko
Cryptomeria Forest Nikko
Kegon-no-taki (a waterfall)
Statues of Armida (Buddhas) Kamman-ga-fuchi, Nikko
Mausoleum of Ieyasu
Lacquer Bridge Nikko
Kirifuri-no-taki (Nikko (a waterfall)
The photographs in good to fine condition, the very occasional small mark. Some grubbiness and marks on the
surrounding papers.
The album has a much-worn spine and the covers are a sateen-covered cardboard, the original leather or lacquer
covers appear to have been either removed or were never affixed.
343

Japan Travel Bureau: A GUIDE TO TOKYO. Tokyo, 1956. 166 pp. 24 pp. of b/w plates, many
illustrations & maps. Advertisements. 19x14 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Revised version of a guide first published in 1954, providing a vivid, upbeat, ‘modern’ picture of the post-war capital of
Japan.
344

Jeon, Sang-Woon: SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN KOREA. Traditional Instruments &
Techniques. East Asian Science Series. Cambridge, 1974. 448 pp.

345

Ji Fotuo ed: GUANG CANG ZHUANLU. (Guang Repository of Rubbings). 廣倉專錄. Jin Shou Tang
Cangben. N.p., 1919. 36, 25 double pages. Many b/w reproductions of rubbings. 34x23 cm. Stitched.
Features numerous rubbings of inscriptions on ancient Chinese engraved stones and bricks.
Sequel to ‘Zhuanmen Mingjia’.
All text in Chinese. In fine condition. From the library of the eminent sinologist, Professor Max Loehr. Rare.

£25.00

£500.00
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Jiang Jianmin & Huang Yimian ed: WUSHU. Chinese Martial Arts. 武術 。 將劍民 ⿈⼀棉 編著.
Hefei, 2012. 178 pp. Colour illustrations throughout. 21x17 cm. Wrappers.

£20.00

Useful and informative introduction to Chinese martial arts. Sections on: Origin and Development of Martial Arts;
Famous Sects and Schools of Martial Arts; Kaleidoscope of Fist Fighting Techniques. Dual texts in Chinese and
English.
347

Jin Tongda: ZHONGGUO DANGDAI SHUFA JIA CIDIAN. (Dictionary of Contemporary Chinese
Calligraphers). 中國當代書法家辭典 。 ⾦通達 主編. Hangzhou, 1993. (14), 766 pp. Illustrated
throughout in b/w, including portraits of calligraphers. 27x20 cm. Cloth.

£25.00

A well-illustrated dictionary of contemporary Chinese calligraphers, chiefly from the mainland, but including some
Hong Kong artists. A guide to current practitioners of the ‘highest’ form of visual art in China. In Chinese.
348

JINXIU ZHONGHUA. Magnificent China. 錦繡中華. Hong Kong, 1972. 523 pp. c.2000 colour and
b/w photographs and illustrations. 38x27 cm. Cloth. Turquoise embroidered silk covers.

£300.00

A true period piece from the early 1970s showing the scenery and landscape of a China then almost entirely closed to
the outside world. What is most astonishing from today’s perspective is just how deserted are the major tourist sights!
Photographs from throughout the country. Also includes a section on arts and crafts which show artefacts in various
media. Illustrated throughout with colour and black-and-white photographs including many full page colour plates and
a number of colour foldouts. Preface and captions of varying length in English. Main text in Chinese. In mint condition
as new. Benefits from an iridescent turquoise and gold embroidered silk cover. The first time we have seen this work.
349

Joly, Henri L. and Kumasaku Tomita: JAPANESE ART AND HANDICRAFT. London, 1976. 214
pp. 170 plates with numerous illustrations, 7 in colour. 32x26 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

An illustrated record of the loan exhibition held in aid of the British Red Cross, October-November, 1915. A reprint of
the original 1916 edition which has always been affectionately known as the ‘Red Cross’ catalogue. Price reduced to
shift an accumulation of stock.
350

Joo Myong-dok photographer; Kim Won text: KOREAN ARCHITECTURE VII: FORT SUWON.
Seoul, 1982. 50 pp. Full page b/w photographic illustrations throughout. 35x26 cm. Wrappers.

£30.00

Fort Suwon or Hwaesong Fortress is the structure of defensive walls and gates surrounding the centre of the old town
of Suwon in South Korea. A remarkable and extensive structure shown in good black-and-white photographs.
Informative text accompanies.
351

Jungmann, Burglind: DIE KOREANISCHE LANDSCHAFTSMALEREI UND DIE
CHINESISCHE CHE-SCHULE. Vom späten 15. bis zum frühen 17. Jahrhundert. Münchener
Ostasiatische Studien 4. Stuttgart, 1991. xi, 311 pp. 50 plates with 86 illustrations. 28x20 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

Treatise on Korean landscape paintings from late 15th to early 17th century. In German.
352

Kaikodo: KAIKODO JOURNAL XV. Realms of Faith. New York, 2000. 357 pp. c. 80 colour plates,
numerous b/w plates and text illustrations. 30x21 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Kaikodo’s spring 2000 offering of Chinese paintings, Japanese paintings and Chinese works of art. With three essays:
Rockwell: Love, Death and Resurrection in and of the Peony Pavilion plus Owyoung: The Connoisseurship of Tea - A
Translation and Commentary on the “p’in-ch’a” section of the Record of Superlative Things by Wen Chen-heng (1585
-1645) and Rogers: Lives of the Painters: Hsia Kuei (Xia Gui).
353

Kanagawa Museum of History: PORTRAITS OF THE IMPERIAL FAMILY. An Album of the
Meiji Imperial Household. Kanagawa, 2001. 145 pp. 165 colour and 180 b/w plates. 30x21 cm. Paper.

£40.00

A fascinating exhibition of photographs, prints and posters that show the Meiji Imperial household in set family poses,
the Emperor reviewing troops, vignette prints and portraits of the Imperial family etc. With some extraordinary images.
Text in Japanese.
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Kang Un-gu photographer; Kim Won text: KOREAN ARCHITECTURE V: NOWA HOUSE IN
SORAK MOUNTAINS. Seoul, 1984. 48 pp. Full page b/w photographic illustrations throughout.
35x26 cm. Wrappers.

£25.00

A study of a type of traditional rural dwelling found in the the Sorak mountains in the north of South Korea. Very good
photography of the architecture Interesting text.
355

KANGXI PORCELAIN WARES FROM THE SHANGHAI MUSEUM COLLECTION. Shanghai
Bowuguan Cang Kangxi Ci Tulu. 上海博物館藏康熙瓷圖錄. Hong Kong, 1998. xlvii, 383 pp. 375 pp.
colour plates 31x22 cm. Paper.

£350.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Shanghai Museum showing 250 Kangxi wares from the Museum’s superb collection.
All marks illustrated and detail of many objects shown. Introductory texts in English and Chinese. Captions to plates in
English with fuller descriptions in Chinese. An excellent reference on the subject and now very hard to find.
356

KARMA OF THE BRUSH, 1995. An Exhibition of Contemporary Chinese and Japanese Calligraphy.
翰墨因緣. Vancouver, 1995. VII, 151 pp. 52 plates, chiefly in colour. Biographical notes, glossary.
30x23 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Canadian Craft Museum, Vancouver, of contemporary calligraphy from both China
and Japan, with text contributions by Jan Walls, Michael Bullock, Tse Yim, Leon Zolbrod, Saintfield Wong and Sonja
Arntzen.
357

Kato Tokuro: GENSHOKU TOKI DAIJITEN. (Encyclopaedia of Ceramics in Colour). Kyoto, 1972.
1043 pp. Hundreds of text illustrations in colour. 27x19 cm. Cloth, slipcase.

£20.00

A single volume condensation of the Toki Daijiten with more than 9100 articles on technical terms, history and
appreciation. Seals added to biographical notes on potters. High-quality colour illustrations. In Japanese. Fukuda
C153.
358

Kawagoe City Museum: HASHIMOTO GAHO - ON THE 100TH ANNIVERSARY OF HIS
DEATH. Kawagoe 2008. 111 pp. Numerous colour plates. 29x21 cm. Paper.

£35.00

A pleasing catalogue of an exhibition of the important late 19th century painter, Hashimoto Gaho. A total of 68 works
are illustrated in colour. Text in Japanese.
359

Kawahara Masahiko: THE CERAMIC ART OF OGATA KENZAN. Japanese Arts Library 13.
Tokyo, 1985. 151 pp. 31 colour plates, 109 illustrations, map. Glossary, bibliography & index. 27x19
cm. Cloth.

£15.00

The life and work of Kenzan (1663-1743) and the tradition of Kyoto ceramics.
360

Kawakita Michiaki: SUIBOKU BIJUTSU TAIKEI 15 — KINDAI NO MOKU-E. (Great Collection
of Ink Paintings, Vol. 15: The Modern Day ). Tokyo, 1978. 207 pp. including 4 pp. English plate
captions. 115 plates, 23 in colour. Many text-figs. 27x20 cm. Cloth.

£75.00

The last volume in the series on Chinese and Japanese ink and brush paintings deals with the contemporary schools and
artists.
361

KEISETSU KEN RONGA SOSHO — KAN 1-3. (Vols. 1-3 from the Hall of Study Collectanea on
Painting Theory). 螢雪軒論畫叢書 ： 卷 1-3. Osaka, 1922. Each vol. c. 100 pp. 21x14 cm. Stitched,
cloth case.

£30.00

Self-contained part of a collected set of Japanese editions of Chinese texts on the theory of painting. Contains: Xie He:
‘Guhua Pinlu’, Yao Zui: ‘Houhua Pinlu’, Wang Wei: ‘Huaxue Mijue’, Jing Hao: ‘Bifa Ji’, ‘Shanshui Jieyao’, Li Cheng:
‘Shanshui Jue’, Guo Xi: ‘Linquan Gaozhi’, Guo Si: ‘Hualun’, ‘Jiyi’, Mi Fu: ‘Hua Shi’, Han Zhuo ‘Shanshui Chun
Quanji’, Huang Gongwang ‘Xie Shanshui Jue’, Huizong ‘Lunhua Zaping’, Li Zhengsou ‘Hua Shanshui Jue’, Zhongren
‘Hua Mei Pu’, Li Yan ‘Zhupu Xianglu’, Mo Shilong: ‘Hua Shuo’, Shen Jing: ‘Hua Chen’, and Daoji: ‘Hua Yulu’.
Annotated. In literary Chinese.
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Keith, Elizabeth & Scott, Elspet K. R: OLD KOREA. The Land of Morning Calm. London, 1946. 72
pp. 40 plates including 16 in colour, numerous sketches. 29x23 cm. Cloth.

£50.00

A personal account of a visit to Korea after the Independence Movement in 1919 enhanced with charming illustrations
from watercolours done by the author. Foxing on preliminary pages. otherwise fine.
363

Kilburn, Richard: TRANSITIONAL WARES AND THEIR FORERUNNERS. Hong Kong, 1981.
224 pp. 217 exhibits, all illustrated, 70 in colour. Bibliography. 30x22 cm. Cloth.

£150.00

Catalogue of an exhibition organised by the Oriental Ceramic Society of Hong Kong dealing with transitional wares
(1619-1683) before the return of imperial patronage to Jingdezhen. The best book on this subject. Now very scarce.
364

Kim Chewon and Youn Moo-byong: KAM EUN SA. A Temple Site of the Silla Dynasty. Special
Report of the National Museum II. Seoul, 1961. viii, 97 pp. Korean text, 20 pp. English summary. 25
maps, 60 plates, 54 figures. 32x25 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Scarce report of a excavation and study of Kameunsa Temple, a Korean temple of the late 7th century. The most
exciting find was a bronze casket with four sculptured guardian gods, resembling figures on Turkestan wall paintings.
Numbered edition of 700 copies. Discreet library stamp on frontpaper, otherwise very clean.
365

Kim Yung-cheng ed. and trans: WOMEN OF KOREA. A History from Ancient Times to 1945. Seoul,
1976. xii, 327 pp. 23x15 cm. Cloth.

£15.00

366

Kim, Chewon and G. St. G. M. Gompertz ed: THE CERAMIC ART OF KOREA. London, 1961. 222
pp. including 100 plates, some in colour. 31x23 cm. Cloth.

£60.00

Very good introduction to the subject, illustrated with pieces from Korean collections.
367

Kim, Chewon and Kim, Won-Yong: THE ARTS OF KOREA. Ceramics, Sculpture, Gold, Bronze and
Lacquer. London, 1966. xv, 283 pp. 305 plates, 24 in colour. 7 line drawings. 2 maps, glossary &
bibliography. 30x26 cm. Cloth.

£25.00

An illustrated introduction to Korean Art, tracing the evolution of principal art forms from the fourth century up to
1910.
368

Kim, Chewon and Kim, Won-Yong: TREASURES OF KOREAN ART. 2000 Years of Ceramics,
Sculpture, and Jeweled Arts. New York, 1966. xv, 283 pp. 24 colour plates, 281 black and white plates,
7 line drawings. 29x26 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

An illustrated introduction to Korean Art, tracing the evolution of principal art forms from the fourth century up to
1910.
369

Kleiner, Robert W. L: CHINESE SNUFF BOTTLES. From the Collection of Mary and George Bloch.
London, 1987. 240 pp. 310 colour illustrations. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£60.00

A catalogue of one of the world’s finest snuff bottle collections with an introduction by Hugh Moss. Offered at a
reduced price to clear an accumulation of stock.
370

Knight, Michael et al: SHANGHAI: ART OF THE CITY. San Francisco, 2010. xiii, 284 pp. Colour
plates throughout. 34x26 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

Catalogue of an interesting exhibition exploring the development and history of Shanghai from its humble origins to the
dynamic powerhouse of today, using art as the means. Comprises loans from a number of Shanghai museums and
institutions plus private collections and shows over 130 artworks ranging from China trade oil paintings and art deco
furniture to revolutionary posters and contemporary art installations.
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Koechlin, R. & Migeon, G: ORIENTAL ART. Ceramics, Fabrics, Carpets. London, n.d. c.220 pp. 100
colour plates. 29x23 cm. Cloth.

£25.00

A finely-produced volume c.1930 showing oriental ceramics, fabrics and carpets from various periods and from various
public and private collections, mainly in France. Much Islamic material.
372

Kong Qinpu: BEIJING DE CHENGLOU YU PAILOU JIEGOU KAOCHA. (Investigations into the
Construction of the Walls and Gates of Beijing and the City’s Pailou). 北京的城樓與牌樓結构考察 。
孔慶普 著. Beijing, 2014. vi, iii, 372 pp. 15 pp. b/w (and a few colour) text illustrations (total 98).
27x19 cm. Cloth.

£60.00

Interesting and detailed survey of the walls and gates of old Peking and the city’s distinctive pailou structures. Listings
by name of gate with history and detail of the construction of each, later renovation and alteration - and destruction.
Nearly 100 text illustrations of gates and pailou. A notable contribution by a construction engineer and scholar long
resident in the city. All text in Chinese. Hard to obtain.
373

Korea Foundation ed: THE KOREAN RELICS IN JAPAN 2. Seoul, 1995. 497 pp. Colour and b/w
plates throughout, indices. 31x22 cm. Cloth.

£45.00

A lavishly and well-illustrated guide to the art and artefacts of Korea to be found in Japanese institutions. This second
volume covers the holdings of the Tokyo National Museum, Osaka Museum of Oriental Ceramics and the Yamato
Bunkakan Collection. Predominantly paintings, ceramics and textiles. In English and Korean.
374

Korea Foundation ed: THE KOREAN RELICS IN JAPAN 3. Seoul, 1997. 485 pp. Colour and b/w
plates throughout, indices. 31x22 cm. Cloth.

£85.00

A lavishly and well-illustrated guide to the art and artefacts of Korea to be found in Japanese institutions. This volume
covers the holdings of the Koryo Museum of Art, Kyoto National Museum, Museum of the Faculty of Letters, Kyoto
University, Nara National Museum, Neiraku Art Museum and Osaka Municipal Museum of Art. In English and Korean.
375

KOREA: ITS LAND, PEOPLE AND CULTURE OF ALL AGES. Seoul, 1960. 29, 718 pp. B/w
photographs throughout. Folding colour map. 26x20 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

A veritable encyclopaedia of information about Korea - geography, history, people, politics, industry, religion,
literature, arts, music, drama, customs, games, tourism etc. The interest is heightened by the photographs of the
country, its life and customs in the 1950s. Scarce.
376

Korean National Commission for Unesco ed: TRADITIONAL KOREAN PAINTING. Korean Art 2.
Seoul, 1983. viii, 176 pp. c. 40 illustrations. 22x15 cm. Cloth.

£15.00

A synthesis of the art of painting, centring upon the Yi Dynasty. Modern painting excepted, this volume gives a detailed
introduction to Korean landscape art, literati painting and folk painting.
377

Kotenev, Anatol M: NEW LAMPS FOR OLD. An Interpretation of Events in Modern China and
Whither they Lead. Shanghai, 1931. 371 pp. Index. 24x16 cm. Cloth.

£35.00

A detailed study of Chinese policies, politics and events between 1900 and 1928, from the Hundred Days of Reform
through the 1911 Revolution to the Fall of Beijing, written by an onsite reporter. Binding with some wear but good,
tight copy.
378

Kumja Paik Kim: HOPES AND ASPIRATIONS. Decorative Painting of Korea. San Francisco, 1998.
64 pp. Colour illustrations throughout. 28x22 cm. Paper.

£15.00

Featuring 16 paintings from the late 16th to the 20th century, this special exhibition reflects important aspects of
Korean culture and is indicative of the customs and folklore of pre-modern Korea. Unique works from the Museum’s
and private collections.
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Kwan, Simon: THE MUWEN TANG COLLECTION SERIES VOLUME 20: CHINESE
LACQUER. Zhongguo Qiqi. Muwen Tang Collection Series Vol. 20. Hong Kong, 2010. 348 pp.
Colour plates throughout. 30x23 cm. Cloth.

£120.00

Volume 20 in the Muwen Tang Collection series covers Chinese lacquer. Illustrates and discusses 130 examples dating
from the Warring States through to the late Qing dynasty. A number of excellent early pieces, including from the Song
and Yuan, the majority of material being Ming and Qing dynasty. All illustrated in colour, the majority in multiple
views, or showing a similar piece. Introductory texts, essays and captions accompany. Near dual texts in English and
Chinese.
380

Kwangju National Museum ed: THE KWANGJU NATIONAL MUSEUM. Kwangju, 1978. 150 pp.
Colour and (predominantly) b/w plates. 26x19 cm. Paper.

£10.00

A guide to the collections of the Kwangju National Museum in Korea - the objects illustrated are mainly archaeological
items and numerous ceramics from various periods. Captions and list of plates in English, otherwise Korean text.
381

Kyoto National Museum: 5000 YEARS OF KOREAN ARTS. Kankoku Bijutsu Gozennen Ten.
Kyoto, 1976. c. 200 pp. All 208 exhibits illustrated, some in colour. 25x25 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Catalogue of major pieces of Korean art from Korean collections, held at Kyoto and Tokyo National museums. English
text is limited to captions and a plate list. Main text in Japanese.
382

Kyoto National Museum: BRIDGE TO MODERNITY: KYOSAI’S ADVENTURES IN
PAINTING. Commemorating the 120th Memorial of Kawanabe Kyosai. Kyoto, 2008. 315, xi pp.
Colour plates throughout. 3 foldouts. 30x23 cm. Paper.

£70.00

Catalogue of a fine exhibition showing the work of the Meiji painter, Kawanabe Kyosai (1831-1889). The first major
retrospective of the creative output of this talented artist. 135 paintings and drawings were loaned from museums in
Japan and elsewhere. Introduction and list of plates in English. Main text in Japanese.
383

Kyoto National Museum: KYOTO WARE. Ceramic Designs and Techniques of the Capital. Kyoto,
2006. 383 pp. 222 pp. colour plates. A few colour text illustrations. 30x232 cm. Paper.

£30.00

Large and excellent catalogue of an exhibition at the Kyoto National Museum showing wonderful ceramics with a huge
variety of fine designs produced in this ancient Japanese city. 279 exhibits are shown in colour. The majority of the
material is Edo period with some Meiji pieces and a couple of Taisho examples. The exhibits come from museum and
temple collections throughout Japan. Four pages of introductory text and 12 page list of plates in English. Main text in
Japanese.
384

Kyoto National Museum: SHINKAN TENNO NO SHO: OTE GA ORINASU SHIKO NO BI.
Ultimate Beauty: The Calligraphy of Japanese Emperors. 宸翰天皇の書. Kyoto, 2012. xiv, 330 pp. 215
pp. colour plates throughout. 3 foldouts. 30x22 cm. Wrappers.

£70.00

Catalogue of an extraordinary exhibition at the Kyoto National Museum showing the calligraphic work of Japanese
emperors - the ultimate literati (?) - from Emperor Shomu (701-756) of the Nara period through to the Showa Emperor
(1901-1989). A total of 144 exhibits, calligraphy and related works, were shown. The Japanese emperors studied under
the leading masters of their day and the calligraphy and style of each emperor is examined and assessed. Illustrated
throughout. Introduction and descriptive list of exhibits in English. Main text in Japanese.
385

KYOTO TEIKOKU DAIGAKU BUNGAKUBU CHINRETSUKAN KOKO ZUROKU.. Select
Specimens of the Archaeological Collection in the Department of Literature, Kyoto University. 京都帝
國⼤學⽂學部陳列館考古圖錄. Kyoto, 1923. 16 pp. text booklet, 70 b/w duotone plates, tipped onto
loose sheets. 33x26 cm. Stitched booklet and loose plates in raw silk-covered case (very worn and split
in places).

£300.00

This early publication of the department’s important collections is provided with a bilingual - Japanese and English booklet with brief introduction and contents. The work is divided into three parts: Objects Found in 1. Japan (plates 1
-17); 2. China and Korea (plates 18-47); 3. Other Countries (plates 48-70). Scarce.
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Kyushu Ceramic Museum: CERAMICS OF OKINAWA — FRAGRANCE FROM THE SOUTH
SEAS. Saga, 1998. 202 pp. 329 colour plates. 24x25 cm. Paper.

£25.00

Catalogue of an exhibition devoted to an in-depth examination of the unique Kina, Chibana, Wakuta and Tsuboya
wares. Copiously-illustrated. In Japanese only.
387

Lam, Peter ed: DIE CAI: BAOYIZHAI CANG ZHONGGUO QIQI. Layered Beauty: The Baoyizhai
Collection of Chinese Lacquer. 疊彩 ： 包⼀齋藏中國漆器. Hong Kong, 2010. 247 pp. Numerous
colour plates and numerous b/w text illustrations. 31x23 cm. Boards.

£75.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Art Museum at the Chinese University of Hong Kong showing Chinese lacquer from
the collection of the late Hu Shih-chang. Fifty two fine examples dating from the Western Han to the Qing are
illustrated in colour (many in multiple views) and described in detail. The large majority of the pieces are Ming or
earlier. Interesting (and well-illustrated) accompanying essays by various authors including: Song Dynasty Mother-ofPearl Lacquers and a Dish in the British Museum; On Chinese Tixi Lacquer; Carved Lacquer (and Further
Observation on Carved Lacquer) of the Hongwu Period; Inscriptions on Ming Lacquer. Dual texts in Chinese and
English.
388

LANTING XU SHUHUA YAJI. (Elegant Tributes in Calligraphy and Painting to the Orchid Pavilion
Preface). 蘭亭序書畫雅集. Tianjin, 2004. c. 200 leaves folded accordion style. B/w and some colour
illustrations throughout. 36x21 cm. Boards.

£60.00

A collection of calligraphy tributes (and one long black-and-white modern painted handscroll) to the Lanting Xu, the
most famous single piece of Chinese calligraphy, the Orchid Pavilion Preface’, written by Wang Xizhi. The pieces
reproduced date from the Tang dynasty to the modern day. All text in Chinese. Out-of-print.
389

Lawrence, Louis: HIRADO. Prince of Porcelains. Chicago, 1997. 176 pp. Over 100 colour illustrations.
27x21 cm. Paper.

£50.00

The only work on the subject in English. Traces the development of Hirado from its origin in the 17th century to the
early 20th century when the kiln closed. Most material published for the first time. Includes a useful section on marks
found on Hirado porcelain.
390

Lazarnick, George: NETSUKE & INRO ARTISTS AND HOW TO READ THEIR SIGNATURES.
Honolulu, 1981. 1376 pp. 24 colour plates, hundreds of b/w illustrations. Glossary and bibliography. 2
vols. 29x23 cm. Cloth.

£1,100.00

Two-volume set. Includes a listing of the signatures, examples of the work, and other information about the artists, as
well as detailed explanations of how to read their signatures. A most useful and now very rare reference.
391

Lazarnick, George: THE SIGNATURE BOOK OF NETSUKE, INRO AND OJIME ARTISTS IN
PHOTOGRAPHS. Honolulu, 1976. 456 pp. Numerous illustrations. Glossary. Bibliography. 29x22
cm. Cloth.

£300.00

Part 1: A listing of all characters occurring in the book. Part 2: Printed Japanese characters. Part 3: Photographic
reproductions of signatures. Part 4: How to photograph netsuke... Aids in the identification of artists. An excellent and
useful reference. Author’s inscription and signature.
392

Lee Soyoung: KOREAN BUNCHEONG CERAMICS. from Leeum, Samsung Museum of Art. New
Haven, 2011. xiii, 161 pp. Numerous colour plates. 27x23 cm. Cloth.

£60.00

Buncheong ceramics emerged as a distinctive art form in Korea in the 15th and 16th centuries. This study is illustrated
with 60 masterpieces from the Leeum Samsung Museum of Art in Seoul as well as objects from the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York.
393

Legge, James trans: THE SACRED BOOKS OF CHINA. The I Ching: The Book of Changes. New
York, 1963. xxi, 448 pp. 21x13 cm. Paper.
Unabridged reprint of the second edition of Legge’s famous translation, first published in 1899. The I Ching is,
basically, an ancient Chinese text on divination.

£20.00
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Letts, Malcolm: MANDEVILLE’S TRAVELS. Hakluyt Society Series II Vol. CI. London, 1953. lxiii,
x, 554 pp. Frontispiece, 2 illustrations, 2 maps, one folding. 2 vols. 23x15 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

Two versions of Mandeville’s Travels throughout Asia in the 14th century: The 15th century Egerton Text held in the
British Library and a translation of the earliest known Mandeville text dated 1371 and held in the Bibliothèque
Nationale in Paris.
395

Levy, Howard S. and Ishihara, A. trans: THE TAO OF SEX. An Annotated Translation of the Twentyeight Sections of The Essence of ... Yokohama, 1969. Second edition. 273 pp. Indexes, Appendices,
bibliography. B/w illustrations. 22x16 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

Translation of part of a medical treatise called The Essence of Medical Prescriptions (Ishimpo), the sections of which
were grouped by topic by Tamba Yasuyori, a Chinese physician living in Japan in the late 10th century, with
commentary. Excellent extensive bibliography.
396

Lewis, Elizabeth Foreman: YOUNG FU OF THE UPPER YANGTZE. Chicago, Philadelphia,
Toronto, 1932. 265 pp. A number of fine b/w illustrations, some fullpage. Decorative endpapers. Colour
frontispiece. Illustrated by Kurt Wise. 22x14 cm. Decorative cloth.

£20.00

Winner of the John Newberry Medal for “the most distinguished contribution to American literature for children”.
397

Li Chi: THE BEGINNINGS OF CHINESE CIVILIZATION. Three Lectures Illustrated with Finds
at Anyang. Seattle, 1957. xvii, 123 pp. 50 b/w illustrations, 9 text-figures, map. Bibliography, index.
23x15 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Li Ji directed the archaeological excavation of Anyang, site of China’s capital in the second millennium BC. Largely
through his findings, China’s Shang dynasty, once thought to be myth, has been established as history. These are Li Ji’s
lectures given in Washington in 1955.
398

Li Yongfu artist: ZHU SHOU TU. (Celebrating Longevity). 祝壽圖 。 李⽤夫 作. Shanghai, 1987.
Colour printed poster. 76x53 cm. Paper.

£50.00

A large golden ‘shou’ longevity character, itself fully covered with numerous variants of the ‘shou’ character.
Surrounded by brightly-coloured flowers and plants. One vertical and one horizontal crease to the poster from being
folded up. One slight marginal tear, otherwise in fine condition. Image available.
399

Li, Susan & Massey, Roy: IMPERIAL PEKING ILLUSTRATED (1598-1902). Jinghua Yiyun:
Xifang Banhua Zhong de Ming Qing Lao Beijing (1598-1902). 京華遺韻 ： 西⽅版畫中的明清⽼北
京 (1598-1902). Beijing, 2008. 6, 251 pp. Colour and b/w illustrations throughout. 31x24 cm. Cloth.

£40.00

A chronological illustrated survey of western illustration of Peking from the late Ming dynasty until the start of the 20th
century. A wealth of fascinating material. Dual texts in Chinese and English. Out-of-print. Slight bumps to covers,
otherwise fine.
400

LIANHUANHUA ZUOPIN XUANYE. (A Selection of Drawing Illustrations from Picture Books). 連
環畫作品選⾴. Beijing, 1976. 40 loose sheets of b/w illustrations from drawings. 19x26 cm. Loose in
folder.

£80.00

A set of 40 loose sheets showing scenes from six different Cultural Revolution propaganda picture books - picture books
being a popular form of reading in China. Apparently produced to broaden the appeal of such material. The folder
bears the number ‘8’ so presumably a good number of such compilations were produced. Wear to the folder but the
sheets themselves in fine condition. All text in Chinese. Such things very scarce.
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Liaoning Provincial Museum ed: YOU JIAN DA TANG. Meet the Tang Dynasty Again. 又⾒⼤唐.
Shenyang, 2019. 495 pp. Colour plates throughout. Numerous foldouts. 29x23 cm. Boards.

£300.00

Catalogue of a stunning exhibition at the Liaoning Provincial Museum in 2019 celebrating the 70th anniversary of the
establishment of the Peoples Republic and the 1400th anniversary of the start of the Tang dynasty. The highlights were
56 superb and extremely rare paintings, calligraphy, documents and albums of rubbings dating from the Tang dynasty
or early copies of Tang originals. Accompanied by fine examples of Tang dynasty artefacts, tomb figurines, a few small
gold objects, a qin instrument etc. A total of 100 exhibits. Given the extreme fragility of these treasures, in particular,
the paintings and calligraphy (many of which are over 1000 years old) they are rarely shown and this exhibition is
considered a landmark. The first exhibition to explore the Tang dynasty cultural legacy through calligraphy and
paintings. The exhibits come from the collection of the host museum plus important loans from national, provincial and
major museums across China. Includes many national treasures. The paintings, calligraphy, documents and albums are
all shown in full, many in colour foldouts, and also illustrations of close-up detail. Descriptions accompany. Text in
Chinese. Out-of-print and very hard to obtain.
402

Licent, Emil: VINGT DEUX ANNEES D’EXPLORATION DAN LE NORD DE LA CHINE, EN
MANDCHOURIE, EN MONGOLIE ET AU BAS-TIBET (1914-1935).. Le Musee Hoang Ho Pai ho
de Tientsin. Publications de Musee Hoang ho Pai ho No. 39. Tientsin, n.d. (1936?). 41 pp. B/w
photographic illustrations. Folding map. 31x23 cm. Wrappers.

£45.00

A survey of the holdings of this museum in early 20th century Tianjin, founded on the work, scholarship and travels of
the Jesuit, Emile Licent. In French. Library marking on title page otherwise clean. Very scarce.
403

Lin Haicun: SAIYIMA YU TUERBINNUO WENHUA YU SHIQIAN SICHOU ZHI LU. SeimaTurbino Culture and the Proto-Silk Road. 賽伊瑪與圖爾賓諾⽂化與史前絲綢之路 。 林海村 主編.
Shanghai, 2019. 4, 2, 2, ii, 336 pp. Numerous colour illustrations and b/w text drawings. 26x19 cm.
Wrappers.

£70.00

The Seima-Turbino culture originated in the Altai mountains around 2200-1700 BC and its influence spread across the
Eurasian steppes. It had an early metal-casting technology that suggests it was responsible for the development of
metallurgy in China. This is a good and detailed study of the culture and its metallurgy. Well-illustrated with
fascinating bronze objects held in collections in China and the Former Soviet Union. List of contents and captions to
plates in English. Also two essays in English; Lin: ‘New Archaeological Evidence on the Origin of Chinese Bronze
Cultures’ and, Lin & Liu: ‘The Origins of Metallurgy in China’.
Main text in Chinese.
404

Lin Shan ed: BEIJING ZHONGZHOU XIAN. Medial Axis of Beijing City. 北京中軸線 。 林山編
著. Hefei, 2013. 160 pp. Colour text illustrations throughout. 21x17 cm. Wrappers.

£20.00

A good, readable and informative work on this highly-important aspect of the planning, layout and auspicious fengshui
of the traditional city of Beijing. Dual texts in Chinese and English.
405

Lin Yutang: LIN YUTANG’S CHINESE-ENGLISH DICTIONARY OF MODERN CHINESE
USAGE. Lin Yutang Dangdai Han Ying Cidian. 林語堂當代漢英詞典 。 林語堂 著. Hong Kong,
1972. lxvi, 1720 pp. 26x19 cm. Boards.

£25.00

An exhaustive compilation and little-known work by a highly-regarded master of Chinese culture. Whilst the
romanization method used is obsolete, the content is well-compiled.
406

Ling Shun-Sheng: BARK-CLOTH, IMPRESSED POTTERY, AND THE INVENTIONS OF
PAPER AND PRINTING. Institute of Ethnology, Monographs No 3. Taibei, 1963. 257, (33) pp. 10
plates. 26x19 cm. Paper.

£25.00

Mainly in Chinese with English abridged translations.
407

Ling, Princess Der: OLD BUDDHA. New York, 1928. xviii pp. introduction 347 pp. text. 1 plate.
22x15 cm. Decorative cloth.

£50.00

Biography of Cixi Taihou, the Dowager Empress of China, by one of her close favourites. Good copy of the first edition.
408

Ling, Princess Der: SON OF HEAVEN. New York, 1935. xi, 248 pp. 8 plates. 22x15 cm. Cloth.
Biography of the Guangxu emperor, the last of the Qing period. Spine faded but a good clean, tight copy.

£55.00
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Ling, Princess Der: TWO YEARS IN THE FORBIDDEN CITY. New York, 1911. xiii, 383 pp. 19
plates. 22x15 cm. Cloth, stained, weak in binding.

£55.00

The First Lady-in-Waiting to the Empress Dowager served at the Manchu court and reveals here her impressions of the
life in the Imperial palace. First edition, ex-lib and generally good but a little shaky in binding. Book plate of Frederick
Wells William.
410

Little, Stephen: TAOISM AND THE ARTS OF CHINA. Berkeley & Chicago, 2000. 415 pp. 197
colour and 53 b/w plates. 5 maps. 28x20 cm. Paper.

£25.00

Fine catalogue of an important exhibition. One hundred and fifty art works dating from the Zhou to the Qing periods
have been carefully chosen, discussed and illustrated to represent the Daoist philosophical and religious tradition in
China, particularly its important influence on artistic practice, production and connoisseurship. With essays by
Kristofer Schipper, Wu Hung, Patricia Ebrey and Nancy Steinhardt. Paperback edition. Out-of-print.
411

Liu Guanhua: BEIJING. The Cornucopia of Classical Chinese Architecture. Singapore, 1982. 205 pp.
Chinese & English text. 158 colour illustrations, 4 diagrams. 30x23 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

A book on classical Chinese architecture seen through the eyes of an eminent and learned Chinese architect.
412

Liu Heung Shing & Smith, Karen: SHANGHAI 1842-1910: YI ZUO WEIDA CHENGSHI DE
XIAOXIANG. (Shanghai 1842-1910: Portraits of a Great City). 上海 1842-1910 ： ⼀坐偉⼤的成市
的肖像. Beijing, 2010. 502 pp. Colour and (predominantly) b/w photographs throughout. 34x25 cm.
Paper.

£80.00

A large photographic history of the city through to the present day. Practically all the photography from 1900 onwards.
Illustrated throughout. Text in Chinese.
413

Liu Tao ed: ZHONGGUO CHAN. Chinese Zen Buddhism. 中國禪 。 劉濤 編著. Hefei, 2013. 146
pp. Colour text illustrations throughout. 21x17 cm. Wrappers.

£20.00

An informative and readable starting point to the understanding of Zen Buddhism in China. Includes, amongst much
else, sections on Zen in Chinese culture and Zen and health. Dual texts in Chinese and English.
414

Liu Xiqi artist: FU SHOU MAN TANG. (Happiness and Longevity Are Everywhere). 福壽滿堂 。 劉
熹奇 作. Shanghai, 1988. Colour printed poster. 76x53 cm. Paper.

£60.00

A very cheerful god of longevity, Shoulao, is accompanied by two adoring little girls whilst a flock of seven cranes
circle above and auspicious symbols surround them. One vertical and one horizontal crease to the poster from being
folded up. A couple of minor marginal tears., otherwise in fine condition. Image available.
415

Liu Yan & Chen Qinhua: PANJIAYUAN: DONGFANG XUNBAO LEYUAN. (Panjiayuan: An
Eastern Treasure House). 潘家園 ： 東⽅尋寶樂園 。 劉琰 程欽華. Beijing, 2005. 157 pp. Colour
photographs throughout. 21x21 cm. Boards.

£10.00

Colourful and lively photographic survey of this magnet in Beijing for locals and foreigners alike - the noisy and
crowded weekend ‘antique’ market at Panjiayuan in the south of the city. Sells everything to do with Chinese culture
and arts - except, possibly, antiques! Text in Chinese.
416

Loehr, Max: THE GREAT PAINTERS OF CHINA. London, 1980. 336 pp. 198 illustrations, 15 in
colour. Bibliography, index. 27x21 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Professor Loehr’s provides an excellent text which we suggest could be usefully supplemented by the acquisition of
other works containing larger and better-quality illustrations. A fine starting point.
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Löwendahl, Björn: CHINA ILLUSTRATA NOVA (TWO VOLUMES PLUS SUPPLEMENT).
Sino-Western Relations, Conceptions of China, Cultural Influences and the Development of Sinology
Disclosed in Western Printed Books 1477-1877. Hua Hin, 2008 & 2012. xlix, 264; 374 pp. A few
colour and b/w plates. Supplement: xxiv, 207 pp. A number of colour text plates. 3 vols. 30x19 cm.
Cloth.

£300.00

The Löwendahl - von der Burg collection is a most important assemblage of Western books on China, written by
sinologues, missionaries, travellers, merchants and other authors. The collection also includes works by Chinese
authors translated and edited by Western scholars. The contents cover Chinese history, language, philosophy, religion,
society, science, medicine, missionary work and the ‘Chinese Rites’ controversy, trade (incl. treaties with foreign
powers), Hong Kong, foreign aggression, and travel accounts. The result of over twenty years collecting and research,
this exhaustive two-volume work is a major addition to the reference works on early western books on China. Also of
much importance for detailing the history of cross-cultural contact with China. Over 1500 books are described in
detail, ranging from major works exclusively devoted to China through to those with brief mentions of the Middle
Kingdom. In addition to the actual description of each book, there is ample comment on its importance and associated
research. Arranged chronologically. Volume One covers the period 1477-1776 and Volume Two from 1777-1877.
Together with the supplement volume listing an additional 300 or so works. Hard to find, particularly as a three-volume
set.
Recommended.
418

Lu Fusheng et al. ed: ZHONGGUO SHUHUA QUANSHU. (A Compendium of Chinese Calligraphy
and Painting). 中國書畫全書 。 盧輔聖 等 主編. Shanghai, 1992-1993. 993; 968; 1282; 1017; 1240
pp. 5 vols. 27x21 cm. Cloth.

£50.00

The first five volumes only of this vast compendium of modern, edited (so as to avoid repetitions of material etc.) of
classic monographs on painting and calligraphy from all of the long history of Chinese literature down to, but not
including, the Qing dynasty, with useful author biographies. In Chinese.
419

Luo Guangda: HUABEI JIEFANG ZHANZHEN. (The War of Liberation in Northern China). 華北解
放戰爭 。 羅光達 主編. Shenyang, 1993. 291 pp. B/w plates throughout. 25x26 cm. Cloth.

£50.00

Hundreds of black-and-white photographs from various Chinese collections and archives illustrate the War of
Liberation waged by the Communists against Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist regime in Northern China from 1945 to
1949. Subject matter ranges from battles and propaganda work to prominent personages in the struggle. In Chinese.
420

Luo Zhenyu: GU SHI BAOSHOU LU. (Catalogue of Ancient Stones). 古⽯抱守錄 。 羅振⽟ 編著.
Yishu Congbian 7. N.p., c. 1915. 78 double leaves, some folding. Many b/w illustrations. A number of
foldouts. 33x23 cm. Stitched.

£500.00

Calligraphic and pictorial rubbings from steles reproduced in facsimile.
All text in Chinese. In fine condition.
From the library of the eminent sinologist, Professor Max Loehr. Rare.
421

Lust, John: WESTERN BOOKS ON CHINA PUBLISHED UP TO 1850. In the Library of the
School of Oriental and African Studies, London University. London, 1992. 352 pp. 17 illustrations.
28x20 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Reprint of this important annotated bibliography of more than 1000 books on China published in the West before 1850.
The catalogue is classified with indexes of authors, titles and publishers. An invaluable reference work on this subject.
422

McCallum, Duncan: CHINA TO CHELSEA. A Modern Pilgrimage Along Ancient Highways.
London, 1930. xvi, 284 pp. 36 b/w plates. 4 maps, folding. Index. 22x14 cm. Cloth.

£45.00

A rather incredible motor tour with good maps and illustrations.
423

McCormick, Elsie: THE UNEXPURGATED DIARY OF A SHANGHAI BABY. Shanghai, 2008.
xiv, 114 pp. 21x14 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

‘Respectfully dedicated to all perambulator tenants in the Far East’, Mrs. McCormick excels herself with this
humorous piece of Shanghai ephemera that views the life of a privileged expatriate family in Shanghai in the early part
of the 20th century from a baby’s perspective. There is much tiffin to be had, the servants are partial to gambling and
the baby - in its pram! - covers much of Shanghai. Here is an extract from the diary: ‘May ninth - Will walk soon if
lucky. Afterwards went upstairs for nap and saw new coolie mopping floor with mama’s sweater fastened to end of
broomstick. Pleasant afternoon.’ Reprint of the rare 1921 original.
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McCormick, Frederick: THE FLOWERY REPUBLIC. London, 1913. xiv, 489 pp. Index. 34
illustrations including contemporary cartoons and drawings, and some interesting photographs. 23x16
cm. Cloth.

£25.00

By a well-known “special correspondent at Peking” treating of the republican revolution. Cloth faded with some wear.
Subtle embossed stamp to title page indicating this was a review copy. Form.
425

McCune, Evelyn: THE ARTS OF KOREA. An Illustrated History. Tokyo, 1962. 452 pp. 314 plates,
49 in colour. Notes, bibliography, index. 27x19 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

Still remains one of the best books in English on Korean art.
426

McElney, Brian S: MUSEUM OF EAST ASIAN ART I. Inaugural Exhibition : Volume 1 : Chinese
Ceramics. Bath, 1993. c. 250 pp. 225 objects illustrated in colour. 32x23 cm. Cloth.

£50.00

A new publication to celebrate and document the opening of the new museum in Bath with holdings based on the
McEleny collection. This first volume contains an extensive range of fine ceramics.
427

McElney, Brian S: MUSEUM OF EAST ASIAN ART II. Inaugural Exhibition : Volume 2 : Chinese
Metalware & Decorative Arts. Bath, 1993. c. 150 pp. 129 objects illustrated in colour. 32x23 cm. Cloth.

£40.00

The second of two volumes published to coincide with the opening of the new museum in Bath, this catalogues
metalware, lacquerware, soft stone, bamboo and wood carving in the McElney collection. With a number of informative
essays on each class of material.
428

McKillop, Beth: KOREAN ART AND DESIGN. London, 1992. 192 pp. 120 colour illustrations and
maps. 28x22 cm. Paper.

£10.00

This book provides a good introduction to Korean art based on the fine holdings of the Victoria and Albert Museum.
429

M’Leod, John M. D: VOYAGE OF HIS MAJESTY’S SHIP ‘ALCESTE’. Along the Coast of Corea
to the Island of Lewchew; with an Account of her Subsequent Shipwreck. London, 1818. 8vo, 4 ff., 323
pp., 2 ff. publisher's advertisements, engraved portrait frontispiece and 5 coloured aquatints by J. Clark
after W. H. Dwarris. 24x15 cm. New half leather with marbled boards.

£90.00

M’Leod (d. 1820) was surgeon aboard the frigate ‘Alceste’, the flagship of the small fleet which accompanied Lord
Amherst on the second British embassy to China in 1816. While the ambassador was embroiled in the complicated
protocol of seeking an audience with the Jiaqing Emperor, Captain McLeod set sail for the island of Lewchew
(Okinawa) in the East China Sea.
Meanwhile, Amherst was failing in his mission to promote better understanding between the two countries, even with
the able assistance of Robert Morrison as interpreter. Chinese courtiers persuaded the emperor to detect deep insult in
Lord Amherst's delay in presenting his credentials. Actually, the ambassador wanted some time to change into his
official dress and to assemble his gifts with due care and attention. The embassy was generally regarded as abortive,
because of the difficulty of dealing “with a people so remarkable for their jealousy of foreigners, and want of
confidence among themselves.” McLeod reunited with the embassy at Canton, but their adventures were not over. On
the return journey, the ‘Alceste’ was wrecked but without loss of life. A small island off the Shantung promontory was
renamed Alceste Island in memory of the voyage. Second extended edition. Cordier 2108; Lust 377. Rebound.
430

Mallory, Walter H: CHINA: LAND OF FAMINE. American Geographical Society. No. 6. New York,
1926. xvi, 199 pp. Over 100 b/w photographic illustrations and maps. 26x19 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

An investigation into the economic, political, social and natural causes of famine with the various cures possible in
China. Interesting photographs - mostly of rural China.
431

Man, John: THE MONGOL EMPIRE. Genghis Khan, His Heirs and the Founding of Modern China.
London, 2014. xiii, 384 pp. text plus 16 pp. colour plates. 24x16 cm. Cloth.

£15.00

Fascinating and very readable account of the rise and fall of the Mongol Empire. Brings to life the true achievement,
scale and horrors of the Mongol conquests with a particular focus on China.
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Martin, W. A. P: A CYCLE OF CATHAY. Or, China, South and North, with Personal Reminiscences.
New York, 1896. iv, 464 pp. 21x15 cm. Decorative cloth.

£40.00

First edition. The memoirs of a missionary, scholar, educator, employee of the Chinese government, and diplomat,
concerning his service in China from the Opium War to 1900. Good copy.
433

MASTERPIECES OF KOREAN PAINTING 1-4. Seoul, 1974. 120 tipped-in colour plates. 4 vols.
56x40 cm. Loose, as issued, in 4 cloth cases.

£500.00

Very large four-volume set on Yi Dynasty paintings in private and museum collections in Korea. Each painting is
illustrated in colour and, whenever possible, in its original size. A very fine and pleasing ensemble of 120 colour
reproductions of beautiful paintings, each with a descriptive text in English, Korean and Japanese.
434

MASTERPIECES OF THE HO-AM ART MUSEUM. Hoam Myongp’um Torok. 湖巖美術館名品
圖錄. Seoul, 1984. 210 pp. Colour plates throughout. 31x23 cm. Cloth.

£10.00

Well-illustrated exposition of the wide-ranging collections of this important museum. Prelims, brief captions and
separate list of plates in English, otherwise Korean.
435

Matsushita Takaaki: SUIBOKU BIJUTSU TAIKEI: RICHO NO SUIBOKU GA. (Great Collection
of Ink Painting: Supplement Volume 2: Korean Ink Painting). Tokyo, 1977. 217 pp. 22 pp. colour plates
(1 foldout), numerous b/w plates. 43x30 cm. Cloth, slipcase.

£70.00

Supplement volume 2 in this fine series predominantly on Chinese and Japanese ink and brush paintings. This volume
covers Korean ink painting. A total of 153 works are shown from Korean (and a few Japanese) collections. List of
plates and captions to plates in English. Main text in Japanese. Scarce.
436

Medley, Margaret: KOREAN AND CHINESE CERAMICS FROM THE 10TH TO THE 14TH
CENTURY. Contact - Cross Fertilization - Divergence. Cambridge, 1975. 38 pp. 76 illustrations, map.
Chronology, brief bibliography. 25x19 cm. Paper.

£10.00

Catalogue of a joint exhibition at the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, and the Percival David Foundation, London.
437

MEI DIGUOZHUYI CONG YUENAN GUNCHUQU ZHANLAN TUPIAN. (Let Us Rid Vietnam
of American Imperialism: An Exhibition of Photographs). 美帝國主義從越南滾出去展覽⽚. Beijing,
n.d. Loose title page and 31 loose plates with b/w photographs. 36x25 cm. Loose in envelope.

£40.00

Facsimile reproduction of a 1965 Chinese propaganda work apparently based on an exhibition of photographs showing
the war waged in Vietnam against the Americans and the support of the Chinese people in their struggle. In Chinese.
438

MEISHU ZUOPIN XUAN: JINIAN MAO ZHUXI “YIDING GENZHI HAI HE” TI CI SHI
ZHOU NIAN. (A Selection of Art Works to Commemorate the Tenth Anniversary of Mao’s
Calligraphic Exhortation “ We Must Definitely Bring the Seas and Rivers under Control”. 美術作品選
： 紀念⽑主席“⼀定跟至海河”題詞⼗週年. Beijing, 1973. 1 pp. introductory text, 1 pp. Mao’s
calligraphy and 33 loose colour sheets. List of contents on decorative paper folder. 32x38 cm. Loose, as
issued, in paper folder.

£150.00

A collection of typical revolutionary Chinese art, produced in the depths of the Cultural Revolution published in
commemoration of the tenth anniversary of Mao’s calligraphic inscription exhorting control of the seas and,
particularly, the rivers in China - a source of much woe over the centuries. Thirty-three sheets are called for in the list
of contents, all present. Slight crinkling to a number of sheets but generally fine. Minor wear and grubbiness to the
paper folder. All text in Chinese. rare.
439

Michaud, Jean-Claude and Roland: KOREA. London, 1981. 103 pp. 85 colour plates, map. 27x31 cm.
Cloth.
A well-illustrated photographic survey of the life and land of Korea by well-known photographers.

£15.00
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Mikami Tsugio ed: SEKAI BIJUTSU ZENSHU 18 CHOSEN. (World Art Collection Volume 18 Korea). Tokyo, 1967. 250 pp. 38 colour & 129 b/w plates. 27x19 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

This volume gives a historical account of Korean art from the primitive art of the stone age up to the art of the Yi
dynasty, with illustrations. List of plates in English. Main text in Japanese.
441

Milloué, L. de & S. Kawamoura: COFFRE A TRÉSOR ATTRIBUÉ AU SHOGOUN IYÉ-YOSHI
(1838-1853). Étude Héraldique et Historique. Annales du Musée Guimet, Bib. Etudes 3. Paris, 1896.
xxv, 225 pp. Frontispiece etching, several text illustrations. Index. 25x17 cm. Cloth.

£350.00

Rare work on Japanese mon or heraldic emblems giving details of family and history.
442

MING-HUANG-NA-LIANG-T’U ‘EMPEROR MING HUANG ENJOYING THE COOL
BREEZES’. A Painting Attributed to Chang Hsuan. Kyoto, 1966. 19, 29 pp. text plus 2 colour and 10
b/w plates. 37x28 cm. Booklet plus plates loose in folder.

£20.00

A study of a Tang dynasty painting attributed to Zhang Xuan. The booklet has dual text in English and Chinese with a
two page French introduction by Jean-Pierre Dubosc. The painting is reproduced in full with colophons and
inscriptions.
443

Minh Chung: KOREAN TREASURES; VOLUME 2. Rare Books, Manuscripts and Artefacts in the
Bodleian Libraries and Museums of Oxford University. Oxford, 2019. 176 pp. 245 colour illustrations.
25x21 cm. Cloth.

£35.00

This second volume on Korean treasures in Oxford collections uncovers previously neglected Korean treasures
acquired throughout the long history of the Bodleian Library and museums in Oxford. Many here published for the first
time.
444

Ministry of Water Conservancy: WATER CONSERVANCY IN NEW CHINA. 新中國⽔利建設.
Shanghai, 1956. 146 pp. Colour and (predominantly) b/w plates throughout. 26x20 cm. Cloth.

£35.00

An early propaganda publication showing the Chinese government’s achievements in the important area of water
conservation. In English.
445

MISE YUEQI: SHANGLINHU HOUSIAO YAOZHI CHUTU TANG WUDAI MISE CIQI. (Mise
Wares from the Yue Kiln: Tang and Five Dynasties Mise Wares Excavated from the Remains of the
Housi’ao Kiln at Shanglinhu). 秘⾊越器 ： 上林湖後司岙窯址出⼟唐五代秘⾊瓷器. Beijing, 2017.
iv, 183 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.

£75.00

A study of these exceptionally rare and treasured ceramics, ‘mise’ wares, produced during the late Tang and Five
Dynasties period at the yue kilns in Zhejiang province. These near-mystical and elusive wares were the finest quality
products of the Yue kilns fired during the Tang, Five Dynasties and Northern Song and exclusively used as tribute wares
by the royal households of the time. This work shows numerous near-intact pieces and sherds excavated from the yue
kiln sites at Shanglinhu. Good colour illustrations. Text in Chinese. A useful addition the the sparse literature on the
subject.
446

Mitsukoshi Department Store: AN EXHIBITION OF KOREAN FINE ART AND FOLK CRAFT.
Sculpture, Pottery, Furniture, Painting from Silla to Yi Dynasty. Tokyo, 1974. 129 pp. Bilingual
Japanese and English. 300 text illustrations. 26x24 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Apart from the more familiar examples of Koryo and Silla ceramics, this exhibition includes a number of remarkable
pieces of Korean calligraphy from the Yi Dynasty.
447

Montell, Gosta: FRAN TALT OCH TEMPEL I FJARRAN OSTERN. Stockholm, 1932. 81, 7
(advert.) pp. 36 b/w plates. 21x14 cm. Paper. Wear to spine.

£20.00

An exhibition of the ethnographical and religious artifacts brought back by Sven Hedin from Mongolia and Central
Asia. Swedish text only. Owner’s name on cover.
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Moser, Michael J: FOREIGNERS WITHIN THE GATES. The Legations at Peking. Oxford, 1993.
xiii, 158 pp. B/w illustrations throughout. 26x20 cm. Cloth.

£15.00

Traces the history and development of this foreign enclave in the heart of Peking and its defining moment under siege
during the Boxer Rebellion. Probably the best account on the area.
449

Moss, Hugh M: SNUFF BOTTLES OF CHINA. London, 1971. 158 pp. 43 tipped-in colour plates
illustrating 409 snuff bottles. Bibliography, index. 34x27 cm. Cloth.

£50.00

A notable addition to the rather sparse number of books on Chinese snuff bottles. The colour illustrations are
particularly fine. Over 400 bottles are illustrated. Price reduced to clear an accumulation of stock.
450

Muller, F. Max ed.; James Legge trans: THE SACRED BOOKS OF CHINA. The Texts of
Confucianism, Part I. The Sacred Books of the East III. Oxford, 1879. xxx, 492 pp. Folding chart of the
principle stars. Transliteration table. 23x15 cm. Library cloth.

£40.00

Part I: The Shu King (Shujing or Book of History), The Religious Portions of the Shih King (Shijing or Book of Poetry),
The Hsiao King (Xiaojing or Classic of Filial Piety), translated by James Legge. 1st edition.
451

Munroe, Alexandra ed: THE BURGHLEY PORCELAINS. An Exhibition from The Burghley House
Collection and Based on the 1688 Inventory and 1690 Devonshire Schedule. New York, 1986. 284 pp.
Chronology, bibliography. 122 exhibits photographed, 51 in colour. 29x23 cm. Cloth.

£25.00

A catalogue of an exhibition of pieces from the superb group of Japanese and Chinese porcelains in Burghley House.
Distinguished by its early Japanese wares, the collection is unique for a number of pieces that can be identified in the
House’s inventory of 1688. Many pieces shown in full colour plates, the rest in good black-and-white. Good
descriptions. Includes articles by Impey: Oriental Porcelains in Britain in the 17th and 18th Centuries; Tokugawa:
Japan and Europe - Early Encounters; and Nishida: A History of Japanese Porcelains and the Export Trade.
452

Murayama Takeshi: KOREAN YI DYNASTY CERAMICS. Toji Taikei, Volume 31. Tokyo, 1978.
127 pp. 106 plates, 31 in colour, 69 illustrations. 27x19 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

A survey based on holdings in Japanese museum collections. Some very fine pieces shown. Japanese text only.
453

Museum of Oriental Ceramics: CELADON WITH UNDERGLAZE IRON-PAINTED AND
UNDERGLAZE IRON-COATED OF KORYO. Chosen Toki Serizu 9. Osaka, 1987. 20 pp. 52
objects illustrated in b/w. 26x23 cm. Paper.

£20.00

52 Korean ceramic objects of the Koryo period, from the Museum’s as well as a few other collections. Captions in
English, main text in Japanese.
454

Museum of Oriental Ceramics: EXHIBITION OF ORIENTAL CERAMICS. Toyo Toki no Tenkai.
Osaka, 1982. 216 pp. 133 colour plates, additional plates and illustrations. 27x23 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Catalogue of Chinese, Japanese and Korean ceramics, formerly in the Ataka collection, donated by the Sumitomo group
to the Museum. Brief introduction and captions in English, otherwise Japanese only.
455

Museum of Oriental Ceramics: JADE COLOUR CELADON, THE FIRST HALF OF THE 12TH
CENTURY, KORYO DYNASTY. Chosen Toki Serizu 10. Osaka, 1987. 20 pp. 59 objects illustrated
in b/w. 26x23 cm. Paper.

£20.00

59 Korean ceramic objects of the Koryo period, from the Museum’s as well as a few other collections. Captions in
English, main text in Japanese.
456

Museum of Oriental Ceramics: RITUAL VESSELS OF YI DYNASTY, KOREA. Chosen Toki
Serizu 11. Osaka, 1988. 16 pp. 37 objects illustrated. 26x23 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Museum of Oriental Ceramics, Osaka. 37 Korean ceramic vessels of the Yi period
were exhibited. Captions in English. Main text in Japanese.
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Na Qiming & Zhang Yu artists: PUTIAN TONGLE & HUANQING SHENGLI. (’Happiness for All’
and ‘Celebrate Victory’). 普天同樂 & 歡慶勝利 。 那启明， 張煜 作. Beijing, 1978. 2 diamondshaped colour prints. 34x34 cm. Paper.

£150.00

A pair of diamond-shaped nianhua-style colour prints that somewhat emulate the style of traditional Chinese papercuts.
One of the prints is slightly propaganda in content, given one child is holding an image of Tian'anmen. Given the
slogans on the prints, it is hard to be certain for what occasion these prints were produced - either Spring Festival or
National Day. The prints are much relaxed in their imagery in comparison with earlier such material, probably due to
the Cultural Revolution having ended. So, two diamond-shaped prints each with four children crammed in amongst all
sorts of auspicious folk imagery. A character of the slogan in each corner of the diamond. Exploding stylised firework
design to the margins. One print has a foldout flap giving publishing details, the titles of the prints and ‘An Xuxian
Jiantie’ (in the style of Xuxian Papercuts) - Xuxian, it seems, a centre of traditional papercuts. All text in Chinese. Slight
marginal tears, a few marks and minor creasing. Horizontal crease to each print from where folded. Rare. Images
available.
458

Nagahara Oritaru: SHIH-T’AO & PA-TA SHAN-JEN. Sekito Hachidaisanjin. ⽯濤八⼤山⼈. Tokyo,
1961. 7 pp. English text and 64 pp. Japanese text plus 75 pp. plates, 1 folding, (55 plates b/w and 20 in
colour). 30x22 cm. Cloth.

£250.00

A major monograph on Daoji and Chu Da, otherwise known as Shitao and Badashanren. Three page introduction and
list of plates in English. Main text in Japanese. Very scarce. A near mint copy.
459

Nakata Yujiro, Matsubara Saburo: CHUGOKU NO BIJUTSU 1-6. (Chinese Art: Volumes 1-6).
Kyoto, 1982. c. 200 pp. per volume. Numerous colour plates and small, matching b/w plates to each
volume with captions. Chronology, bibliography. 6 vols. 31x22 cm. Cloth.

£50.00

Illustrated with prime examples of Chinese art, this six volume work is divided as follows: 1. Sculpture; 2. Calligraphy;
3. Painting; 4. Ceramics; 5. Bronzes; 6. Applied Arts (lacquer, jade, metalwork). With illustrations and contributions by
eleven leading Japanese scholars. Text in Japanese only.
460

Nara National Museum: EXHIBITION OF SHOSO-IN TREASURES. Shoso-in Ten. Nara, 1985.
152 pp. Japanese text, English plate list and intro. 83 illustrations, many in colour. 26x18 cm. Paper.

£15.00

37th annual exhibition of selected treasures from the Todai-ji Shoso-in. Included were works of applied arts, interior
furnishings, arms and armour, musical instruments, textiles as well as paintings and sutras.
461

Nara National Museum: KANNON BOSATSU — SPECIAL SHOW. Nara, 1977. 239 pp. including
39 pp. English text. 6 colour plates, 123 items illustrated. 26x18 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Full descriptions in English. Illustrated are 68 sculpture and 55 paintings all showing the Goddess of Mercy.
462

National Kyongju Museum: GUIDE BOOK: THE NATIONAL KYONGJU MUSEUM. Seoul,
1984. 162 pp. Colour and (predominantly) b/w plates throughout. 25x22 cm. Wrappers.

£10.00

Illustrated guide to the treasures in Korea’s National Kyongju Museum. 294 objects ranging from stone sculpture to
gold ornaments are illustrated and described. Captions in English, otherwise Korean text.
463

National Library of Australia: CATALOGUE OF THE LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY
COLLECTION HELD BY THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF AUSTRALIA. Canberra, 2001. 86
pp. 30x21 cm. Ring binding.

£20.00

Lists the rare and unusual Chinese language monographs, serials and maps which make up the bulk of this collection,
as well as the Japanese and Korean language monographs. The Library acquired the Collection from the London
Missionary Society in 1961. Chinese language monographs are listed in the Catalogue by title and broad subject. Rare
items relating to the Taiping Rebellion in mid-19th century China are listed in an appendix.
464

National Library of Beijing comp: ZHONGGUO BANKE TULU. (Illustrations of Chinese
Woodblock Printing). 中國版刻圖錄. Beijing, 1990. 724 plates. 8 vols. 37x27 cm. Stitched, cloth case.

£700.00

Third printing of this magnificent collection of 724 specimen pages from Chinese printed books, from 8 library
collections. The collection as a whole forms the best available guide to a thousand years of printing. In Chinese. RBS
7:768. In Chinese.
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National Library of China ed: MING SHA YI MO: GUOJIA TUSHUGUAN GUANCANG
JINGPIN DA ZHAN DUNHUANG YISHU TULU. (Vestiges of Ink from the Singing Sands:
Exhibition of Documents from Dunhuang in the Collection of the National Library of China). 鳴沙遺墨
： 國家圖書館館藏精品⼤展敦煌遺書圖錄. Beijing, 2014. 153 pp. Colour plates throughout. 2
foldouts. 28x21 cm. Boards.

£80.00

Catalogue of an exhibition held at the National Library of China in Beijing showing 54 documents found at Dunhuang
and held in the collection of the National Library of China together with a couple of loans from France. In four main
sections by chronological period: Wei, Jin, Northern and Southern Kingdoms; Sui and Tang; The Period of Contacts
with Turfan; The Linyijun Period (?). All illustrated in good colour plates and described. All text in Chinese.
466

National Museum of China: CI ZHI YUN.... (Passion for Porcelain: Masterpieces of Ceramic Treasures
from the British Museum and the Victoria & Albert Museum). 瓷之韵. Beijing, 2012. 395 pp. Colour
plates throughout. 31x23 cm. Wrappers.

£140.00

Large and heavy catalogue of an excellent loan exhibition at the National Museum of China in Beijing showing
porcelain treasures from the collections of the British Museum and the V&A in London. The exhibits comprise Chinese
ceramics dating from the Song through to the Qing and western porcelain predominantly depicting Chinoiserie themes
and subjects. A total of 148 superb examples. Illustrated throughout in colour. Text in Chinese.
467

National Museum of Korea: 2000 YEARS OF KOREAN ARTS. An Exhibit. Seoul, 1973. 154 pp. 121
illustrations, 4 in colour. 26x19 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Illustrates a copious amount and variety of Korean ceramics, jewellery, bronzes, paintings and sculpture. From the
foremost collection of the National Museum of Korea. List of plates in English, otherwise Korean text. Cover grubby
otherwise decent.
468

National Museum of Korea: FOLK ART OF KOREA. Seoul, 1975. c. 300 pp. 13 colour and 379 b/w
illustrations. English plate captions. 26x19 cm. Paper.

£40.00

Extensive catalogue, Illustrating paintings, furniture, locks, eating utensils, baskets, etc. with list of captions in English
and in Korean (Chinese characters and some Hangul). 1985 reprinting.
469

National Museum of Korea: THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF KOREA. Seoul, 1972. 154 pp. 2
colour plates, 234 b/w illustrations. Korean and English text. 26x19 cm. Paper.

£15.00

Divided into periods and subjects, this handbook to the Museum contains a brief introduction to the subject in question
together with colour illustrations of objects referred to. Useful survey of the Museum’s treasures. Fourth and revised
edition.
470

National Museum of Korea: THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF KOREA: GUIDE BOOK. Seoul,
1978. 171 pp. 6 colour and 318 b/w plates. Chronology. 27x19 cm. Paper.

£10.00

The official illustrated guide to the collections, with captions in English, plus Chinese characters, divided into media
and periods. Final brief general afterword in Korean.
471

National Museum of Modern Art Tokyo: JUSETSU MIWA: A RETROSPECTIVE. Tokyo, 2007.
269 pp. 182 pp. colour plates. Numerous b/w text illustrations. 30x22 cm. Wrappers.

£25.00

Catalogue of an exhibition showing numerous examples of the work of this fine ceramic artist who interprets Japanese
tea wares in a contemporary manner. Near dual text in Japanese and English.
472

National Museum of Modern Art Tokyo: MINEO OKABE: A RETROSPECTIVE. Tokyo, 2007. 234
pp. Colour plates throughout. Small b/w text illustrations. 30x22 cm. Wrappers.

£60.00

Catalogue of a marvellous retrospective at the National Museum of Modern Art Tokyo of the ceramic art of the modern
Japanese potter, Mineo Okabe. His work ranged from interpretations of traditional Japanese wares such as Oribe and
Shino and tea bowls through to superb celadons in the (Chinese) Song style with crackle and cracked-ice effects. 176
exhibits are shown in full colour. Six pages of introductory text and plate captions in English. Main text in Japanese.
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National Museums of Scotland: MAO: ART FOR THE MASSES. Revolutionary Art of the Mao
Zedong Era. Edinburgh, 2003. 48 pp. Colour plates throughout. Bibliography. 15x15 cm. Paper.

£15.00

Catalogue for a groundbreaking exhibition of Cultural Revolution artefacts at the Royal Museum, Edinburgh, including
ceramics, ivory carving, snuff bottles, lacquer, badges, statues, and posters.
474

National Palace Museum: GUGONG DIANCANG GU DITU XUANCUI. A Selection of Chinese
Antique Maps in the National Palace Museum. 故宮典藏古地圖選粹. Taibei, 2018. 271; 263 pp.
Colour plates throughout both volumes. Four loose accompanying full-size colour maps, two contained
within boards, two paperback. 2 vols. 30x21 cm. Boards.

£300.00

An excellent two-volume selection of the finest and rarest maps in the collection of the National Palace Museum in
Taibei.
Volume One contains 63 maps. Volume Two has a further 57 maps. All reproduced in full in reduced size.
Accompanied by four separate full size colour maps as follows; Taiwan, Sichuan, Fujian and ‘Illustration of the
Floating Bridge over the Yellow River in Lanzhou’. The Sichuan map from the Ming dynasty, the other three Qing
dynasty.
Includes long painted handscrolls, albums of painted maps with multiple images, woodblock-printed maps, sets of
maps, atlases and albums. The maps are practically all Qing dynasty.
The varied content ranges across many themes and topics. Atlases and multi-section maps of China and her provinces,
albums and maps of rivers and routes, transport communications, cities, military fortifications, counties, mountains,
flood defences and more. Much to fascinate and research. A great visual reference. Title of maps in English, otherwise
Chinese text only.
475

National Palace Museum: JIJIN YAOCAI: YUANCANG LIDAI TONGQI. Rituals Cast in
Brilliance: Chinese Bronzes Through the Ages. 吉⾦耀采 ： 院藏歷代銅器. Taibei, 2014. 215 pp.
Colour plates throughout. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.

£50.00

A survey of the permanent collection of archaic Chinese bronzes on long-term display in the bronzes gallery of the
National Palace Museum in Taibei. Superb examples dating from the Shang to the Han. Illustrated throughout in colour
and with near dual texts in Chinese and English.
476

National Palace Museum: QIN YE LIUFENG: QIN WENHUA TE ZHAN. Reverberations of Qin
Heritage - Qin Culture Exhibition. 秦業流風 ： 秦⽂化特展. Taibei, 2016. 348 pp. Numerous full page
colour plates. 30x21 cm. Wrappers.

£70.00

Second part of the catalogue of a very large exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei. This part of the
catalogue focuses on the consolidation of the Qin state, its conquest of other states to become the dominant power, the
First Emperor and his tomb and the legacy of the Qin. The catalogue in three main sections: Reform and Change;
Qinshihuangdi - The First Emperor; Han: Continuing in the Footsteps of Qin. Illustrated throughout with many
extraordinary objects - not least terracotta warriors - loaned from major museums in China, mainly in Shaanxi
province. Near dual texts in Chinese and English apart from the essays which are only in Chinese.
477

National Palace Museum: SHANG WANG WU DING YU FU HAO: YIN SHANG SHENGSHI
WENHUA YISHU TE ZHAN. King Wu Ding and Lady Hao: Art and Culture of the Late Shang
Dynasty. 商王武丁與婦好 ： 殷商盛世⽂化特展. Taibei, 2012. 351 pp. Colour plates throughout. A
few b/w text illustrations. 30x23 cm. Wrappers.

£70.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum exploring the culture of the late Shang dynasty by focussing
on two famous excavations at the site of the ancient Shang dynasty capital at Yinxu near Anyang in China’s Henan
province. The tomb of King Wu Ding was found in 1936 whilst that of his consort, Lady Hao, was discovered
(miraculously intact) much later in 1976. The exhibition brings together loans from Academia Sinica in Taiwan
together with loans from the Henan Museum and Institute of Archaeology CASS in mainland China. Comprises an
excellent archaeological survey of a very precise period in the late Shang dynasty. The exhibits include numerous fine
bronzes, oracle bones, carved bone and small jade objects. Prefaces, introductions to each section and captions to
plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
478

National Palace Museum: SHIQI DE GUSHI: LIN YAOCHEN XIANSHENG JUANZENG SHIQI
ZHAN. The Story of Stone Tools: Special Exhibition of Stone Artifacts Donated by Lin Yao-chen. ⽯
器的故事 ： 林耀振先⽣捐贈⽯器展. Taibei, 2003. 140 pp. Numerous colour plates 30x21 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum of the collection of Neolithic stone artefacts donated by Lin
Yaochen. 115 items illustrated in colour. Introduction, introductory essay and captions in English. Main text in Chinese.
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National Palace Museum Southern Branch: JINXIU BINFEN: YUAN CANG YAZHOU ZHIPIN
ZHAN. Boldness of Forms and Colours: Asian Textiles in the National Palace Museum Collection. 錦
繡繽紛 ： 院藏亞洲織品展. Taibei, 2015. 335 pp. Colour plates throughout. 31x21 cm. Wrappers.

£70.00

Catalogue showing the permanent exhibition of Asian textiles in the Southern Branch of the National Palace Museum.
Divided into five sections: Homeland of Silk; Grace of Sarong; Myriad of Colours; Colours of the Steppes; Crossroads
of East and West. Includes fine Chinese embroidered silks and robes (some imperial), central Asian ikats, Indonesian
embroidered sarongs, Japanese kimonos and much more. The textiles dating from the 18th to 20th centuries and all of a
very high standard. Illustrated throughout in colour with near dual texts in Chinese and English.
480

Naumkin, V. N. ed: SAMARKAND. Reading, 191 pp. Full page b/w photographs throughout. 25x21
cm. Cloth.

£15.00

Shows photographs of this ancient Central Asian city taken between 1871 and the 1890s. The photographs from archive
collections in St. Petersburg.
481

Nelson, Sarah Milledge: THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF KOREA. Cambridge World Archaeology.
Cambridge, 1993. 288 pp. 6 tables, 13 maps, 86 line diagrams, 8 illustrations. 25x18 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Surveys Korean prehistory from the earliest Palaeolithic settlers through the formation of the Three Kingdoms and on
to the creation of United Silla in AD 668.
482

NEUES CHINA. (New China). Beijing, 1953. c. 150 pp. B/w illustrations throughout plus a few in
colour. 27x22 cm. Cloth.

£25.00

An early propaganda publication of the new China showing industrialisation, industry and agriculture, education of the
masses, scenery and the people enjoying a better life. Copious illustrations. Text in German.
483

NIANHUA XUANJI 1975: QUANGUO NIANHUA SHAONIAN ERTONG MEISHU ZUOPIN
ZHANLAN. (A Selection of New Year Prints from the 1975 National New Year Print Youth Art
Exhibition). 年畫選集 ： 全國年畫少年兒童美術作品展覽. Beijing, 1975. 104 pp. Full page colour
plates throughout. 38x26 cm. Wrappers.

£45.00

Large propaganda work with full page colour plates throughout depicting works showing the young peoples of China
engaged in good deeds and revolutionary causes. A total of 101 full page colour plates reproducing posters paintings
and some nianhua. In Chinese.
484

Nichols, Francis H: THROUGH HIDDEN SHENSI. London, 1902. xxxi, 333 pp. Frontispiece and 46
plates. Folding map. 23x15 cm. Cloth.

£45.00

Pleasantly illustrated ‘as a result of a Chinese sun upon the author’s own camera films.’ An attempt at a picture of
‘Oldest China and its people - sowing, reaping, toiling, thinking and misjudging the world beyond their mountains’. Exlib with minimal stamps. Otherwise good, firm copy.
485

NIHON REKISHI SHASHINCHO. (Historical Photographs of Japan). Tokyo, 1915. 266 pp. B/w
photographs throughout, many full page. A few in colour. 21x29 cm. Boards.

£200.00

Updated printing of a work first published in 1911, showing then-current events in Japan up to, and including 1913.
Photographs include a volcanic eruption, funeral of a prince, reception of foreign dignitaries, Japanese officials in
western dress, events and scenes following the death of the Meiji emperor, demonstrations, ceremonies, exhibitions and
much more besides. A very focussed photographic view of many aspects of life in Japan at the beginning of the Taisho
reign. Captions in English. Main text in Japanese. Slightly shaky in binding and some foxing, but generally fine. Rare.
486

Ningxia Museum ed: BAI ZHUAN QIAN HUI: DENG SANMU SHUYIN JINGPIN JI.
Innumerable Twists and Turns: A Fine Collection of Deng Sanmu’s Masterpieces. 百轉千迴： 鄧散⽊
書印精品集. Beijing, 2012. 187 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x21 cm. Cloth.

£25.00

Catalogue of a loan exhibition at the Ningxia Provincial Museum in Huichuan, China, showing the fine calligraphy of
the modern Chinese master, Deng Sanmu. The exhibits on loan from the Heilongjiang Provincial Museum in Shenyang.
Illustrated throughout. Prefaces and list of plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
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Noma Seiroku: HANIWA. New York, 1960. 13 pp. text, 55 plates. 20x20 cm. Boards.

£10.00

Catalogue of a travelling exhibition of Japanese clay tomb figures to four American museums.
488

Nott, Stanley Charles: CHINESE JADE THROUGHOUT THE AGES. A Review of its
Characteristics, Decoration, Folklore and Symbolism. London, 1936. xviii, 193 pp. 148 plates, 39 in
colour; 73 text-figures. 29x19 cm. Cloth.

£500.00

The best of Nott’s many books on jade. First edition. Rare and sought after.
489

Ogawa Hiromitsu & Itakura Masaaki: CHUGOKU KAIGA SOGO ZUROKU: SAN PEN: 6.
Comprehensive Illustrated Catalog of Chinese Paintings: Third Series: Volume Six: Indexes. 中國繪畫
綜合圖錄 ： 三編: 6. Tokyo, 2020. 500 pp. 31x22 cm. Cloth.

£450.00

The sixth and final volume in the third series of this exhaustive compilation on Chinese paintings in collections outside
China. This is the extensive and exhaustive index volume that covers the entire series.
490

Ogawa, K. and Crizuka, Mataro (comp.): THE CHARMING VIEWS IN THE LAND OF THE
RISING SUN. Tokyo, 1904. 7 pp. introductory text, folding map and 174 b/w plates each with an
accompanying page of descriptive text. 35x26 cm. Embroidered silk covered boards. Stitched. Japanese
style.

£750.00

Introductory text by Crizuka, photographic illustrations by Ogawa. The work was produced, it seems, to promote
tourism in Japan through the railway companies of Japan and the scenic areas and sights whence their networks
reached. The descriptive text for each scene cites the railway company which operates to that particular place. Includes
a number of views of Korea. The seven pages of introductory text discusses the railway companies, their development
and operations. Text in English. An excellent copy of a rare work.
491

Ogawa, Keikichi and Baba, Koreichiro: RYOSAN FUFU TSUKAA TO SONO IBUTSU. (The Tomb
of the Couple of Yangsan and Its Remains). Koseki Chosa Tokubetsu Hokoku 5:1. Keijo, 1927. 2, 4, 86
pp. 2 maps in colour, 22 b/w plates and illustrations. 26x19 cm. Paper.

£45.00

Report on an early Korean Silla period tomb which yielded numerous fine artefacts including a famous gold crown.
Text in Japanese. Scarce.
492

Okawa Naomi: EDO ARCHITECTURE: KATSURA AND NIKKO. Heibonsha Survey of Japanese
Art Vol. 20. Tokyo, 1975. 162 pp. 164 plates & illustrations, 27 plates in colour. 24x19 cm. Cloth.

£15.00

The Katsura Imperial Villa in Kyoto and the Tosho-gu shrine in Nikko represent the highest level of Japanese
architecture during the Edo period (1603-1868).
493

Onyang Folk Museum ed: ONYANG FOLK MUSEUM. N.p., 1979. 37 pp. text plus 47 pp. colour
plates. B/w text illustrations. 29x22 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Catalogue of selected exhibits from the collection of the Onyang Folk Museum in Korea. Shows folk art in various
media from woodcarving and furniture to textiles and lacquer. Text in Korean.
494

Choi Sunu: ORIENTAL CERAMICS — THE WORLD’S GREAT COLLECTIONS 2. National
Museum of Korea, Seoul. Oriental Ceramics Vol. 2. Tokyo, 1982. 184 pp. 104 colour plates, 357
illustrations. 37x27 cm. Cloth, slipcase.

£70.00

The collection consists mainly of Korean ceramics, and the items beautifully illustrated in this volume are from the
Koryo and Yi dynasties.
495

Osgood, Cornelius: THE KOREANS AND THEIR CULTURE. New York, 1951. xvi, 387 pp. 48
plates. Glossary, bibliography, index. 24x16 cm. Cloth.
This was the best anthropological work on Korea, but contains errors due to failure to utilise Oriental-language
materials.

£10.00
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(Otani, Count): ZHONGGUO WENHUA SHIJI: XIYU KAOGU TUPU. (The Cultural Relics of
China: Seiiki Koko Zufu (A Catalogue of Archaeological Finds from the Silk Route)). 中國⽂化史蹟
： 西域考古圖譜. Hangzhou, 2018. 11, 277 pp. 11 pp. text and 273 pp. colour and b/w plates. 29x21
cm. Cloth.

£140.00

Reduced-format facsimile of an extremely rare work, the 1915/16 two-volume compilation illustrating the finds made
by the Otani Central Asia expeditions. Divided into sections on paintings and frescoes (54 plates), carvings (15), textiles
and embroideries (7), old coins (8), miscellaneous (10), Indian sculpture (11), Buddhist canons (76), historical material
(26), canonical texts (10), works in Silk Road languages (23) and printed items (6). Chinese introductory text, otherwise
lists of contents and captions to plates in Japanese in the facsimile itself.
497

Pacvlov, G. ed: SOVIETSKII POLITICHESKII PLAKAT. The Soviet Political Poster. Советский
Политический Плакат. Leningrad, 1975. 12 pp. introductory leaflet and 32 colour posters. 40x30 cm.
Loose in folder.

£200.00

Terrific survey of the Soviet political poster from its earliest days following the October Revolution through to the early
1970s. A total of 32 reproductions of posters (in reduced format) dating from 1919 to 1971 are illustrated. Excellent
visual imagery. Accompanying text leaflet gives a good introduction to the subject and lists the posters and their artists.
Texts in Russian, French and English. Rare.
498

Paek Tuyong: TONG GUK MUNHON NOK & CHO (?) DO NOK. (A Documentary Record of
Korea). 東國⽂獻錄， 爼⾖錄. N.p. (Seoul?), n.d.(1850/60s?) 48; 40; 34 folded leaves. 3 vols. 25x17
cm. Stitched.

£1,900.00

In three volumes. Comprises brief records and biographies of notable historical personalities, kings, officials, literati
etc. from throughout Korea’s history. Also includes details on palaces, temples, academies and areas of the country. As
with many Korean books, hard to date but probably from the early-mid 19th century. Printed using hanja - Chinese
characters. A pleasing example of Korean printing with typical Korean paper and a distinct Korean style. Rare.
499

PAIR OF NIANHUA PRINTS: JIANGNAN CHUN ZUO & YING XI JIE FU. (A Pair of New
Year Prints: ‘Springtime Work in Jiangnan’ (L) & ‘Welcome Happiness and Accept Good
Fortune’ (R)). 江南春作 & 迎禧接福. Shanghai, 1962. 2 colour prints. 65x38 cm. Paper.

£500.00

Spectacular pair of early 1960s New Year prints designed to be hung one on each panel of the double-panelled entrance
door of a traditional Chinese dwelling. The prints are crowded with images of agricultural bounty - the traditional wish
for a good harvest - ranging from chickens, geese, rabbits sheep and a pig through to numerous fruit and vegetables including, slightly bizarrely, bananas. Indeed, the two prints have a slightly tropical feel to them. Perhaps meant to
appeal to villagers throughout China? There is also a communist element in the sturdy and good-natured look of the
man and woman depicted. Vibrant colours. Marvellous things. Text in Chinese. Rare.
Two distinct horizontal creases to each print from being folded. Slight nicks and loss to the edges in places. Numerous
sellotape repairs to the back of the prints and waterstaining to the back of one print that does not carry through to the
front. Images available on request.
500

Paludan, Ann: CHRONICLE OF THE CHINESE EMPERORS. The Reign-by-Reign Record of the
Rulers of Imperial China. London, 1998. 224 pp. 126 colour and 242 b/w illustrations. 25x19 cm. Cloth.

£25.00

Presents, in detail, the lives and achievements of all 157 rulers. A pleasure to read, an essential reference work and a
source of fascination and much discovery.
501

Park Chong-hwa: SURVEY OF KOREAN ARTS. Folk Arts. Survey of Korean Arts. Seoul, 1974. 481
pp. 82 illustrations. 26x19 cm. Cloth.

£25.00

A volume of the National Academy of Art’s Survey of Korean Arts, here devoted to folk arts and including literature,
drama, music, dance, costume and crafts.
502

Park Chong-hwa: SURVEY OF KOREAN ARTS. Fine Arts - I. Survey of Korean Arts. Seoul, 1971.
252, 11 pp. text plus numerous b/w and some colour illustrations hors texte. 26x19 cm. Cloth.

£25.00

In five sections devoted to the classical arts and crafts of Korea; painting, sculpture, calligraphy, architecture and
traditional crafts.
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Pavilhao Lucas Nogueira Garcez-Oca: 5 MILANOS DE CIVILACAO CIHINESA: RELIQUIAS
DE SHAANXI E OS GUERREIROS DE XI’AN (AND) OS TESOUROS DA CICADE
PROIBIDA: SIBOLOS DA AUTORIDADE IMPERIAL. Five Thousand Years of Chinese
Civilization: Relics from Shaanxi and the Xi’an Warriors (AND) Treasures from the Forbidden City:
Symbols of Imperial Authority. 華夏五千年的⽂明 & 紫禁城的寶藏. Torre Norte, 2003. 215; 223 pp.
Full page colour plates throughout both volumes 2 vols. 29x23 cm. Wrappers.

£60.00

A two-volume set of two separate exhibitions of Chinese art held in Brazil in 2003. The first covers ancient Chinese art
from sites in Shaanxi province and the second catalogue is at the opposite end of the time spectrum showing numerous
fine Ming and Qing imperial treasures from the Forbidden City in Beijing. Both volumes illustrated throughout with
fine colour plates. Dual texts in Portuguese and English.
504

Pearson, Richard J: ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE RYUKYU ISLANDS. A Regional Chronology from
3000 B.C. Honolulu, 1969. xiii, 210 pp. 18 plates. 24x16 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

The present study is a synthesis of findings from excavations in Kyushu and the Ryukyus, particularly those contributed
by Japanese researchers published in the last decade and those resulting from recent fieldwork on the east coast of
Taiwan.
505

PEASANT PAINTINGS FROM HUHSIEN COUNTY. Beijing, 1976. 4 pp. text and 80 colour
plates. 29x26 cm. Wrappers.

£20.00

Illustrated throughout, the paintings of a Cultural Revolution propaganda nature. English text.
506

PEOPLE’S COMMUNES IN PICTURES. Peking, 1960. 3, 3, 150 pp. B/w plates throughout. 26x19
cm. Cloth.

£40.00

An early photographic survey of work and life in the Peoples Communes which organized agriculture in communist
China through to the 1980s. Black-and-white photographs throughout. Text in English.
507

PHOTOGRAPHS OF HUA GUOFENG. N.p. (Beijing?), n.d. Late 1970s. 24 b/w press photographs
measuring 23x30 cm (14) or 20x15 cm/15x20 cm (10) Various cm. Loose.

£60.00

A group of black-and-white photographs, it seems from two different publications, dating from the late 1970s and
showing Mao’s successor, Hua Guofeng. The 14 larger photographs show Hua meeting various foreign dignitaries,
including a number with the Shah and Empress of Iran. Presumably an attempt to boost his standing as a statesman.
The 10 smaller photographs show Chairman Hua amongst the Chinese people. All text in Chinese.
508

PHOTOGRAPHS OF LIFE IN THE SOVIET UNION IN THE 1950S. During the Period of the
Sino-Soviet Friendship Pact. N.p., n.d. (1950s). Comprises 24 b/w press photographs measuring
24x17/17x24 cm and 19 b/w press photographs measuring 23x17/17x23 cm. Accompanying glued-on
descriptive title slips. Various cm. Loose.

£500.00

A total of 43 black-and-white press photographs showing life in the Soviet Union in the 1950s during the period of the
Sino-Soviet Friendship Pact. The photographs come from two sets and are incomplete but we have never previously
handled official Chinese propaganda from this period relating to life in the Soviet Union. Shows industrial and mining
scenes, cultural and daily life. All the photographs have attached descriptive paper slips. All text in Chinese. Very rare
material. Creasing and tears to the paper slips. The photographs in generally good condition.
509

Pierson, Stacey: BLUE AND WHITE FOR CHINA. Porcelain Treasures in the Percival David
Collection. London, 2004. 144 pp. 67 colour illustrations. 23x20 cm. Paper.

£40.00

Catalogue of an exhibition of blue-and-white Chinese porcelain from the superb Percival David collection in London.
The exhibits demonstrate the evolution of both decorative styles and porcelain technology over the centuries from fine
temple wares to imperial vessels for daily use and ritual. Paperback edition. Scarce.
510

Portal, Jane: KOREA. Art and Archaeology. London, 2000. 240 pp. 110 colour and 10 b/w
illustrations. 25x19 cm. Paper.

£10.00

A fully illustrated chronological account of the arts and archaeology of Korea from the Neolithic to the 20th century.
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POSTER WITH DOUBLE HAPPINESS CHARACTER SURROUNDED BY BABIES. 喜喜. N.
p., n.d. (early 1960s?). Colour printed poster. 71x49 cm. Paper.

£250.00

A gloriously colourful poster from the early 1960s showing a large red double happiness character surrounded by 12
chubby, healthy and happy babies all clasping flowers and fruit. The whole ensemble against a jade green background.
One horizontal and one vertical crease form being folded up with abrading of the poster’s colour along the crease lines.
Very rare survival. Image available.
512

Qi Xiaoshan & Wang Bo: SICHOU ZHI LU: XINJIANG GUDAI WENHUA (XU). The Ancient
Culture in Xinjiang along the Silk Road (Continued). 絲綢之路 ： 新疆古代⽂化 （續） 。 祁⼩山
王博 編著. Urumqi, 2016. 431 pp. Colour plates throughout. 28x21 cm. Wrappers.

£140.00

Supplement to a work published in 2008. Includes many recent archaeological discoveries and cultural relics together
with sites along the Northern and Southern Silk Roads, local museums and much other information. Copiously
illustrated throughout. Dual texts in Chinese, Japanese and English. Hard to obtain.
513

Qi Xin,: BEIJING JIANCHENG 3040 NIAN JI YAN WENMING GUOJI XUESHU
YANTAOHUI HUIYI ZHUANJI. (Proceedings of a Symposium Commemorating 3040 Years Since
the Founding of Beijing and the Culture of the Yan Kingdom). 北京建城 3040 年暨燕⽂明 ： 國際學
術研討會會議專輯 。 齊⼼ 主編. Beijing, 1997. 3, 406 pp. Numerous b/w text illustrations and
drawings. 1 foldout. 26X18 cm. Wrappers.

£40.00

Forty three papers focussing on aspects of the culture and archaeology of the ancient Yan kingdom that flourished in
the Beijing area. In Chinese. Out-of-print.
514

QINGLONG SI YU XIMING SI. Qinglong and Ximing Monasteries. 青龍寺輿西明寺. Beijing,
2015. 14, 223 pp. text plus 99 pp. colour plates. B/w text drawings. 1 foldout. 29x21 cm. Boards.

£70.00

A well-illustrated and detailed study of the remains of two important Buddhist monasteries that flourished in the capital
city of Chang’an (Xi’an) in Tang dynasty China. The Qinglong Monastery was very important in the transmission of
Buddhism to Japan as many Japanese Buddhist monks studied here in the Tang and took their teachings back to Japan.
The Ximing Monastery is famous, not least in that the monk Xuanzang resided there. Two-page abstract in English,
otherwise Chinese text.
515

QINGZHU ZHONGGUO RENMIN JIEFANGJUN JIANJUN WUSHI ZHOU NIAN MEISHU
ZUOPIN XUAN. (A Selection of Works of Art to Celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the Establishment
of the Peoples Liberation Army of China). 慶祝中國⼈民解放軍建軍五⼗周年美術作品選. Beijing,
1978. 3 pp. text booklet plus 60 loose colour plates. English insert. 32x38 cm. Loose in cardboard
folder.

£500.00

A fine Communist propaganda compilation produced in the immediate aftermath of the Cultural Revolution period, the
Death of Mao and the Fall of the Gang of Four. The 60 colour plates show various glorious battles and deeds in the 50
year history of the Peoples Liberation Army (PLA) together with illustrations of selfless and model military behaviour.
The plates also underline the primacy of the role of Mao Zedong in the PLA’s history and success. It thus links the PLA
inextricably with the legacy of Mao and seeks to underline the legitimacy of the PLA’s primary role in Chinese politics.
The role of the PLA in Chinese politics and the legacy of Mao were key political issues at the time that this compilation
was produced. A further interesting aspect is how little Mao’s successor, Hua Guofeng, features in the compilation just three plates depict him. The PLA senior generals never truly accepted Hua Guofeng and rapidly threw their lot in
with their battle-hardened veteran comrade, Deng Xiaoping, following his rehabilitation just before Mao’s death. The
compilation thus demonstrates the sidelining and near irrelevance of Hua Guofeng. A fascinating tool for examining the
use of art in the Chinese politics of the time. On the artistic level, a good survey of the officially-sanctioned art and
artists of the time. Includes traditional Chinese paintings, oil paintings, woodblock prints, New Year prints and
propaganda posters. The compilation is complete with the 60 plates.
To assist with the identification of the plates (and to keep them in order!) we have numbered the list of
contents from 1-60 and numbered each plate on the back.
We also include an English translation of the titles of the plates, type of work and the artists. Main text in Chinese.
It is rare to find complete sets of these propaganda collections as plates were often removed to be individually
displayed or removed due to ‘incorrect political content’ brought about by changing political winds and propaganda
campaigns. Also, with China moving into a new political phase, many were thrown away or destroyed.
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QINGZHU ZHONGHUA RENMIN GONGHEGUO CHENGLI ERSHIWU ZHOU NIAN
QUANGUO MEISHU ZUOPIN ZHANLAN ZUOPIN XUANJI. (In Celebration of the 25th
Anniversary of the Founding of the Peoples Republic of China: A Selection from the National
Exhibition of Works of Art). 慶祝中華⼈民共和國成⽴⼆⼗五周年全國美術作品展覽 ： 作品選集.
Beijing, 1975. 3 pp. text booklet plus 109 loose colour plates. English insert. 32x38 cm. Loose in
cardboard case.

£800.00

An excellent Chinese communist propaganda compilation produced towards the end of the Cultural Revolution period
under the auspices of the State Council. The 109 plates include traditional Chinese paintings, oil paintings, woodblock
prints, New Year prints, propaganda posters and a few sculptures. There is a (complete) total of 109 loose plates in a
cardboard folder. The subjects and themes of the paintings reflect the political campaigns and other issues of the day
from military vigilance to agricultural production, the glory of Chairman Mao and Mao Zedong thought, the
achievements and virtues of other political leaders, selfless Communist heroes, industrialisation and much more.
Provides a survey of the officially-approved art of the day and officially-sanctioned artists. A fascinating study tool for
the link of art and politics in the Cultural Revolution period.
To assist with the identification of the plates (and to keep them in order!) we have numbered the list of contents from 1
-109 and numbered each plate on the back.
We also include an English translation of the titles of the plates, type of work and the artists. Main text in Chinese.
It is very rare to find complete sets of these propaganda collections as plates were often removed to be individually
displayed or removed due to ‘incorrect political content’ brought about by changing political winds and propaganda
campaigns. Also, following the end of the Cultural Revolution and China moving into a new political phase, many were
thrown away or destroyed.
517

Qinshi Huangdi Ling Bowuguan ed: YOUYAN CHANG GE: YANGUO LISHI WENHUA ZHAN.
The Long Song of Youyan: An Exhibition of the History and Culture of the Yan State. 幽燕長歌 ： 燕
國歷史⽂化展. Xi’an, 2019. 207 pp. Colour plates throughout. 30x23 cm. Wrappers.

£120.00

Catalogue of a loan exhibition at the Qinshi Huangdi Museum located at the site of the Terracotta Warriors outside
Xi’an in China. The exhibition examined the rise and rule of the Yan state in northern China from the the Western Zhou
through to the Warring States, a period of some 800 years. The state covered the area around present-day Beijing
extending north into Inner Mongolia and east to the Liaoning peninsula. Numerous fine loans from museums in Beijing
and lesser-known institutions in north China. Includes pottery, interesting and fine bronzes, metal horse decorations
and fittings and other small metal objects, coins, small jades and a few fine and small gold plaques and crystal beads.
List of contents, introductions to each section and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese. Difficult to
obtain.
518

Qinshi Huangdi Museum ed: PING TIANXIA: PING TIANXIA - QIN DE TONGYI. Bringing
Peace to All Under Heaven - The Qin Dynasty’s Unification of China. 平天下 ： 平天下 - 秦的統⼀.
Xi’an, 2019. 312 pp. Colour plates throughout. 30x23 cm. Wrappers.

£250.00

Extensive and weighty catalogue of an apt exhibition at the Qinshi Huangdi Museum located at the site of the
Terracotta Warriors outside Xi’an in China. The exhibition examined the rise of the Qin state in north-west China in the
7th century BC, its rise as a power over the course of 500 years, its ultimate unification of China in 221 BC under the
First Emperor and its enduring influence. In three main sections: Growing Strong; Marching towards Unification; A
Hundred Subsequent Dynasties Adopting Qin-Style Governance. The exhibition brought together very fine artefacts
from the collection of the host museum plus many notable loans from museums in north-west China, Sichuan and
elsewhere in China. Included bronzes, inscribed wooden slips, gold, pottery, coins, jade and lacquer. All of a very high
quality and demonstrating the Qin cultural heritage and its legacy. A good amount of previously unpublished material.
List of contents, preface, captions and brief descriptions of plates in English. Main text in Chinese. Hard to obtain.
519

Quong, Rose trans: CHINESE GHOST & LOVE STORIES. New York, 1946. 329 pp. B/w
illustrations. 21x13 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Forty ghost and love stories from various periods. Nice drawing/woodblock illustrations. Introduction by Martin Buber
reprinted from his German translation of stories from the Liaozhai.
520

Raffles, Thomas Stamford: THE HISTORY OF JAVA. Kuala Lumpur, 1965. 8, xlviii, 479; viii, 291,
cclx. 10 colour and 56 other full page illustrations. Maps. Large colour folding map of Java at back of
Vol. 1. 2 vols. 27x22 cm. Cloth.

£60.00

Large two-volume facsimile reprint of the rare 1817 original. The illustrations from the original hand-coloured plates
and engravings.
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Rein, Dr. J. J: INDUSTRIES OF JAPAN. Together with an Account of its Agriculture, Forestry, Arts,
and Commerce from Travels and Researches undertaken at the Cost of the Prussian Government. New
York, 1889. xii, 570 pp. 44 plates and illustrations, 10 plates in colour. 3 folding maps. 25x18 cm.
Original decorative cloth.

£90.00

Together with an account of its agriculture, forestry, arts and commerce. An invaluable source for Meiji period arts and
handicrafts. Includes chapters on metal work, enamels, paper, ceramics, lacquer, etc. Wear to corners of front cover.
Scarce.
522

Riely, Celia Carrington: CHINESE ART. From the Cloud Sampler and Other Collections in the
Everson Museum. New York, 1969. xiii, 188 pp. 77 plates, 6 in colour. Map, bibliography. 26x20 cm.
Cloth.

£20.00

Selection of 80 works from an excellent collection with a study of their history, based on original Chinese source
material.
523

Roberts, Frances Markley: WESTERN TRAVELLERS TO CHINA. Shanghai, 1932. iii, 178 pp. 3
maps. Bibliography, index. 22x15 cm. Boards, with dustjacket mostly preserved in a protective cover.

£90.00

‘A personalized story of China’s relations with the West in Religion, Commerce, Diplomacy and Culture, during eleven
centuries’.
524

Rogers, Millard B: KOREAN CERAMICS IN THE SEATTLE ART MUSEUM. Far Eastern
Ceramics Bulletin Vol. IX: 3-4. N.p., 1957. pp. 12-24 plus 19 full page b/w plates. 28x22 cm. Selfcovered.

£10.00

Offprint. A study of this fine but little-known collection of Korean ceramics.
525

Ross, John: HISTORY OF COREA, ANCIENT AND MODERN. With Descriptions of Manners and
Customs, Language and Geography. London, (1879). xii, 404 pp. 8 plates, 4 in colour, 3 maps (one
folding) 23x15 cm. Decorative cloth.

£250.00

Contains good account of customs and conditions in Korea in the mid-19th century with comparisons to Chinese
customs. This is the first history of Korea in English and also has a section on Korean social customs. The four colour
plates have fresh colour and show a number of people in various Korean costumes. Covers very slightly loose.
Dedication on title page. Generally a good copy of a scarce and pioneering work.
526

Rousset, Huguette: ARTS DE LA CORÉE. Paris, 1987. 199 pp. 170 colour plates. Map. 30x22 cm.
Cloth.

£20.00

A well-illustrated survey of Korean art. In French. Third edition.
527

Russell, W. H: DIARY IN THE EAST. During the tour of the Prince and Princess of Wales.. London,
1869. xv, 650 pp. Colour frontispiece to each volume and 4 colour plates hors texte. A few b/w text
illustrations. 2 vols. 23x14 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

The account of the trip of the future King Edward VII to Egypt, the Dardanelles and Sebastopol. Lateral tear to spine of
Volume One. Tear to title page. Priced accordingly.
528

Sands, William Franklin: AT THE COURT OF KOREA. The Century Lives & Letters. London,
1987. 217 pp. 22x14 cm. Paper.

£10.00

Sands joined the US Foreign Service when very young and was sent to Japan in the 1890s. He was then sent to Korea,
where for 2 years he was chief advisor to the King. These are his revealing ‘Undiplomatic Memoirs’.
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Sapajou & Peyton-Griffiths, R. T: SHANGHAI’S SCHEMOZZLE. Hong Kong, 2008. 160 pp. B/w
cartoon illustrations throughout. 30x22 cm. Cloth.

£55.00

A classic of old Shanghai first published in 1937 in Shanghai by the North China Daily News (NCDN). Due to its
popularity, a second volume was published. The two volumes are here reproduced in this single work. Sapajou was the
nom-de-plume of the white Russian satirical cartoonist, Georgii Sapojnikoff, whose work featured in the NCDN. He was
much appreciated for his visual insights into the expatriate and Chinese world of Shanghai at the time and of China in
general and the political situation. Many examples of Sapajou’s cartoons are reproduced here together with pages from
the NCDN giving context. A fine compendium of his output. Interesting eight page introduction on Sapajou, his life and
work, by Richard Rigby. We have never seen the original of this work.
530

Schiff, Fred: MASKEE. A Shanghai Sketchbook. Shanghai, c.1940. Title and 20 pp. of hand-coloured
cartoons. 27x20 cm. Concertina-style album of Chinese patterned red silk. Some wear and marks.

£1,900.00

A collection of racy hand-coloured cartoons, inspired by the life (or, rather, nightlife) of the port of Shanghai, suitably
captioned and altogether an amusing period piece. Schiff was the artist who most aptly caught the essence of the heady
days of the melting pot that was Shanghai in the early 20th century and, in particular, the interplay between Chinese
and foreigner. This is no. 281 of a limited edition, hand-coloured and signed by the artist. Some bowing to the patterned
silk covers and some wear and marks but retaining good red colour. Internally, in good condition with occasional
marks. Very rare and quite delightful.
531

Schiff, Fred: MASKEE. A Shanghai Sketchbook. Shanghai, c.1940. Title and 20 pp. of hand-coloured
cartoons. 27x20 cm. Concertina-style album of Chinese patterned red silk. Staining to back cover.

£1,000.00

A collection of racy hand-coloured cartoons, inspired by the life (or, rather, night- life) of the port of Shanghai, suitably
captioned and altogether an amusing period piece. Schiff was the artist who most aptly caught the essence of the heady
days of Shanghai in the early 20th century and, in particular, the interplay between Chinese and foreigner. This is no.
182 of a limited edition, hand-coloured and signed by the artist. This copy with red patterned silk covers still retaining
good colour. The front cover with minor wear and marks. The back cover with staining which intrudes onto and down
the top half of the spine of the last double page opening but does not affect the image. Internally, in good condition with
occasional marks and mottling. Rare and delightful. Priced accordingly.
532

Scidmore, Eliza Ruhamah: CHINA. The Long-lived Empire. New York, 1900. xv, 466 pp. 50 plates
(incl. tinted frontispiece) and numerous text illustrations. 21x14 cm. Decorative cloth, somewhat
grubby.

£45.00

Imperialist China at the end of the nineteenth century as observed by the author of the popular ‘Jinrikisha Days in
Japan’. Especially good on Beijing, Shanghai and Canton with many acute and memorable bons mots and predictions
‘It is not possible to regenerate China as China’. Spine slightly faded, otherwise a very good copy.
533

Scott, Rosemary et al: IMPERIAL TASTE. Chinese Ceramics from the Percival David Foundation.
Los Angeles, 1989. 135 pp. Glossary, bibliography. 69 colour plates, 45 illustrations. 31x23 cm. Paper.

£20.00

A scrumptious catalogue of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art exhibition of 56 pieces from this collection, with
essays on recent archaeological findings, Qing decorative influences etc.
534

Hayashiya Seizo & the Zauho Press: SEKAI TOJI ZENSHU 19 — CERAMIC ART OF THE
WORLD 19. Yi Dynasty. Tokyo, 1980. 330 pp. Japanese, 12 pp. English text. 279 colour plates, many
b/w illustrations. 30x22 cm. Cloth, slipcase.

£90.00

535

Sekido Museum of Art: KOSOMETSUKE. (Catalogue of Kosometsuke Wares). 古染付. Tokyo, 2016.
298, xviii pp. 158 pp. colour plates. 30x21 cm. Wrappers.

£80.00

Catalogue of an exhibition shown in three phases in 2016 and 2017 of the fine collection of kosometsuke teawares held
in the Sekido Museum of Art in Japan. A total of 186 exhibits are shown. Many of the exhibits comprise groups of
kosometsuke wares of similar form and/or decoration. Thus, many hundreds of fine kosometsuke were on display. Bases
and marks are shown. Much variety and much previously unpublished material. 18 page list of plates in English. Main
text in Japanese. A very good addition to the literature on the subject.
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THE SEVENTY-YEAR HISTORY OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA. Beijing, 1991.
317 pp. Colour plates and b/w photographic illustrations throughout. 35x26 cm. Cloth.

£80.00

A commemorative production. Traces the history and achievements of the Communist Party of China from its founding
through to 1991. Many interesting black-and-white photographs of the party’s early period before gaining power in
1949 and fascinating documentary photography on the years since then. Also much photography on the economic
achievements and industrial construction since 1980. In English. Scarce.
537

Sezon Museum of Art: JAPANESE AESTHETICS AND SENSE OF SPACE. Another Aspect of
Modern Japanese Design. Tokyo, 1990. 305 pp. A few colour plates & numerous b/w plates and
illustrations. 30x23 cm. Paper.

£35.00

Catalogue of an important exhibition examining two crucial aspects of Japanese artist culture as manifested in modern
Japanese design in the 20th century. 14 pages of essays in English. The English in captions to the plates is limited to the
name of the artist or craftsman. Main text in Japanese. Long out-of-print.
538

Shaanxi Archaeological Research Institute ed: DA LIN DA YA: LANTIAN LU SHI JIAZU MU
CHUTU WENWU JINGCUI. (Cultural Treasures Excavated from the Lu Family Cemetery at
Lantian). ⼤臨⼤雅 ： 藍⽥呂氏家族墓出⼟⽂物精粹. Beijing, 2018. vii pp. text plus 222 pp. colour
plates, many full page. 29x21 cm. Cloth.

£90.00

Very interesting work illustrating and discussing the fine finds made following archaeological excavations at the Lu
Family Cemetery located at Lantian in China’s Shaanxi province. The Lu family was eminent during the Northern Song
period and this is reflected in the quality of the goods found in various graves. Includes fine Yaozhou wares,
russet/persimmon glazed ceramics, white wares, celadons, metal and ceramic teawares, partridge-feather and hare’sfur teabowls, bronze ewers, scholar’s studio items and much more of interest, especially small bronze items. All
illustrated in colour. Captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
539

Shaanxi History Museum et al. ed: SICHOU ZHI LU YANJIU JIKAN: DI ER JI. Journal of the Silk
Road Studies: Volume Two. 絲綢之路研究集刊 ： 第⼆輯. Beijing, 2019. iiv, 416 pp. Colour and b/w
text illus. 29x21 cm. Boards.

£70.00

The second volume of an annual (?) journal on Silk Road Studies produced by the Shaanxi History Museum in Xi’an in
China, the famous ancient capital of China and the start of the Silk Road. A total of 31 papers on varied aspects of the
culture and archaeology of the Ancient Silk Road. All in Chinese but each has an abstract in English, all grouped
together at the end of the journal. Hard to obtain.
540

Shaanxi History Museum et al. ed: SICHOU ZHI LU YANJIU JIKAN: DI SI JI. Journal of the Silk
Road Studies: Volume Four. 絲綢之路研究集刊 ： 第四輯. Beijing, 2019. 400 pp. Colour and b/w
text illus. 29x21 cm. Boards.

£70.00

The fourth volume of an annual journal on Silk Road Studies produced by the Shaanxi History Museum in Xi’an in
China, the famous ancient capital of China and the start of the Silk Road. A total of 26 wide-ranging papers. All in
Chinese but each has an informative abstract in English together with a list of the papers, all grouped together at the
end of the volume. Hard to obtain.
541

Shan Guoqiang et al: THE FORBIDDEN CITY. Court and Culture of the Chinese Emperors (1644
-1911). Rotterdam, 1990. 248 pp. 108 illustrations, 86 in colour. 28x23 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Published to coincide with an exhibition organized by the Boymans-van Beuningen Museum in Rotterdam. A unique
look at the court culture of the Qing dynasty emperors. Dual texts in Dutch and English.
542

SHANDONG MEISHU ZUOPIN XUAN. (A Selection of Art Works from Shandong Province). 山東
美術作品選. Ji’nan, 1972. 2 loose introductory pages of text and 50 colour loose plates. 2 board covers,
the back cover having list of contents. 27x24 cm. Paper.

£60.00

A regional perspective on Cultural Revolution propaganda material with much imagery of rural scenes. Mostly
reproductions of colourful paintings and posters and a couple of woodblock prints. A complete set. All text in Chinese.
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Shandong Provincial Library ed: SHANDONG SHENG GUJI ZHONGDIAN BAOHU DANWEI
(DI YI PI). (Important Protected Rare Book Institutions in Shandong Province (Part One)). 山東省古
籍重點保擭單位（第⼀批）. Ji’nan, 2009. 152 pp. Colour photographs throughout. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

Lists a number of libraries, museums and other institutions in China’s Shandong province which are viewed as having
important holdings of rare books. Ranges from the Shandong Museum and Shandong University Library through to
small and little-known municipal museums and libraries. Each institution described and illustrated together with a few
illustrations of examples of rare books in the respective collection. In Chinese.
544

Shandong Provincial Library ed: SHANDONG SHENG TUSHUGUAN CANG ZHENPIN TULU.
(An Illustrated Record of Treasures in the Shandong Provincial Library). 山東省圖書館藏珍品圖錄.
Ji’nan, 2009. 254 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

Illustrates and describes the finest treasures from amongst the holdings of this important but little-published collection.
A wide and varied selection. In Chinese.
545

Shandong Provincial Museum ed: TAIYANG QIDAN: DA LIAO WENWU ZHAN. The Splendor of
the Khitan Dynasty. 太陽契丹 ： ⼤遼⽂物展. Hangzhou, 2015. 165 pp. Full page colour plates
throughout. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.

£60.00

Catalogue of a loan exhibition at the Shandong Provincial Museum in Ji’nan in China showing very fine Liao dynasty
(10th-12th century AD) artefacts from tombs in Inner Mongolia. The objects loaned from the Inner Mongolia Museum
and the Cultural Relics and Archaeological Research Institute of Inner Mongolia. Includes gold and silver funerary
items, very fine ceramics, six highly-unusual glass and crystal exhibits, amber jewellery, bronzes etc. All illustrated in
colour. Text in Chinese. Hard to obtain.
546

Shanghai Bowuguan ed: YU DING KE DING. (‘Yu’ Vessels and ‘Ke’ Vessels). 盂鼎 克鼎. Shanghai,
1959. 47 pp. Collotype plates, of which 3 in colour; line drawings; b/w rubbings of inscriptions. 37x27
cm. Cloth.

£30.00

Study of one ‘Yu’ vessel and two ‘Ke’ vessels of the Western Zhou. In Chinese.
547

SHANGHAI MANHUA. Shanghai Sketch. 上海漫畫. Shanghai, 1996. c. 400; c. 400 pp. Colour and
b/w illustrations throughout. 2 vols. 39x27 cm. Cloth.

£190.00

‘Shanghai Sketch’ was a magazine published between 1928 and 1931, initially as a weekly and then fortnightly. A total
of 110 editions were produced with an average print run of 3000. Each edition was usually eight pages long, copiously
illustrated throughout with four-colour lithography and b/w cartoons and photographs. ‘Shanghai Sketch’ was
preoccupied with the mores, issues and life of Shanghai at the time. There was a satirical and humorous edge to the
magazine. Viewing this work from the end of the 20th century, ‘Shanghai Sketch’ provides a direct insight into Shanghai
popular culture in the late 1920s/early 30s. It is, moreover, an excellent reference of the graphic art and design of the
time and a prime record of the art of the sketch that flourished during this period. This two-volume work reproduces all
110 editions of ‘Shanghai Sketch’ in their entirety and presents the opportunity to own a complete record of a journal
that is extremely hard to find in its original form. In Chinese only.
548

Shanghai Museum: ARCHAEOLOGICAL TREASURES ON THE SILK ROAD IN XINJIANG
UYGUR AUTONOMOUS REGION. Xinjiang Weiwuer Zizhiqu Silu Kaogu Zhenpin. 絲路考古珍
品 。 ⾺承源 岳峰 主編. Shanghai, 1998. 321 pp. 159 pp. colour plates. 142 b/w illustrations. Text
drawings. 28x22 cm. Cloth.

£110.00

Over 300 exhibits from the Silk Road in Xinjiang including fine textiles, mummified figures, funerary objects etc., from
recent archaeological digs. Most exhibited for the first time at this exhibition at the Shanghai Museum. In Chinese but
with abstracts of introductory essays, captions and descriptions of objects in English. A fine catalogue. Out-of-print and
now ever harder to find.
549

Shanghai Museum: JIN YU HUA NIAN: SHAANXI HANCHENG CHUTU ZHOUDAI RUIGUO
WENWU ZHENPIN. Golden Age of the Rui State: Zhou Dynasty Treasures from Hancheng, Shaanxi
Province. ⾦⽟華年 ： 陝西韓城出⼟周代芮國⽂物珍品. Shanghai, 2012. 293 pp. Colour plates
throughout. Colour text plates. B/w text drawings. 29x23 cm. Wrappers.

£75.00

Catalogue of a loan exhibition at the Shanghai Museum showing superb bronzes and jades from the Rui Kingdom which
flourished at the time of the Zhou dynasty. Prefaces, abstracts of essays and captions in English. Illustrated throughout
in colour and with black-and-white illustrations of rubbings of designs on the bronzes. Main text in Chinese.
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Shanghai Museum: ZHONGGUO SHUHUAJIA YINJIAN KUANSHI. (Chinese Artists’ Seals and
Signatures). 中國書畫家印鑑款識. Beijing, 2013. 1635 pp. Many illustrations. 2 vols. 27x19 cm.
Cloth.

£90.00

Illustrates 23,000 seals and signatures of over 1200 Chinese artists from all periods. Basically resembles ContagWang’s book, but with many more seals and the added advantage of reproductions of signatures. A major reference
work in two volumes. Reprint of the 1987 edition. In Chinese.
551

Shanghai Museum: ZHU LOU WENXIN: ZHUKE ZHENPIN TE JI. Literati Spirit: Art of Chinese
Bamboo Carving. ⽵鏤⽂⼼ ： ⽵刻珍品特集. Shanghai, 2012. 372 pp. Colour plates throughout. B/w
text illustrations. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.

£90.00

Catalogue of an exhibition of bamboo carving at the Shanghai Museum. The 194 exhibits are of superb quality, the
large majority coming from the Museum’s little-published bamboo carving collection, together with a few loans from
the Forbidden City Museum and Ningbo Museum. Sections on: The Jiading School; Lineage of the Jiading School;
Liuqing Technique; Interaction. Contents, foreword, brief introductions to each section, list of plates and captions in
English. Main text in Chinese. Recommended.
Please note that this is an entirely different exhibition to the ‘Charm of Bamboo’ exhibition held at the Zhejiang
Provincial Museum at the end of 2011/early 2012.
552

Shanghai Museum: ZHUKE YISHU. Bamboo Carving. Shanghai, 1986. 14 pp. plus 1 pp. English
insert. B/w illustrations. 26x19 cm. Paper.

£15.00

Small catalogue of an exhibition of bamboo carving (presumably from the Museum’s collection). 22 fine objects are
shown (often with multiple views and seals) brushpots, figures, wrist rests and fan frames. Text in English and Chinese.
553

Shanghai Museum ed: BAI DAI GUO KE: SHANXI BOWUGUAN CANG GUDAI BIHUA
YISHU JINGPIN JI. Transient World: Ancient Wall Paintings from the Shanxi Museum. 百代過客
： 山西博物館藏古代壁畫藝術精品集. Shanghai, 2017. 168 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 1
loose colour foldout. 30x23 cm. Wrappers.

£60.00

Catalogue of a loan exhibition at the Shanghai Museum of fine mural wall paintings from the collection of the Shanxi
Museum in Taiyuan. The murals come from sites throughout Shanxi province and date from the Northern Qi through to
the Song and Yuan dynasties (6th to 13th centuries), an extensive period throughout which Shanxi was a prosperous
regional centre of power. The murals bear testament to the wealth and culture of the time. A number of introductions
and captions in English. Main text in Chinese.
554

Shanghai Museum ed: HAN MO HUICUI: MEIGUO SHOUCANG ZHONGGUO WUDAI SONG
YUAN SHU HUA ZHENPIN. Masterpieces of Early Chinese Painting and Calligraphy in American
Collections. 翰墨薈萃 ： 美國收藏中國五代宋元書畫珍品. Shanghai, 2012. 599 pp. Full page colour
plates throughout. 43x31 cm. Cloth.

£1,350.00

Impressive catalogue of a marvellous and important exhibition at the Shanghai Museum comprising loans of 60 early
Chinese paintings and calligraphy from four American museums; The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, The
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, The Cleveland Museum of Art and the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art. The exhibits date
from the Five Dynasties through to the Yuan dynasty with the majority of the material being Song and Yuan dynasty.
The exhibition was divided into sections: Stylistic Paradigms of Landscape Painting (15 paintings); The Rise of the
Literati Landscape Tradition (11 works); The Flourishing of Figural and Religious Painting (15 paintings); Glories of
Bird-and-Flower Painting (8 exhibits); Refinement and Self-expression in Song and Yuan Calligraphy (8 works). All the
works are illustrated in their entirety and in sections showing close-up detail. Many are shown life-size. The colour
plates are excellent. Whilst the works have been illustrated in previous works, the quality and size of these
reproductions allow full and detailed examination and appreciation of these superb works. List of contents, list of
plates, forewords, six essays and captions to plates in English. Fuller text and descriptions in Chinese.
555

Shanghai Museum ed: LIANG ZHOU FENGGUO LUNHENG: SHAANXI HANCHENG CHUTU
RUIGUO WENWU JI ZHOUDAI FENGGUO KAOGUXUE YANJIU GUOJI XUESHU
YANTAOHUI LUNWEN JI. The International Symposium on Rui State Treasures from Hancheng,
Shaanxi Province. 兩周封國論衡 ： 陝西韓城出⼟芮國⽂物暨周代封國考古學研究國際學術研討
會論⽂集 。 上海博物館 編. Shanghai, 2014. 574 pp. Colour and b/w text illus. 26x19 cm. Wrappers.

£75.00

Proceedings of a large symposium held in 2012 in Shanghai in conjunction with an exhibition of Rui Kingdom treasures
at the Shanghai Museum. Fifty-four papers. A good contribution to the sparse material on this little-known Zhou
dynasty fiefdom. In Chinese.
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Shanghai Museum ed: ZHUO BI JIN LEI : MIN FANGLEI YU HUNAN CHUTU QINGTONGQI
JINGCUI. ‘Min’ Fanglei and Selected Bronze Vessels Unearthed in Hunan. 酌彼⾦罍 ： ⽫⽅罍輿湖
南出⼟青銅器精粹. Shanghai, 2015. 147 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 30x23 cm. Wrappers.

£40.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Shanghai Museum showing 11 extraordinary late Shang dynasty bronzes unearthed
from sites in China’s Hunan province. The exhibition was organized to celebrate the reuniting of the body of the highlyimportant late Shang/early Zhou dynasty ‘Min’ Fanglei bronze (brought back from abroad) with its lid which has been
in the collection of the Hunan Provincial Museum. The bronzes are truly fabulous, a number being of animal shape or
bearing animals designs. One famous ding has human mask decoration. All illustrated in multiple views and showing
much close-up detail. Introductions, abstracts of essays and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
557

Shanghai Museum ed: ZHUOSHUO CHONGXIAN: SHIWU SHIJI ZHONGQI JINGDEZHEN
CIQI DA ZHAN. Lustre Revealed: Jingdezhen Porcelain Wares in Mid Fifteenth Century China. 灼烁
重現 ： ⼗五世紀中期景德鎮瓷器⼤展. Shanghai, 2019. 393 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x23 cm.
Wrappers.

£90.00

Substantial catalogue of an exhibition at the Shanghai Museum showing ceramics from the Zhengtong, Jingtai and
Tianshun reigns of the Ming dynasty, three reigns covering a short period of 29 years from 1436-1464. Coming after
the vigour of the Xuande reign and before the glory of the Chenghua reign (at least where ceramics are concerned) this
has long been an elusive and little-understood area in the study of Ming dynasty ceramics and is known as the ‘Empty
Period’ or ‘The Interregnum’. This is a welcome contribution that much helps improve our understanding.
Some 140 of the ceramics were shown at an exhibition in Hong Kong in 2018 comprising material excavated in 2014
at Jingdezhen. Since then many of these examples have been further restored and are seen in better-reconstructed and
more complete condition at this larger Shanghai showing. This body of ceramics is supplemented by important loans of
other reconstructed, intact and complete examples from numerous museums in China plus museums and collections in
Hong Kong, Japan and America. A total of 275 exhibits. All shown in good colour plates, many in multiple views.
Foreword, list of contents, abstract to essay and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
558

SHANGHAI YANGQUAN LUDA GONGREN HUA ZHANLAN ZUOPIN XUANJI. (A
Exhibition of Paintings of Workers from Shanghai, Yangquan and Luda). 上海陽泉旅⼤⼯⼈畫展覽作
品選集. Beijing, 1975. 1, 4 pp. text plus 71 pp. colour plates. 29x26 cm. Wrappers.

£50.00

A collection of paintings and woodblock prints showing the activities of workers in the cities of Shanghai, Yangquan
and Luda in China. Produced during the Cultural revolution. Typically colourful and vibrant revolutionary art showing
a range of activities and deeds. The title could be translated as ‘paintings BY workers’ etc. but, given the highly
competent nature of the artists’ work, perhaps best to stick with the title above. An interesting and colourful selection.
Text in Chinese. In good condition.
559

Shanxi Museum & Baoji Bronzes Museum ed: FENG MING QISHAN: ZHOUYUAN QINGTONG
YISHU. (Exhibition of the Art of Zhouyuan Bronzes). 鳳鳴岐山 ： 周原青銅藝術 。 山西博物館 寶
雞青銅器博物館 編. Taiyuan, 2015. 160 pp. Colour plates throughout. B/w text drawings. 29x21 cm.
Wrappers.

£60.00

Catalogue of a loan exhibition at the Shanxi Museum in Taiyuan showing Shang and (predominantly) Western Zhou
bronzes from the collection of the Baoji Bronzes Museum in Shaanxi province, China. Many spectacular and rare
objects. Illustrated throughout in colour. Site of excavation is given for each exhibit. Text in Chinese. Hard to obtain.
560

Sharf, Frederic A. & Harrington, Peter: CHINA, 1900: THE EYEWITNESSES SPEAK. The Boxer
Rebellion as Described by Participants in Letters, Diaries and Photographs. London, 2000. 256 pp. 16
pp. b/w plates. 4 maps. 24x16 cm. Cloth, dustjacket.

£30.00

Combines dramatic firsthand accounts with historical commentary to paint a picture of the Rebellion in its entirety.
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Shen Jisun: MOFA JIYAO. (Illustrated Essentials of Ink Manufacture). 墨法集要 。 沈繼孫 撰. N.p.
(Xiangxiang), 1894. 28 folded leaves. 20 b/w woodcut illustrations of the stages of ink stick production
and one b/w woodcut illustration of ink stick moulds. 28x17 cm. Stitched, modern cloth case.

£1,500.00

Late Qing Guangxu period reworking of the 1775 Qianlong edition. The text truncated but retaining the illustrations of
the original version.
This classic work on ink production was by the Ming author, Shen Jisun. Shen’s preface to his original Hongwu period
edition of the work was dated 1398. The book was selected for inclusion in the Qianlong period collectanea, ‘Juzhenban
Congshu’ produced in the ‘Wuyingdian’ imperial print shop. ‘Juzhenban’ generally refers to books printed with the
copper moveable type that was used for a number of famous Qianlong period imperial book projects. The text and
accompanying illustrations are considered to be an important record of traditional methods of making and decorating
ink sticks. Shen’s process concentrates on ink made from tong oil lampblack rather than pine soot. Twenty stages of
production are shown culminating in proving the actual use of the ink for calligraphy, and an illustration of a multipart
mould arrangement for fashioning and decorating ink sticks.
Reprinted by a Mr. Xie Songdai of Xiangxiang - Xiangxiang being located in Hunan province.
All text in Chinese. In fine condition. rare.
562

Shenzhen Museum ed: FENG BANG JIAN BA: SHANXI YICHENG DAHEKOU MUDI CHUTU
XIZHOU BAGUO WENWU ZHENPIN. (Western Zhou Treasures from the Ba Kingdom Excavated
at the Dahekou Cemetery at Yicheng in Shanxi Province). 封邦建霸 ： 山西翼城⼤河⼜墓地出⼟西
周霸國⽂物珍品. Beijing, 2016. 207 pp. Colour plates throughout. 1 colour foldout. 29x22 cm.
Wrappers.

£80.00

Catalogue of an exhibition held at the Shenzhen Museum in China showing a wonderful and extraordinary selection of
very fine ancient Chinese bronzes and other artefacts (mainly small jades) pertaining to the Western Zhou Ba kingdom.
The exhibits all come from the Ba kingdom Dahekou cemetery located near Yicheng in China’s Shanxi province. The
exhibition focuses on the objects found in four major tombs together with a selection of finds from various other tombs
in the cemetery. The most amazing bronze is a life-size bird-shaped ewer with a spout and bearing an extensive
inscription. All objects illustrated in colour, many in multiple views and well described. A worthy contribution to the
literature on this little-known ancient state and its considerable artistic achievements. Text in Chinese.
563

Shenzhen Museum ed: HUANGHUANG JU TANG: QI ZHI JIU SHIJI DE TANGDAI WUZHI
YU QIYONG. The Brilliant and Great Tang Dynasty: Substance and Apparatus used in Tang Dynasty
from seven to ninth Century. 煌煌巨唐 ： 七之九世紀的唐代物質與器⽤. Beijing, 2019. 194 pp. Full
page colour plates throughout. 35x27 cm. Boards.

£140.00

Large catalogue of a very good exhibition at Shenzhen Museum showing a fine selection of Tang artefacts predominantly ceramics of various shapes and sizes and in various glazes. Also includes tomb figurines, small metal
and gilt-metal objects, a couple of jades etc. 170 objects are illustrated, the majority in multiple views. A good number
of the smaller objects are shown life-size or slightly enlarged. A very pleasing selection. The exhibits from the
Museum’s collection and other institutions in Shenzhen. In Chinese.
564

Shi Shoujian & Yan Juanying ed: YISHU ZHONG DE HAN JIN YU TANG SONG ZHI BIAN.
(The Art of the Han and Jin Dynasties and Changes in the Tang and Song). 藝術中的漢晉與唐松之
變 。 ⽯守謙 顏娟英 主編. Taibei, 2014. 463 pp. 8 pp. colour plates. B/w text illustrations. 26x19 cm.
Wrappers.

£45.00

A compilation of 12 essays by various Chinese scholars examining aspects of the development of art during the Han and
Jin dynasties and assessing the development and changes onwards into the Tang and Song. In Chinese.
565

Shoto Museum: CHINESE TREASURES FROM THE CHANG FOUNDATION. Tokyo, 2001. 181
pp. 181 colour plates. 30x22 cm. Paper.

£35.00

An exhibition showing the range and quality of the Chang Family Foundation in Taiwan. 182 objects are shown
ranging from ceramics, gilt sculpture and paintings to lacquer, yixing and snuffbottles. Captions in English, otherwise
Japanese text only.
566

Singh, Madanjeet: HIMALAYAN ART. Wall-Painting and Sculpture in Ladakh, Lahaul and Spiti.
Greenwich, 1968. 295 pp. 140 colour plates. 33 figures, 1 map. 34x26 cm. Cloth.
Also includes Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan. A fine well-illustrated study.

£20.00
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Siren, Osvald: BEIJING DE CHENGQIANG YU CHENGMEN. The Walls and Gates of Peking. 北
京的城牆與城⾨ 。 喜仁龍 著. Beijing, 2017. 316 pp. Numerous b/w photographic illustrations and
architectural drawings. 24x17 cm. Wrappers.

£30.00

Chinese translation of Osvald Siren’s wonderful and rare work ‘The Walls and Gates of Peking’ published in 1923. The
architectural drawings and black-and-white plates of the original are reproduced in reduced format.
568

Sirén, Osvald: CHINESE PAINTING. Leading Masters and Principles. New York, 1973. lxxxii, 1409
pp. 867 plates. Bibliographies, index. 7 vols. 29x23 cm. Cloth.

£390.00

Monumental work divided into two parts: the first 3 volumes covering the period up to the Song, and the last four the
Yuan, Ming, and Qing periods. Extensive indexes and biographies. Reprint of the 1956-58 edition and equally hard to
find. RBS 4:486.
569

Smith, Judith G. ed: ARTS OF KOREA. New York, 1998. 512 pp. 350 illustrations, 148 in colour. 2
maps. Bibliography, index. 30x22 cm. Cloth.

£25.00

Comprehensive, scholarly catalogue to accompany the major exhibition of Korean art, from Neolithic time to the 19th
century, coinciding with the opening of the Metropolitan’s Museums permanent Arts of Korea Gallery. Contributions by
the leading Korean art scholars.
570

Smyth, George B. et al: THE CRISIS IN CHINA. New York and London, 1900. 185, vi pp. Index.
19x13 cm. Decorative cloth.

£10.00

A collection of essays reprinted from ‘The North American Review.’ Cloth worn and mottled, with a couple of repairs.
571

Sohn Pow-key, Kim Chol-choon and Hong Yi-sup: THE HISTORY OF KOREA. Seoul, 1970. 363
pp. 13 colour and 32 b/w plates. 8 maps. Bibliography, index. 24x16 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Substantial UNESCO-sponsored history of Korea in English with some useful illustrations. The first-named author is
well-known for his work on the history of printing in Korea.
572

Soo, C. Y. comp: XIN SHANGHAI DITU. A New Map of Shanghai Published by the Jihsin
Geographical Institute. 新上海地圖 ： ⽇新與地學社出版. Shanghai, 1934. Folding map with colour.
Inset map of central Shanghai and smaller inset map of the area around Shanghai. Blue collotype
photographic panoramic view of the Bund, Shanghai at bottom of map. Accompanying 20 page booklet.
54x77 cm. Map.

£600.00

Scale 1:22000. Shows the city of Shanghai and its suburbs and follows the course of the Whangpoo (Huangpu) river
down to its meeting with the Yangtze. An inset map (16x26 cm) of larger (unstated) scale in the middle right of the map
shows the city centre along the Bund and Soochow Creek and then extending West to the Racecourse. A small inset map
at top left shows the area around Shanghai. Along the bottom of the map there extends a blue collotype photographic
panoramic view of the Bund.
Whilst the map as a whole primarily gives the Chinese characters for places, roads and buildings, a good number of
roads, places of interest, factories and wharves etc. also have names in English and the map reflects the international
cosmopolitan nature of Shanghai at the time.
Accompanied by a 20 page booklet in English by C. Y. Soo: ‘A New Directory Map of Shanghai’ comprising 17 pages
of description of Shanghai and its Settlements and a three page index. Back cover detached.
The map in fine condition, with some slight loss along one vertical central fold. A very rare survival. Images available
on request.
573

Soontaek Choi-Bae: SELADON-KERAMIK DER KORYO-DYNASTIE, 918-1392. Celadon Wares
of the Koryo Period. Koln, 1984. 247 pp. 125 b/w illustrations, 16 colour plates, 4 maps, 38 line
drawings. 27x22 cm. Paper.

£10.00

Catalogue of the fine collection of Korean ceramics from the Koryo period in the Museum of East Asian Art, Cologne.
Text in both English and German.
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Sotheby’s: CHINESE DECORATIVE ARTS. Including The Property of the Rt. Hon Viscountess
Lymington, The Property of the Countess of Powis et al.. London, 1980. 140 pp. Numerous b/w (and a
few colour) illustrations 24x18 cm. Paper.

£15.00

Sotheby’s auction catalogue of the London sale of 286 lots of Chinese decorative arts, silver and other metalwork,
Peking glass, carpets, rugs and saddle covers, robes and other apparel, lacquer etc. Auctioned March 7, 1980.
575

Sotheby’s: THE MEIYINTANG COLLECTION PART IV. An Important Selection of Imperial
Chinese Porcelains. Hong Kong, 2012. 211 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 30x24 cm. Cloth.

£120.00

A beautiful catalogue comprising the fourth in a series of five auction sales of a definitive collection of Chinese imperial
porcelain sold at Sotheby’s in Hong Kong. A collection that reflects the stylistic developments of Chinese porcelain
through pieces of incredible rarity and produced to the highest possible standards. Main text in English. Introduction
and captions in Chinese and some Chinese translations of descriptions.
576

Sotheby’s: THE MEIYINTANG COLLECTION PART V. An Important Selection of Imperial
Chinese Porcelains. Hong Kong, 2013. 180 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 30x24 cm. Cloth.

£80.00

A beautiful catalogue comprising the fifth and final auction sale of a definitive collection of Chinese imperial porcelain
sold at Sotheby’s In Hong Kong. A collection that reflects the stylistic developments of Chinese porcelain through
pieces of incredible rarity and produced to the highest possible standards. Main text in English. Introduction and
captions in Chinese and some Chinese translations of descriptions. Scarce.
577

Spain, David: NORITAKE FANCYWARES A TO Z. A Pictorial Record and Guide to Values.
London, 2002. 320 pp. 1037 colour illustrations. 28x21 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

A grand tour of Noritake fancywares - from tea sets to lamps, plaques to figurines. Primarily concentrates on wares
produced from the 1920s to 1940s. Copiously-illustrated in colour. A good reference to this widely-collected ware. With
current retail values in US dollars.
578

Spinks, Charles Nelson: THE CERAMIC WARES OF SIAM. Bangkok, 1971. vii, 196 pp. 110 plates
4 in colour 3 maps. 24x18 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Comprehensive study of Thai ceramics. Second, revised edition.
579

Ssu-ma Ch’ien; Cheng Tsai-fa, trans: THE GRAND SCRIBE’S RECORDS VOLUME II. The Basic
Annals of Han China. Bloomington, 2002. lxv, 341 pp. 5 maps. 23x16 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Part II of the first complete translation of the classic work on Chinese history by the Han dynasty scholar, to be
completed in nine volumes (publication ongoing). Edited by William H. Nienhauser, Jr., professor of Chinese at
Wisconsin.
580

Stein, Aurel: ON ANCIENT CENTRAL ASIAN TRACKS. Brief Narrative of Three Expeditions in
Innermost Asia and North-Western China. London, 1933. xxiv, 342 pp. 150 illustrations, 20 in colour.
Folding colour map, index. 24x18 cm. Cloth.

£600.00

First edition. This work is a succinct account of the explorations, antiquarian and geographical, which Sir Aurel Stein
carried out in Chinese Turkistan and adjacent parts of Innermost Asia. The folding map somewhat grubby with two very
marginal tears. Slight damage to cover. Generally a good copy.
581

Stone, Albert and Reed, J. Hammond, ed: HISTORIC LUSHAN. The Kuling Mountains. Hankou,
1921. 3 ff., ii, 106 pp. 79 plates. 2 maps (l large folding, torn at creases). 24x16 cm. Cloth, corners
rubbed, spine torn & faded.

£95.00

An exemplary guidebook to the many charms of this celebrated health resort in Henan. Informative on every aspect of
its history, flora and fauna, with practical tips on such matters as picnic spots and general comfort.
582

Sugimura Yuzo: DOKI — GYOKKI. (Bronzes and Jades). Kotai Chugoku no Bi. Tokyo, 1963. 59 pp.
48 plates, 2 in colour. 18 text-figures. 30x23 cm. Cloth.
Pictorial account of Chinese bronzes and jades. Text in Japanese only.

£20.00
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Sullivan, Michael: THE ARTS OF CHINA. Fourth Edition, Revised and Expanded. Berkeley, 1999.
342 pp. 214 b/w illustrations, 168 colour illustrations. 14 maps. 25x22 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

For this fourth edition of his classic history of Chinese art from the Neolithic period to the 1990s, Michael Sullivan has
drawn on the archaeological discoveries in the last two decades of the twentieth century. Research on more recent
dynasties has also led him to fresh interpretations of well-documented historical events and artworks. This edition has
over 300 illustrations, most of them newly incorporated.
584

Sun Kai ed: MINGDAI ZHOU FANWANG LING DIAOCHA YU YANJIU. (Investigation and
Research into the Tombs of the Zhou Fiefdom of the Ming Dynasty). 明代周藩王陵調查輿研究 。 孫
凱 編著. Zhongzhou, 2014. xvi, 241 pp. text plus 2 pp. colour plates. Numerous b/w text illustrations
and drawings. 27x19 cm. Boards.

£50.00

Research into the little-known robbed and destroyed tombs of the 13 kings of the Ming dynasty Zhou fiefdom which was
based in Kaifeng in central China. Three page English abstract otherwise Chinese text only. Hard to obtain.
585

Suntory Museum of Art: IMARI: YOROPPA NO KYUDEN O KAZATTA NIHON JIKI. Imari:
Japanese Porcelain for European Palaces. Osaka, 2014. 258 pp. Colour plates throughout. 4 foldouts.
24x18 cm. Wrappers.

£25.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Suntory Museum of Art (and then elsewhere in Japan) showing 191 fine examples of
Imari ware dating from the 1670s through to the Meiji period. Arranged chronologically. The exhibits from a number of
museum collections, predominantly the Museum of Oriental Ceramics in Osaka. All illustrated in colour and described.
Foreword in English. 19 page list of exhibits in English with date of each exhibit given. Main text in Japanese.
586

Suzhou Museum ed: SUZHOU BOWUGUAN CANG GONGYI PIN. Handicraft Works Collected by
Suzhou Museum. 蘇州博物館藏⼯藝品. Beijing, 2009. 211 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x22 cm.
Boards.

£65.00

A very fine selection of Chinese art objects held in the collection of the Suzhou Museum in China. Shows jades, bamboo
and wood, ivory and rhinoceros horn, lacquer, silks and a couple of clay sculptures. The works are predominantly
Qing. Approximately 200 objects are shown, the majority previously unpublished. Introductions, list of contents and
captions in English. Main text in Chinese.
587

Swallow, R. W: SIDELIGHTS ON PEKING LIFE. Beijing, 2008. xv, 175 pp. B/w photographic
illustrations. 23x15 cm. Wrappers.

£20.00

Reprint of a rare work on Peking covering the lesser-known aspects of the city and its life. Sections on: A City of
Pleasure, The Hutungs and Inhabitants, Street Vendors, Pawnshops, Middlemen and Money Lenders, Gates, Street
Names and Places of Interest, Feasts and Restaurants and more. Reprint of the 1930 edition in a different format.
Introduction in Chinese. Main text in English.
588

Sydney L. Moss Ltd: MYTH, REALITY AND MAGICAL TRANSFORMATION. Aesthetics and
Connoisseurship in Japanese Netsuke. London, 2000. x, 198 pp. 85 pp. colour plates. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£85.00

An excellent and well-written catalogue of a sale exhibition. 84 fine pieces are illustrated in colour, the vast majority
with multiple illustrations of the object from different angles and all maker’s marks shown. Numerous pieces by famous
masters and many pieces from well-known collections — Bushell, Monzino, Lambrechtsen etc.
589

Symmes, Edwin C: NETSUKE. Japanese Life and Legend in Miniature. Tokyo, 1990. 200 pp. 96
colour plates. 28x20 cm. Cloth.
Each netsuke is showcased in an individual scene that illustrates the hidden story behind its creation, while the
accompanying text both entertains and informs.

£30.00
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Taicang Museum ed: DA YUAN CANG: TAICANG FANCUNJING YUANDAI YIZHI CHUTU
CIQI JINGCUI. Yuan Dynasty Warehouse: Archaeological Discoveries of Ceramic Unearthed from
the Yuan Period Fancunjing Site in Taicang. ⼤元倉 ： 太倉樊村涇元代遺址出⼟瓷器精粹.
Shanghai, 2018. 169 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x21 cm. Boards.

£70.00

Describes and illustrates the extensive find of Yuan dynasty ceramics in a pit at a site in Taicang, located near Suzhou
in China. The vast majority of the ceramics are simple celadons, together with a number of ceramics with other glazes
and a number of other items including small metal objects, coins and small earthenware Buddhist statuary. Also a
simple blue glass hairpin. Brief captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese.
591

Takasu Toyoji: KAKIEMON, NABESHIMA. Toki Zenshu, 23. Tokyo, 1961. 22 pp. text. 64 plates, 6
in colour. 21 text-figures. 25x18 cm. Cloth.

£15.00

Description of Kakiemon and Nabeshima porcelain wares. Japanese text.
592

Takeda Tsuneo: SUIBOKU BIJUTSU TAIKEI 9 — TOHAKU — YUSHO. (Great Collection of Ink
Paintings, Vol. 9: Tohaku and Yusho). Tokyo, 1977. 27x20 cm. Cloth.

£75.00

Volume 9 in the series on Chinese and Japanese ink and brush paintings.
593

Tan Yujin & Wei Yang ed: GUAN SONG: ZHONGGUO GUDAI WENREN YONGQI: DI ER
JUAN. (Observing the Song: Ancient Chinese Literati Accoutrements: Volume Two). 觀宋 ： 中國古
代⽂⼈⽤器 ： 第⼆卷 。 談⽟⾦ 魏揚 編著. Nanchang, 2019. 223 pp. Full page colour plates
throughout. Colour text plates. 27x21 cm. Cloth.

£65.00

A pleasing and well-illustrated study of literati pursuits during the Song dynasty. This second volume mainly shows tea
bowls, gold and silver hair ornaments and small seals. Whilst some of the ceramics appear to be new, there are an
equal number that appear to be Song and the other material illustrated appears to be true Song. In Chinese.
594

Tanaka Ichimatsu: SUIBOKU BIJUTSU TAIKEI 1 — HAKUBYOGA KARA SUIBOKUGA E NO
TENKAI. (Great Collection of Ink Paintings, Vol. 1: From Sketches to Ink Paintings). Tokyo, 1977.
27x20 cm. Cloth.

£75.00

Volume 1 in the series on Chinese and Japanese ink and brush paintings.
595

Tang Chunson ed: SHA FENG YA YUN: GUILIN BOWUGUAN CANG GUDAI SHANMIAN
JINGPIN. Elegance of Fans Lingering Forever: Guilin Museum Collection of Ancient Fans. 箑風雅韻
： 桂林博物館藏古代扇⾯精品 。 唐春松 主編. Guilin, 2013. 177 pp. Full page colour plates
throughout. 27x37 cm. Boards.

£80.00

Rather pleasing publication illustrating, on full page colour plates, 150 choice painted Chinese fans - a few Ming
examples but predominantly dating from the mid and late 19th century. The fans held in the little-known painting
collection of the Guilin Museum and probably the first time they have been published. Colour plates throughout and
with dual texts in Chinese and English. Hard to obtain.
596

(Teijiro Mizoguchi & Teruo Akiyama): MEI GA SHIN SHU. (New Tens of Famous Paintings). 名畫
新拾. Tokyo, 1942. Each vol. with 12/13 folded leaves. A total of 100 full page plates, the majority b/w
collotype, a number of tipped-in colour plates. B/w text plates. 10 vols. 49x33 cm. Stitched. Decorative
paper covers.

£600.00

An intriguing and elusive work about which we can find little information. Published in 1942 when despite Pearl
Harbor, life continued as normal in Japan. A varied compilation of very fine Chinese and (predominantly) Japanese
paintings by many eminent artists from the time of China’s Yuan dynasty through to the Edo period in Japan. Perhaps
produced to demonstrate the strength of painting collections in Japan? Perhaps an exhibition?
Teijiro Mizoguchi & Teruo Akiyama, both curators at the Imperial Household Museum, selected the works within.
There is a significant amount of material from the Japanese imperial collection (as one would expect given the
selectors), together with loans from Japanese museums and private collectors.
en paintings per volume, the majority black-and-white, a couple of tipped-in colour. Each volume with a list of contents
and detailed description of each work. Introductory text in Volume One.
All text in Japanese. Generally in fine condition.
Extremely rare. Presumably published in a very small edition. The first time we have handled this work.
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Temporary Exhibition Gallery, Instituto Para os Assuntos Civicos et Municipais: WUBEN
TIANCHENG: JINGDEZHEN GUANYAO BOWUGUAN CANG CHUTU CHENGHUA
GUANYAO CIQI. Essence of Nature: The Unearthed Chenghua Official-Kiln Porcelain Collected by
the Jingdezhen Imperial Porcelain Museum/Essencia da Natureza: Porcelanos do Forno Official de
Chenghua Encontrados em Escavacoes e da Coleccao do Museu Imperial de Porcelana de Jingdezhen.
物本天成 ： 景德鎮官窯博物館藏出⼟成化官窯瓷器. Macau, 2013. 223 pp. Colour plates
throughout, many full page. 31x24 cm. Boards.

£150.00

Catalogue of an exhibition in Macau showing an impressive total of 118 exhibits of excavated and reconstructed Ming
dynasty Chenghua ceramics from the Chenghua-period kiln heaps at Jingdezhen in China. All illustrated in full page
colour, many in multiple views and with basemarks shown. In addition to much else, there are also some rarely-seen
Chenghua imitations of Song ceramics. List of contents, introductions, abstracts of essays, captions and descriptions
and index in English. Similar texts in Chinese and Portuguese. Out-of-print and hard to obtain.
598

Teng Lei comp: XIYU SHENGHUO - SHENMI DE GU BOSI XIANJIAO. The Holy Fire of
Zoroastrianism. 西域聖⽕ ： 神秘的古波斯祆教 。 騰磊 編著. Beijing, 2004. 2, 127 pp. 15 pp.
colour illustrations, b/w text illustrations. 20x14 cm. Paper.

£30.00

A discussion of Zoroastrianism along the Silk Road, illustrated by excavated objects and Zoroastrian sites. In Chinese.
599

Thomson, John: THROUGH CHINA WITH A CAMERA. London, 1898. B/w photographic
frontispiece, xiv, 284 pp. text plus 74 full page b/w plates hors texte with a total of 83 b/w photographic
illustrations. 22x18 cm. Cloth.

£1,100.00

The first edition of this interesting and well-illustrated travel account by a famous and pioneering photographer. Good
black-and-white full page photographs. A tight copy in very good condition with very little foxing. First owner’s book
plate, “Robert Garrett” dated in pencil “R.G. / Oct 13.’98”. Bound in decorative red cloth, with “Dodd, Mead &
Company” on spine. Thus: this is a copy of the 1st UK edition, bound in the US. A first UK edition is now a very rare
book.
600

Thorne, Paul: THAT EVENING IN SHANGHAI. New York, 1931. 335 pp. 19x14 cm. Cloth.

£10.00

Period novel set in Shanghai.
601

Thos. Cook & Son: COOK’S HANDBOOK FOR TOURISTS. to Peking, Tientsin, Shan-Hai-Kwan,
Mukden, Dairen, Port Arthur AND Keijyo (Seoul). London, 1913. 4, 106 pp. plus 16 pp. adverts. 3
folding maps. B/w photographic illus. 18x12 cm. Yellow boards.

£250.00

Second edition of a very scarce guidebook to cities and sites in north and north-eastern China together with Seoul in
Korea.
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Tokiwa Taijo & Sekino Tadashi: CHUGOKU BUNKA SHISEKI. (Cultural Monuments in China). 中
国⽂化史蹟 。關野貞 常盤⼤定 著. Kyoto, 1975-76. 13 vols. b/w plates comprising a total of 1493
pp. b/w plates showing 2612 b/w photographs. Each volume has a list of plates. (Vol. 13 also has 78 pp.
text with b/w text illustrations and plans.). Accompanied by 2 smaller text volumes (23x17 cm): Vol. 1:
18 pp. b/w plates (2 folding) and 889 pp. text; Vol. 2: 14 pp. b/w plates (2 folding) and 820 pp. text. 15
vols. 38x27 cm. Cloth.

£9,000.00

Rare reprint of a large and highly-important work on Chinese historical remains, cultural monuments and relics,
including sculpture, architecture etc. The photographs were taken at various times in China from the mid 1920s through
to the mid 1930s on expeditions led by Professor Sekino Tadashi and his assistant, Tokiwa Taijo. Includes thousands of
interesting photographs of monuments and relics in their original and unrepaired state. Many of the monuments and
relics are no longer extant. Many of those that survive have been greatly altered through unsophisticated restoration
and renovation. Of great relevance for the study and research of Chinese art history.
The quality of the black-and-white plates is good and images are the same size as in the original. Comprises 13 volumes
of plates (size 38x27 cm) and 2 smaller text volumes (size 23x17 cm). Reprint (and enlarged edition - see below) of the
highly sought-after, but impossible to find, 1939-41 original work ‘Shina Bunka Shiseki’. Text in Japanese.
The content of the volumes is focused on monuments and relics in Chinese provinces as follows:
Vol. 1: Shanxi; 2: Henan; 3. Guangdong and Hunan; 4. Jiangsu and Zhejiang; 5. Henan and Hebei; 6. Zhejiang and
Fujian; 7. Shandong; 8. Shanxi and Hebei; 9. Shaanxi; 10. Sichuan, Hubei, Jiangxi, Anhui and Jiangsu; 11. Shandong;
12. Hebei; 13. (Supplement) The North East (includes sites and monuments in N. E. China, Inner Mongolia and
Manchuria and includes photographs and text on Chengde). Vols. 14 and 15: Explanatory text.
The original work ‘Shina Bunka Shiseki’ was published in parts between 1939 and 1941 with a total of 12 volumes of
plates. In 1943, the authors began work on an additional 13th volume covering the Northeast of China (Manchuria and
Mongolia). Due to WW2 bombing raids on Japan, work on this volume was halted. Apparently much of the original
edition was destroyed during such raids which explains the extreme rarity of the original work. In 1972 work began on
a limited edition reprint of Shina Bunka Shiseki in near original format under the title (as published here) of ‘Chugoku
Bunka Shiseki’ and the material for the supplementary 13th volume was included. In addition, two smaller text volumes
of explanatory text were published with the reprint. These contain the texts of the small paperback volumes that
accompanied each volume of the original work plus the text to accompany the additional 13th volume. Thus the work
here, in addition to being a faithful reprint, also expands upon the original. This reprint itself extremely hard to find.
Text in Japanese.
We have done a basic English translation to the lists of contents of each volume. This is enclosed with each volume.
603

Tokugawa Art Museum & Nara Museum ed: KO SETO. (Old Seto Wares). 古瀨⼾. N.p., 1970. 148
pp. 9 full page colour plates and numerous b/w plates. 21x22 cm. Cloth.

£25.00

Illustrates and describes an extensive number of fine Seto wares held in the excellent collections of the Tokugawa and
Nara museums in Japan. Text in Japanese.
604

Tokyo Doll School: THE WORLD OF JAPANESE DOLLS. Tokyo, 1962. 115 pp. 10 colour plates.
Text plans and diagrams. Large pattern loosely inserted. 30x22 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Written by doll-makers for doll-makers, with instructions and patterns for making 14 models of varying complexity. The
Tokyo Doll School was founded in 1952 and conducts most of its worldwide tuition by correspondence.
605

Tokyo Imperial Museum ed: HONKO NIHON TEIKOKU BIJUTSU RYAKUSHI. (A Brief History
of the Art of the Japanese Empire). Tokyo, 1908. 327 pp. 368 objects illustrated on numerous b/w
plates. 39x27 cm. Half leather with gilt impressed design. Embroidered design on silk.

£150.00

Large and impressive early 20th century work on Japanese art in many media, from architecture to bronze and showing
many superb objects, including national treasures, the majority from the collection of the Tokyo Imperial Museum. The
objects are illustrated on black-and-white plates, ranging from one object per plate to plates showing numerous items.
Text in Japanese. Whilst fine externally, this work is splitting in the centre, mainly due to its weight. Very scarce and
priced accordingly.
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Tokyo National Museum: ‘THE ANCIENT KOREAN ARTS — QUINTESSENCE OF 1,000
YEARS OF SILLA’ AND ‘THE SUNKEN TREASURE OFF THE SINAN COAST’. Tokyo, 1983.
160; 88 pp. 143 plates and illustrations, 315 in b/w. 2 vols. 25x21 cm. Paper. Slipcase.

£30.00

Two catalogues of exhibitions. English captions. Two essays in English on the sunken ship include The Kind of Ceramic
Articles Discovered in Sinan, and Problems About Them. All exhibits from Korean collections. Main text in Japanese.
Scarce.
607

Tokyo National Museum: CHA NO BIJUTSU. Art of the Tea Ceremony. Tokyo, 1980. 321 pp.
including 24 pp. English text. 31 colour plates. c. 400 illustrations. 26x18 cm. Paper.

£50.00

Catalogue of a special exhibition of paintings, ceramics, implements, etc. connected with the tea ceremony. Both
Chinese and Japanese objects are illustrated.
608

Tokyo National Museum: CHUGOKU OCHO NO SHIHO. China: Grandeur of the Dynasties. 中國
王朝の至宝. Tokyo, 2012. 284 pp. 183 colour plates. Colour and b/w text illustrations. 30x23 cm.
Wrappers.

£60.00

Catalogue of a very fine exhibition at the Tokyo National Museum which then travelled to other museums in Japan
showing extremely fine and rare archaeological objects from the earliest dynasties in China through to the Song
dynasty. Focuses on the capitals and geographic centres of these dynasties. The exhibits from various museums in
China. Forewords, introductions to each section and descriptive list of exhibits in English. Main text in Japanese.
609

Tokyo National Museum: ENVOYS FROM KOREA. Japan-Korean Cultural Exchange for 200 Years
in Pre-Modern Period. Tokyo, 1985. 100 pp. 11 colour plates, many b/w illustrations. Plate captions in
English. 26x18 cm. Paper.

£25.00

Catalogue of an exhibition of paintings, calligraphy and other materials evidencing the close contact between Korean
and Japan during the Edo period.
610

Tokyo National Museum: GOLD & SILVER. The Brilliance of Japanese Art. Tokyo, 1999. xxii, 321
pp. 222 pp. colour plates. 30x21 cm. Paper.

£20.00

A fine exhibition showing the use of gold and silver in Japanese art from the Yayoi period through to the Edo as used in
a wide variety of archaeological objects and art works including paintings, screens, Buddhist sculptures, decorative art,
textiles etc. and employing such methods as gilding, imprinted leaf and inlay. A total of 276 exhibits. Caption list and
introductions in English, otherwise Japanese text only.
611

Tokyo National Museum: HIGASHI AJIA NO HANA: TOJI MEIHINTEN. East Asian Elegance:
Masterpieces of Ceramics: Joint Special Exhibition of National Masterpieces, Japan, China and Korea,
2014. 東亞之華 ： 陶瓷名品展. Tokyo, 2014. 143 pp. Colour plates throughout. B/w text illustrations.
26x23 cm. Wrappers.

£45.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Tokyo National Museum being a collaboration between the Tokyo Museum, the
National Museum of China and the National Museum of Korea showing 15 superb representative ceramic masterpieces
from each of these three cultures. A total of 45 wonderful items. All illustrated in colour. Near dual texts in Japanese
and English.
612

Tong, Hollington K: CHIANG KAI-SHEK. Taipei, 1953. xxi, 562 pp. Index.

£15.00

Revised edition. Clean copy. Slight fading to cover.
613

Townley, Lady Susan: MY CHINESE NOTE BOOK. New York and London, 1904. xiv, 338 pp. 40
pp. adverts. Slight foxing. 16 plates. 2 folding maps. 23x15 cm. Decorative cloth.

£45.00

The author lived in Beijing at a pivotal time, and keenly observes the last days of the Imperial Court. Included are
chapters on court ladies, how China is governed, the reign of Kwang-Hsu, and a short history of China. Good copy.
Some to top of spine.
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Townsend, Ralph: WAYS THAT ARE DARK. The Truth About China. New York, 1937. 22x15 cm.
Decorative cloth, dustjacket.

£15.00

Fifth impression of a book published 1933. Very good.
615

Trotsky, Leon: PROBLEMS OF THE CHINESE REVOLUTION. with Appendixes by Zinoviev,
Vuyovitch, Nassunov and Others. New York, 1932. 432 pp. Glossary of Names and Terms. 19x13 cm.
Original soft covers.

£50.00

A period piece and collector’s item.
616

Trubner, Henry: CHINESE CERAMICS FROM THE PREHISTORIC PERIOD THROUGH
CH’IEN-LUNG. A Loan Exhibition from Collections in America and Japan. Los Angeles, 1952. 119
pp. 272 illustrations. Map. Bibliography. 27x21 cm. Paper.

£20.00

An excellent catalogue, now quite scarce, of an exhibition featuring some 380 good examples of which the majority are
illustrated.
617

Twitchett, D. C: FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION UNDER THE T’ANG DYNASTY. Cambridge,
1970. xv, 386 pp. 9 maps. Bibliography, glossary-index. 24x16 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

The standard work on its subject. Second edition.
618

Various: A COLLECTION OF BOOKS ON OPIUM. Various, Various. Various sizes, paginations
and numbers of illustrations. 22 vols. Cloth and paper.

£400.00

A collection of 22 works on opium. Comprises:
Lovell: Opium War; Hodgson: Opium - A Portrait of the Heavenly Demon; Booth: Opium - A History; Maveety:
Opium: Pipes, Prints & Paraphernalia; Lee: Opium Culture; Armero: Arts of an Addiction; Flow: The Chinese
Encounter with Opium; Gilman: Smoke - A Global History of Smoking; Wigal: Mystique of Opium; Benedict: GoldenSilk Smoke; Morrison: English Opium-Eater - A Biography of Thomas de Quincey; Lubbock: The Opium Clippers
(reprint); Zheng: The Social Life of Opium in China; Farrere: Black Opium; Collis: Foreign Mud; Rowntree: The
Imperial Drug Trade; Hayter: Opium in the Romantic Imagination; Goldsmith: The Trail of Opium; Martin: The Art of
Opium Antiques; Martin: Opium Fiend; Cocteau: Opium - The Diary of an Addict.
Plus a Chinese propaganda pamphlet (in English): The Opium War.
619

Various: KOREAN ART. Articles from Orientations 1970-2013. Hong Kong, 2014. xxxi, 676 pp.
Colour text plates throughout. 29x21 cm. Paper.

£70.00

A hefty compendium of 92 scholarly articles on numerous aspects of Korean art - from archaeology and painting to
Korean chests, museum holdings of Korean art, Buddhist art, ceramics and much more. A good contribution to the
literature on the subject.
620

Vincent, Irene Vongehr: THE SACRED OASIS. Caves of the Thousand Buddhas, Tun Huang.
Chicago, 1953. xix, 114 pp. Index. 49 plates, 1 in colour, 1 folding map. 24x15 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

Illustrations of the magnificent mural art of the caves at Dunhuang in far western China, famous storehouses of data on
the introduction of Buddhist Art into China. Hucker 1483.
621

Vorobyeva-Dyesytovskaiya, M. et al: OPISANIYE KITAISKIX RUKOPISYEU
DUNHWANSKOVO FONDA INSTITUTA NARODOV AZII: VWEPUSK I. (Description of the
Chinese Works in the Dunhuang Collection of the Institute of the Peoples of Asia: Part I). Moscow,
1963. 773 pp. 17 pp. b/w plates. 22x13 cm. Boards.

£45.00

Descriptive catalogue of works in Chinese gathered from Dunhuang and held in the Institute of the Peoples of Asia in
Moscow. Collected by Oldenburg in 1914-15. Little has been published on the subject. In Russian.
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Vos, K: KOREAN PAINTING. A Selection of Eighteenth to Early Twentieth Century Paintings.
Leiden, 1994. 96 pp. 62 plates, including 8 in colour. Bibliography, index of Korean Names. 30x21 cm.
Paper.

£10.00

A rare and representative introduction to the unexplored field of Korean painting based on the fine collection of Mr.
Cho Won-Kyung. Ken Vos is the curator of Japanese and Korean department at the Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde,
Leiden. Second, revised edition, with additions.
623

Waley, Arthur: YUAN MEI. Eighteenth Century Chinese Poet. London, 1956. 227 pp. Frontispiece,
map. 22x15 cm. Cloth, dustjacket.

£30.00

First edition. Waley’s erudite study of this Qing poet.
624

Waley, Arthur intro: CHIN P’ING MEI. The Adventurous History of Hsi Men and his six Wives. ⾦瓶
梅. London, 1950. xxii, 863 pp. 22x15 cm. Cloth, dustjacket with minor wear and loss.

£25.00

A picaresque account of the amorous adventures of Xi Men, compiled in the 16th century, and periodically listed by the
Chinese as a prohibited book for its deviation from the puritanical canons of official Confucianism. From the German
abridged translation by Franz Kuhn. Introduction by Arthur Waley. Reprint of 1939.
625

WAN NIAN CHANG CHUN. (Everlasting Spring). 萬年長春. N.p., n.d. (early 1960s?). Colour
printed poster. 65x50 cm. Paper.

£150.00

In a large red-bordered central vignette, two smiling young girls plant a sapling in pleasant surroundings. Outside the
vignette, numerous colourful flowers all against a green background.
The text at the top of the poster reads: ‘Wan Nian Chang Chun’ - Everlasting Spring.
Text at the bottom of the poster: ‘Renren Zhong Shu Zai Hua, Chuchu Luhua Meihua. Zuguo Wan Nian Chang Chun,
He Shan Meili Ru Hua’- If Everyone Plants Trees and Grows Flowers, Everywhere Will Become Green and Beautiful.
Our Motherland Will Be Green Forever, Rivers and Mountains as Beautiful as a Picture.
Early environmentalism. Probably from the early 1960s. All text in Chinese.
One vertical and one horizontal crease from being folded. A few pencil marks. Very rare.
Image available on request.
626

WAN ZI QIAN HONG DE WENYI WUTAI. (A Blaze of Colour: Literature and Art on the Stage).
萬紫千紅的⽂藝舞台. N.p., 1974. 2 sheets of captions, one publishing slip and 29 b/w press
photographs. 15x21 cm. Loose.

£90.00

Produced for public exhibition but never used as the captions for the 29 black-and-white photographs are together on
two sheets, rather than cut up individually. 29 scenes from an actual production of the Cultural Revolution model
opera, Shajiabang. Complete. All text in Chinese.
627

Wang Guoping et al. ed: NANYUE HAN MU. (Han Dynasty Tombs at Nanyue). 南樂漢墓 。 王國平
等 主編. Zhengzhou, 2015. 126 pp. 31 pp. colour plates. B/w text illustrations and drawings. 29x21 cm.
Boards.

£50.00

Nanyue county in located in the north-east of China’s Henan province. This work examines a number of Han dynasty
tombs that were robbed long ago and excavated on a number of occasions from 1978 onwards. This work presents the
results and findings of these excavations. The main artefacts yielded were typical Han dynasty tomb ceramics. Text in
Chinese.
628

Wang Guowei: YINXU WENZI. (Oracle Bones from Yinxu in the Jianshou Tang Collection). 殷虛⽂
字 . 王國維 著. Shanghai, 1917. 2, 50, 75 folded leaves. 50 pp. b/w reproductions of rubbings of oracle
bones. 2 vols. 34x23 cm. Stitched, cloth case.

£600.00

An early and rare illustrated work on Chinese oracle bones held in the little-known Jianshou Tang collection, possibly
located in Hangzhou Published by the Cangsheng Mingzhi University press in Shanghai.
All text in Chinese. In fine condition.
From the library of the eminent sinologist, Professor Max Loehr. Rare.
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Wang Luping ed. Paintings by Hou Changchun: HUA SHUO LAO BEIJING. The Disappearing
Customs of Old Beijing. 畫說⽼北京 。 王露平 編 侯長春 繪. Beijing, 2012. 9, 200 pp. 200 colour
text illustrations. 25x23 cm. Wrappers.

£30.00

Pleasing and interesting work with reproductions of colour paintings that show the traditional customs and pastimes of
old Peking. Each of the 200 illustrations is accompanied by text in Chinese and English describing the scene and
custom depicted. Reprint of the 2008 edition.
630

Wang Shixiang ed: ZHUKE YISHU: WANG SHIXIANG JI. (The Art of Bamboo Carving: Writings
by Wang Shixiang). ⽵刻藝術 ： 王世襄集 ： 王世襄 編著. Beijing, 2013. 186 pp. Numerous colour
and b/w text illus. 24x17 cm. Wrappers.

£35.00

A collection of writings and observations on bamboo carving by the now-deceased collector and connoisseur, Wang
Shixiang. Illustrated with superb carved bamboo objects both from Wang’s collection and from major museum
collections in China. Text in Chinese.
631

Watters, Thomas trans: ON YUAN CHWANG’S TRAVELS IN INDIA (A. D. 629-645). New Delhi,
1961. xiii, 401 pp; 357 pp. 2 folding maps. 22x15 cm. Cloth, dustjacket.

£20.00

Reprint of the original 1904-05 edition. Two volumes in one. Yuan Chwang is somewhat better known as the famous
Buddhist monk and pilgrim, Xuanzang, who travelled to India in the 7th century to visit the sacred places of Buddhism
and who brought back to China many Buddhist texts and sutras. Watter’s work on the Chinese record of Xuanzang’s
travels - Xiyu Ji (Records of Travels to the West) comprised a collection of critical notes that was edited into this work
after his death by S. Bushell and T. W. Rhys Davids. Both viewed Watter’s research as superior to Samuel Beal’s work
of 1881. Decent Indian reprint.
632

Weale, B. L. Putnam: THE FIGHT FOR THE REPUBLIC IN CHINA. New York, 1917. viii, 368
pp. 29 plates and illustrations. 22x15 cm. Cloth.

£25.00

First edition. Good, tight copy. Slight wear to cloth.
633

Weale, B. L. Putnam: THE VANISHED EMPIRE. London, 1926. ix, 379 pp. Frontispiece, 11 b/w
illustrations, 2 maps. 23x15 cm. Cloth.

£35.00

Evaluation of the historical reasons for the disappearance of the Chinese Empire, with particular attention to the first
half of 1926 and the administration of the day. Good, clean tight copy. Some wear to spine.
634

Weale, B. L. Putnam, ed: INDISCREET LETTERS FROM PEKING. Being The Notes of an EyeWitness.... 1913. viii, 447 pp. 1 frontispiece. 22x15 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

3rd American edition. A contemporary collection of letters describing the siege of Peking in 1900. Good, firm copy.
635

Wei Chu-hsien: THE CROSSES IN CHINA FROM 3RD-6TH CENTURIES. Hong Kong, 1973. 30,
16 pp. B/w illustrations and text drawings. 19x13 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Scarce contribution on crosses and pillars in the shapes of crosses in China and their possible connections with early
Christianity in China. Dual text in English and Chinese.
636

Whitfield, Roderick ed: KOREAN ART TREASURES. Seoul, 1986. 412 pp. 352 colour plates, 73
b/w illustrations, 3 maps, chronology. 38x27 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

Large, comprehensive and systematic introduction covering all aspects of Korean art - painting, sculpture, pottery &
porcelain, architecture, furniture, etc. - from museums & private collections in Korea. Foreword by John Rosenfield.
637

Williams, Monier: A PRACTICAL GRAMMAR OF THE SANSKRIT LANGUAGE. Arranged
with Reference to the Classical Languages of Europe for the use of English Students. Oxford, 1877. viii,
417 pp. 24x16 cm. Cloth.
Fourth edition, enlarged and improved.

£25.00
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Wilson, Ming and Stacey Pierson ed: THE ART OF THE BOOK IN CHINA. PDF Colloquies, Art &
Archaeology in Asia 23. London, 2006. 264 pp. 136 b/w illustrations. 28x22 cm. Paper.

£50.00

This is the publication of 15 papers (illustrated and edited) from an international colloquy exploring the production,
readership and connoisseurship of Chinese books. The colloquy was held in London under the auspices of the Percival
David Foundation in summer 2005. Scarce.
639

Woodhead, H. G. W: THE TRUTH ABOUT THE CHINESE REPUBLIC. London, 1925. 287 pp.
Frontispiece portrait. 22x15 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

An attempt to reveal the facts regarding the more important issues which have arisen between China and the Treaty
Powers as a result of the then recent disturbances in that country.
640

Wu Chunming ed: HAIYANG YICHAN YU KAOGU (DI ER JI). Maritime Cultural Heritage and
Archaeology in Seas Surrounding China (II). 海洋遺產與考古（第⼆輯） 。 吳春明 主編. Beijing,
2015. v, 496 pp. text plus 16 pp. colour plates. B/w text illustrations and drawings. 28x22 cm.
Wrappers.

£60.00

Comprises 35 papers on the maritime heritage of China. Includes material on ancient seaports and settlements,
shipwrecks, coastal defences and also traditional navigation techniques, maritime religion - and much else. List of
contents and very brief introduction in English, otherwise Chinese text only.
641

Wu Dazheng: ZHUANWEN XIAOJING. (The Classic of Filial Piety in Seal Script). 吳⼤徵篆⽂孝
經. Shanghai, n.d. 20 folded leaves, Chinese-style. 26x16 cm. Stitched (paper covers brittle and
chipped).

£20.00

The Classic of Filial piety is a text often used for calligraphic practice and this is a model book with characters in
greater seal script, such as one would find on early bronzes, with the regular script forms also given. Chinese text.
642

Wu Hung ed: BETWEEN HAN AND TANG: RELIGIOUS ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY IN A
TRANSFORMATIVE PERIOD. Han Tang zhijian de Zongjiao Yishu yu Kaogu. 漢唐之間的宗教藝
術與考古 。 巫鴻 主編. Beijing, 2000. c. 500 pp. B/w illustrations and text drawings. 27x19 cm.
Cloth.

£80.00

The first in a series of three examining the interregnum between two pinnacles of Chinese culture and power. Essays by
various scholars. In Chinese. out-of-print and now difficult to find.
643

Wue, Roberta: ART WORLDS. Artists, Images and Audiences in Late Nineteenth-Century Shanghai.
Honolulu, 2015. xii, 289 pp. A few colour illus. 26x18 cm. Boards.

£59.95

Four chapters: ‘The Shanghai Painted Fan: Form, Format and Function’; ‘The Shanghai Artist in Advertising and
Mass Media’; ‘Shanghai Illustrations: Images and Readers’; ‘Picturing the Shanghai Artist: Subjects and Audiences’.
644

WUWANGBUSHENG DE GEMING WUZHUANG LILIANG YINGXIONG DE CHAOXIAN
RENMINJUN. (The Ever-Victorious Revolutionary Armed Forces of the Heroic Korean Peoples
Army). 無往不勝的⾰命武裝⼒量英雄的朝鮮⼈民軍. Pyongyang, n.d. 170 pp. Colour and b/w plates
throughout. 29x21 cm. Cloth.

£40.00

A North Korean propaganda publication detailing the heroic exploits and work of the North Korean Army. Illustrated
throughout with soldiers involved in brave deeds, helping the people, engaging the enemy in battle and other stirring
stuff. Pages internally starting to split and separate due to poor production. Dual texts in Korean and Chinese.
645

Wylie, Hugh and Wonyoung Koh: KOREA. A Timeless Beauty. Toronto, 1999. 78 pp. 26 colour
plates. Map. 28x22 cm. Paper.

£10.00

Finely-produced general catalogue on Korea art, culture and traditional society, published to coincide with the opening
of new Korean art galleries at the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto.
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Xiang Muzu ed: ZHONGHUA YUTU ZHI. A Collection of Chinese Antique Maps. 中華輿圖志 。
項⽬組 編著. Beijing, 2011. xiii, 270 pp. Colour and b/w illustrations throughout, many full page. A
couple of foldouts. 29x34 cm. Wrappers.

£250.00

Shows 103 fascinating Chinese maps dating from the Warring States through to the late Qing dynasty. Divided into
seven chapters: Cosmographic Maps; Maps of Territories and Administrative Regions; Military Maps; Maps of Rivers
and Water Conservancy; Scenic Maps; Maps of Transportation and Communications; City Maps. A good amount of
earlier material including a good number from the Song dynasty. Many extraordinary, rare and fine maps including
many in the collection of the National Library of China together with examples held in other museums and libraries in
China and a few from outside China. Brief introductions to each section and captions to illustrations in English. Main
text in Chinese. Hard to obtain and probably out-of-print. We have only managed to obtain this one copy. Generally
unobtrusive crease to bottom right margin that extends through the text block.
647

Xianyang Museum ed: XIANYANG YANGJIAWAN XIHAN CAIHUI BING MA YONG. Painted
Terracotta Warriors and Horses from Yangjiawan, Xianyang City. 咸陽楊家灣西漢彩繪兵⾺俑. Xi’an,
2013. 195 pp. Numerous colour plates. B/w text drawings. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.

£70.00

Describes and illustrates the impressive find in 1965 of over 2000 Han dynasty terracotta warriors and horsemen at
Yangjiawan near the mausoleum of the Han emperor, Liu Bang, who died in 195 BC. The tomb figurines are large,
being one-third life-size. They are now held in the collection of Xianyang Museum near Xi’an in China. Illustrated
throughout with numerous examples and with a useful descriptive text. Prefaces, introductions to sections and captions
to plates in English. Main text in Chinese. Hard to obtain.
648

Xie Xiaosi ed: SUZHOU YUANLIN PINSHANG LU. (Savouring Suzhou’s Gardens). 蘇州園林品賞
綠 。 謝孝思 主編. Shanghai, 1998. 284 pp. 161 colour illustrations, numerous b/w illustrations. 26x25
cm. Cloth.

£35.00

A scholarly work on the gardens of Suzhou, their history and development, with some quite beautiful colour
photography of the gardens in various seasons and lights. In Chinese only.
649

XINJIANG WENHUA YICHAN: QUANGUO ZHONGDIAN WENWU BAOHU DANWEI.
(Cultural Sites of Xinjiang: Key Protected Sites). 新疆⽂化遺產 ： 全國重點⽂物保護單位. Beijing,
2015. 327 pp. Colour plates throughout. Double page map showing location of sites. 29x21 cm.
Boards.

£95.00

A total of 113 key cultural sites located throughout Xinjiang province in China are here photographed and described.
Includes many Silk Road sites, both famous and little-known together with historic buildings. In the case of some of the
Silk Road sites, a few key excavated artefacts are shown. A good guide to the historic riches of the province. Illustrated
throughout. Text in Chinese.
650

Xu Chengbei: LAO BEIJING: DIDU YIYUN. (Old Beijing: The Lost Charm of an Imperial City). ⽼
北京 ： 帝都 遺韻 。 徐 城北 著⽂. Nanjing, 1998. 13, 240 pp. B/w photographic illustrations
throughout. 21x15 cm. Paper.

£15.00

An interesting little work seeking to recapture the charm and flavour of old Beijing. Interesting black-and-white
photographs. In Chinese only.
651

Xu Guangyuan: SUYING ZHUIZONG: HUANGLING JIUZHAO LI DE QING SHI. (Following
the Trail to the Source: The History of the Qing Dynasty from Old Photos of Imperial Tombs). 溯影追
踪 ： 皇陵舊照⾥的史 。 徐光源 著. Beijing, 2014. 32, 3, 531 pp. 32 pp. colour plates and b/w
photographic illustrations throughout. One foldout. 25x17 cm. Wrappers.

£30.00

An extensively-illustrated study on the Qing dynasty imperial mausolea located to the east and west of Beijing.
Photographs both new and old. Provides much detail on the Qing dynasty and its rulers. In Chinese.
652

Xu Yang: GUSU FANHUA TU. Prosperous Suzhou. 姑蘇繁華圖 。 徐揚 繪. Hong Kong, 1986. 18
pp. text. Long folding colour reproduction of the scroll. 2 vols. 36x27 cm. Paper & boards, in slip case.

£100.00

Full-length and full-size foldout reproduction of the famous scroll by Xu Yang in the Liaoning Museum. The scroll
depicts the city of Suzhou in extraordinary detail and is a superb artistic accomplishment. Accompanied by an 18 page
text pamphlet. The best reproduction to date of this work and hard to find.
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Xu Yong: HUTONG JIUSHIJIU. Hutong 99. 胡同 99. Beijing, 1996. c. 160 pp. 99 b/w plates. 26x27
cm. Cloth.

£40.00

99 essays and thoughts on the now near-vanished hutongs of Beijing by 99 contributors and 99 photos of Hutongs by Xu
Yong. The photos in the book have also appeared in ‘Hutong : 101 Photos by Xu Yong’. English postscript, otherwise
Chinese only.
654

XUEXI DAQING JINGSHEN, BA GEMING REQING TONG KEXUE TAIDU JIEHE QILAI.
(Study the Spirit of Daqing: Enthusiastically Integrate Revolution with a Scientific Approach!). 學習⼤
慶精神， 把⾰命熱情同科學態度結合起來！. N.p. (Beijing), 1964. Introductory colour poster-style
sheet and 20 loose sheets each with one full page with b/w photographic illustration and captions. 37x26
cm. Loose.

£200.00

Pre Cultural Revolution propaganda publication extolling the virtues and spirit of the workers of the Daqing oil fields a model industrial venture. Each of the 20 sheets bears one large black-and-white photographic illustration and 19 of
the sheets show workers engaged in worthy activities. Two things of note: the first is that, unusually, the names of the
photographers are given at the bottom of each sheets and, secondly, is the statement on the publication details at the
bottom of the first sheet which states ‘Zhanlan Zhaopian’ and ‘Nongcun Puji Ban’ (’Photographs for Exhibition’ &
‘Normal Level Countryside Printing’) which would seem to indicate that there were different levels or quality of
printing depending on the target audience. All text in Chinese. rare. A couple of minor tears to a couple of sheets but
generally in fine condition.
655

Ya’an Municipal Museum ed: SUN MINGJING: 1939 ZUOJIN YA’AN. Sun Mingjing 1939 Walk
into Ya’an. 孫明經 ： 1939 左近雅安. Beijing, 2014. 167 pp. B/w photographic illustrations
throughout. 29x21 cm. Boards.

£45.00

Chronicles the visit of the Chinese photographer and film director, Sun Mingjing (1911-1992), to the town of Ya’an in
the western part of China’s Sichuan province in 1939, together with some follow-up photography from a subsequent
visit in 1944. The black-and-white photographs taken by Sun chronicle a very traditional Chinese town then littlevisited by outsiders. Shows the life and scenery of the place. Illustrated throughout. In Chinese.
656

Yakhontoff, Victor A: THE CHINESE SOVIETS. New York, 1934. xiv, 296 pp. Index. Ex-lib. 22x16
cm. Cloth.

£10.00

By the author of ‘Russia and the Soviet Union in the Far East’. Clean and firm copy, minimal stamps.
657

Yamato Bunkakan: FUKKO YAMATO-E TAMECHIKA. (Exhibition of Work by the Fukko
Yamato-e Painter Tamechika Reizei). 特別展 復古⼤和繪師 為恭. Osaka, 2005. 207 pp. 121 pp.
colour plates. 30x21 cm. Paper.

£40.00

Catalogue of an exhibition that shows the work of the Fukko Yamato-e painter, Tamechika (1823-1864) who sought to
revive the classical yamato-e style of paintings. His subjects are primarily Buddhist painting and scenes of court life.
Well-illustrated in colour. Text in Japanese.
658

Yang Furu artist: CHANG SHOU TU. (A Picture of Longevity). 長壽圖 。 楊馥如 作. Shanghai,
1982. Colour-printed poster. 78x54 cm. Paper.

£50.00

A rather cartoon-like god of longevity, Shoulao, is surrounded by auspicious animals and symbols - a deer and crane
are on either side and all stand on colourful clouds. A squadron of red bats circle overhead.
One vertical crease and one horizontal crease to the poster from being folded. Some slight marking and a couple of
slight tears at the edges, otherwise in fine condition. Image available.
659

Yang Furu artist: FU: GONGSHE FENGSHOU. (Happiness: A Bountiful Harvest at the Commune).
福 ： 公社豐收 。 楊馥如 作. Shanghai, 1959. Diamond-shaped colour-printed poster 53x53 cm.
Paper.

£400.00

Wondrously-gorgeous kitsch diamond-shaped poster promoting the good life on the then newly-established Peoples
Communes in communist China in the late 1950s. A healthy and happy running little boy in colourful clothing and
clutching an overly large peach is depicted with a huge red ‘fu’ (happiness) character (with sheaves of golden corn
contained within the ‘ fu’ character) as a backdrop and the characters ‘gong she feng shou’ (Bountiful Harvest at the
Commune) are illustrated in yellow, one character at each point of the diamond shape. A green background design to
the poster and red stylised flower margin design competes the vibrant ensemble. The artist little-known - Yang Furu.
Text in Chinese. A few little tears to the edges of the poster and creases from where folded with very slight loss at one
point where creases meet. A rare survival from the 1950s. Image available on request.
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Yang Xiaoneng ed: THE GOLDEN AGE OF CHINESE ARCHAEOLOGY. Celebrated Discoveries
from The People’s Republic of China. Washington, D.C., 1999. 584 pp. 370 colour and 48 b/w plates,
100 line drawings. Concordance, bibliography, index. 31x24 cm. Paper.

£20.00

Catalogue of the major travelling exhibition, selecting and displaying many of the finest and most illuminating artefacts
from Chinese earliest cultures. With essays by leading scholars in early Chinese art and archaeology. Excavation
records of related tombs and sites.
661

Yibin Museum ed: JIU DU CANG BAO: YIBIN GUANCANG WENWU JICUI. Treasures in the
City of Wine: Picks of Cultural Relics Collected in Museums of Yibin Area. 酒都藏寶： 宜賓館藏⽂
物集萃. Beijing, 2012. 160 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. One foldout. 29x21 cm. Boards.

£25.00

The city of Yibin is located in the south-east of Sichuan province in China at the junction of the Min and Yangtze rivers.
This work shows a selection of artefacts held in museums and collections in the city ranging from archaeological finds
to ceramics, painting and calligraphy. Illustrated throughout. In Chinese.
662

Yimen, Rev: DREAMS OF SPRING: EROTIC ART IN CHINA. From the Bertholet Collection.
North Clarendon 2001. 208 pp. 300 full colour reproductions. 31x29 cm. Cloth.

£40.00

An excellent and well-illustrated survey of the subject based on the Bertholet collection. Now out-of-print.
663

Yin Qing ed: TULUFANXUE XIN LUN. (New Essays on Turfan Studies). 吐魯番學新論 。 殷晴 主
編. Ulumuqi, 2006. 14, 4, 5, 974 pp. 14 pp. colour plates. A number of b/w text illustrations. 29x22 cm.
Boards.

£60.00

In sections: Unearthed Documents; Archaeological Work & Cultural Relics; Historical Research; Culture, Arts and
Religion; Summary; Essays & News. A total of 91 essays on various aspects of the ancient culture, history and
archaeology of the Turfan region and, more broadly, the ancient Silk Road in China. Five page list of essays in English.
Main text in Chinese. Out-of-print and very hard to obtain.
664

YINGXIONG DE NANYUE RENMIN GUANGHUI DE WUZHUANG DOUZHENG. (The
Heroic People of South Vietnam are Engaged in a Glorious Armed Struggle). 英雄的南越⼈民 光輝的
武裝⽃争. N.p.(Beijing), 1965. Introductory colour poster and 13 numbered sheets with text and b/w
photography. 37x26 cm. Loose sheets.

£100.00

Chinese propaganda publication on the Vietnam war produced for public exhibition and well-used judging from the
drawing pin holes at the corners. Gives the Chinese view of the war in support of the Vietnamese communists struggle.
Much photographic illustration. The sheets numbered consecutively 1-13 so presumably complete. Of note is the
statement on the publication details at the bottom of the first sheet which states ‘Zhanlan Zhaopian’ and ‘Nongcun Puji
Ban’ (‘Photographs for Exhibition’ & ‘Normal Level Countryside Printing’) which would seem to indicate that there
were different levels or quality of printing depending on the target audience. Wear and minor tears to edges of a
number of sheets. Horizontal crease to all sheets from being folded. A rare survival.
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YUAN HUA QUANJI. A Complete Collection of Yuan Paintings. 元畫全集. Hangzhou, 2013.
Various paginations. Colour plates throughout each volume. 16 vols. 44x30 cm. Silk-covered boards.
Cloth case.

£12,000.00

Magnificent set of 16 volumes that shows over 600 Yuan dynasty paintings, handscrolls and album leaves held in public
and private collections worldwide. The most authoritative and exhaustive compilation of Yuan dynasty painting ever
published. A valuable visual and research resource and a beautiful work. Out-of-print.
All the paintings, handscrolls and album leaves are reproduced in their entirety.
Initial views of a painting or handscroll generally show panoramas of the painting in its entirety in a reduced size and
includes any accompanying appended calligraphy appreciating the painting over the ages.
The painting or handscroll is then shown actual size or as close to actual size as permitted by the format of the book.
Accompanying calligraphy is not reproduced.
If a painting is too large to allow actual size reproduction, then a section of the painting is shown actual size so as to
allow true and accurate appreciation.
Album leaves are all shown actual size.
Close-up detail of many of the works including magnified sections to show full detail of the artistry.
Name of each painting, artist and size given in English. Main text and descriptions in Chinese.
In five parts:
Part One: Gugong Palace Museum in Beijing. Four volumes. A total of 132 paintings.
Part Two: Shanghai Museum. Three volumes. 90 paintings.
Part Three: Other Chinese Collections. Three volumes. 107 paintings.
Part Four: Japanese Collections. Two volumes. 106 paintings.
Part Five: European and American Collections. Four volumes. 170 paintings.
Note that the set excludes Yuan paintings in the National Palace Museum in Taiwan.
666

YUENAN RENMIN ZAI SHEHUIZHUYI DA DAO SHANG MAIJIN: QINGZHU YUENAN
MINZHU GONGHEGUO JIAN GUO SHIWU ZHOU NIAN. (The Vietnamese People are
Advancing along the Great Path of Socialism: To Celebrate the 15th Anniversary of the Establishment
of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam). 越南⼈民在社會主義⼤道上邁進 ： 慶祝越南民主共和國
建國⼗五週年. N.p., 1960. 20 paper sheets. Title page with decorative design plus 19 bearing b/w
photographs of various sizes measuring c. 15x10 cm. Accompanying descriptive paper slips pasted
below. 41x28 cm. Loose.

£100.00

Comprises a title page with title, printed image of industry and construction and introductory text. Followed by 19
sheets each bearing a black-and-white photograph with descriptive paper slips glued below. Produced to celebrate the
15th anniversary of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. The 19 photographs show scenes predominantly of industrial
and agricultural production - proving the advances being made under Socialism. The photographs are consecutively
numbered from 1 to 19 and may comprise a complete set. In any event a very rare compilation of official and early
communist Chinese propaganda relating to Vietnam. All text in Chinese, Creasing to the paper sheets. The photographs
in good condition.
667

Zhang Faying ed: TANG YING DU TAO WENDANG. (Documents on the Qing Dynasty
Superintendent of Ceramics Tang Ying). 唐英督陶⽂檔 。 張發穎 編. Beijing, 2012. 209 pp. 29x21
cm. Boards.

£45.00

A compilation of archive material relating to this famous Superintendent of the Jingdezhen imperial kilns, Tang Ying,
who oversaw production during the Yongzheng reign and part of the Qianlong reign. Text in Chinese.
668

Zhang Huizhi, Shen Qiwei, Liu Dechong et al. comp: ZHONGGUO LIDAI RENMING DA
CIDIAN. (A Chinese Biographical Dictionary). 中國歷代⼈名⼤辭典 。 張撝之、 沈起煒、 劉德重
主編. Shanghai, 1999. 297, 1-1403; 1404-2586, 167 pp. Detailed chronological table, indexes. 2 vols.
27x20 cm. Cloth.

£40.00

A huge two-volume biographical dictionary with references to over 54,500 individuals active from pre-Qin times up
until the end of the Qing period. An essential reference work and natural successor to the ‘Zhongguo Renming Da
Cidian’. Indexed by stroke count and the four-corner system. In Chinese only.
669

Zhang Jinbiao artist: BAI SHOU TU. (One Hundred Long Lives). 百壽圖 。 張錦標 作. Shanghai,
1984. Colour printed poster. 76x53 cm. Paper.

£60.00

The god of longevity, Shoulao, is shown in a central vignette embracing a small child, together with a crane and a
peach - other symbols of long life. This central image is surrounded on all sides by many many golden variants of the
character’ shou’ longevity. All on a red background. One vertical and one horizontal crease to the poster from being
folded up. A couple of very small marginal tears. generally in fine condition. Image available.
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Zhang Tongbiao et al: CHANGJIANG ZHONGYOU SHUILU HUA. (Water-and-Land Paintings
from the Central Section of the Yangtze River). 長江中游⽔陸畫 。 張同標 等 著. Changsha, 2011.
129 pp. Numerous colour illustrations throughout. 28x21 cm. Paper.

£30.00

Shows Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasty paintings showing scenes relating to the Buddhist ‘water-and-land’ worship. The
paintings come from the provinces of Hunan, Hubei and Jiangxi in China. illustrated throughout in colour. In Chinese.
671

Zhang Xiaoxia ed: LIANPU DAQUAN. (Collection of Opera Masks). 臉譜⼤全. Hangzhou, 1996. 69
folded leaves. 1008 colour lithographed illustrations. 29x20 cm. Stitched. Cloth slipcase.

£30.00

Divided into 8 sections showing different types of opera mask, all the illustrations are numbered and named. A reprint
of the 1937 original. Text in Chinese only.
672

Zhang Yuanji: BAINABEN ERSHISI SHI. (Bonaben Twenty Four Histories). 百衲本⼆⼗四史 。 張
元濟. Shanghai, 1930-37. Various paginations. 820 vols. 20x13 cm. Stitched.

£10,000.00

Historians of China will long be grateful to Zhang Yuanji for his role in publishing this work. Dissatisfied with the
editions generally available in China in the 1920’s, Zhang resolved to seek out the best edition of each history and
succeeded in obtaining many Song and Yuan texts for the project. Throughout this arduous undertaking, he acted as
chief editor, supervising the collation of variant histories. Many of the editions reproduced in facsimile were from the
Hanfenlou Collection, the rare book library that Zhang had assembled on behalf of the Commercial Press and which
was later to be mostly destroyed in the Japanese bombing of Shanghai in 1932. Boorman I:138-140. For a breakdown
of the histories and the editions reproduced, see Zhongguo congshu conglu I:631-633.
This set is contained in 24 traditional stackable wooden cases with front flip lids, manufactured in Hong Kong in the
1950s. Some damage to the wood and joints.
Together with:
- Liang Qixiong: NIANSISHI ZHUANMU YINDE. (Index to Biographies in the 24 Annals). Shanghai, 1940. 2, 2, 4, 12,
14, 440 pp. 19x13 cm. Paper. This is an index to the biographies in the twenty-four dynastic histories. In the main body
of the work names are arranged according to the number of strokes, with the juan number of the dynastic history
following. Reprint of 1936 edition. T&B 3:178. (LIANS2)
ERSHIWU SHI RENMING SUOYIN. (Index to names in the 25 Histories). Beijing, 1956. 518 pp. 19x14 cm. Cloth.
Four-corner index to the names of all persons having biographies or biographical notes in the benji, shijia or liezhuan
sections of the twenty-five dynastic histories. Key to surnames arranged by stroke number. T&B III:178. (ZZESJ1)
Wang Huizu: SHIXING YUNBIAN. N.p., 1884. 16 vols. 20x12 cm. Stitched. Index to the biographies in the twenty-four
dynastic histories. Gengyulou Shuju movable-type reprint. (WANSY1)
Sima Guang: ZIZHI TONGJIAN. Sibu Congkan. Shanghai, (1929). 80 vols. 20x13 cm. Stitched. Part of the history
section of the Sibu congkan, this 294-chapter version is a reprint of a Song edition. (SIGZT1)
673

Zhang Zeduan painter: QINGMING SHANGHE TU. (Qingming Festival on the River). 清明上河
圖 。 張擇端 繪. Chengdu, 2015. Long folding colour reproduction of the scroll. 31x16 cm. Boards.

£25.00

Long foldout reproduction of China’s most famous handscroll painting, the Northern Song masterpiece ‘Qingming
Festival on the River’ by Zhang Zeduan which depicts the city of Kaifeng in early Spring during the Qingming Festival.
Renowned not least for its incredible detail depicting the life of the city in its myriad aspects. Near life-size
reproduction.
674

Zhang Zhen: AN AMOROUS HISTORY OF THE SILVER SCREEN. Shanghai Cinema 1896
-1937. 銀幕艷史. Chicago, 2006. 488 pp. B/w text illustrations. 23x16 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

The title ‘An Amorous History of the Silver Screen’ refers to a near forgotten film made in Shanghai and released in
1931. Examines the history of Shanghai cinema from its beginnings to its peak in the 1920s and 1930s.
675

Zhao Ziqiang: GU TAOCI JIANDING. (The Authentication of Ancient Ceramics). 古陶瓷鑒定.
Guangzhou, 1991. 147, 15 pp. 65 pp. of colour plates. 18 pp. b/w marks. 53 line drawings. Chronology.
26x19 cm. Paper.

£20.00

The author of this detailed study of authentication was trained at the Palace Museum in Beijing and subsequently
worked in Guangdong province providing authentication expertise for customs and export agencies. He is currently a
national level expert in ceramics authentication. In Chinese.
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Zhao Ziqiang ed: QINGCI QINGBAICI ZHEN PIN. (Treasures of Celadon and Qingbai Porcelain).
青瓷青⽩青⽩瓷珍品 。 趙⾃強 主編. Nanning, 1997. 158 pp., colour plates throughout. 29x22 cm.
Cloth.

£20.00

Approximately 200 pieces of celadon and Qingbai porcelain from the Guangzhou Museum collection are illustrated in
good colour plates. Pieces date from the Warring States to the Yuan in the main with some later reproductions shown.
Useful introduction. In Chinese.
677

Zhejiang Art Gallery ed: QI YUN MO SHANG: GENGZHI TU YISHU TEZHAN. Beyond
Farmland & Mulberry Trees: Rare Editions of Farming & Weaving Pictures Albums. 其耘陌上 ： 耕
織圖藝術特展. Hangzhou, 2020. 1, 1, 167 pp. Colour and b/w illustrations throughout, many full page.
Wrappers.

£130.00

Catalogue of an interesting exhibition at the Zhejiang Meishuguan (Zhejiang Art Gallery) in Hangzhou, China.
Examines the various woodblock-printed editions and other productions of the Gengzhi Tu (Pictures of Tilling and
Weaving) from the Kangxi 1696 editions onwards. Also shows associated works such as the Mianhua Tu and works
relating to tilling and weaving in the Gujin Tushu Jicheng. Includes Japanese editions and European copperplates. A
number of the editions reproduced in their entirety in reduced size. Many full page illustrations. Of much use for
comparison of editions and research into an important subject in imperial China influential in many areas, not least the
arts. A pleasing catalogue. All text in Chinese. Hard to obtain.
678

Zhejiang Provincial Museum ed: FEI SE CHU GAOLI: HANGUO KANGJIN GAOLI QINGCI TE
ZHAN. Exhibition of Goryeo Celadon Wares from Gangjin of Korea. 翡⾊出⾼麗 ： 韓國康津⾼麗青
瓷特展 。 浙江省博物館 編. Beijing, 2012. 151 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 29x22 cm.
Boards.

£50.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Zhejiang Provincial Museum in Hangzhou, China, showing beautiful Korean Koryo
period celadons dating from the 11th to 14th centuries. Accompanied by a number of modern examples which
demonstrate that the art of producing these fine ceramics lives on. The ceramics were loaned by the Gangjin Celadon
Museum in South Korea. Illustrated throughout with excellent colour plates. Text in Chinese.
679

Zhejiang Provincial Museum et al: QINGCI FENGYUN: YONGHENG DE QIANFENG CUISE:
ZHEJIANGSHENG BOWUGUAN. Charm of Celadon: Perpetual Green Scenes on Mountains:
Zhejiang Provincial Museum. 青瓷風韻 ： 永恆的千峰翠⾊ 。 浙江省博物館. Zhongguo Bowuguan
Manbu / Rambling over Chinese Museums. Hangzhou, 1999. 159 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x22
cm. Cloth.

£30.00

Well-illustrated with a selection of celadons primarily from the collections of the Zhejiang and Hunan provincial
museums. Includes Longquan, Changsha, Yueyao and other wares. In Chinese only.
680

Zheng Kun artist: CHUN. (Spring). 春 。 鄭鶤 作. Shanghai, 1962. Diamond-shaped colour printed
poster. 35x35 cm. Paper.

£50.00

Early 1960s nianhua style diamond-shaped colourful Chinese New Year print with a red background and the image of a
little girl on a tractor appearing to have driven it out of a large floral character ‘chun’ (Spring). Floral imagery
abounds - not just in the ‘Spring’ character but the girl is clutching a bunch of blossom and there are flowers on the
front of the tractor. The tractor’s registration is ‘Fengshou Hao’ (Bountiful Harvest) so the poster oozes with good
wishes for the year ahead and a good harvest. Text in Chinese. Couple of small marginal tears and crease from where
folded, otherwise fine. Rare. Image available.
681

Zheng Kun artist: FU & CHUN. (Good Fortune & Spring). 福 春 。 鄭鶤 作. Shanghai, 1981 & 1984.
2 diamond-shaped colour printed posters. 54x54 cm. Paper.

£150.00

Two early 1980s nianhua-style diamond-shaped colourful Chinese New Year prints, one bearing the character
‘Fu’ (Good Fortune) filled with flowers, the second ‘Chun’ (Spring) again flower-filled. Both against a red background
and with complex imagery and patterns to the borders. Horizontal and vertical crease to each from being folded. Slight
creasing and marginal tears. Otherwise generally in fine condition. Now very scarce. Image available.
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Zheng Ruzhong et al. ed: ZHONGGUO FEITIAN YISHU. The Art of Flying Devis in China. 中國⾶
天藝術 。 鄭汝中 等 編. Hefei, 2000. 336 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£40.00

A study of the Feitian, or flying Devi, primarily found in the murals at Dunhuang and in sculptural form in other cave
grottoes in China - Maijishan, Yungang etc. Numerous good colour plates showing both general views and close-up
illustrations of murals and sculptural reliefs containing Feitian. A useful study of this somewhat enigmatic subject. Near
dual language text in English and Chinese.
683

Zhongguo Geming Bowuguan Museum of the Chinese Revolution) ed: ZHONGGUO
GONGCHANDANG QISHINIAN TUJI. (The Chinese Communist Party - A 70th Anniversary
Pictorial Collection). 中國共產黨七⼗年圖集. Shanghai, 1991. 871; 651 pp. B/w photographs
throughout, a few in colour. 2 vols. 39x29 cm. Cloth.

£500.00

The official pictorial souvenir produced to accompany celebrations to mark the 70th anniversary of the founding of the
Chinese Communist Party. A huge two-volume photo-history. Never made available for general sale to the public being
distributed to high party official. All text in Chinese. The first copy we have ever handled.
684

ZHONGGUO JIXIANG TU’AN. (Auspicious Chinese Symbols). 中國吉祥圖案. Taibei, 1987. 16, 3,
10, 671, 22 pp. 16 pp. colour plates. Full page b/w illustrations throughout. 22x16 cm. Cloth.

£25.00

Illustrates numerous symbols, designs and patterns that have an auspicious significance in Chinese mythology and art.
Explanations in Chinese.
685

Wu Zhongshao: SUI TANG WUDAI HUIHUA. (Paintings of the Sui, Tang and Five Periods). 隋唐五
代繪畫. Zhongguo Meishu Quanji - Huihua 2. Beijing, 1984. 80 pp. text. plus 167 colour plates. 29x22
cm. Cloth.

£30.00

This second volume in the series deals with the paintings from the Sui, the Tang and the Five Dynasties. Excellent
colour plates. In Chinese.
686

Pan Lusheng ed: ZHONGGUO MINJIAN MEISHU QUANJI 1-14. (A Collection of China’s Folk
Art). 中國民間美術全集 1-14 全套. Ji’nan, 1993. c. 300 pp. Colour plates throughout each volume. 14
vols. 34x27 cm. Silk, slipcase.

£900.00

14 volume set of this large-format excellent visual reference. Content as follows.
1. Spiritual Images; 2. Ceremonial Offerings; 3. Domestic Houses; 4. Furnishings; 5. Clothing Part I; 6. Clothing Part
II; 7. Everyday Objects; 8. Handicrafts; 9. New Year Prints; 10. Papercuts; 11. Masks and Opera Makeup; 12. Puppets
and Shadow Theatre; 13. Toys and Playthings; 14. Society and Fire.
Each volume illustrated throughout in colour. The best work on the subject. In Chinese. Long out-of-print.
687

Duan Shu’an ed: ZHONGGUO QINGTONGQI QUANJI 1-16. (Collection of Ancient Chinese
Bronzes 1-16). 中國青銅器全集. Zhongguo Meishu Fenlei Quanji. Beijing, colour plates. Detailed
captions with b/w matching plates. 16 vols. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£800.00

Excellent 16 volume series on ancient Chinese bronzes. Four volumes cover the Xia and Shang dynasties, two are on
the Western Zhou, five illustrate the Eastern Zhou, one volume covers Qin and Han dynasty bronzes, one shows Bashu
pieces from Sichuan province, one is on Dian and Kunming bronzes from Yunnan, one on the bronzes from the northern
steppes and a final volume on bronze mirrors. Illustrations are of very high quality and supported by a scholarly text,
though in Chinese only.
688

Xiong Zhuanxin et al: ZHONGGUO QINGTONGQI QUANJI 10 — DONGZHOU 4. (Collection of
Chinese Bronze 10 — Eastern Zhou 4). 中國 青銅器 全集 ⼗ ： 東周 四. Zhongguo Meishu Fenlei
Quanji. Beijing, 1998. 8, 32, 176, 60 pp. 176 colour plates. Detailed captions with 176 b/w matching
plates. 3 maps of sites. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£70.00

Tenth volume in the excellent series on Bronzes, itself a part of the huge series ‘Zhongguo Meishu Fenlei Quanji’. The
illustrations of these Eastern Zhou bronzes are of very high quality, and supported by a scholarly text, though in
Chinese text only.
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FROM OUR STOCK

ZHONGGUO RENMIN JIEFANGJUN KONGJUN MEISHU ZUOPIN XUANJI. (A Selection of
Artistic Works about the Chinese Airforce). 中國⼈民解放軍空軍美術作品選集. Beijing, 1974. 113
pp. Colour plates throughout, 25x25 cm. Paper.

£60.00

Filled throughout with colourful propaganda works relating to the activities of the Chinese Air Force. Predominantly
paintings and woodblock prints. Text in Chinese. Scarce.
690

ZHONGGUO TAOCI QUANJI 1: XINSHIQI SHIDAI. (Compendium of Chinese Ceramics 1: The
Neolithic Period). 中國陶瓷全集 ⼀ ： 新⽯器時代. Zhongguo Meishu Fenlei Quanji. Shanghai, 2000.
331 pp. 253 colour plates and 253 b/w illustrations. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£55.00

Volume 1 of a 15 volume high quality series on Chinese ceramics, this volume covers the Neolithic period. In Chinese
only. Shows 253 objects, primarily painted pottery from various cultures - Dawenkou, Majiayao, Liangzhu etc. Objects
held at various museums and institutions in mainland China. Excellent colour plates. Each object with brief but
comprehensive description. In Chinese only.
691

ZHONGGUO TAOCI QUANJI 2: XIA SHANG ZHOU CHUNQIU ZHANGUO. (Compendium of
Chinese Ceramics 2: Xia, Shang, Zhou, Spring and Autumn and Warring States Periods). 中國陶瓷全
集 ⼆ ： 夏商周春秋戰國. Zhongguo Meishu Fenlei Quanji. Shanghai, 2000. 304 pp. 244 colour plates
and 244 b/w illustrations. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£55.00

Volume 2 in a 15 volume set on Chinese ceramics, this volume covers the Xia, Shang and Zhou dynasties plus the
Spring and Autumn and Warring States periods. Illustrates 244 pieces in excellent colour plates. All pieces have brief
but comprehensive descriptions. Objects are held in museums and institutions in mainland China. In Chinese only.
692

ZHONGGUO TAOCI QUANJI 3: QIN HAN. (Compendium of Chinese Ceramics 3: The Qin and
Han Dynasties). 中國陶瓷全集 三 ： 秦漢. Zhongguo Meishu Fenlei Quanji. Shanghai, 1999. 295 pp.
231 colour plates and 231 b/w illustrations. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£80.00

Volume 3 in a 15 volume set on Chinese ceramics, this volume covers the Qin and Han dynasties, primarily excavated
material. Illustrates 231 pieces in excellent colour plates. All pieces have brief but comprehensive descriptions. Objects
are held in museums and institutions in mainland China. A good number of pieces have seldom if ever been published
before. In Chinese only. Out-of-print.
693

ZHONGGUO TAOCI QUANJI 4: SANGUO LIANGJIN NANBEICHAO. (Compendium of
Chinese Ceramics 4: Three Kingdoms, The Western and Eastern Jin and Northern and Southern
Dynasties). 中國陶瓷全集 四 ： 三國兩晉南北朝. Zhongguo Meishu Fenlei Quanji. Shanghai, 2000.
313 pp. 249 colour plates and 249 b/w illustrations. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£80.00

Volume 4 in a 15 volume set on Chinese ceramics, this volume covers the Three Kingdoms, the Western and Eastern Jin
and the Northern and Southern dynasties. Shows 249 beautiful pieces (tomb figurines, ceramics of animal form, ewers,
urns etc.) held in various museums and institutions in mainland China. Excellent colour plates. Brief but useful captions
for each object. In Chinese only. Out-of-print.
694

ZHONGGUO TAOCI QUANJI 10: YUAN: SHANG. (Compendium of Chinese Ceramics 10: The
Yuan Dynasty: Part 1). 中國陶瓷全集 ⼗ ： 元 上. Zhongguo Meishu Fenlei Quanji. Shanghai, 2000.
292 pp. 246 colour plates and 246 b/w illustrations. 29x22 cm. Cloth.

£55.00

Volume 10 in a 15 volume set on Chinese ceramics, this volume is part 1 of 2 and shows beautiful ceramics from the
Yuan dynasty. 246 pieces, all very well-illustrated, from various museums and institutions in mainland China, both
large and small. Numerous pieces seldom, if ever, published before. This volume shows Cizhou pieces, Longquan
celadons and pieces with various coloured glazes. In Chinese only.
695

ZHONGGUO TIYU. (Sport in China). 中國體育. Beijing, 1973. 2, 94 pp. Colour and b/w plates
throughout. 25x22 cm. Wrappers.

£40.00

Propaganda publication published during the Cultural Revolution. Colour and black-and-white photography clearly
demonstrates the health benefits and enjoyment of sport in China undertaken by people from all walks of life and
ranging from Ping-Pong to marathons and basketball and rope-climbing. In Chinese.
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FROM OUR STOCK

ZHONGGUO WUNUO MIANJU YISHU. The Art of Chinese Ritual Masks. 中國巫諾⾯具藝術.
Taibei, 1996. 261 pp. 70 pp. English supplement. Colour illustrations throughout. 20x23 cm. Cloth,
slipcase.

£30.00

Chinese ritual masks as worn by shamans and wizards during rituals such as exorcism etc. Plentifully and wellillustrated with numerous masks and the ceremonies in which they are used. Well-written English supplement on the
history and use of the masks for dispelling evil etc. Main text in Chinese.
697

ZHONGGUO YINYUE WENWU DAXI: HUBEI JUAN. (Series on Chinese Musical Artefacts:
Hubei Province). 中國⾳樂⽂物⼤系 ： 湖北卷. Zhongguo Yinyue Wenwu Daxi. Zhengzhou, 1999. 7,
348 pp. Colour plates and b/w illustrations throughout. 37x26 cm. Cloth.

£40.00

Part of an impressive series on Chinese musical artefacts, this volume covers the instruments and musical artefacts of
Hubei province and displays items in various museums, temples and institutions. Divided into sections on various types
of musical instrument and antiques showing musicians and/or musical instruments. Includes bronze bells, chimes, tomb
rubbings, tomb figurines etc. In Chinese only.
698

Zhongyong Meishu Xueyuan Banhuaxi: GUANGKUO TIANDI DA YOU ZUOWEI: QINGZHU
ZHONGHUA RENMIN GONGHEGUO CHENGLI ERSHISAN ZHOUNIAN. (A Vast World
Where Much Can Be Accomplished: In Celebration of the Twenty Third Anniversary of the
Establishment of the Peoples Republic of China). 廣闊天地⼤有作為 ： 慶祝中華⼈民共和國成⽴⼆
⼗三周年. Beijing, n.d. Introductory page, list of contents and 50 loose colour reproductions of posters.
51 vols. 38x27 cm. Paper in folder.

£45.00

Facsimile reproduction of a 1972 work containing illustrations of 50 black and red woodblock printed propaganda
posters dating from the late 1950s through to 1972. Reproduced on brownish paper. Serves as a good visual survey of
the use of the woodblock print in the production of communist and Cultural Revolution propaganda. The list of contents
calls for 44 plates, all present, plus also an additional six not on the list of contents. All text in Chinese.
699

Zhou Shirong: HUXIANG TAOCI (YI). (Ceramics of Hunan: Volume One). 湖湘陶瓷（⼀）。 周
世榮 著. Changsha, 2008. 2, 7, 2, 327 pp. Colour text plates throughout. 23x16 cm. Boards.

£20.00

Part One of a two-volume work on the different ceramics produced over the centuries in the Chinese province of Hunan.
Sections on various types of ceramics and perhaps of most interest for a section on the early 20th century ceramics
produced at the little-known Liling kiln. Well-illustrated throughout. In Chinese.
700

Zhou Zhenhe ed: SHANGHAI LISHI DITU JI. (A Historical Atlas of Shanghai). 上海歷史地圖集 。
周振鶴 主編. Shanghai, 1999. 157 pp. 95 pp. maps. 37x26 cm. Cloth.

£70.00

Traces the development of the city of Shanghai and the surrounding area in maps from the Qin and Han dynasties up to
the present day. Most useful for the maps of 19th and 20th century Shanghai. The index includes the English names of
streets prior to 1949 alongside the Chinese names. The book is in Chinese only.
701

Zhu Jiang: YUANSHI DE FENGFAN: HAISHANG SICHOU ZHI LU YU YANGZHOU. (The
Maritime Silk Road and Yangzhou). 遠逝的風帆 ： 海上絲綢之路輿揚州 。 朱江 著. Nanjing, 2014.
184 pp. 23x16 cm. Wrappers.

£30.00

Discourse on river and maritime trade emanating from the city of Yangzhou. Hard to obtain.
702

Zhu Zuxi: YUANDAI JI YUANDAI YIQIAN BEIJING CHENGSHI XINGTAI YU GONGNENG
YANBIAN. The Layout, Function and Evolution of the City of Beijing before and in the Yuan
Dynasty). 元代及元代以前北京城市形態輿功能演變 。 朱祖希 著. Guangzhou, 2015. 2, 5, 2, 150
pp. A few b/w text illustrations. 24x17 cm. Wrappers.

£25.00

Brings together the sparse information known about the city of Beijing during the Yuan dynasty and the preceding
period. A useful contribution to a subject on which little is written. In Chinese.
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FROM OUR STOCK

Zia, Helen: LAST BOAT OUT OF SHANGHAI. The Epic Story of the Chinese Who Fled Mao’s
Revolution. New York, 2019. xxix, 2, 503 pp. A few b/w illustrations. Double page b/w map. 24x16
cm. Cloth.

£22.50

Told through the eyes of a number of teenagers and young people (both Chinese and foreign) present in the city at the
time, this is the extraordinary and harrowing story of the last days of Shanghai in the late 1940s in the lead-up to its
take-over by the Communists.
704

ZIJINCHENG DIHOU SHENGHUO 1644-1911. (Imperial Life in the Forbidden City 1644-1911).
紫禁城帝後⽣活 1644-1911. Beijing, 1993. 121 pp. Colour illustrations throughout. 31x23 cm. Paper.

£20.00

A pictorial view of imperial life in the Forbidden City during the Qing dynasty. English and Chinese texts. Reprint of the
1981 edition that was only in Chinese.
705

Zo Za-zong: TRADITIONAL KOREAN PAINTING. A Lost Art Rediscovered. Tokyo, 1990. 176
pp. 156 colour plates, 62 b/w text-figures. 37x27 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

The paintings in this volume constitute one aspect of Korean paintings which has been long neglected in favour of the
official school of painting, and only recently have they been accorded the recognition they deserve.
706

Zou Zongxu: THE LAND WITHIN THE PASSES. A History of Xi’an. London, 1990. 304 pp. 515
illustrations. 33x24 cm. Cloth.

£30.00

Of China’s six ancient cities, Xi’an is the most renowned. Numerous ruins of various imperial palaces, imperial tombs
and, perhaps more notably, the remains of the famous terracotta army, bear witness to its glorious past.
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